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Preface
The Center for Computing Research (CCR) at Sandia National Laboratories organizes a
summer student program each summer, in coordination with the Computer Science Research
Institute (CSRI) and Cyber Engineering Research Institute (CERI).
CERI focuses on open, exploratory research in cyber security in partnership with
academia, industry, and government, and provides collaborators an accessible portal to
Sandia’s cybersecurity experts and facilities. Moreover, CERI provides an environment for
visionary, threat-informed research on national cyber challenges.
CSRI brings university faculty and students to Sandia National Laboratories for focused
collaborative research on DOE computer and computational science problems. CSRI provides a mechanism by which university researchers learn about problems in computer and
computational science at DOE Laboratories. Participants conduct leading–edge research,
interact with scientists and engineers at the laboratories, and help transfer the results of
their research to programs at the labs.
A key component of CCR programs over the last decade has been an active and productive summer program in which students from around the country conduct internships at
Sandia. Each student is paired with a Sandia staff member who serves as technical advisor
and mentor. The goals of the summer program are to expose the students to research in the
mathematical and computer sciences at Sandia and to conduct a meaningful and impactful
summer research project with their Sandia mentor. Every effort is made to align summer
projects with the student’s research objectives and all work is coordinated with the ongoing
research activities of the Sandia mentor in alignment with Sandia technical thrusts.
Starting in 2014, CERI and CSRI combined their efforts to form the CCR Summer
Proceedings. Both CERI and CSRI encourage all summer participants and their mentors
to contribute a technical article to the CCR Summer Proceedings. In many cases, the CCR
Proceedings are the first opportunity that students have to write a research article. Not
only do these proceedings serve to document the research conducted during the summer
but, as part of the research training goals of Sandia, it is the intent that these articles serve
as precursors to or first drafts of articles that could be submitted to peer–reviewed journals.
As such, each article has been reviewed by a Sandia staff member knowledgeable in that
technical area with feedback provided to the authors. Several articles have or are in the
process of being submitted to peer–reviewed conferences or journals and we anticipate that
additional submissions will be forthcoming.
For the 2017 CCR Proceedings, research articles have been organized into the following
broad technical focus areas—computational mathematics, applications, and software and
high performance computing—which are well aligned with Sandia’s strategic thrusts in computer and information sciences.
We would like to thank all participants who have contributed to the outstanding technical accomplishments of CSRI and CERI in 2017. The success of the program hinged on
the hard work of enthusiastic student collaborators and their dedicated Sandia technical
staff mentors. We would also like to thank those who reviewed articles for this proceedings;
their feedback is an important part of the research training process and has significantly
improved the quality of the reports.
An important educational component of the summer program is the CCR Summer
Seminar Series. We would like to thank the staff who spoke at the 2017 Series: John Siirola
(1464), Aidan Thompson (1444), Drew Kouri (1441), Kenneth Rudinger (1425), Stephanie
Hansen (1684), Mehmet Deveci (1426), Brad Carvey (1461), William Severa (1462), Peter
Bosler (1446), and Edward Phillips (1352).
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Finally, the CCR summer program would not be possible without the administrative
support of Ashley Avallone, Jonathan Compton, Steven Garcia, Denise LaPorte, Amy
Levan, Lorena Martinez, Celia Montoya, Sandra Portlock, Phyllis Rutka, Val Romero, and
Bernadette Watts.
Andrew D. Baczewski
Michael L. Parks
March 19, 2018
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Computational Mathematics
Computational mathematics is concerned with the design, analysis, and implementation of
algorithms to solve mathematical problems. Articles in this section describe the discretization of partial differential equations and methods to solve equations, couple multiphysics
systems of equations, and quantify uncertainty.
Chen, Cambier, Tuminaro, Rajamanickam, Boman, and Darve address computational
challenges associated with iterative linear solves on extruded meshes that arise in ice
sheet modeling. The combination of thin 3D meshes with an associated coupling strength
anisotropy necessitates improvements to the Low Rank Sparse (LoRaSp) solver to efficiently
solve these problems. This hierarchical solver makes use of mesh partitioning that takes advantage of the anisotropic mesh structure, as well as low-rank compression to remove ice
shelves which lead to nearly singular matrix blocks. Results highlight a reduction in both
the number of iterations and the total time to solution relative to conventional LoRaSp for
exemplary problems.
Fisher, Kramer, and Voth explore level set methods for describing single and multiple
material interfaces in ALE codes. This is in contrast to volume of fluid approaches, as
currently used in ALEGRA. They demonstrate that it is feasible to create continuous interfaces using level set methods in 2D and 3D, and provide a simple algorithm for converting a
volume of fluid interface reconstruction into a level set approximation of the same interface.
Fleeter, Geraci, Schiavazzi, Kahn, Eldred, and Marsden describe a multilevel/multifidelity (MLMF) approach to uncertainty quantification for hemodynamic modeling. Exemplary results following from the integration of 3D, 1D, and 0D hemodynamic solvers with
MLMF (and other) estimators in Sandia’s Dakota toolkit are reported. They indicate that
the total computational cost to achieve a target accuracy relative to naive Monte Carlo can
be dramatically reduced by MLMF for this important problem space.
Meredith and Siefert derive verification tests for nonlinear materials models used in
MHD codes. They focus on specific functional forms for nonlinear conductivity and magnetization that are both physically motivated and analytically tractable for pseudo-1D problems. An implementation of these test problems in MATLAB indicates the expected rate of
convergence, confirming that they are useful for the verification of other codes.
Moon, Heath, and Mitchell outline a porous materials analysis pipeline that makes use of
persistent homology and spans data preparation, sampling, and inference. This framework is
applied to a 3D data set consisting of focused ion beam scanning electron microscope images
of the Selma Chalk. After extracting features from the data, a statistical model based on
the affiliated principal component analysis is used to predict physical parameters including
porosity, permeability, anisotropy, and tortuosity. The predicted values of these parameters
are compared to their actual values, indicating that the predictive accuracy depends on the
specific parameter considered and the size of subvolumes used in the analysis.
Sentz, Cyr, and Olson analyze the efficacy of a geometric multigrid method for preconditioning a saddle point problem resulting from the lowest-order Raviart-Thomas discretization of the Helmholtz problem. It is demonstrated to be efficacious for the generalized
minimal residual method (GMRES) for meshes defined on a square domain and a domain
with a reentrant corner. Limitations are identified as the domain and mesh become distorted, pointing the way to future work in examining different smoothers or interpolation
operators.
Mousley, Deakin, Knupp, and Mitchell study the Hodge-Optimized Triangulation
(HOT) energy function used to assess mesh quality for Discrete Exterior Calculus. While
the HOT function is defined with respect to a domain of regular triangulations, when used
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in mesh optimization it must be extrapolated to the broader domain of labeled abstract triangulations. Nuances of different approaches to this extrapolation are explored and several
problems are identified pertaining to optimizing the HOT energy, such as non-convexity. A
unitless scale invariant modification of the HOT energy is proposed to address some of these
issues.
A.D. Baczewski
M.L. Parks
March 19, 2018
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A HIERARCHICAL SOLVER FOR EXTRUDED MESHES WITH
APPLICATIONS TO ICE SHEET MODELING
CHAO CHEN∗ , LEOPOLD CAMBIER† , RAYMOND S. TUMINARO ‡ , SIVASANKARAN
RAJAMANICKAM§ , ERIK G. BOMAN ¶, AND ERIC DARVE k
Abstract. A variant of an existing hierarchical solver is proposed for solving linear systems arising from
the modeling of ice sheets. For the modeling of such thin structures, an extruded three-dimensional mesh, i.e.,
an extrusion of a two-dimensional, unstructured mesh in a third dimension, is typically used. The use of an
extruded mesh leads to anisotropic problems, where the coupling in the thin direction can be much stronger
than that in the other directions. This anisotropic coupling creates difficulty for iterative methods to solve
the discretized partial differential equations. Another difficulty for solving those linear systems comes from
the Neumann-like boundary conditions on the extruded dimension, which leads to nearly singular matrix
blocks. In our approach, the three-dimensional mesh is first partitioned along the horizontal direction, and
then low-rank compression is used for approximating fill-in blocks during the Gaussian elimination process.
This partition scheme captures the strong coupling accurately, and the low-rank approximation is designed
carefully to avoid dealing with nearly singular matrix blocks. The overall approach is algebraic with the
exception that some additional information is needed to determine the extruded direction and the regions
imposed with Neumann-like boundary conditions. This algebraic approach facilitates integration of the
solver with a variety of different extruded mesh applications.

1 Introduction To provide better estimates of potential future sea-level rise from
large ice sheets, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently produced
two assessment reports [11, 12] on the importance of improving ice sheet modeling. As
improved modeling of ice sheet dynamics takes advantage of unstructured and/or adaptive
meshes and sophisticated numerical techniques, such as optimization, data assimilation and
uncertainty quantification, keeping the total simulation time from increasing dramatically is
becoming more and more important, especially because current ice sheet simulations already
require thousands of seconds of processing units on supercomputers. Within large ice sheet
simulations, solving numerous linear systems associated with every Newton and time step
is typically the most time-consuming component.
This paper focuses on the problem of solving linear systems that arise from modeling
ice sheet flow equations, the bottleneck in ice sheet simulations. Specifically, we addressed
two challenges with ice sheet modeling: anisotropy and singularity. For ice sheet modeling,
anisotropy results from the fact that the thin vertical scale of the domain is much smaller
than its horizontal scale. This anisotropy often leads to slow convergence of iterative methods, as the relatively weak coupling gives rise to oscillatory modes with small eigenvalues
and poorly conditioned linear systems. The other difficulty for solving linear systems from
ice sheet modeling comes from the Neumann-like boundary conditions imposed on the top
and bottom of ice sheets, which leads to nearly singular sub-blocks in the discretization
matrices. This near-singularity needs to be taken care of in factorization-based methods to
avoid instability, and the corresponding near-null space needs to be preserved at every level
in multilevel iterative methods, such as the multigrid method, to obtain fast convergence.
In ice sheet simulations, commonly employed iterative methods are the incomplete
LU factorization (ILU) and the multigrid method. As shown in [14], while the carefully designed ILU preconditioner exhibits excellent parallel scalability for a realistic, high∗ Stanford

University, cchen10@stanford.edu
University, lcambier@stanford.edu
‡ Sandia National Laboratories, rstumin@sandia.gov
§ Sandia National Laboratories, srajama@sandia.gov
¶ Sandia National Laboratories, egboman@sandia.gov
k Stanford University, darve@stanford.gov
† Stanford
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resolution Greenland ice sheet problem, its performance deteriorates significantly for a realistic, moderate-resolution Antarctic ice sheet problem. The reason of this deterioration
is that the Antarctic ice sheet contains a substantial fraction of floating ice shelves, corresponding to the Neumann-like boundary conditions in the model, which leads to extremely
ill-conditioned linear systems. Several algebraic multigrid methods have been developed
to address anisotropic problems and to take advantage of the underlying extruded mesh.
However, the performance of a smoothed aggregation algebraic multigrid solver [16] is disappointing for ice sheet models based on first-order Stokes equations [13]. Moreover, in the
algebraic context, using line relaxation as in some geometric multigrid methods proved to
be cumbersome because it requires restructuring an existing algebraic multigrid algorithm
and code.
To solve linear systems from ice sheet simulations efficiently, we propose using a hierarchical solver, named LoRaSp [9] (Low-Rank Sparse solver), which is based on mesh
partitioning and low-rank compression. The LoRaSp method is a general linear solver/preconditioner for sparse matrices, which can be more robust than the ILU preconditioner for
anisotropic and ill-conditioned problems, as demonstrated in [9]. Under mild assumptions,
the factorization (setup) cost of LoRaSp is linear as the problem size increases. The parallel
algorithm of LoRaSp is introduced in [2], which has a similar communication pattern to the
parallel multigrid method, i.e., every processor exchanges only boundary data using local
communication. Moreover, the parallel LoRaSp method involves higher arithmetic intensity
(more flops per memory read), so it has the potential to be faster on modern computer
architectures than alternative sparse solvers.
To address the two challenges, namely anisotropy and singularity, associated with ice
sheet modeling, the LoRaSp method needs to be improved to accommodate for the extruded
mesh structure and the Neumann-like boundary condition through two steps. First, the
original LoRaSp method uses an arbitrary mesh partitioning, and the improved method
uses an extruded partitioning of the three-dimensional mesh along the extruded direction
to capture the strong coupling. To compute such a partitioning, a general graph partitioner
is applied on the unstructured non-extruded mesh and the partition results are extended
along the extruded direction, i.e., mesh vertexes lying on the same extruded line belong to
the same cluster. Second, the original LoRaSp method uses low-rank compression for all
fill-in blocks during the block Gaussian elimination process (block Cholesky factorization
for symmetric positive definite problems) to eliminate clusters of unknowns. By contrast,
the improved method does not approximate fill-in blocks associated with the region imposed
with Neumann-like boundary conditions. The reason for this modification is that low-rank
approximation is generally not efficient for compressing off-diagonal fill-in blocks, which are
generated from the elimination of nearly-singular diagonal blocks.
Our improved LoRaSp method was inspired by and shares some similarities with the
matrix-dependent algebraic multigrid method [15] (MDSC-AMG). The MDSC-AMG combines ideas from matrix dependent multigrid for structured grids and algebraic multigrid for
unstructured grids. In this approach, the first few multigrid hierarchy levels are obtained by
applying matrix dependent multigrid to semi-coarsen in a structured thin-direction fashion.
After sufficient structured coarsening, the resulting mesh contains only a single layer corresponding to a two-dimensional, unstructured mesh. The algebraic multigrid method can
then be employed in a standard manner to create further coarse levels, as the anisotropic
phenomena is no longer present in the single layer problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the
first-order-accurate Stokes approximation model of ice sheets, and Section 3 discusses details
of the improved LoRaSp algorithm. Section 4 shows numerical experiments to demonstrate
the efficiency of the improved LoRaSp method.
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2 Stokes Formulation and Discretization Although many high fidelity models
exist for ice sheets, we focus on the first-order Stokes model [13] here. This simplified model
requires much less computation, but still preserves sufficient accuracy for simulating the
flow over most parts of an ice sheet. The ice sheet model is discretized with a Galerkin
finite element method using either bilinear or trilinear basis functions on tetrahedral or
hexahedral elements, respectively. Further details of that underlying discretization can be
found in [13, 14]. Below, we provide details on the partial differential equation (PDE) and
the corresponding boundary conditions.
The goal of an ice sheet model is to solve for the x and y components of the ice velocity.
These two components are governed by the following elliptic system of PDEs:
(
∂s
= 0,
−∇ · (2u˙ 1 ) + ρg ∂x
(2.1)
∂s
−∇ · (2u˙ 2 ) + ρg ∂y = 0.
where µ is the effective viscosity, ρ is ice density, g is the gravitational acceleration, and
s ≡ s(x, y) denotes the upper boundary surface. The i are first order approximations to
the effective strain rate tensors:
˙ T1 = (2˙xx + ˙yy , ˙xy , ˙xz )

and ˙ T2 = (˙xy , ˙xx + 2˙yy , ˙yz )

(2.2)

where
˙xx =

∂u
,
∂x

˙yy =

∂v
,
∂y

˙xy =

1 ∂u ∂v
(
+
),
2 ∂x ∂y

˙xz =

1 ∂u
,
2 ∂z

˙yz =

1 ∂v
.
2 ∂z

(2.3)

In Eq. 2.1, the nonlinearity arises from the effective viscosity, which is approximated by
µ=

1 − 1 − n2
A n ˙e ,
2

(2.4)

using Glen’s law [4, 7] to model the ice rheology. Here, ˙e is the effective strain rate given
by
˙2e ≡ ˙2xx + ˙2yy + ˙xx ˙yy + ˙2xy + ˙2xz + ˙2yz

(2.5)

and A is the strongly temperature-dependent flow law rate factor that can be described
through an Arrhenius relation [4]. The exponent n typically takes values between 1 and
4. In this work, we take n = 3, as is commonly done in the literature. A combination
of Newton’s method and continuation generates a sequence of linear systems, the efficient
solution of which is the main focus of this paper.
Note that there exists a three-dimensional null space of the PDE system in Eq. 2.1
when boundary conditions are not imposed, which corresponds to rigid body modes. This
space is spanned by functions associated with horizontal translations (u = 1, v = 0) and
(u = 0, v = 1) and rotation (u = −y, v = x); see, for example, [10].
The boundary conditions in the ice sheet model are as follows. On the top boundary, a
homogeneous Neumann condition is prescribed: ˙ 1 · n = ˙ 2 · n = 0, where n is the outward
facing normal vector to the upper surface. On the bottom boundary, a Robin condition is
used:
2µ˙ 1 · n + βu = 0,
2µ˙ 2 · n + βv = 0,

(2.6)
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where β ≡ β(x, y) ≥ 0 is the basal sliding (or friction) coefficient that in this paper can
be viewed as an already known field.1 Large β (e.g., β = 104 kPa yr m−1 ) corresponds to
a quasi-no-slip condition, while small β implies a weak frictional force, corresponding to
a thawed ice-bed interface that allows for some degree of slip tangential to the bedrock.
Under floating ice shelves, β is often taken as identically equal to zero, corresponding to free
slip over a frictionless boundary. On the lateral boundary, a dynamic Neumann condition
(referred to as open-ocean or floating ice) is used in this paper:
2µ˙ 1 · n − ρg(s − z)n = ρw g max(z, 0)n,
2µ˙ 2 · n − ρg(s − z)n = ρw g max(z, 0)n,

(2.7)

where ρw denotes the density of water and z is the elevation above sea level. This condition
is derived under a hydrostatic equilibrium assumption between the ice shelf and the air (or
water) that surrounds it [6].
3 Hierarchical Solver In this section, we introduce the original LoRaSp algorithm
and the modifications needed for solving linear systems arising in ice sheet simulations. Although the algorithm works for general sparse linear systems Ax = b, we focus on symmetric
positive definite (SPD) systems because discretizing the ice sheet model leads to SPD linear
systems to be solved.
From a high-level perspective, the LoRaSp method computes an approximate factorization of an SPD matrix A with the following steps. First, the LoRaSp method starts
with a partitioning of the rows of A. Suppose Π is the set of row/column indexes (DOFs).
A clustering Π = ∪i πi , where πi is a cluster of DOFs, can be computed using a general
graph partitioner. Second, the solver loops over all clusters in Π = ∪i πi and eliminates
some portions of DOFs in every cluster. Specifically, the fill-in blocks associated with a
cluster πs are compressed using low-rank approximations such that πs is split into fine
DOFs πsf and coarse DOFs πsc , where πsf involves no fill-in. Then πsf is eliminated safely,
which does not propagate any existing fill-in (no level-2 fill-in introduced). This is the socalled low-rank elimination step. Third, after all fine DOFs are eliminated, a smaller linear
system Ac xc = bc corresponding to the coarse DOFs remains, and the previous steps are
applied repeatedly until Ac is small enough to be factorized with the conventional Cholesky
factorization.
Although this original LoRaSp algorithm is powerful for solving a large class of linear
systems, our aim here was to improve it to achieve its optimal efficiency for addressing the
specific problem in ice sheets dynamics simulations. In ice sheet modeling, the underlying
extruded three-dimensional mesh and the Neumann boundary condition leads to discretization matrices with nearly-singular matrix blocks and entries of drastically different scales.
This particular problem structure is fully exploited in the improved algorithm.
3.1 Extruded Partitioning The improved LoRaSp method is based on an extruded
partitioning of a three-dimensional extruded mesh, which logically correspond to a tensor
product of a two-dimensional unstructured mesh in the x, y directions with a one-dimensional
mesh in the z direction. Specifically, one layer of the three-dimensional extruded mesh, i.e.,
an unstructured two-dimensional mesh, is partitioned using a general graph partitioner,
such as METIS/ParMETIS [5], Scotch/PT-scotch [3], and Zoltan [1]; the partitioning result
is then extruded in the third dimension such that mesh vertexes lying on the same extruded
line always belong to the same cluster. The motivation of our extruded partitioning scheme
is that a mesh point is closer to its vertical neighbors than its horizontal neighbors because
1 In practice, is obtained through an inverse problem formulation to best match measurements while
retaining certain desirable properties [8].
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vertical coupling is stronger than its horizontal counterpart in ice sheets modeling. Figure 3.1
shows the partitioning result of the mesh used for Antarctic ice sheet modeling (the extruded
dimension is not shown).

Fig. 3.1: Partitioning of the two-dimensional mesh, i.e, one layer of the three-dimensional
extruded mesh, used in Antarctic ice sheet modeling. Note that regions corresponding to
floating ice shelves have been “eliminated”; see Section 3.2.

Note the extruded partitioning scheme does not assume that the mesh spacing in the
extruded dimension is uniform, or that mesh vertexes residing on the same mesh layer have
the same z coordinate value. For a number of practical reasons, vertically extruded meshes
are commonly employed in ice sheet modeling. These meshes are also natural for ice sheet
simulation with the assumptions made for deriving the first order Stokes approximation,
which effectively relies on large disparities between vertical and horizontal scales. In addition
to the use in ice sheet modeling, extruded meshes are also heavily used in other geophysical
modeling applications (e.g., atmospheric and oceanic, oil/gas, carbon sequestration) and
arise frequently in engineering simulations involving thin structures.
3.2 Eliminate Unknowns Associated with Ice Shelves The Robin boundary
condition, i.e., Eq. 2.6, on the bottom boundary of the Antarctic ice sheet is effectively a
mix of the Dirichlet condition (large β) and the Neumann condition (β = 0). A large β
implies strong friction corresponding to a quasi-no-slip condition, while small β allows more
degree of slip, and, in particular, β = 0 corresponds to floating ice shelves. Since the top
boundary is also imposed with the Neumann condition, regions corresponding to β = 0
leads to nearly singular matrix blocks in the discretization matrices. To see this, we follow
the analysis in [15], which consider the following elliptic PDE on a thin 2D domain:
uxx + uyy = f

0 < x < 1, 0 < y < ,

uy (x, 0) = uy (x, ) = 0,

u(0, y) = u(1, y) = 0,

(3.1)

where   1, and f (x, y) = δ( 12 , 2 ), the Dirac delta function. On the y boundaries, the Neumann conditions are imposed, which is our focus here. On the x boundaries, the Dirichlet
conditions is imposed.  determines the width of the strip domain. Suppose that the discretization stencil is as shown in Figure 3.2 with the Neumann boundary condition on both
the top and the bottom boundaries. In Figure 3.2, the (scaled) matrix block corresponding
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to πs is

1 + (hy /hx )2

−1
A(πs , πs ) = 


−1
2 + 2(hy /hx )2
−1


−1
2 + 2(hy /hx )2
−1




−1
1 + (hy /hx )2

where hx and hy (hy  hx ) are corresponding mesh spacing in the x and y directions. Let
e = (1, 1, 1, 1)T be a constant vector, and A(πs , πs )e ≈ 0. Intuitively, vertical coupling is
much stronger than the horizontal coupling for the 2D strip, so the local problem corresponding to πs is extremely close to a 1D problem with the Neumann boundary condition
on the two ends, which is singular (the null space consists of constant vectors).

Fig. 3.2: Finite difference stencil for a thin rectangular domain. The top and bottom boundary are imposed with the Neumann boundary condition, and the left and right boundaries
are not shown. A cluster πs consists of mesh vertexes on the same vertical line.
Another perspective on why the Neumann boundary condition at the bottom of the
Antarctic ice sheets creates difficulty for the original LoRaSp method is as follows. Consider
the Green’s function of Eq. 3.1 with the Neumann boundary condition uy (x, 0) = 0 at the
boundary y = 0, as is shown in Figure 3.3(a). For a small , the decay of the Green’s
function is slow. In particular, the function is almost constant along the y direction, and
the decay along x direction is nearly linear. By contrast, suppose the boundary condition
at y = 0 is a Dirichlet boundary condition u(x, 0) = 0; then the decay along the x direction
is exponential, as shown in Figure 3.3(b). Although we did not prove this, we can connect
these features of the Green’s function to the appearance of very small eigenvalues for the
Neumann BC (in particular with rigid body modes that are in the near null space of the
matrix). Consequently, as a rule of thumb, “local” preconditioners that tend to ignore global
couplings in the matrix will do worse in the presence of Neumann BC over a significant
fraction of the boundary.
With the above difficulty, the original LoRaSp method struggles to converge in a small
number of iterations. In contrast with the original LoRaSp method, which carries out
the low-rank elimination over all clusters, including those corresponding to β = 0 regions,
the improved LoRaSp method adopts the Gaussian elimination exactly on these clusters
without doing any compression. In practice, we use existing Matlab functions to eliminate
the β = 0 region and then apply the original LoRaSp method to the Schur complement
with the adjacency graph of the original mesh, rather than using the adjacency graph of the
Schur complement.
Before concluding this section, we remark that the computation complexity of eliminating β = 0 region is O(N 3/2 ), where N is the problem size (assuming β = 0 region is a
constant fraction of the entire mesh). This complexity results from factorizing the extruded
two-dimensional region with state-of-the-art sparse direct solvers, e.g., the (2D) nested dissection multi-frontal method, and includes forming the Schur complement explicitly.
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(b) Dirichlet boundary condition at y = 0

Fig. 3.3: Green functions of the 2D Poisson’s equation on a strip domain (x ∈ [0, 1] and
y ∈ [0, 0.01]) with different boundary conditions: (a) Neumann boundary condition and (b)
Dirichlet boundary condition.

3.3 Improved LoRaSp Algorithm for Ice Sheet Problem We present the algorithm of the improved LoRaSp method for solving an SPD linear system
Aorig xorig = borig .

(3.2)

As discussed in Section 3.2, we first employ a state-of-the-art sparse direct solver to eliminate
the unknowns that correspond to regions associated with ice shelves. Therefore, the critical
task is to factorize and solve the remaining SPD Schur complement system
ASchur xSchur = bSchur ,

(3.3)

which is the focus of this subsection.
To simplify notation, we denote Eq. 3.3 as Ax = b to illustrate the algorithm. The
algorithm is based on two important ingredients: block Gaussian elimination and low-rank
approximation. Note that using Gaussian elimination makes our solver versatile, while
employing low-rank approximation significantly improves its efficiency.
As discussed in Section 3.1, the improved LoRaSp method is based on an extruded
partitioning of the underlying mesh. Suppose Π is the set of row/column indexes (DOFs) in
the SPD matrix A, and Π̂ corresponds to one layer of mesh vertexes. A partition Π̂ = ∪i π̂i
can be obtained using a general graph partitioner; then, the partition results can be extended
to the three-dimensional mesh Π = ∪i πi , such that mesh vertexes on the same extruded
line belong to the same cluster. This partition result defines the neighbors of a cluster as
follows. Two clusters πi and πj are neighbors if they are connected in the graph of Aorig
(not ASchur ), i.e., Aorig (πi , πj ) 6= 0.
With the extruded partitioning Π = ∪i πi and the definition of neighbors among the
clusters, the idea behind the improved LoRaSp method is to exploit the low-rank structure
of fill-in blocks and eliminate the fine DOFs in a cluster (if a cluster to be eliminated has no
fill-in, e.g., the first eliminated cluster, then all DOFs of this cluster are fine DOFs). Suppose
at least one cluster in Π = ∪i πi has been processed (fine DOFs have been eliminated), and
consider the submatrix, Ā, corresponding to the remaining clusters:


Ass Asn Asw
Ā =  ATsn Ann Anw 
ATsw ATnw Aww
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where
• s stands for a cluster πs to be processed (“self”),
• n stands for neighbor clusters (“neighbor”), and
• w stands for the rest (“well-separated”).
Asw and Aws = ATsw are fill-in in blocks in Ā.
Next, we show how to select and eliminate fine DOFs in πs . It is observed in [9] that
fill-in block, Asw , is numerically low-rank. With an algebraic method, such as the SVD, we
obtain the low-rank approximation
Asw = U Z + O()

(3.4)

where U is an m × k orthonormal matrix, and k << m. Using a Gram-Schmidt type of
orthogonalization procedure, an orthonormal matrix V of size m × (m − k) can be computed
such that
V T A−1
ss U = 0.

(3.5)

To select the fine DOFs in πs , which decouple from w clusters (subject to the error of
the low-rank approximation in Eq. 3.4), we introduce the sparsification operator, Es , a block
diagonal matrix defined as follows

 T −1
V Ass

U T A−1
ss
.
(3.6)
Es = 


I
I
Note that


V T A−1
ss V


Es ĀEsT ≈ 
ATsn A−1
ss V

V T A−1
ss Asn
T −1
U Ass U
U T A−1
ss Asn
U
A
ATsn A−1
nn
ss
T
U
)
A
Z T (U T A−1
nw
ss



(U T A−1
ss U )Z 

Anw
Aww

(3.7)

where the first m − k rows/columns correspond to the fine DOFs πsf and the rest DOFs in
πs correspond to the coarse DOFs πsc . Note that πsf is decoupled from πsc and the w clusters,
so eliminating πsf does not propagate any existing fill-in associated with πs . In other words,
no level-2 fill-in is introduced from the elimination of πsf .
To eliminate πsf , we introduce the standard elimination operator, Gs , as follows

  −1

I
L



I
I


Gs = 
(3.8)
−T
−(ATsn A−1



I
I
ss V )L
I
I
T
where V T A−1
is the Cholesky factorization. Note the first diagonal block in
ss V = LL
T T
Gs Es ĀEs Gs corresponding to πsf is identity.
Last, we introduce an auxiliary permutation operator, Ps , to permute rows and columns
corresponding to πsc to the last in Ā. Ps is defined as


I


I

Ps = 
(3.9)

I
I
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where the four identity matrices (from the first row to the last row) in Ps have the same
sizes as the number of DOFs in πsf , n clusters, w clusters and πsc .
Combining the above three operators, we define the low-rank elimination operator Ws =
Ps Gs Es , and Ws ĀWsT selects and eliminates the fine DOFs in πs . Applying Ws and WsT on
both sides of Ā does not create any level-2 fill-in in Ā.
We have introduced the low-rank elimination procedure for one cluster. The improved
LoRaSp method repeatedly applies low-rank elimination on all clusters in Π = ∪i πi . This
process is equivalent to computing an approximate factorization of the input SPD matrix
A, subject to the error of low-rank approximations. The whole algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1 in the appendix.
Similar to sparse direct solvers, Algorithm 1 outputs a factorization of the original
matrix A, which is used to solve the linear system Ax = b. Since Ei is a block diagonal
matrix, Gi is a triangular matrix and Pi is a permutation matrix, the solve phase follows
the standard forward and backward substitution, as shown in Algorithm 2 in the appendix.
4 Numerical Results This section presents various results obtained from applying
the improved LoRaSp algorithm to demonstrate its efficiency for solving linear systems from
ice sheets simulations. We refer to the improved LoRaSp algorithm as IC-LoRaSp in this
section. All tests were run at the NERSC Edison supercomputer2 . Every node of Edison
has two 12-core Intel “Ivy Bridge” processors at 2.4 GHz and 64 GB memory.
We show results for four test matrices corresponding to refining mesh in the horizontal
directions (no refinement in the vertical direction). Linear systems with these four matrices
and randomly generated right hand sides are solved using the (right) preconditioned GMRES
to a tolerance of 10−6 . The cluster size in the extruded partitioning scheme is chosen to be
around 64, which empirically gives the best performance of all methods. In our results, the
symbol × stands for failed tests, which occurred either because the solver did not converge
or ran out of memory.
Original LoRaSp Method We first show results of applying the original LoRaSp solver
directly to the smallest test matrix corresponding to a resolution of 64km. As Table 4.1
shows, the original LoRaSp solver did not converge in 100 iterations with low-rank truncation
errors of 10−1 , 10−2 or 10−3 . When the low-rank truncation error is 10−4 , the original
LoRaSp solver converged at 69 iterations.
Table 4.1: Results of applying the original LoRaSp solver directly to the smallest test matrix
corresponding to a resolution of 64km. The solver did not converge in 100 iterations with
low-rank truncation errors of 10−1 , 10−2 or 10−3 . Epsilon is the low-rank truncation error
used in the LoRaSp solver.
Epsilon

10−1

10−2

10−3

10−4

Factor(s)
Solve(s)
Iter
Memory(GB)

12
×
> 100
1

31
×
> 100
3

85
×
> 100
6

134
44
69
8

Vertical Partition We show results of applying the original LoRaSp solver to the same
test matrices but employing extruded partitioning results. As shown in Table 4.2, the total
time is about 1 second for solving the smallest test matrix corresponding to a resolution of
2 http://www.nersc.gov/users/computational-systems/edison/configuration/
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64km, whereas it is 178 seconds in Table 4.1 (when epsilon is 10−4 ), which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the extruded partitioning scheme. Although the results have improved
significantly compared to that in Table 4.1, the number of iterations doubles whenever the
mesh is refined on the horizontal directions.
Table 4.2: Results of applying the original LoRaSp solver with extruded partitioning of the
four test matrices.
Resolution

64km

32km

16km

8km

Factor(s)
Solve(s)
Iter
Memory(GB)

0.67
0.41
8
0.4

2.5
1.7
20
4

10
33
43
7

41
420
94
27

Elimination of Ice Shelves After the region corresponding to ice shelves has been
eliminated from the discretization matrices, the corresponding Schur complements become
denser. The statistics of the four test matrices and their Schur complements are shown in
Table 4.3. While the size of these matrices are reduced by about 10%, the number of nonzeros becomes much larger. A comparison of the number of non-zeros between the original
matrix and corresponding Schur complements is shown in Figure 4.1.
Table 4.3: Test matrices from ice sheet modeling and corresponding Schur complements
after the β = 0 regions are eliminated.
Resolution
64km
32km
16km
8km

discretization matrix
size
nonzero

Schur complement
size
nonzero

0.063M
0.25M
0.97M
3.8M

0.056M
0.22M
0.87M
3.4M

3M
12M
48M
190M

3.8M
18M
90M
466M

SPD

FEM layer

yes
yes
yes
yes

8
8
8
8

Results of the IC-LoRaSp method is show in Table 4.4. As the table shows, when the
matrix size increases, the number of iterations grows slowly. In addition, the factorization
time grows almost linearly. For comparison, we also show results of applying the original
LoRaSp solver directly to the four Schur complements in Table 4.5. Although the iteration
number is almost constant in Table 4.5, the factorization time grows significantly as the
mesh is refined. Note that, the experiment with the largest matrix (8km resolution) ran out
of memory. Figure 4.2 shows the comparison among three methods: the original LoRaSp
method with extruded partition, the original LoRaSp method applied to Schur complements
with extruded partition, and the improved LoRaSp method (IC-LoRaSp).
Different Partition Strategies The results corresponding to geometric partitioning using
mesh coordinates and hyper-graph partitioning are shown in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, respectively. These results are similar to that in Table 4.4, which implies that the IC-LoRaSp
method is insensitive to the underlying horizontal partitioning results. The different timing
results for three types of graph partitioning are shown in Figure 4.3, which shows that the
coordinate-based geometric partitioning scheme is about 10 times faster than the other two
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Fig. 4.1: The number of non-zeros in the original matrix and corresponding Schur complements.

Table 4.4: Results of IC-LoRaSp (the improved LoRaSp method).
Resolution

64km

32km

16km

8km

Factor(s)
Solve(s)
Iter
Memory(GB)

0.67
0.30
6
0.5

2.0
1.5
7
2

8.1
8.6
9
10

37
61
12
50

Table 4.5: Result of applying the original LoRaSp method to the Schur complements.
Resolution

64km

32km

16km

8km

Factor(s)
Solve(s)
Iter
Memory(GB)

1.3
0.39
6
0.5

11
2.4
6
2

134
11
8
11

×
×
×
> 64

partition schemes. The partitioning results of graph partitioning and hyper-graph partitioning are shown in Figure 4.4. In the figure, the results of hyper-graph partitioning has
some similarities with that of geometric partitioning in that both results in rectangular
subdomains.
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(a) number of iterations

(b) total time

Fig. 4.2: Comparisons of the number of iterations and the total solve time (factorization+solve) among three cases: the original LoRaSp method with extruded partition (LoRaSp+EP), the original LoRaSp method applied to Schur complements with extruded partition (LoRaSp+SC+EP), and the improved LoRaSp method (IC-LoRaSp). The dashed line
for LoRaSp+SC+EP means extrapolation because LoRaSp+SC+EP ran out of memory for
the largest matrix (8km resolution).

Table 4.6: Results with mesh coordinate-based geometric partitioning.
Resolution

64km

32km

16km

8km

Factor(s)
Solve(s)
Iter
Memory(GB)

0.55
0.32
6
0.5

2.0
1.5
7
2

8.1
5.5
6
10

36
48
9
50

Table 4.7: Results with hyper-graph partitioning.
Resolution

64km

32km

16km

8km

Factor(s)
Solve(s)
Iter
Memory(GB)

0.72
0.31
6
0.5

2.1
1.5
7
2

8.5
6.3
7
11

40
62
13
52
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Fig. 4.3: Partition time of three partition strategies: graph-based partitioning, coordinatebased partitioning and hyper-graph-based partitioning.

(a) graph partitioning

(b) hyper-graph partitioning

Fig. 4.4: Comparison of two partitioning strategies: graph partitioning and hyper-graph
partitioning. The mesh corresponds to one layer of the three-dimensional extruded mesh,
used in Antarctic ice sheet modeling. Note that regions corresponding to floating ice shelves
have been “eliminated”; see Section 3.2.
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5 Conclusions and future work We have introduced the improved LoRaSp method
for solving discretization matrices from numerical ice sheet simulations. This is the first
hierarchical solver that solves these linear systems efficiently. The mesh used in ice sheets
discretization is extremely anisotropic, leading to strong and weak coupling in different
dimensions. In addition, the Neumann boundary condition on ice shelves leads to nearly
singular blocks in the subsequent discretization matrix. These post challenges to the direct
application of a hierarchical solver, and our results demonstrate the poor performance of
the LoRaSp solver.
To address the difficulties, we have introduced the improved LoRaSp method with two
novel ideas. First, the partitioning scheme should take advantage of the anisotropic mesh
structure and be extruded in the same way. Second, regions corresponding to ice shelves
should be eliminated without low-rank compression. We have demonstrated the efficiency
of the improved LoRaSp method. A future research direction is to explore the scheme in
[17], which preserves side constraints in the LoRaSp method. This scheme could be used
so that the LoRaSp method captures the near-null space of the ice sheet equations. This
provides an alternative way to solve the discretization linear systems from ice sheet modeling
efficiently.
Acknowledgment This work was partially funded by an LDRD research grant from
Sandia National Laboratories.
Appendix The pseudo-code of the factorization phase and the solve phase of the improved LoRaSp method is shown in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Hierarchical solver: factorization phase
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

12:
13:
14:

15:
16:

procedure Hierarchical Factor(A)
if the size of A is small enough then
Factorize A with the conventional Cholesky factorization
return
Partition the graph of A and obtain vertex clusters Π = ∪m−1
i=0 πi
. m is chosen to get roughly constant cluster sizes
A0 ← A
for i ← 0 to m − 1 do
Ai+1 ← LowRank Elimination(Ai , Π, πi )
T
. Am= Wm−1. . . W1 W0 A W0T W1T . . . Wm−1
I
Extract Ac from the block diagonal matrix Am ≈
Ac
. Ac is the Schur complement for the coarse DOFs
Afc ac ← Hierarchical Factor(Ac )
. Recursive call with a smaller matrix


I
−1
−1
−1
−T
f ac
return A
= W0 W1 . . . Wm−1
Wm−1 . . . W1−T W0−T
Afc ac
. Afc ac is not written out explicitly
procedure LowRank Elimination(A
i , Π, πi )


I
Extract Ā from Ai ≈
Ā
Compute the low-rank elimination operator W̄i = Pi Gi Ei based on Ā
. Ei , Gi and Pi are defined in Eq. 3.6, Eq. 3.8 and Eq. 3.9


I
Wi ←
W̄i
. Wi has the same size as Ai
return Wi Ai WiT
. Notation: a ← b means assign the value b to a, whereas a = b means they are equivalent
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Algorithm 2 Hierarchical solver: solve phase
procedure Hierarchical Solve(Af ac , b)
y ← Forward Substitution(Af ac , b)
3:
x ← Backward Substitution(Af ac , y)
4:
return x

1:
2:

procedure Forward Substitution(Af ac , b)
y←b
for i ← 0 to m − 1 do
8:
y ← Wi y
. y is overwritten
. y = (yc , yf ) is of the concatenation of yf and yc
9:
Extract yf and yc from y
. yf and yc correspond to the fine DOFs and the coarse DOFs
10:
yc ← Forward Substitution(Afc ac , yc )
. yc is overwritten
11:
return y = (yf , yc )
. output the concatenation of yf and yc
5:
6:
7:

procedure Backward Substitution(Af ac , y)
x←y
for i ← m − 1 to 0 do
x ← WiT x
. x is overwritten
. x = (xf , xc ) is of the concatenation of xc and xf
16:
Extract xf and xc from x
. xf and xc correspond to the fine DOFs and the coarse DOFs
17:
xc ← Backward Substitution(Afc ac , xc )
. xc is overwritten
18:
return x = (xf , xc )
. Output the concatenation of xf and xc
. Notation: a ← b means assign the value b to a, whereas a = b means they are equivalent
12:
13:
14:
15:
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MULTI-MATERIAL INTERFACE RECONSTRUCTION USING LEVEL
SET METHODS IN ALEGRA
KOA L. FISHER‡ , RICHARD M. J. KRAMER§ , AND THOMAS E. VOTH¶
Abstract. The Level Set method is an approach that allows for an interface to be represented with
continuity from element to element. There are volume of fluid methods that are currently implemented
and which are preferred in the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian community because of how they conserve
volume/mass, but can be problematic for some physics problems due to the discontinuities that they create.
In this paper we examine the process of implementing level set methods for single material and multiple
material interfaces and integrating them into the ALEGRA code. We will look at intializations of interfaces
using a zero level set in ALEGRA. The current volume of fluid methods can be made continuous, but
through an expensive algorithm so an alternate approximation of the volume of fluid interface will be made
with a level set approximation. This will be done in MATLAB in order to verify the potential of using this
method in ALEGRA.

1 Introduction Modeling of multi-material flows requires robust and accurate treatment of interface topology and dynamics. Several approaches are available to track interfaces
including Volume Of Fluid (VOF) methods and Level Set (LS) approaches (among others).
Volume of Fluid methods reconstruct material interfaces from volume fractions and hence
conserve material volume by construction. This has led to their widespread use in ALE
codes, where conservation of volume (mass) is critical, but they are rare elsewhere due to
the discontinuities that result across cell edges or faces (2D or 3D) when linear interfaces
are used. As interface tracking is normally used to enhance material remap, these discontinuities are generally of no consequence (indeed they are generally deeply embedded in the
remap code and not available to the user). However, as algorithms that enhance physics
discretization accuracy via explicit treatment of interfaces are being developed, better interface topology representations are required [2]. Specifically, these explicit-interface methods
can greatly improve solution accuracy in the presence of smooth interfaces but their efficacy
is degraded in the presence of interface discontinuities (e.g. non-physical corners give rise
to localized Joule heating in electromechanics). In this work, we focus on the sophisticated
Pattern Interface Reconstruction (PIR) variant of VOF [1] that is used by ALEGRA.
On the other hand, Level Set methods create a continuous interface through edges/faces
via the use of a (continuous) signed distance function field. The zero-crossing of the field,
φ, is taken to be the interface between materials. Level sets are widely used for interface
tracking in fluid codes, e.g., in Sierra/Aria, where conservation of volume is not critical
algorithmically, and mitigation methods to improve conservation (although not guarantee
it) can be used.
The fundamental challenge of linear interface reconstruction is the number of degrees
of freedom available in the interface placement compared to the number of constraints. In
2D, there are only two degrees of freedom for positioning an interface in a cell, which is
not sufficient to satisfy both continuity and conservation because conservation imposes one,
and continuity another two. This over constraining of the problem prevents either VOF
or LS methods from simultaneously conserving volume and ensuring continuity in general.
For a LS method the conservation constraint is ignored in order to have the two degrees of
freedom to satisfy the continuity constraint while in VOF we only look at the conservation
constraint.
‡ Sandia

National Laboratories, kfishe@sandia.gov
National Laboratories, rmkrame@sandia.gov
¶ Sandia National Laboratories, tevoth@sandia.gov
§ Sandia
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In this work we will be looking at the alternate implementation of a level set method.
There are different phases for this process of incorporating level set methods into the ALEGRA code. The first place that will have a level set method integrated will be the initialization of the materials. Here, we will be able to take a distance function and its values on a
nodal field in order to define where the material will be present in the domain. For a given
mesh this will allow us to maintain the continuity of the interface. After integrating a level
set method into the initialization we wish to add a level set approximation for the volume of
fluid reconstruction to future time steps in order to avoid an expensive smoothing algorithm
but still achieve a continuous interface approximation. The initialization has been added
into the ALEGRA code while the latter approximation to the volume of fluid reconstruction
has only been explored in MATLAB, to prove its viability for integration into the ALEGRA
code. From the MATLAB code we have seen results that lead us to believe that it will be
possible to use our level set approximation in ALEGRA.
2 Level Set Initialization Here we will start with a description of our process for
initialization of an interface using a LS method. First we make sure that we are able to
define a level set for a single material and create the interface from that. Next we extend the
algorithm to multiple materials. In particular we are looking to have the proper ordering of
materials in an element as well as the intersections and boundaries being defined properly
in multi-material cells. The first step of the algorithm is to distinguish between and gather
the elements that are inside the zero level set and are mixed elements. The mixed elements
will have nodal values that are both negative and positive while the inner elements will have
strictly negative values. We do not need to worry about the outer elements and they will
be set to void material later in the code. Once the materials are gathered we then set their
volume fractions. Once the volume fractions are set we can then set the interface according
to the level set values which indicate on an edge the distance to the intersection point.
The following block shows the procedure for the algorithm and how it calculates the
volume fractions for the elements:
for each element:
for each material:
if the element is inside the interface and not contained in mixed
,→ element set:
if the element is not contained in inner element set:
add the element to the inner element set;
set volume fraction to 1;
if the element is a mixed element and not contained in inner element
,→ set:
add the element to the mixed element set;
add the element to the supporting element set;

for each element in the mixed element set:
for each material:
for each edge of the element:
if interface intersects edge:
append intersection point to list of intersection points;
if the element is entirely outside the interface:
continue;
if the element does not contain current material:
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continue;
if the element completely contains final material:
set volume fraction as the remaining fraction;
continue;
calculate intersecting plane;
for nodes of the element:
if distance from plane to node has the wrong sign:
reverse direction of the planes normal vector;
break;
cut the element into polygons;
if the element does not have a volume fraction of 1:
set the volume fraction;
In Figure 2.1 we can see an example of our initialization using the level set method with
a distance function defining a star shape.

Fig. 2.1: Star defined by distance function φ =
sin (5θ) /10), where θ = tan−1 ((y − 1/2)/(x − 1/2))

p
(x − 1/2)2 + (y − 1/2)2 − (1/4 +
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3 Level Set Approximation to VOF Interfaces In the MATLAB code we follow
a similar process, but we begin with a volume of fluid interface that we are going to approximate with a level set method. The VOF approximation is calculated from an initial volume
fraction field either by initialization from a known level set or from ALEGRA simulation
output.
3.1 Volume of Fluid Reconstruction We start with an initial interface made by
a single cut that divides elements between void and our first material. We then use the
Dukowicz algorithm to calculate the gradient of the volume fraction field to use as the
interface normal in each mixed element. The Dukowicz method takes edge contributions
over elements for which the gradient will be calculated. Using this gradient we then position
the interface in each individual element in order for the normal plane to cut off the proper
volume fraction. This gives us our volume of fluid reconstruction of the interface.
3.2 Level Set Approximation For our level set approximation we attempted two
different methods. First we attempted to use the smallest distance from a node to the plane
defined by the normal of the volume of fluid interface. We looped over all nodes to calculate
the distance from the interface plane for each element adjacent to the interface using the
Hessian normal form:
D = n · x0 + p

(3.1)

Where n is the normal, x0 is the coordinates of the node and p is the distance to the plane
from the origin. For nodes not on an element adjacent to the interface were set either to a
value of 1 or -1. Nodes containing a negative value are on the inside of the interface where
material corresponding to that level set exists. The approximate distance for the interface
at each node was the minimum value for any of the nodal values in all adjacent elements to
the node.
With further discussion it was decided to use an L2 projection to calculate the distance from a node. We loop over
the elements containing the interface and create a nodal field
of distances corresponding to each element. Then looping over
the interface elements again we get the contributions from each
element to the nodal field and calculate the L2 projection to
get an approximation for the nodal distance to the interface.
From this nodal field we can build our level set reconstruction
of the interface. In Figure 3.1 the red nodes each give a contribution to the corresponding black node in the same location
for each element.
For both stages in the code we began with a single material Fig. 3.1: Red nodes conand then extended the code to be able to produce interfaces tribute to get value for
for multiple materials with different shapes and intersections. black nodes
In a single element if it has already had material placed inside we take the remaining section
of the element and use that for any following materials.
4 Results The ability to initialize an interface with a LS method is a new capability
added to ALEGRA. We are able to then use an ALEGRA input deck and define a level set
in order to create different shapes and objects with continuous interfaces. A critical part of
this new capability is that the user will need to determine the order materials are inserted
and what priority they get as they create an input deck for problems to be run.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are two examples of our initialization in ALEGRA with one and two
materials. All lines are defined by a distance function giving the distance from a point to
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the plane. We are now able to create an interface for any number of materials and shapes
that can be properly defined by a distance function.

Fig. 4.1: Single line.

Fig. 4.2: Double line.

The following equations are what we would use to define different shapes. Those shapes
being a line (4.1), a square (4.2), and a circle (4.3):

φ=n·x−c

φ=

x−a y−b
x−a y−b
+
+
−
−c
p
q
p
q
φ = (x − a)2 + (y − b)2 − r2

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

In equation (4.1) n is the normal vector, x the coordinate of the node and c is the
distance from the origin. For equation (4.2) (a, b) is the center of the square, p and q are
the side lengths, and c is the distance from the center of the square. Similarly for equation
(4.3) (a, b) is the center of the circle, and r is the radius of the circle
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are further examples of possible output of initialized interfaces. As
long as we can define an appropriate distance function then we can create any number of
shapes. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are examples of how we can even insert holes inside a material
by setting the nodal values to be inverted, but with the appropriate shape.
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Fig. 4.3:
line.

Circle and

Fig. 4.4:
and line.

Rectangle

Fig. 4.6: Square with
center removed.

Fig. 4.5: Smiley face.

Using the same algorithm for initializing interfaces we have the capability to extend this
to the 3D case. The distance function, φ, that we use for these 3D cases are for a plane and
a sphere as follows:

2

φ=n·x−d
2

(4.4)
2

φ = (x − a) + (y − b) + (z − c) − r

2

(4.5)
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In equation (4.4) n is the normal vector, x the coordinate of the node and d is the
distance from the origin and for equation (4.5) (a, b, c) is the center of the sphere and r is
the radius. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate some 3D examples.

Fig. 4.7: Sphere and plane.
Fig. 4.8: Double plane.

Along with the results from our intializations in ALEGRA we have been able to get
results from our MATLAB code. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 are level set approximations to a
couple volume of fluid reconstructions.

Fig. 4.9: Oblique impact.

Fig. 4.10: Taylor anvil.

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show a closer look at the difference between the interfaces when
we run our MATLAB code giving us our level set approximation and shows that the LS
approximation is doing exactly what we want which is to give us a continuous interface
between elements.
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Fig. 4.11: Volume of Fluid interface
close up.

Fig. 4.12: Level Set approximation
interface close up.

5 Conclusions We have demonstrated the feasibility to acheive continuous interfaces
through LS methods. We have extended ALEGRA so that the initialized interfaces will be
able to take on any basic shape or conjunction of shapes that can be defined by a level
set. These accomplishments for interface initialization are both reproducible in 2D and
3D. Along with these initialized interfaces in ALEGRA we have shown that we can take a
volume of fluid interface reconstruction and perform an L2 projection to then have a level
set approximation for the interface.
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MULTILEVEL MULTIFIDELITY APPROACHES FOR
CARDIOVASCULAR FLOW UNDER UNCERTAINTY
CASEY M. FLEETER∗ , GIANLUCA GERACI† , DANIELE E. SCHIAVAZZI‡ , ANDREW M. KAHN§
, MICHAEL S. ELDRED ¶, AND ALISON L. MARSDENk
Abstract. Hemodynamic models are increasingly adopted for the diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease and provide non-invasive estimates of important clinical indicators related with arteriosclerosis.
However, further adoption of these models in the clinic is hindered by the difficulty to quantify variability in
the results under uncertainty stemming from multiple sources, including boundary conditions, vascular wall
material properties and model geometry. In this context, standard approaches for uncertainty quantification face significant challenges due to the large number of random inputs and the significant computational
cost of realistic, three-dimensional simulations. In this study, we propose a stochastic framework for uncertainty propagation that leverages three cardiovascular model fidelities to rigorously quantify the variability
in hemodynamic outputs while, at the same time, keeping the computational cost reasonable. We discuss
application of these estimators to various vascular anatomies, and integration of this workflow in Sandia’s
open-source Dakota toolkit.

1 Introduction In contrast to many other branches of computational mechanics,
biological and biomedical systems are intrinsically affected by significant uncertainty [17].
Under these conditions, a merely deterministic description provides limited information of
the process under study. This motivates the transition to a stochastic framework where
all parameters affecting boundary conditions, material constitutive behavior and model
geometry are defined in probability with distributions either assumed or assimilated from
available patient-specific data.
Hemodynamic modeling is increasingly being adopted in the diagnosis and treatment
of cardiovascular disease and surgical planning. Examples include non-invasive detection of
hemodynamically significant stenosis in the coronary and peripheral arteries from clinical
image data, or testing designs for total cavolpulmonary anastomosis in the surgical palliation
of single ventricle congenital heart disease [18].
On one hand, realistic three-dimensional hemodynamic simulations require segmentation of vascular anatomies from medical image data, followed by numerical solution of the
equations governing the evolution of blood flow in elastically deformable vessels. This is
typically achieved through a complex workflow. On the other hand, various simplifying
assumptions can be made to generate models of “intermediate complexity”. For example, it
is possible to disregard vessel deformability (so-called rigid wall assumption) which avoids
the solution of the elastic problem and fluid-structure interaction coupling. Furthermore,
one-dimensional hemodynamic models can be formulated by integrating the Navier-Stokes
equations across the vessel cross section, with additional assumptions on the properties of
the fluid (e.g., Newtonian) and the vascular walls (e.g., deformable, impermeable and elastic
following various material models).
A linearization of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations around rest conditions
leads to an even simpler zero-dimensional (or lumped parameter) formulation where vascular networks are analyzed using equivalent electrical circuits. These representations are
computationally inexpensive and are often employed as reduced order models for cardiovascular networks.
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In this paper, we discuss a new approach to leverage a cascade of varying-fidelity cardiovascular models, ranging from computationally inexpensive, patient agnostic lumped parameter models to computationally intensive, patient-specific models of blood flow. Due to the
computational cost of performing stochastic analysis (parameter estimation and uncertainty
propagation) directly on the more detailed and expensive models, this method facilitates the
statistical characterization of quantities not significantly affected by the three-dimensionality
of the local flow field and whose statistical characterization can thus be performed at a reduced computational cost.
We also discuss integration of multiple hemodynamic solvers with Sandia National Laboratories’ Dakota toolkit [1] for uncertainty analysis, designed to automatically manage the
solution of a cascade of models with varying fidelities and compute multilevel/multifidelity
estimators.
2 Uncertainty analysis Several challenges characterize the task of quantifying the
uncertainty in hemodynamic simulation results. First, multiple sources of uncertainty typically affect the simulation outputs. These relate, for example, to boundary condition parameters, spatial variability of material properties in vascular tissue and operator dependent
vessel lumen segmentation leading to an uncertain vascular anatomy. This leads to a large
number of possibly heterogeneous random inputs, partially assimilated from clinical data
and available through samples from a stationary joint posterior distribution, partially computed through a parameterization of a random field with known correlation structure and
partially assumed. The large number of inputs leads to a manifestation of the so-called curse
of dimensionality, which poses significant challenges for generalized Polynomial Chaos expansions [23] and Stochastic Collocation [2], due to the fast increase of the computational
complexity of tensor-products in high-dimensions. Second, three-dimensional simulations
involve discrete representations with millions of degrees of freedom that are solved in parallel over multiple computational nodes.
Monte Carlo estimators [10] have, in this context, many desirable properties. They are
unbiased, offer flexibility with respect to heterogeneous input sources and the associated
variance does not depend on the dimensionality but only on the true variance and number
of model evaluations. Only a small fraction of these evaluations can typically be afforded
when working with expensive deterministic solvers.
Multilevel and multifidelity estimators lead to a reduced variance compared to their
“vanilla” Monte Carlo analogues. We review these approaches in the following sections.
The interested reader is referred to [6, 5], for a in depth discussion on these methods.
2.1 Monte Carlo estimation Monte Carlo (MC) methods benefit from their flexibility and guaranteed convergence which is independent on the stochastic dimensionality.
This explains the continued research and use of these approaches in practical applications.
Consider a complete probability space (Ω, F, P ) where Ω is a set of elementary events,
F is a Borel σ-algebra of subsets in Ω, and P a probability measure with values in [0, 1]
over events in F. A vector of random variables ξ = (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξd ) ∈ Rd has components
ξi : Ω → Σξi , i = 1, . . . , d with marginals ξi ∼ ρi (ξi ) and joint probability density ρ(ξ).
These variables represent the sources of uncertainty in the model, while x ∈ D ⊆ Rn and
t ∈ R+ are the spatial and temporal variables, respectively.
We are interested in the statistical characterization of the quantity of interest (QoI)
Q = Q(x, ξ, t), for example through its first two statistical moments E[Q] or V[Q], where, for
a given realization ξ (i) of the random inputs, Q is determined through the numerical solution
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations on a discrete domain D ⊆ Rn . Moreover, we
assume our random inputs to be arbitrarily distributed and correlated.
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In the remainder of this work, we will always use an estimator for the mean value of
our quantity of interest Q, with various methods employed to reduce the variance of the
estimator. In general, variance reduction techniques can be applied to estimators for other
statistics pertaining to the quantity of interest Q. This could include percentiles, variance
of the quantity of interest, as well as higher moments such as skewness and kurtosis.
Due to the discrete nature of the solution scheme adopted, the accuracy of the generic
output Q is affected by the discretization level M , i.e., the number of degrees of freedom
in the spatial or temporal meshes. Therefore, a choice of discretization levels for which
QM → Q for M → ∞ guarantees that E[QM ] → E[Q] for M → ∞. The Monte Carlo
estimator, based on N realizations, for the expected value of QM is defined as
Z
N
1 X (i)
Q ,
(2.1)
E[QM ] =
Q(x, ξ, t) ρ(ξ) dξ ' Q̂MC
=
M,N
N i=1 M
Ω
(i)

where the i-th realization is denoted as QM = Q(x, ξ (i) , t). The variance of this estimator
can be computed as
#
"
N
N
1 X
1
1 X (i)
(i)
MC
QM = 2
V[QM ] = V[QM ],
(2.2)
V[Q̂M,N ] = V
N i=1
N i=1
N
whereas the mean square error (MSE) is
1
V[QM ] + (E[QM − Q])2
N
2
= V[Q̂MC
M,N ] + (E[QM − Q]) .

2
E[(Q̂MC
M,N − E[Q]) ] =

(2.3)

We can see from (2.3) that the mean square error contains two contributions, from the esti2
mator variance V[Q̂MC
M,N ] and deterministic bias E[QM − Q] respectively. The deterministic
bias can be reduced with a finer discretization for QM , i.e., a larger value of M , while the
estimator variance is reduced by increasing the number of realizations N . As a consequence,
obtaining a highly accurate MC estimator (i.e. an estimator with a small MSE) would potentially require a large number of numerical simulations, making this approach unpractical
for high-fidelity models. In this work, we focus on obtaining statistical estimators which
are guaranteed to achieve the same MSE of a MC estimator with a reduced computational
cost. In particular, the main strategy adopted for all the multilevel/multifidelity approaches
is to reduce the numerical cost required to achieve a prescribed variance of the estimator.
The strategies described below can therefore be considered variance reduction techniques,
related to, e.g., stratification, Latin Hypercube sampling [9] or importance sampling [13].
(i)
Due to the large computational cost of evaluating the output QM of a single hemodynamic simulation, increasing the number of samples seems impractical, and multilevel,
multifidelity, and multilevel-multifidelity approaches (Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, respectively)
seem to offer a better alternative. These approaches allow us to combine models of multiple fidelities and computational costs into the same stochastic framework, thus providing a
means to efficiently manage the available computational resources.
2.2 A Multilevel Approach Consider L discretization (or resolution) levels, i.e.,
{M` : ` = 0, . . . , L}, where M0 < M1 < · · · < ML := M . Using linearity of expectation and
a telescoping sum, we re-write the expected value of our QoI as
E[QM ] = E[QM0 ] +

L
X
`=1

E[QM` − QM`−1 ],

(2.4)
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and, introducing the difference between quantities of interest at successive resolutions Y` ,
we can write
(
L
X
QM0
if ` = 0
⇒ E[QM ] =
Y` =
E[Y` ].
QM` − QM`−1 if 0 < ` ≤ L
`=0
The multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) estimator for E[QM ] is assembled from the Monte
Carlo estimators E[Y` ]. At level `, N` realizations are used to estimate QML
M as
Q̂ML
M,N =

L
X

MC
Ŷ`,N
=
`

`=0

N
L
X
1 X̀ (i)
Y .
N` i=1 `

(2.5)

`=0

(i)

As before, the i-th realization Y` is evaluated at the i-th, i = 1, . . . , N` , realization of
the stochastic vector ξ drawn from the distribution ρ(ξ). The MLMC estimator has variance
equal to
#
" L
N
X 1 X̀
(i)
ML
Y
V[Q̂M,N ] = V
N` i=1 `
`=0
(2.6)
N
L
L
X
1 X̀ h (i) i X 1
=
V Y`
=
V [Y` ] ,
N`2 i=1
N`
`=0

`=0

and MSE
2
E[(Q̂ML
M,N − E[QM ]) ] =

L
X
1
V[Y` ] + (E[QM − Q])2
N`
`=0

(2.7)

2
= V[Q̂ML
M,N ] + (E[QM − Q]) .

The advantages of the MLMC method come from the hierarchical nature of Y` , the
difference in the QoI between successive resolutions. As QM → Q for M → ∞, it follows
that Y` → 0 as ` increases and therefore the contribution to the overall variance from
different resolution levels decreases with `. This allows us to shift the computational burden
to the coarser levels, which are computationally cheaper. The optimal sample allocation
from each level can be determined by minimizing the computational cost of MLMC subject
to a fixed target accuracy, i.e.,
2
ML
2
E[(Q̂ML
M,N − E[QM ]) ] = V[Q̂M,N ] + (E[QM − Q]) =

2
2
+
= 2
2
2

(2.8)

with a MSE 2 evenly split between the variance and bias terms. The total computational
cost C in MLMC is quantified as
C[Q̂ML
M,N ] =

L
X
`=0

N` C ` ,

where C` is the computational cost of one evaluation of Y` (note that this is the combined
cost of two evaluations on successive resolution levels for ` ≥ 1). This cost can be minimized
using a Lagrange multiplier under the variance constraint
V[Q̂ML
M,N ] =

L
X
2
1
V[Y` ] = ,
N`
2
`=0
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resulting in an optimal number of samples at level ` given by
2
N` = 2


L p
X
k=0

!s
V[Yk ] Ck

V[Y` ]
.
C`

(2.9)

For an extensive review on MLMC estimators the reader can refer to [7].
2.3 A Multifidelity Approach Multifidelity approaches represent a flavor of the
better known control variate (CV) variance reduction technique in Monte Carlo estimation.
Two models are now defined, i.e., a low-fidelity (LF) and a high-fidelity (HF) models, at
discretization levels MLF and M , respectively. It is important to note that the choice of the
level M is important in order to achieve the MSE (2.3); on the contrary, the choice of the
corresponding level for the LF is only dictated by efficiency considerations, i.e. the optimal
MLF is selected as the best trade off between high correlation and low computational cost.
Without loss of generality, in the following we only use M , where it is implicitly assumed
that the discretization levels of the HF and LF model are in general independent. In this
HF,CV
which embeds a correction term based
approach, the generic QoI QHF
M is replaced by QM
on the LF model

HF,CV
LF
LF
QM
= QHF
M + α QM − E[QM ] .
The final form of the CV estimator is obtained by evaluating the MC estimator associated
with each term


HF,CV
LF
LF
(2.10)
Q̂M,N
= Q̂HF
M,N + α Q̂M,N − E[QM ] .
Similarly to the MC estimator, Q̂HF,CV
is unbiased (independent of the choice of α), i.e.
M,N
HF,CV
HF
E[Q̂M,N ] = E[QM ], with variance
HF,CV
2
LF
HF
LF
V[Q̂M,N
] = V[Q̂HF
M,N ] + α V[Q̂M,N ] + 2 α Cov[Q̂M,N , Q̂M,N ].

(2.11)

The regression coefficient α minimizing (2.11) can be determined as
v
s
u
u V[Q̂HF
]
V[QHF
M,N
M ]
=
−ρ
,
α = −ρ t
LF ]
LF
V[Q
V[Q̂M,N ]
M

where

ρ= q

LF
Cov[QHF
M , QM ]
q
V[QHF
V[QLF
M ]
M ]

(2.12)

is Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the LF and HF estimators. Plugging the optimal
value of α from (2.12) into (2.11), one obtains a minimal variance
HF,CV
2
MC
2
V[Q̂M,N
] = V[Q̂HF
M,N ](1 − ρ ) = V[Q̂M,N ](1 − ρ ).

(2.13)

Note that this multifidelity estimator always guarantees variance reduction, since ρ2 ∈ (0, 1).
So far we have presented how to define a control variate estimator when the expected
value of the LF is known a priori. However, in a practical setting the features of the LF
model are not available a priori and they need to be computed along with the HF ones.
Therefore, the expected value E[QLF
M ] need to be replaced by an estimator. An effective way
of obtaining this term is introduced in [15, 12] and it is based on the use of an additional
set of independent LF realizations. For convenience, the additional number ∆LF = rN HF
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of LF realizations is assumed to be proportional to N HF on which the MC estimators for
LF
LF
Q̂HF
M,N and Q̂M,N are based. Eventually, the MC estimator is adopted for E[QM ]
E[QLF
M ]

≈

Ê[QLF
M ]

1
=
(1 + r)N HF

(1+r)N HF
LF,(i)

X

QM

,

i=1

leading to a variance of the form
V[Q̂HF,CV
M,N ]

=

V[Q̂HF
M,N ]




r
2
1−
ρ .
1+r

(2.14)

Finally, note that even if the low-fidelity model runs orders of magnitude faster than its
high-fidelity counterpart, it is still important to include it in the cost estimates. Thus, by
minimization of the total computational cost C eq which corresponds to a prescribed variance
of the estimator, the optimal ratio r? can be derived as
s
ρ2
,
C eq = C HF + C LF (1 + r), r? = −1 + w
1 − ρ2
where w = C HF /C LF is the cost ratio between the two fidelities. For an extension to multiple
fidelity models the reader can refer to [16].
2.4 A Multilevel-Multifidelity Approach We can combine ideas from Section 2.2
and Section 2.3 to further reduce the variance of our estimators. In summary, we will
apply one control variate for each (high-fidelity) resolution level `, or equivalently apply
the multifidelity control variate approach to the Monte Carlo estimators associated to the
difference Y` . While the following derivation assumes the same number of levels of the highfidelity and low-fidelity models, these schemes can be implemented for different numbers of
high-fidelity and low-fidelity model levels.
Starting from (2.4) we can obtain the multilevel-multifidelity (MLMF) estimator
HF
E[QHF
M ] = E[QM0 ] +

L
X
`=1

≈

L 
X
`=0

HF,MC
ŶM
HF
` ,N`

HF
E[QHF
M` − QM`−1 ] =

+ α`



LF,M C
ŶM
HF
` ,N`

−

L
X
`=0

HF
E[YM
]≈
`

LF
E[YM
]
`



L
X

HF,MC
ŶM
,N HF
`

`=0

`

(2.15)

.

As before, we can determine the optimal sampling distribution (by level) N`HF to comHF,MC
LF,MC
pute ŶM
and ŶM
. We can also calculate the redistribution of computational bur,N HF
,N LF
`

`

`

`

HF
den to the more inexpensive LF model as the set of (independent) samples ∆LF
` = r` N`
LF
needed to compute Ê[YM` ]. Following Section 2.2 an optimization problem can be stated
[6] as

argmin f (N`HF , r` , λ)

(2.16)

N` ,r` ,λ

where
f (N`HF , r` , λ)

=

L
X
`=0

N`HF C`eq (r` )

+λ

L
X
`=0

2
1
V[Y`HF ] Λ` (r` ) −
HF
2
N`

!
.

(2.17)
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Here the quantity
Λ` (r` ) = 1 −

r`
ρ2 ,
1 + r` `

measures the variance reduction on each level ` by accounting for the CV effect. The solution
for the optimal number of samples per level ` is given by

N`HF

2
= 2


L
HF
X
k=0



V[YkHF ]CkHF
1 − ρ2`

 21

!s
Λk (rk )

(1 − ρ2` )

V[Y`HF ]
C`HF

(2.18)

? HF
with the optimal redistribution of samples given by ∆LF
where
` = r` N`
s
ρ2`
r`? = −1 + w`
.
1 − ρ2`

At each level, the allocation of samples between LF and HF is controlled by r` , which
is a function of the correlation ρ2` and the computational cost ratio w` = C`HF /C`LF . Thus,
a variance reduction 1 − Λ(r` ) is accomplished by the optimal ratio r`? . Intuitively this
is correct since for an increase in correlation and/or in the cost ratio, more low-fidelity
simulations (i.e., larger r` ) are required.
Finally, note that in addition to estimating quantities aside from the mean value for
the quantitiy of interest, all the estimators discussed in the above sections can be further
extended to handle multiple quantities of interest at once.
3 Cardiovascular Modeling Previous work on uncertainty quantification in cardiovascular modeling has relied primarily on the use of three-dimensional models. Here,
we instead discuss a family of multilevel-multifidelity approaches that leverage a cascade
of varying fidelity models and different spatio-temporal discretizations. Thus, we start by
briefly illustrating some background for the three formulations in decreasing order by complexity (3D, 1D and 0D), and discuss a verification study for an aorto-femoral vascular
anatomy.
3.1 Three-dimensional models Three-dimensional anatomies are typically constructed from clinical image data of specific patients. In our workflow, these images are
imported into the SimVascular open sources platform [19] which provides a wide spectrum
of algorithms for two- and three-dimensional segmentation, model creation, application of
physiologic boundary conditions and includes a Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG)
incompressible Navier-Stokes finite element solver. Post-processors are also available to extract hemodynamic indicators of interest, such as measures of wall shear stress, often correlated in the literature with endothelial damage and thrombus formation [3]. Hemodynamic
simulations can be run with rigid or deformable walls, i.e., with or without accounting for
the mutual interaction between fluid and structure. In this study the coupled momentum
method [4] is selected to model fluid-structure interaction (FSI).
3.2 One-dimensional models An in-house stabilized finite element solver is used,
in this study, for one-dimensional hemodynamics. Its formulation is adapted from Hughes
and Lubliner [8], with implementation details discussed in [21, 20, 22]. Blood is simulated
as a Newtonian fluid, with velocity in the axial direction (z) of each cylindrical branch;
the pressure is assumed to be constant over the entire vessel cross section and a non-slip
boundary condition is applied at the vessel lumen. The governing equations are obtained by
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integrating the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations over the cross section of a deformable
cylindrical domain, using area A and flow rate Q as the main unknowns. A constitutive
model then relates pressure to change in cross-sectional area. The resulting conservation
equations for mass and momentum are


∂A ∂Q
∂Q
∂
Q2
A ∂p
Q
∂2Q
+
= −ψ,
+
(1 + δ)
+
= Af + N + v 2 ,
∂t
∂z
∂t
∂z
A
ρ ∂z
A
∂z
respectively, where
1
δ=
A

Z
A

2

(φ − 1) ds, N = ν

Z
∂A

∂φ
dl.
∂m

A linear constitutive equation is given by
!
 s

A(z, t)
E h0
−1
p̄(A, z) = p0 (z) +
r0 (z)
A0 (z)
where E is the Young’s modulus of the vascular tissue, h0 the wall thickness, r0 (z) and
A0 (z) the undeformed inner radius and area, respectively.
A weak (integral) formulation of these equations is solved on each segment using a
stabilized finite element method in space and a discontinuous Galerkin method in time. The
non-linear algebraic system of equations is finally solved using modified Newton iterations.
Pressure and cross-sectional area continuity are enforced at the joints between two segments
through Lagrange multipliers. Further details on the numerical implementation are provided
in the literature [22].
The 1D solver accepts text input files that include several “cards”, the most common being joints, segments, boundary conditions, data tables, initial conditions, and solver
parameters. Segments are connected by joints. A joint is defined by a JOINTINLET and
JOINTOUTLET card, in addition to the JOINT card in the input file. Input flow waveforms,
as well as pressure inputs, are entered through time/frequency data tables, while boundary conditions can be specified as pressure, area, flow, resistance (steady or time-varying),
pressure wave, RCR, coronary, impedance and admittance. Work is being performed to
implement closed-loop boundary conditions (i.e., 1D-0D model coupling).
3.3 Zero-dimensional models A lumped parameter network representation of
blood flow is used as our lowest-fidelity model. This is a circuit layout formulated by
hydrodynamic analogy in terms of flow rate (instead of electrical current) and pressure (instead of voltage), where each circuit element is associated to an algebraic or differential
equation, i.e.
dP
dQ
, inductor ∆P = L
.
dt
dt
These equations are assembled in a system of ODEs which can be efficiently solved numerically with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Resistors are used to represent viscous
dissipation in vessels through friction at the endothelium, capacitors are used to represent vascular tissue compliance, and inductors are used to represent the inertia of blood.
A Poiseuille flow assumption is used to determine the model parameters for these circuit
elements [11], i.e.
resistor ∆P = R Q, capacitor Q = C

8µl
3 l π r3
lρ
,
C
=
, L=
,
4
πr
2E h
π r2
where µ is the dynamic viscosity of blood, l the vessel length, r the vessel radius, E the
elastic modulus, h the wall thickness and ρ the density of blood.
R=
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3.4 Automatic 3D-1D model conversion pipeline To take full advantage of multiple fidelities in uncertainty propagation, generation of lower fidelity models from detailed
three-dimensional segmentations should be accomplished with little effort. We therefore focused on implementing a method to convert three-dimensional segmentation groups directly
into 1D solver input files. Using this automatic pipeline, the geometry of the 3D model,
namely the centerlines and areas along the vessel, are extracted/computed and converted
into vascular segments and joints, in a format compatible with the 1D solver.
Specifically, joints are automatically determined from intersections between segments.
To do so, we detect segmentations located within the volume occupied by other segments,
and create a new joint at each of these locations. A joint can be simple (just two segments connected linearly without branches) or more complex (multiple inlets and outlets),
e.g., bifurcation, branches, etc. After storing all intersections, the JOINT, JOINTINLET,
JOINTOUTLET, and SEGMENT cards are written to the input file, along with hardcoded
boundary condition, initial condition, and vessel wall material properties.
4 Integration with Dakota toolkit The Dakota toolkit (Dakota in what follows)
developed at Sandia National Laboratories is an extensive open-source framework providing
a rich library of computational tools for optimization, uncertainty quantification, parameter
estimation and sensitivity analysis (more details can be found in [1] or at https://dakota.
sandia.gov).
In this study, we focused on the integration of the 3D, 1D and 0D hemodynamic solvers
with Dakota, to transition from a scenario characterized by a fixed number of simulations
to an implementation where parameter realizations are autonomously evaluated for each
model fidelity, based on the correlation between models and associated cost ratios.
Dakota already contains an implementation of all the multilevel/multifidelity estimators discussed in the above sections, and provides a rich framework which allows us to
assign distributions to uncertain parameters, to automatically generate parameter samples,
to manage the simultaneous execution of multiple simulations, and to characterize statistically the resulting quantities of interest. It has been designed to run on high performance
computing (HPC) clusters and has been successfully integrated with various deterministic
solvers, such as numerical simulation of wind turbines [14] and jet engines [6], but had not
been previously used in cardiovascular modeling.
We started by interfacing Dakota with the SimVascular flow solver. This consisted
of providing template scripts for both the pre-processing (i.e., through the SimVascular
presolver) and simulation stages. Within these templates, all the quantities affected by
the specific realization of the random inputs were entered using a specific format (i.e.,
hparams,#i) for run time evaluation. A vector of default parameters needs also to be
provided for each template file. Additionally, any changes in mesh or geometry required
by a multilevel propagation study or for geometry parameterization must be implemented
before executing Dakota. A run script was created to launch the SimVascular flow solver
on a specific HPC system, together with all the paths to the SimVascular pre-, post-, and
flow solver executables.
The integration between Dakota and the one-dimensional hemodynamic solver is easier
as this requires a unique text input file together with a list of default parameter values. A
template 1D solver input file is directly obtained from the conversion pipeline discussed in
Section 3.4.
Finally, the system of equations describing the zero-dimensional fidelity is formulated
and implemented in a separate code. As no spatial mesh is associated to these models, multiple resolutions will be implemented in future studies using a nested temporal discretization.
After preparing all the scripts and template files for the three hemodynamic solvers, a
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standard Dakota input file needs to be generated with references to the various mesh files,
template files, python scripts for automatic pre-processing / solution / post-processing,
quantities of interest and uncertain parameters with associated distributions. Based on this
settings, a preliminary set of realizations are generated by Dakota to estimate the required
number of runs for each fidelity.
5 Preliminary validation study To verify the correlation between low fidelity and
three-dimensional model results, we performed a preliminary validation study on a model
that included abdominal aorta, iliac and femoral arteries. The three-dimensional model was
first constructed from the three-dimensional segmentations performed in SimVascular. The
automatic pipeline discussed above was then used to generate a one-dimensional hemodynamic model. Finally the zero-dimensional representation of the aorto-femoral circulation
was formulated through a system of ODEs and its parameters assigned under the assumption
of Poiseuille flow.
Results from all three model formulations are compared under steady and pulsatile flow
conditions and with R and RCR boundary conditions at the model outlets. Zero- and onedimensional models produce very similar results, as they both include vessel compliance.
Good agreement is also observed between these results and three-dimensional simulations
with deformable walls. Finally, large differences are observed between rigid and deformable
three-dimensional models, as expected. Pressures and flows at selected outlets for various
models are compared in Figure 5.1.
Finally, we would like to emphasize how construction of a collection of varying fidelity
models and comparison of their results constitute a thorough validation exercise. This forces
the modeler to investigate the reason behind differences in results and it is particularly useful
to validate simulations that need a more complicated preparatory workflow (e.g., deformable
wall simulations).

Fig. 5.1: Flows and pressure comparisons between model fidelities at selected outlets of
aorto-femoral model with pulastile inlet flow and resistance outlet boundary conditions.

6 Multilevel/Multifidelity Uncertainty Propagation This section discusses uncertainty propagation on two hemodynamic models of the aorto-femoral and coronary circulation, respectively, under steady-state flow and resistance boundary conditions. A steady
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inflow waveform of 83.333 mL/s was prescribed at the aortic inlet for both models, consistent
with the cardiac output of a healthy subject. The total outlet resistance was tuned to give
a physiologic average pressure of 90 mmHg, again typical of an healthy subject, distributed
proportionally to the outlet area (Murray’s law, see, e.g., [24]). Thus, outlet resistance can
be expressed as a vector R ∈ R9 for the aorto-femoral model (9 outlets) and R ∈ R10 for
the coronary model (10 outlets).
After setting their reference values, the outlet resistances were considered as uncertain,
leading to an input random vector ξ ∼ U[0.7·R, 1.3·R], i.e., with values drawn from uniform
distributions of ±30% of the reference outlet resistance. Moreover, steady-state flows and
pressures at the outlets were considered as our output quantities of interest. Wall shear
stress (WSS) quantities were also considered for the coronary model.
The reduction in variance for these quantities of interest was compared for seven different
estimators: “vanilla” Monte Carlo estimator (three-dimensional model only), two multifidelity estimators, three multilevel estimators, and one multilevel/multifidelity estimator,
each discussed in Section 2. Schematics showing the relationship between the models in
each method are shown in Figure 6.1, while a summary of the formulas for expected value
and variance of our quantities of interest is provided in Table 6.1.

(a) Multifidelity.

(b) Multilevel.

(c) Multilevel-Multifidelity.

Fig. 6.1: Schematics of multifidelity and multilevel UQ approaches.
A fixed number of forward solutions associated with uniform realizations ξ (i) were generated for this uncertainty propagation task. Specifically, 100 three-dimensional, 2 000 onedimensional and 10 000 zero-dimensional simulations were used. Note how the first realizations are overlapping for the three model fidelities, i.e., the first 100 simulations were
performed using the same random inputs for all fidelities, whereas the same 2 000 simulations were run for the one- and zero-dimensional models. All results were used in computing
the estimators discussed above.
6.1 Aorto-Femoral model results The aorto-femoral model is a patient-specific
model of a healthy abdominal aorta with iliac and femoral arteries, characterized by nine
outlet branches. This model has no unusual/pathologic anatomical features such as stenosis
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Table 6.1: Expected values and variances of the Monte Carlo, Multi-Fidelity, Multi-Level and Multi-Level/Multi-Fidelity estimators
 3D,0D
 1D,0D

3D
1D
3D
0D
1D
0D
with YN3D,1D
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− QN
YN3D = QN
− QN
, YN0D −N1D = QN
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or aneurysm, and has long, straight, quasi-cylindrical branches without large area differences
at the outlets. The three model fidelities were generated as discussed in the sections above,
illustrated in Figure 6.2.
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(a) 3D model.
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(c) 0D model.

Fig. 6.2: Schematic view of the three model fidelities for the aorto-femoral model.

The relative cost of solving these models is reported in Table 6.2. The difference in computational cost between 0D-1D and 1D-3D simulation time is very significant, i.e., several
orders of magnitude. After examining the computational cost, outputs were compared to

Solver

Cost
(1 simulation)

Effective Cost
(No. 3D Simulations)

3D
1D
0D

96 hr
11.67 min
5 sec

1
2E-3
1.45E-5

Table 6.2: Simulation cost needed to generate aorto-femoral model results using various
hemodynamic solvers.

determine their degree of similarity/correlation across model fidelities. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.3, with histograms and box plots comparing one representative flow and pressure
QoI for the three-, one- and zero-dimensional models. These plots show a certain similarity
in the distributions and ranges of the QoIs. These similarities, together with a remarkable
difference in computational cost, confirms a MLMF estimator to be particularly well-suited
for this case.
Moreover, an idea of the reduction in variance with respect to the “vanilla” Monte Carlo
estimator can be obtained by computing the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, as shown
in (2.13) and (2.14). Figure 6.4 shows the correlations for all QoIs along with the variance
decay of the three multilevel schemes for representative outlet flows and pressures. This
large correlation confirms an excellent potential for the MLMF estimator to be associated
with significant variance reduction with a small additional computational effort.
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(a) Aorto-Femoral MC flow distribution.

(c) Aorto-Femoral MC pressure distribution.

(b) Aorto-Femoral MC flow statistics.

(d) Aorto-Femoral MC pressure statistics.

Fig. 6.3: Differences in distributions for flow and pressure QoIs in 3D, 1D and 0D aortofemoral model.

The overall computational cost, in 3D simulation time units, for the proposed multilevel/multifidelity estimators is shown in Table 6.3. Note that due to the cost difference
across fidelities reported in Table 6.2, several thousand 1D and 0D simulations contribute
less than the cost of five additional 3D runs. Color-coding on this table marks the methods
which use the same subset of the simulation results, and therefore have the same computational cost (though the associated variance reduction may vary).
A measure of the accuracy of output flow and pressure QoIs is computed in Figure 6.5 for
each estimator. Accuracy is defined as the ratio of the ±3σ confidence interval to expected
value,
p
6 V[Q]
(µ + 3σ) − (µ − 3σ)
6σ
Accuracy[Q] =
=
=
,
E[Q]
µ
µ
for each QoI. The estimator for the mean flow at the right renal artery (number 4 in
Figure 6.5) appears to be the least accurate QoI. However, all multilevel and multifidelity
estimators are associated to an accuracy lower than 3%, which is regarded as more than
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(a) Correlations for all QoIs.

(b) Variance decay for flow QoI.

(c) Variance decay for pressure QoI.

Fig. 6.4: Correlations and variance decay for aorto-femoral QoIs.

satisfactory in a clinical context. Also, pressure estimators are consistently more robust
than flow estimators for this model. This is expected, as outlet pressures vary linearly as
a function of outlet resistance while flow is distributed to the different branches inversely
proportional to the associated resistance. In other words, the underlying map between
outlet resistance and flow is less smooth than between resistance and pressure. The MFB
estimator, i.e., the 3D-0D multifidelity estimator, provides the overall minimum variance for
this model. This is expected due to the reduced geometrical complexity of the aorto-femoral
model which justifies the high correlation between the QoIs of these two model fidelities.
We note again that the accuracy seen in the flow and pressure quantities of interest
in this computational setup is very good, less than 3% for each estimator as seen above.
This relates to the ability of lower fidelity models to capture the change in outlet pressures
and flows resulting from changes in the resistance boundary conditions. However, a reduced
degree of correlation and less accurate estimators are expected for QoI such as local flow
indicators (as found in our coronary benchmark) or for pathological anatomies.
Finally, we extrapolated the number of total simulations required (including those from
the pilot run) to obtain 1% accuracy in the mean flow at the right renal artery. The results
can be seen in Table 6.4, where the MFB estimator (together with the MFA estimator)
requires a very limited number of 3D model solutions, compatible with a reasonable computational budget. The MFB estimator also requires three orders of magnitude less 3D model
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Method

Effective Cost
(3D Simulations)

No. 3D
Simulations

No. 1D
Simulations

No. 0D
Simulations

MC
MFA
MFB
MLA
MLB
MLC
MLMF

100
104.4192
100.1578
104.4192
100.1578
104.5754
104.5754

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

–
2 000
–
2 000
–
2 000
2 000

–
–
10 000
–
10 000
9 900
9 900

Table 6.3: Number of simulations and inter-fidelity computational cost comparisons for
aorto-femoral model.

Fig. 6.5: Accuracy of flow and pressure QoIs computed for various estimators in aortofemoral model.

solutions than standard Monte Carlo estimation and approximately one order of magnitude
less solutions than all multilevel estimators. These results are consistent with the high correlation of right renal flow among the models, as seen in Figure 6.4(a), and the relatively small
variance decay for the quantity of interest, as seen in Figure 6.4(b). Since the multilevel
estimators rely on variance decay across levels for improved accuracy while the multifidelity
estimators rely on high correlations, the latter require less model solutions to produce a
target 1% accuracy, as expected.
6.2 Coronary model The coronary model represents the coronary anatomy in a
healthy subject and includes the aorta, the left and right coronary arteries and ten coronary
branches. No unusual/pathologic anatomical features, for example, stenosis or aneurysm, is
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Method

Effective Cost
(3D Simulations)

No. 3D
Simulations

No. 1D
Simulations

No. 0D
Simulations

MC
MFA
MFB
MLA
MLB
MLC
MLMF

9 885
56
39
305
156
165
165

9 885
21
36
212
150
156
156

–
15 681
–
41 990
–
1 324
1 249

–
–
154 880
–
342 060
351 940
362 590

Table 6.4: Extrapolated number of aorto-femoral model solutions needed to reach 1% accuracy on the mean flow at right renal artery.

present in this model, similar to the aorto-femoral model discussed in the previous section.
However, the fluid dynamics in the coronaries is associated with a higher degree of geometric
complexity, due to large area differences between coronary and aortic inlets/outlets. The
three model fidelities were generated as discussed in Section 3 above, and are illustrated in
Figure 6.6. The relative solution costs for these models are reported in Table 6.5, where a
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Fig. 6.6: Schematic view of the three model fidelities for the coronary model.

difference of several orders of magnitudes can be observed between the 0D-1D and 1D-3D
models.
After examining the computational cost, outputs were again compared to determine
their degree of similarity/correlation across model fidelities with results illustrated in Figure 6.7. Monte Carlo statistics are shown with box plots, confirming sufficient variation
among the three models to justify the use of multilevel/multifidelity estimators. For this
coronary model, we have also considered several measures of wall shear stress (WSS), including its mean, minimum, and maximum values in both the whole model and individual
branches. The percentage of lumen surface area on the model with WSS below a certain
threshhold was also considered.
As above, Pearson’s correlation coefficients are computed from (2.13) and (2.14). Even
for this coronary model, characterized by additional geometrical complexity as compared
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Solver

Cost
(1 simulation)

Effective Cost
(No. 3D Simulations)

3D
1D
0D

317 hr
5.65 min
19 sec

1
3E-4
1.7E-5

Table 6.5: Simulation cost needed to generate coronary model results using various hemodynamic solvers.

to the aorto-femoral anatomy, the correlations are still very close to one for the flows and
pressures, as shown in Figure 6.8. Conversely, the correlations for our WSS-related quantities
of interest (QoIs 21-119) vary significantly. We show in Figure 6.8(a) the representatively
lower correlations for the mean, minimum, and maxiumum WSS in the whole model (QoIs
21-23). The same Figure shows the variance decay associated with three multilevel schemes
for representative flow, pressure, and WSS QoIs, confirming the variance reduction potential
of multilevel/multifidelity estimators.
The overall computational cost, in 3D simulation time units, for the proposed multilevel/multifidelity estimators is reported in Table 6.6, while resulting accuracies in the QoIs
can be seen in Figure 6.9. The WSS QoIs included in this plot consists of only the mean,

Method

Effective Cost
(3D Simulations)

No. 3D
Simulations

No. 1D
Simulations

No. 0D
Simulations

MC
MFA
MFB
MLA
MLB
MLC
MLMF

100
100.6410
100.1644
100.6410
100.1644
100.8037
100.8037

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

–
2 000
–
2 000
–
2 000
2 000

–
–
10 000
–
10 000
9 900
9 900

Table 6.6: Number of simulations and inter-fidelity computational cost comparisons for
coronary model.

minimum, and maximum WSS over the whole model (QoIs 21-23). A close-up of the accuracies of the flow and pressure QoIs is shown in Figure 6.10. From this figure, we see
that the estimator for the mean flow at the “left coronary 1 subbranch 3” artery (QoI 5 in
Figure 6.10) appears to be among the least accurate of the flow or pressure QoIs. In this
case, all multilevel and multifidelity estimators are associated to an accuracy lower than
7%, which is satisfactory in a clinical context. We again see that the pressure estimators
are consistently more robust than flow estimators for this model, and the flow models are
more robust than the wall shear stress estimators. The MLC estimator, i.e., the 3D-1D-0D
multilevel estimator and the MLMF estimator, i.e., the 3D-1D-0D multilevel-multifidelity
estimator provide the overall minimum variances for this model. These methods, which
both incorporate all three model fidelities, perform almost identically well for the pressures, with the flow quantities of interest overall obtaining slightly lower accuracy with the
MLMF method. For quantity of interest 5, the MLMF method is associated with the overall
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(a) Coronary MC flow distribution.

(b) Coronary MC flow statistics.

(c) Coronary MC pressure distribution.

(d) Coronary MC pressure statistics.

(e) Coronary MC WSS distribution.

(f) Coronary MC WSS statistics.
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Fig. 6.7: Differences in distributions for flow, pressure and WSS QoIs in 3D, 1D and 0D
coronary model.

minimum variance (2.71%).
As in the aorto-femoral model, the accuracy seen in all the flow and pressure quantities
of interest in this computational setup is clinically satisfactory, here less than 7% for each
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(a) Correlations for all QoIs.

(c) Variance decay for pressure QoI.

(b) Variance decay for flow QoI.

(d) Variance decay for WSS QoI.

Fig. 6.8: Correlations and variance decay for coronary QoIs.

estimator.
Finally, the total extrapolated number of simulations to obtain 1% accuracy for QoI
5 is reported in Table 6.7. The MFA estimator requires only seven 3D model simulations,
much less than required for a similar extrapolation calculation in the aorta-femoral model.
The MLC and MLMF estimators also require very limited numbers of 3D model simulations,
showing these methods can be compatible with small computational budgets. The MFA and
MLA estimators both perform noticeably better other multilvel estimators. These results
are consistent with the high correlation shown in Figure 6.8(a), and the relatively small
variance decay shown in Figure 6.8(b).
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(a) Accuracy of flow and pressure QoIs.
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(b) Accuracy of WSS QoIs.

Fig. 6.9: Accuracy in the coronary model with different UQ methods.

Fig. 6.10: Close-up of accuracy of flow and pressure QoIs in coronary model with different
UQ methods.
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Method

Effective Cost
(3D Simulations)

No. 3D
Simulationss

No. 1D
Simulations

No. 0D
Simulations

MC
MFA
MFB
MLA
MLB
MLC
MLMF

55 465
30
337
92
464
42
40

55 465
7
319
47
442
32
31

–
71 640
–
140 351
–
9 862
6 886

–
–
1 061 964
–
1 293 914
395 160
405 863

Table 6.7: Extrapolated number of coronary model solutions needed to reach 1% accuracy
on the mean flow at left coronary (LC1 Sub3) artery.
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7 Discussion and conclusion In this exploratory study, we aimed to quantify the
computational savings produced by MLMF estimators in cardiovascular modeling. In this
context, the two uncertainty propagation exercises on aorto-femoral and coronary models
serve to demonstrate the computational advantages of future integration of these methods
into our existing cardiovascular pipeline.
Encouraging results were obtained. Specifically, we observed high correlations across
pressure and flow QoIs for the two analyzed models, characterized by increasing geometrical complexity. These high correlations together with a large range in computational
cost (Tables 6.3 and 6.6) suggested how a reasonable extrapolated computational budget
is achievable with multifidelity estimators (see Tables 6.4 and 6.7). Substantial computational savings were also obtained by multilevel/multifidelity estimators compared to standard Monte Carlo, i.e., the number of 3D simulations needed to reach a target estimator
variance was reduced by several orders of magnitude.
Future work will be devoted to creating multiple model levels through increasingly fine
mesh discretizations, combining different levels and model fidelities as discussed in Section 2.4. This process was performed (not shown in this contribution) during the development of the Dakota interface, using coarse, medium and fine meshes with both the threeand one-dimensional model fidelities (six models in total).
Simulation realism will also be improved in future work. In this study, for example, we
used simple resistors as boundary conditions, while RCR or closed-loop circuits are known
to provide a more accurate physiological response. Also, pulsatile flow conditions will be
considered together with local hemodynamic QoIs, averaged over one heart cycle.
A significant part of the CCR Summer Program was also devoted to the development
of an interface between the Dakota toolkit and our hemodynamic solvers, as discussed in
Section 4. Moving forward, this Dakota pipeline will be used to fully automate uncertainty
quantification and optimization tasks for various QoIs. Finally, studies with pathologic or
diseased anatomies, e.g., abdominal aortic aneurysm or coronary artery stenosis will be
performed to improve our understanding of the performance of MLMF estimators for both
healthy and pathologic patient-specific models.
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A VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK FOR NONLINEAR
ELECTROMAGNETIC MATERIAL MODELS
LOGAN T. MEREDITH∗ AND CHRISTOPHER M. SIEFERT†
Abstract. When implementing nonlinear material models in a magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) code,
verification is necessary to ensure that the discretized PDE’s are written as intended. In this paper, we
present a framework for generating solutions to simple pseudo-1D problems for nonlinear electrical conductivity and magnetization as functions of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. In addition, we provide
examples of verification problems with results from convergence studies in a MATLAB FEM code [6], which
we call Minifem.

1 Introduction Implementing new functionality in a project necessitates verification
studies to minimize error. In the context of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), verification
consists of deriving an analytic solution to Maxwell’s equations and then requiring that
the simulation converges to that analytic solution with spatial or temporal refinement. A
given problem is implemented by imposing the desired analytic solution on the boundaries
and as an initial condition. We expect the simulated solution to converge to the analytic
solution with spatial or temporal refinement. Failure to converge indicates an error in the
implementation of the new capability.
There are several techniques for generating verification problems. The method of manufactured solutions (MMS) [4] involves adding a forcing term to the equations to be solved.
For example, adding a forcing function f to Faraday’s Law yields
∇ × H = J − f.

(1.1)

We can now choose H and J and solve for f . We then add the forcing term to the governing
equations and impose the boundary and initial conditions given by our chosen solution.
The method of manufactured solutions does not require analytically solving the governing
equations, which may not permit solutions in closed form for certain choices of material
models. Forcing terms are not, however, universally realizable in all MHD codes, and hence
the method of manufactured solutions has limited scope. We will therefore not present
solutions derived via MMS here, and will instead derive analytic solutions to the governing
equations themselves.
For verification, we can make a large number of simplifying assumptions, since verification typically involves testing isolated capabilities. An assumption that pervades the
problems presented in this paper is that our solutions are one dimensional. Since we are only
concerned with the implementation of material models, we shall not needlessly complicate
our solutions by introducing higher dimensions.
We first present a simplified set of equations whose solutions satisfy Maxwell’s equations
and exercise electrical conductivity and magnetization. These equations can be more easily
solved without sacrificing the ability to test implementation of nonlinear conductivity or
magnetization models. We then derive solutions to these equations for various models. We
conclude by presenting results of convergence studies performed with these solutions on a
MATLAB [6] FEM code called Minifem.

∗ University
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National Laboratories, csiefer@sandia.gov
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2 Simplified Equation Derivation We begin by following the derivation in [5].
Maxwell’s equations, as given in [1], are stated as
∗

∇ × H = J + D,
∇ · B = 0,

(2.2)

∗

∇ × E = − B,
H=

(2.1)
(2.3)

µ−1
0 B

− ẋ × 0 E − M,

(2.4)

where we define the flux derivative of a vector function A(x, t) as
∗

A=

∂A
+ ẋ∇ · A − ∇ × (ẋ × A).
∂t

(2.5)

Assuming zero permittivity and polarization, we have
∇×H = J,
H=

(2.6)

µ−1
0 B

− M.

(2.7)

In the lab frame, we can significantly simplify these equations with
E = E,

(2.8)

M = M,
∗
∂B
.
B=
∂t

(2.10)

H = H,

(2.9)

(2.11)

Using (2.3), (2.8), and (2.11), we can write Faraday’s Law as
∇×E=−

∂B
.
∂t

(2.12)

With Ohm’s Law, J = σE = σE, we can write Ampére’s Law as
∇ × µ−1
0 B − ∇ × M = σE.

(2.13)

Equations (2.12) and (2.13) constitute a coupled system of first order differential equations.
We will derive two uncoupled, second order differential equations from these equations.
2.1 Conductivity In this section we consider a nonlinear conductivity model. In
particular, we assume that the conductivity σ is a nonlinear function of the electric field E.
Since we are not considering magnetization, we take M = 0. Hence, from (2.12) and (2.13),
we have
∇ × µ−1
0 B = σE,
∂B
.
∇×E=−
∂t

(2.14)
(2.15)

Taking the partial derivative of (2.14) with respect to t and the curl of (2.15), we write
∂B
∂(σE)
=
,
∂t
∂t
∂B
∇ × ∇ × E = −∇ ×
.
∂t

∇ × µ−1
0

(2.16)
(2.17)
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We now eliminate the terms containing B and are left with
∂(σE)
+ ∇ × µ−1
0 ∇ × E.
∂t

(2.18)

We will be considering this problem in pseudo-1D in Cartesian coordinates. We therefore
∂E
take ∂E
∂y = ∂z = 0. In addition, we take Ex = Ez = 0. Hence, with some algebra, we get
∂ 2 Ey
∂ (σ(Ey )Ey )
.
= µ−1
0
∂t
∂x2

(2.19)

2.1.1 First equation Suppose that Ey = ∂w
∂t for some function w(x, t). Further
assuming that w has continuous second derivatives, we can use Clairaut’s Theorem to write
∂
∂t



∂w
σ
∂w



= µ−1
0

∂3w
.
∂t∂x2

(2.20)

This equation is satisfied if the following holds:

σ

∂w
∂t



∂w
∂2w
= µ−1
+ f (x),
0
∂t
∂x2

(2.21)

where f is an arbitrary function of x. This equation is further simplified by setting f (x) = 0.
We will use (2.21) to provide a solution for (2.18) in Section 3.
2.1.2 Second equation In this section we will derive another equation whose solutions satisfy (2.18). Consider (2.19). Using the chain rule, we can further reduce this as
follows:


dσ
∂ 2 Ey
∂Ey
= µ−1
,
(2.22)
Ey + σ
0
dEy
∂t
∂x2
and, finally,
∂Ey
1
∂ 2 Ey


=
.
dσ
∂t
∂x2
µ0 dE
E
+
σ
y
y

(2.23)

To simplify this equation, let
1

f (Ey ) =
µ0



dσ
dEy Ey

+σ

.

(2.24)

Hence we have
∂Ey
∂ 2 Ey
= f (Ey )
.
∂t
∂x2

(2.25)

There are solutions to this equation for many choices of f , as can be found in [3]. After
solving for Ey it suffices to find σ (Ey ) such that (2.24) is satisfied.
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2.1.3 Third equation Finding solutions via the second equation is somewhat unsatisfactory, since we must choose f and then find the conductivity that corresponds to the
resulting solution. It is also possible, however, to choose a conductivity model and then
find a solution for the field. This is preferable to the previous method when the test code
restricts the functions available to the conductivity model (for example, when the code only
allows conductivity to be a polynomial function of the electric field). From [3], a solution
to (2.25) can be written in the form
Ey (x, t) = U (z),

(2.26)

x + C1
,
C2 t + C3

(2.27)

where
z=√

for some C1 , C2 , C3 ∈ R and U (z) satisfies the ordinary differential equation
f (U )

d2 U
C2 dU
+
z
= 0.
2
dz
2 dz

(2.28)

Substituting in (2.24), we find that U must satisfy


d2 U
dσ
dU
µ0 C2
U
+σ z
= 0.
+
2
dz
2
dU
dz

(2.29)

Several solutions to this equation can be found in [2].
2.2 Magnetization In this section we consider a nonlinear magnetization model. In
particular, we assume that the magnetization M is a nonlinear function of the magnetic
field B. Since we are not considering conductivity, we take it to be constant and nonzero.
Hence we can divide (2.12) by σ and substitute it into (2.13) to get
σ

∂B
+ ∇ × ∇ × µ−1
0 B − ∇ × ∇ × M = 0.
∂t

We will be considering this problem in pseudo-1D. We therefore take
addition, we take Bx = By = 0. Hence, with some algebra, we get
σ

∂Bz
∂ 2 Bz
∂ 2 Mz
− µ−1
+
=0
0
∂t
∂x2
∂x2

(2.30)
∂B
∂y

=

∂B
∂z

= 0. In

(2.31)

from (2.30). Suppose that Mz depends explicitly only on Bz . Using the chain rule, we can
write the previous equation as




∂
dMz ∂Bz
∂Bz
=
σ −1 µ−1
−
.
(2.32)
0
∂t
∂x
dBz
∂x
3 Problem Descriptions In this section we present several analytic solutions derived from the various methods described in Section 2.
3.1 Conductivity as a power law For this problem, we will use the method described in Section 2.1.1 to derive a solution. We take σ = w−n . Hence we implicitly make
the ansatz that w satisfies the functional differential equation


∂w
−n
w =g
,
(3.1)
∂t
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for some function g of ∂w
∂t to be determined, since σ is a function of Ey =
σ into (2.21), the resulting partial differential equation can be written as

∂w
∂t .

Substituting

2
∂w
n∂ w
.
= µ−1
w
0
∂t
∂x2

(3.2)

Following [3], a solution to this equation is
1

w(x, t) = (−βx + βrt + d) n ,
where β =

µ0 nr
1−n

(3.3)

and r and d are arbitrary constants. By definition,
Ey (x, t) =

1−n
βr 1−n
∂w
βr
=
(−βx + βrt + d) n =
w
.
∂t
n
n

This result confirms our ansatz in (3.1). With some algebra, this allows us to write
n
 n−1

n
Ey
.
σ = w−n =
βr

(3.4)

(3.5)

Letting
m
,
m−1
i− 21
h
1
r = µ0 (1 − m)a m
,

n=

(3.6)
(3.7)

we find
Ey (x, t) = a

1
m



1
m
−βx +
a− m t + d
m−1

− m1
(3.8)

where
h
i− 12
1
β = −µ0 m µ0 (1 − m)a m
,

(3.9)

σ = aEym .

(3.10)

and

For appropriate choices of constants, Eym > 0 throughout the domain, and hence we can
write
σ(E) = akEkm .

(3.11)

3.2 Conductivity as a rational function of degree 1 For this problem, we will
use the method described in Section 2.1.2 to derive a solution. Consider (2.25). It is
advantageous to choose σ such that
dσ
Ey + σ = a
dEy

(3.12)

for some constant a ∈ R. The general solution to this ordinary differential equation is given
by
σ (Ey ) = a +

b
Ey

(3.13)
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for some constant b ∈ R. By substitution, (2.25) can now be written as
∂Ey
1 ∂ 2 Ey
,
=
∂t
aµ0 ∂x2

(3.14)

which we recognize as the one dimensional homogeneous heat equation. Solutions to this
equation have a general form given by
Ey (x, t) =

∞
X

Dn sin(nπx)e−

n2 π 2
aµ0

t

.

(3.15)

1

For appropriate choices of constants, Ey > 0 throughout the domain, and hence we can
write
b
.
(3.16)
σ(E) = a +
kEk
3.3 Magnetization as a polynomial function For this problem, we will use the
method described in Section 2.2 to derive a solution. Recall (2.32). Suppose that
Mz (Bz ) = aBz3 + bBz2 + µ−1
0 Bz + d.
To make the derivation more compact, let



dMz
−1
−1
f (Bz ) = σ
µ0 −
= −σ −1 3aBz2 + 2bBz .
dBz

(3.17)

(3.18)

From [3], Equation (2.32) with this substitution has a traveling wave solution in implicit
form given by
Z
f (Bz ) dBz
= kx + λt + c.
(3.19)
k2
λBz + C1
We let C1 = 0 for ease of calculation. Performing the integral, we find
k2 3 2
k2
aBz + σ −1 2bBz + kx + λt + c = 0,
(3.20)
λ 2
λ
which we recognize as a quadratic equation. Using the quadratic formula and taking the
positive root, we come to an explicit formula for Bz , given by
q
2
b
4k4 b2
6k2 a
− 2k
+
λσ
λ2 σ 2 − λσ (kx + λt + c)
Bz (x, t) =
.
(3.21)
3k2 a
σ −1

λσ

Furthermore, we let
3k 2 a
,
λσ
2k 2 b
.
β=
λσ

α=

(3.22)
(3.23)

Then we have
h
i
p
Bz (x, t) = α−1 −β + β 2 − 2α (kx + λt + c) .

(3.24)

For appropriate choices of constants, Bz > 0 throughout the domain, and hence we can
write

M(B) = akBk3 + bkBk2 + µ−1
(3.25)
0 kBk + d B̂.
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4 Numerical Studies We implement the problems in Section 3 in our MATLAB
FEM code, Minifem. We expect to see convergence rates of order 2. As stated in Section 3,
the spatial domain for these problems is the unit cube [0, 1]3 . We take 2, 4, and 8 intervals
in each direction and compute the L2 norm of the electric field for each simulation along
with the convergence rate over spatial refinement. The time interval taken is unique to the
problem and will be discussed in the corresponding section. The results of the convergence
study are displayed in Table 4.1.
4.1 Conductivity as a power law This problem is known internally as problem
203. Recall (3.8) and (3.11). We take a = 1, d = 1, m = 3, and µ0 = 1. Note that taking
m = 1 reverts to a linear conductivity model, which we are not interested in here. We take
the time interval to be [0, 10−4 ] with a single time step.
4.2 Conductivity as a rational function of degree 1 This problem is known
internally as problem 208. Recall (3.15) and (3.16). We take a = 2, b = 12, and µ0 = 1.
Moreover, we take Dn = 0 for all n 6= 1 and D1 = 1. We take the time interval to be
[0, 10−4 ] with a single time step.
4.3 Magnetization as a polynomial function This problem is known internally
as problem 211. Recall (3.24) and (3.25). We take a = 10, b = −10−1 , c = −10, d = 1,
k = 1, λ = 10−4 , µ0 = 1, and σ = 1. We take the time interval to be [0, 1] with a single
time step.
4.4 Results Table 4.1 gives the results of the L2 norm of the electric field with
reference to the analytic solution for each problem along with the convergence rate for each
spatial refinement.
Intervals
2
4
8

203
1.282e-02 (—–)
3.613e-03 (1.827)
9.766e-04 (1.888)

208
1.574e-01 (—–)
4.077e-02 (1.949)
1.008e-02 (2.016)

211
2.094e-06 (—–)
5.651e-07 (1.890)
1.645e-07 (1.780)

Table 4.1: Order of convergence for problems 203, 208, and 211, and the L2 norm of the
electric field with respect to the analytic solution.

The convergence rates are as expected. This suggests that our nonlinear material model
solver is correctly implemented and that these problems are suitable for verification on other
projects.
5 Conclusion In this paper, we have presented a simplified set of equations whose solutions satisfy Maxwell’s equations and exercise nonlinear models for electrical conductivity
and magnetization as functions of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. We derived
several solutions to these equations for varied material models. We then implemented these
derived solutions into an FEM code written in MATLAB. The results of the convergence
studies suggest that the problems presented in this paper are suitable for verification.
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CHUL MOON∗ , JASON E. HEATH
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‡

Abstract. We propose a porous materials analysis pipeline using persistent homology. We first compute
persistent homology of binarized 3D images of sampled material subvolumes. For each image we compute sets
of homology intervals, which are represented as summary graphics called persistence diagrams. We convert
persistence diagrams into image vectors in order to analyze the similarity of the homology of the material
images using the mature tools for image analysis. Each image is treated as a vector and we compute
its principal components to extract features. We fit a statistical model using the loadings of principal
components to estimate material porosity, permeability, anisotropy, and tortuosity. We also propose an
adaptive version of the structural similarity index (SSIM), a similarity metric for images, as a measure
to determine the statistical representative elementary volumes (sREV) for persistence homology. Thus we
provide a capability for making a statistical inference of the fluid flow and transport properties of porous
materials based on their geometry and connectivity.

1 Introduction Algebraic topology offers powerful mathematical tools for describing
the connectivity of a space, and how the connectivity varies. It connects the local shapes
in a dataset to several global connectivity properties, in a concrete, measurable way. In
particular, persistent homology analyzes the dynamics of topological features (connected
components, loops, shells, etc.) as a function of a metric. As the metric is increased, the data
become more connected, and features appear and disappear. One has the freedom to choose
the metric to illuminate the properties of interest. The dynamics of a topological feature
is quantified as the interval between its “birth” and “death,” which are the values of the
metric at which the feature first occurs and finally disappears. Birth and death intervals are
called persistence data. A goal of applied persistent homology is to predict physical behavior
of a system from persistence data. Classical statistical learning methods, however, cannot
be applied directly to make predictions from persistence data, due to several challenges.
The number of intervals of persistence data generated can vary from dataset to dataset,
which makes it difficult to develop methods for predicting behaviors for a given system.
Also, persistence data depends on the size of the dataset, or subsample of the dataset,
being considered. But how it depends is poorly understood, and may change unpredictably
as the subsample size is increased. Traditional statistical methods use the concept of a
Representative Elementary Volume, REV [1]. The REV is the smallest size of a material
for which statistical stable properties can be defined and measured. For porous media, such
as rock, REVs for key parameters such as porosity, permeability, and tortuosity enable one
to apply continuum methods to predict fluid flow and transport. The REV enables the
complex pore microstructure of rock to be replaced by a fictitious continuum and thereby
allow the use of partial differential equations. REVs are thus useful, but discard pore-scale
information.
Algebraic topology offers powerful mathematical tools for describing local-to-global
structures of shapes. Persistent homology, in particular, analyzes the dynamics of topological features and summarizes it by numeric values. The dynamics of topological features
are recorded as an interval between each feature’s birth and death. However, the classical
statistical learning methods cannot be directly applied; the type of data is an interval, and
the number of intervals generated varies from dataset to dataset.
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1.1 Summary of contribution We present a persistence homology analysis framework of 3D image sets. We demonstrate it over a focused ion beam scanning electron
microscopy dataset of the Selma Chalk. We compute and extract structural characteristics
of sampling volumes via persistent homology and principal component analysis. We fit a statistical model using the summarized values to estimate porosity, permeability, anisotropy,
and tortuosity. The Lattice Boltzmann methods for single phase flow modeling are used
to obtain the relationships. The suggested framework efficiently predicts fluid flow and
transport properties based on geometry and connectivity.
2 Data We analyze a FIB-SEM dataset of the Selma Chalk, based on previously
binarized images used in the study by Yoon and Dewers [10]. The original dataset includes
grayscale images that are 930 x 520 x 962 voxels in size. We use previously calculated
parameters, which were calculated as a function of an increasingly-larger subvolume. These
include porosity, permeability, tortuosity, and anisotropy.
3

Analysis

3.1 Analysis pipeline
1. Computation
• Original Images → Binary images → Transformed grayscale images → Cubical
complexes → Persistence diagrams
2. Data preparation
• Persistence diagrams → Vectorized persistence diagrams
3. Sampling
• Use sub-volumes of increasing sizes to determine the scale at which persistent
homology predicts behavior, i.e. a REV.
• Vectorized persistence diagrams → Similarity metric → Determine REV
4. Feature extraction
• Vectorized persistence diagrams → Principal component analysis → Loadings
5. Modelling
• Prediction: Fit a statistical model → Prediction
• Classification
3.2 Persistent homology computation We use the persistent homology computation framework used by Robins et al. [6, 5]. In Robins et al. [6], the geometric characteristics
of the binary image are defined by the Signed Euclidean Distance Transform (SEDT). The
SEDT assigns a numeric value to each pixel: negative for pore and positive for grain. Its
magnitude represents the Euclidean distance between the pixel and the closest opposite
status pixel; a large negative value indicates a large pore size, and a large positive value
indicates a large grain size. Then, a cubical cell complex is defined based on the discrete
Morse function. The SEDT value of a cell is the maximum value of all of its vertices. The
cubical cell complex is an appropriate topological space for the images. The components
of cubical cell complexes are 0-cell (vertex), 1-cell (edge), 2-cell (patch) and 3-cell (solid).
Figure 3.1 shows the four components of a cubical cell complex.
As we change the filtration value, k-cell components are added to the cubical cell complex. That is, we add cells one by one in order of increasing SEDT value, thus a cell is
added when the current filtration value reaches the maximum value of all of its vertices. By
Morse theory, it is sufficient to track critical points: local minimum (0-cell), local maximum
(3-cell), saddle points (1-cell and 2-cell). By tracking the homology of the sequence of cubical complexes, we can compute the persistent homology. We use the persistent homology
computation code called Diamorse [4].
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Fig. 3.1: Components of a cubical cell complex

The barcodes for each dimension are reported separately: the zero, one, and two dimensional homology groups. For each dimension’s barcode, the different quadrants of its
image reveal different aspects of the rock [6, 5]. For the dimension zero image, the death < 0
quadrants imply the sizes of pore throats, and the death > 0 quadrants describe the disconnected pore space components. Figure 3.2 illustrates the interpretations of the dimension
zero persistence diagram.

Fig. 3.2: Dimension zero persistence diagram

The dimension one image describes non-convex pores, non-convex grain structures and
the narrowest throat radius along the cycle. Figure 3.3 illustrates the interpretations of the
dimension zero persistence diagram.
The dimension two barcodes describe the radius of a sphere that can fit within a grain.
3.3 Vectorization of persistence diagram Persistence homology results are given
as an interval of [Birth, Death]. They are summarized in persistence diagrams or barcode
plots. The summary graphics are give in Figure 3.4.
The classical statistical learning methods cannot be directly applied to the persistence
diagrams. The barcodes are an interval data, a non-classical data type and the number of
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Fig. 3.3: Dimension one persistence diagram
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Fig. 3.4: Summary graphics of persistent homology: persistence diagram (left) and barcode
plot (right)

barcodes varies from dataset to dataset. Instead, we convert persistence diagrams to image
vectors. The vectorization process has two advantages: 1) we may apply image analysis
technique 2) we may compute the mean persistence diagram. A disadvantage is that the
comparison between vectorized persistence diagrams will not be exact, compared to using a
Wasserstein distance for example.
We bin the elements of the persistence diagram into m × m bins; each bin is an output
pixel. We count the number of dots that correspond to barcodes in each bin, and assign it
as the output pixel intensity. We convert the array of pixels into a vector by scanning by
column: visit the bins in the first column from top to bottom, then the bins in the second
column, etc. We found this sufficient, but an alternative would be to scan the image in
order of a space filling curve. Figure 3.5 illustrates the vectorization process.
Our use of vectorization in this way is new. The most similar approach was suggested
by Bendich et al. [2]. Like us, they count the number of barcodes within the pixel. But they
transform the mapping of (birth, death) to (birth, death?birth) in persistence diagram to
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Fig. 3.5: Persistence diagram divided by 5×5 pixels (left), concatenated persistence diagram
(middle) and persistence vector (right)

highlight the distance of the points from the 45-degree line. However, this method cannot be
applied directly in our setting because the different quadrants of our persistence diagrams
(e.g. for dimension 1, quadrant birth< 0 and death< 0) imply different meanings, and
Bendich et al.’s transformation makes it difficult to identify these sections.
3.4 Determining sREV using persistence homology The rock 3D scan images
are expensive data to obtain. For accuracy, we need a sufficiently large subsample; but
for efficiency, we do not want to use a much larger subsample than necessary. The smallest
sample size that is sufficiently large is formalized by the Representative Elementary Volume,
REV. It is the smallest volume for which a measurement is representative of the whole; see
Bear [1] for a better discussion). The REV is the scale at which smaller-scale fluctuations
dampen out and statistically stable properties can be defined.
The statistical REV, sREV, represents a scale smaller than that of the REV. The
sREV is a scale where the means of properties are constant and their variations are small.
The concept of sREV has been used for quantifying microstructures of various materials
including single phase flow in sandstones at the microscale [11], mechanical properties of
fiber-reinforced composites [7], and transport properties of fuel cell materials [9]. However,
until now, the sREV has not been evaluated for quantitative analysis of FIB-SEM data with
nanopore structures observed in geo-materials: e.g., carbonate rocks and shale mudstones.
The sREV is closely related to defining the sampling unit from the rock images, and the
“right scale” for rock analysis.
sREV determination. We suggest the following method to determine sREV for
persistence homology. If the persistence diagrams of sampled subvolumes are similar to
each other, then their structural properties would be consistent. We can determine the
resemblance by comparing persistence diagrams: the similarity measures for images can be
used.
The similarity measures for images have been developed to be robust to differences in
shift/scale/noise. However, appropriate measure for the persistence diagrams should be
sensitive to the shift and scale differences while robust to perturbations because there are
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no rotational or directional changes in persistence diagrams. We considered using measures
of mean squared error (MSE) and persistence landscape [3]. However, these measure the
relative distance between two persistence diagrams. Also, these distances depends on image
scales, and so cannot be immediately applied when comparing two subsamples of different
sizes. Hence we concluded that these two measures are not the best way to determine sREV
for persistent homology.
We instead suggest using the structural similarity (SSIM) [8]. The SSIM index is defined
as a multiplication of three components: the luminance l(x, y), contrast c(x, y), and structure
s(x, y). The SSIM varies from zero to one, where one indicates two images x and y are
identical.
SSIM(x, y) = l(x, y)α ∗ c(x, y)β ∗ s(x, y)γ

(3.1)

where
2µx µy + C1
µ2x + µ2y + C1
2σx σy + C2
c(x, y) = 2
σx + σy2 + C2
σxy + C3
s(x, y) =
.
σx σy + C3
l(x, y) =

We use the same setting α = β = γ = 1 and C3 = C2 /2 as Wang et al. [8] so that
SSIM(x, y) =

(2µx µy + C1 )(2σxy + C2 )
.
(µ2x + µ2y + C1 )(σx2 + σy2 + C2 )

(3.2)

Instead of computing SSIM for the whole image, Wang et al. [8] suggests using a local block.
The mean SSIM (MSSIM) is the average of the SSIM values of blocks:
MSSIM(x, y) =

M
1 X
SSIM(xi , yi ),
M i=1

(3.3)

where xi and yi are the ith block of images x and y.
We compute the MSSIM between vectorized persistence diagrams and their mean image
for each subvolume. However, for the persistence diagrams, the MSSIM is very high because
most of the image pixels are zero, e.g. all lower diagonal pixels. Therefore, we only consider
the local block of mean images that have a non-zero element:
MSSIMP H (x, µ) =

X

SSIM(xi , µi ).

(3.4)

i∈{k|µk 6=0}

3.5 Feature extraction: principal component analysis We extract features of
the vectorized persistence diagrams using principal component analysis. First, we subtract
the mean (vectorized) persistence diagram from all the persistence diagram vectors. We
compute the principal components of the covariance matrix. The principal components
form a basis to explain the vectorized persistence diagrams. We use the singular vector
decomposition to find the principal components to reduce the computational load. The
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vectorized persistence diagram can be represented as a linear combination of the principal
components.
ith persistence diagram of dimension k − mean persistence diagram
= cik1 ∗ P Ck1 + cik2 ∗ P Ck2 + · · · + cikn ∗ P Ckn

After computing principal components, we select a subset of principal components that
explain at least 85% of total variabilities, and discard the rest to achieve a reduction in dimension. Figure 3.6 illustrates the equation above with the first, second, and third principal
components of the dimension one persistence diagram.

Fig. 3.6: Dimension zero persistence diagram

We call the coefficients of the principal components the loadings. We can use the set of
loadings to summarize persistence diagrams. The Euclidean vector v = {ci01 , ci02 , · · · cikn }
summarizes the ith porous material.
Rock Images −→ Persistence Diagrams −→ Euclidean Vector
Once we convert data into the Euclidean vector, we can then apply classical statistical
approaches to make an inference. For example, the numeric values can be used as an
explanatory variable for a classification or regression
3.6 Statistical Inference We aim to make a statistical inference using the converted
Euclidean vector, to predict fluid flow and transport properties of already known rocks. As
future work, we propose classifying rock types.
3.6.1 Prediction of fluid flow and transport characteristics: penalized regression We would like to fit a model that explains the geometric properties (y variables)
using loadings obtained from the principal component analysis (x variables). If there are n
subvolumes, then we will obtain n principal components for each dimension. As a result,
the number of loadings obtained for all dimensions is 3n, and is larger than the number
of samples n. Even after the dimension reduction, the number of variables could be larger
than the number of samples. We call this the small n large p case, which causes over-fitting.
One of the solutions to the overfitting problem is to use a penalized regression. We fit
the same regression but give a penalty to the coefficients. LASSO is a penalized regression
model using a L1 penalty. The result of LASSO can be obtained by solving
min{||y − Xβ||22 + λ||β||1 }.
β

(3.5)
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p

p
n

n

Fig. 3.7: n > p vs. n < p data

It fits a regression and does variable selection at the same time. The advantage of the
LASSO model is that we can see which principal components play a role in predicting fluid
flow and transport properties.

3.6.2 Classification extension After extracting features using principal component
analysis, we summarized them with loadings. Given the vectors of loadings, we predicted
fluid flow and transport characteristics, using LASSO. For future work, if we had data on
multiple rock types, we could attempt to classify them. We propose using the vectors of
loadings as input objects to the classification algorithm. In principle, one could use any
existing classification method, such as a random forest.

4

Results

4.1 Determination of sREV We determine the sREV for the Selma group chalk
data of Yoon and Dewers [10]. We compute persistent homology of subvolume images
and vectorize the computed persistence diagrams as in Section 3.2 and 3.3. We compute
SSIM index between the mean persistence diagram and persistence diagrams and report the
average SSIM.

4.1.1 Selma group chalk data We use the binary image of Yoon and Dewers [10].
We compute persistent homology for six differently-sized subvolumes. There is no standard
for deciding REV using SSIM. We set the threshold to be 0.9 because Yoon and Deweres [10]
finds that the subvolume size 4003 is the sREV. Figure 4.1 shows the average SSIM values
for six subvolumes.
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Fig. 4.1: Average SSIM of Selma group chalk

4.2 Prediction of fluid flow and transport properties We use the Selma group
chalk data of Yoon and Dewers [10]. There are in total six different sizes of subvolumes:
1503 , 3003 , 4003 , 5003 , 600 × 520 × 600, and 765 × 520 × 765. We fit a model only for three
smallest sizes of subvolumes (1503 , 3003 , and 4003 ) because for the other sizes the number
of subvolumes is insufficient. We have 42, 23, and 23 subvolumes for the sizes 1503 , 3003 ,
and 4003 .
We fit a LASSO model to predict four fluid flow and transport properties: porosity
φ, permeability k, anisotropy λ, and tortuosity τ . We restate their definitions from Yoon
and Dewers [10] for completeness. Porosity is the ratio of the volume of the pore space
over the total volume. Permeability measures how readily a fluid or gas flows through a
material. Permeability is measured in x, y, and z directions. We define the representative
permeability as a geometric mean (kx ∗ky ∗kz )1/3 . Anisotropy measures structural differences
along the directions. Tortuosity quantifies how much pore paths are twisted. Tortuosity is
also measured in three directions. We define the representative tortuosity as an arithmetic
mean (τx + τy + τz )/3. To decide the λ in the LASSO model, we train the model with
5000 repetitions. The ratio of training, validation, and test sets is 62%, 18%, and 10%,
respectively.
We summarize the prediction results of four properties as plots of actual vs. fitted values
in Appendix 5. The black dots represent data points of training and validation, whereas the
red dots are the test sets. At the sREV, the subvolume size of 400, we found that the models
explained all four fluid flow and transport variables. Also, as we increase the subvolume
size, the predictions tend to be more accurate.
5

Prediction results See Figures 5.1—5.4.
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Fig. 5.1: Porosity prediction result. Note the predictions are fairly accurate at all scales,
from 150–400.

Fig. 5.2: Permeability prediction result. Note the sudden increase in predictive accuracy at
size 400.
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Fig. 5.3: Anisotropy prediction result. Note the gradual increase in predictive accuracy
between sizes 300 and 400. The accuracy for anisotropy is not as good as for permeability.

Fig. 5.4: Tortuosity prediction result. As with permeability, there is a sudden increase in
predictive accuracy at size 400, supporting the notion of an sREV at that scale.
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6 Conclusion We present a framework for rock analysis using persistent homology,
spanning from data preparation to sampling to inference. In future work, we plan to implement prediction models that can make further statistical inferences, such as producing
confidence intervals. Also, we aim to develop an adaptive SSIM which can be applied to
every type of rock in a sampling process. It would be worthwhile to further investigate how
to best apply classical statistical learning methods to the persistence diagrams, expanding
our normalization and scaling in a rigorous way.
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GEOMETRIC MULTIGRID FOR A LOW-ORDER HYBRIDIZED
HELMHOLTZ FORMULATION
PETER T. SENTZ∗ , ERIC C. CYR† , AND LUKE OLSON‡
Abstract. A geometric multigrid method is implemented for a hybridized version of the lowest order
Raviart-Thomas discretization of the Helmholtz equation. The global saddle point problem resulting from
this discretization is solved, rather than the Schur complement system for the Lagrange multipliers. The
multigrid method is computationally confirmed to be an effective preconditioner for the generalized minimum
residual method (GMRES).

1 Introduction In [7], the authors consider a hybridized version of the
Raviart-Thomas mixed method for second order elliptic boundary value problems. This
method leads to a saddle point problem where values of the solution on the edges of elements act as Lagrange multipliers that enforce continuity of the inter-cell fluxes. Typically,
these systems are solved by “static condensation”, i.e., by eliminating the cell variables in
favor of the Lagrange multipliers and solving the Schur complement system [5]. The authors
of [7] show that the entries of the Schur complement are characterized by L2 -inner products
of certain discontinuous auxiliary functions, which is an alternative approach to forming the
Schur complement matrix.
The Lagrange multipliers are functions that are defined on the “skeleton” of the mesh,
i.e. the faces or edges of the elements. If we only require that the functions belong to
L2 , then a basis can be chosen such that the support of each function is restricted to a
single edge or face. Each Lagrange multiplier then only interacts with functions defined on
two elements; in an iterative solution process the edge variables can be updated using only
two blocks of memory. When the Schur complement is formed, the edge or face variables
must now interact with all additional edges or faces belonging to adjacent elements. In a
3D problem using hexahedra, for example, the access of ten memory locations associated
with neighboring faces are now required to update the variables on a given face. If the full
saddle point problem can be solved efficiently, then this reduction in memory accesses may
be exploited to improve performance.
In the following we conduct a preliminary investigation into the convergence properties
of the saddle point problem using geometric multigrid on a two dimensional Helmholtz
problem. The smoother used on coarse levels is the Uzawa algorithm [5], which is equivalent
to performing the conjugate gradient method on the Schur complement system, with an
additional update step for the cell variables. However, the Schur complement need not
be formed in order to perform this smoothing process. Favorable convergence properties
indicate that there is opportunity to leverage the memory access patterns referenced above
to construct an efficient solver.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Raviart-Thomas mixed
method and hybridized finite element methods for the Helmholtz equation. In Section 3,
we introduce a geometric multigrid method for solving the global saddle point problem that
results after discretizing the hybrid method. In Section 4, we present numerical results, and
concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2

Hybridized Mixed Methods
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2.1 The Raviart-Thomas Mixed Method Originally introduced in [13] to solve
the Poisson equation, the Raviart-Thomas method can be used to solve the elliptic boundary
value problem
−∇ · ∇u + u =f in Ω,

(2.1)

u =g on ∂Ω,

(2.2)

where Ω is a bounded open set of Rn with Lipschitz continuous boundary. Introducing the
variable q = −∇u, this second order equation can be rewritten as a system of first-order
PDEs:
q + ∇u =0 in Ω,

(2.3)

∇ · q + u =f in Ω,

(2.4)

u =g on ∂Ω,

(2.5)

where u ∈ L2 (Ω), the usual set of square-integrable functions defined on Ω, and the variable
q belongs to
H(div, Ω) = {v ∈ (L2 (Ω))n : ∇ · v ∈ L2 (Ω)}.

(2.6)

By multiplying both equations by test functions (v, w) ∈ H(div, Ω) × L2 (Ω) and performing
integration by parts, the following variational form of the problem is obtained:
Z
Z
Z
q · v dx −
u∇ · v dx = −
gv · n ds, ∀v ∈ H(div, Ω),
(2.7)
Ω
ZΩ
Z
Z ∂Ω
w∇ · q dx +
uw dx =
f dx, ∀w ∈ L2 (Ω).
(2.8)
Ω

Ω

Ω

The problem is discretized by forming a triangulation Th of the domain Ω and requiring
that the numerical solution (qh , uh ) lie in the following spaces:
Vh = {v ∈ H(div, Ω) : v|K ∈ (P k (K))n + xP k (K),
2

k

Wh = {w ∈ L (Ω) : w|k ∈ P (K),

∀ K ∈ Th },

∀ K ∈ Th },

(2.9)
(2.10)

where P k (K) is the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k defined on K.
The test spaces in the variational problem are also replaced by these finite-dimensional
subspaces, resulting in a discrete set of algebraic equations. Note that the space Vh consists
of polynomials of one degree higher than Wh . This is essential in order to satisfy an “inf-sup”
or LBB condition to guarantee stability of the numerical method [5].
Equation (2.8) requires that the divergence of q be square integrable, so the space
defined in (2.9) is required to be normally continuous across inter-element boundaries [4].
As typical in the finite element method, practically this condition is enforced by construction and careful assignment of global coefficient indices. This is in contrast to hybridized
methods, as we will see, that enforce continuity weakly using Lagrange multipliers.
2.2 Hybridized Mixed Methods Originally recognized in [10], introduction of variables corresponding to the restriction of the scalar variable uh to the element faces can
enforce the normal continuity requirement of qh by acting as Lagrange multipliers.
Letting Th be a triangulation of Ω as before, define Eh as the set of interior faces in the
mesh. Then the Lagrange multipliers λh correspond to the restriction of uh on each edge
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e ∈ Eh . Specifically, define the function spaces
Vh = {v ∈ (L2 (Ω))n : v|K ∈ (P k (K))n + xP k (K),
2

k

2

k

Wh = {w ∈ L (Ω) : w|k ∈ P (K),

Mh = {µ ∈ L (Eh ) : µ|e ∈ P (e),

∀ K ∈ Th },

∀ K ∈ Th },

∀ e ∈ Eh },

K∈Th

X Z
K

K∈Th

XZ
e∈Eh

e

K

w∇ · qh dx +

e∈Eh

Z

e

(2.12)
(2.13)

We seek an approximation (qh , uh , λh ) ∈ Vh × Wh × Mh that satisfies
Z
Z
X Z
XZ
qh · v dx −
uh ∇ · v dx +
λh JvK ds = −
gJvK ds,
Ω

(2.11)

(2.14)

∂Ω

Z
uh w dx =

Ω

(2.15)

f w dx,
Ω

µJqh K ds = 0,

(2.16)

for all (v, w, µ) ∈ Vh × Wh × Mh . The J·K notation refers to the jump of a vector:
JvK = v · n on ∂Ω,
+

+

−

−

JvK = v · n + v · n

on Eh .

(2.17)
(2.18)

In the above equations, n refers to the outward unit normal to Ω. Given two elements K +
and K − that share a face, n± is the outward unit normal to K ± and v± is the restriction
of v to element K ± .
While we have outlined the hybridized method for Raviart-Thomas elements, it is only
one piece of a unified framework for the hybridization of mixed, continuous Galerkin, nonconforming, and discontinuous Galerkin methods, as covered in [8]. Furthermore, the method
has been extended to time dependent problems as well [12, 9].
2.3 Discrete Equations The set of equations (2.14-2.16), leads to a saddle point
problem:

   
Q
b
A BT
=
.
(2.19)
Λ
0
B O
Where Q refers to the unknowns (qh , uh ) and Λ refers to the unknown Lagrange multipliers.
Because of the relaxed continuity condition on qh the matrix A is block-diagonal, and is
thus easily invertible. The matrix B T has a small, constant number of non-zero entries per
row, as each locally defined basis function of Vh only interacts with at most three edges in
the mesh.
Since A is invertible, block elimination can be used to remove the variables (qh , uh ),
which results in a reduced system for the Lagrange multipliers:
BA−1 B T Λ = BA−1 b,

(2.20)

where the matrix BA−1 B T is the so-called Schur complement [5]. If this problem is solved
so that the multipliers Λ are known, the unknowns Q can be recovered by solving the system
of equations
AQ = b − B T Λ.

(2.21)

As mentioned in the introduction, explicit expressions for the entries of the Schur complement can be obtained through the L2 inner product of solutions (qµi , uµi ) to equations
(2.14-2.16) where the unknowns λh are replaced by a basis {µi } of the space Mh [7].
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3

Solving the Discrete Equations

3.1 Multigrid Methods We review the basics of multigrid methods for solving
linear systems of equations, see e.g. [6] for an introductory overview.
Classical iterative methods such as Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel tend to dampen high frequency components of the error between the true solution and the current iterate [14].
However, low frequency, or smooth components of the error, decrease very slowly. This
prevents them from being effective stand-alone methods.
Multigrid methods try to overcome this difficulty by introducing a hierarchy of discretizations, with the ability to move between grids using interpolation and restriction operators. The reasoning is based on the observation that smooth modes on a fine grid have a
more oscillatory representation on a coarse grid. For example, if we solve a one dimensional
boundary value problem on the interval Ω = [0, 1], we could define two grids, one with
interval length h = 1/24, the other with length 2h = 1/12. We plot the function sin(4πx)
on each grid in Figure 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1: sin(4πx) plotted on two different discretizations of [0, 1]

While relatively smooth on the fine grid, the function changes sharply on the coarse grid
and is no longer a low frequency mode. Thus, applying a classical iterative method on this
level will decrease the error more effectively than on the fine grid.
However, in general, the error cannot be computed; otherwise we could determine the
exact solution. For solving the system Ax = b, we can define the residual r = b − Ax. Then
the error e satisfies:
Ae = r,

(3.1)

which is called the error equation. The key to multigrid methods is that this problem is
posed on coarser grids instead of the original problem. After smoothing on the coarser grid,
the approximate error is either interpolated back up to the finest grid in order to correct
the solution, or is restricted to even coarser grids where additional smoothing steps or even
direct solvers may be utilized.
Finally, multigrid methods are usually used as preconditioners for an iterative Krylov
subspace method. That is, rather than repeat the multigrid cycle until satisfactory convergence, only a few cycles are completed. The action of these cycles on a given vector defines
a linear operator, which we can denote y → M −1 y. This linear operator is then used as a
preconditioner.
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3.2 Multigrid for the Schur Complement A multigrid algorithm for the Schur
complement problem (2.20) has been implemented in [11]. Recall that the unknown Lagrange multipliers are functions defined on edges only. Instead of developing an edge-based
coarsening, the authors construct a hierarchy of grids corresponding to standard continuous
Galerkin (CG) basis functions defined on elements. Interpolation between grids is done
using simple linear interpolation.
The “finest” discretization, however, is one based on the edges of the mesh. Interpolation
from the finest CG mesh to this discretization is done using an L2 -projection of a given
function to an edge. Thus, the authors transform the Schur complement of the hybrid
discretization to a continuous Galerkin discretization of the problem and then apply standard
multigrid techniques.

3.3 Multigrid on the Global Saddle Point Problem The Lagrange multipliers
correspond to functions defined on edges or faces of the mesh, and by (2.13), the basis
functions have support restricted to a single face in the mesh. Thus, the multipliers only
interact with basis functions defined on two elements. In this work, rather than solving
the Schur complement problem, we develop a multigrid algorithm for solving the full saddle
point problem (2.19). Due to the structure of the problem, we cannot use a simple smoothing
method such as Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel, as both the diagonal of the matrix and its lower
triangular part are singular. We use the Uzawa Algorithm for saddle point problems using
conjugate directions (see [5], pg. 221-223). Besides simple operations like vector inner
products and vector addition, the smoother requires the inversion of the matrix A and
multiplication by B and B T . Since A is block-diagonal and the matrix B is sparse, these
operations can be done quickly.
The ij-th entry of the matrix B T corresponds to continuity constraint at edge j with
the vector basis function qi ; each vector basis function interacts with at most three interior
edges, and hence three Lagrange multipliers. In fact, since the basis functions of the RT0
element have degrees of freedom that vanish on the midpoints of two of the three edges,
integrating them against a constant Lagrange multiplier results in an integral that also
vanishes on these edges. For this reason each row of B T has only one non-zero; since an
interior edge is connected to two elements, each row of B will have two non-zeros. Thus
matrix vector products B T y and Bx can be performed by manipulating vectors of matrix
elements and edge/element indices, without the need for a row pointer as in CSR. This is
a first step towards implementing memory efficient data structures for higher-order Raviart
Thomas or other discretizations, as outlined in the introduction.
To develop a hierarchy of grids, we start with a very coarse triangulation (two to six
elements) and refine the mesh using a standard refinement scheme: for every triangle K ∈ Th
create two new edges by connecting the midpoints of adjacent sides. Every element in the
coarse mesh is thus divided into four new elements. This can be repeated as many times
as desired to construct a sequence of successively finer meshes. It is also necessary to be
able to take a given function in Vh or Wh and interpolate or restrict it between grids. For
this work, we restrict ourselves to the lowest order Raviart-Thomas elements, so that the
scalar variable uh should be constant on each element, and the vector variable qh is a linear
function that can be uniquely determined by the value of its component in the outward
normal direction when evaluated at the midpoint of each side. Figure (3.2) illustrates both
the refinement of the mesh and degrees of freedom for the vector functions.
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Fig. 3.2: Refinement of a single element. A Raviart-Thomas basis function is determined
by the normal components, represented by the arrows. The refined mesh has three new
degrees of freedom for each sub-element, for a total of twelve. Only the degrees of freedom
corresponding to the middle sub-element are shown.

To move between the meshes, we must be able to evaluate a function in Vh at the 12
new degrees of freedom. To do so, we can appeal to the analytic expression for the lowest
order Raviart-Thomas basis functions, as given in [2]. If we let E1 , E2 , E3 be the edges of a
triangle T that are opposite to vertices P1 , P2 , P3 , respectively. Then the basis functions on
an element are given by

φj (x) =

|Ej |
(x − Pj ),
2|T |

(3.2)

where |Ej | is the length of edge j, and |T | is the area of the triangle. Each basis function has
normal component equal to 1 on a single edge, and zero on the other two. Thus if we know
the normal components of a given function in Vh , we can express it as a linear combination
of these basis functions, and can interpolate its values to the new midpoints of the refined
mesh. The interpolation of the scalar variable simply copies the value of uh on the coarse
element and copies this value on each sub-element.
Rather than relating the functions defined on edges to functions defined on elements
as in [11], we define edge functions on each grid in the hierarchy. Like the scalar variable
uh , the multipliers λh have a constant value on each interior edge of the mesh in the lowest
order case. Upon standard refinement, an existing edge is bisected in two; the value of
the multiplier on the original edge is simply copied to the two new edges. When a new
edge is created by connecting the midpoints of two coarse edges, the value of the Lagrange
multiplier is simply the average of the two edges. We can write the interpolation operator
as a matrix P ; the restriction operator is then taken to be its transpose, R = P T . The
coarse grid operator A2h is then defined as A2h = RAh P .

3.4 Smoother On each coarse level of the grid hierarchy, a small number of smoothing steps are performed using the Uzawa algorithm [5]. This can be derived by performing
the conjugate gradient method on the Schur complement equation (2.20), using additional
auxiliary vectors to avoid redundant matrix vector products. In addition to this, the cell
variables are updating using the equation AQ + B T Λ = b appearing in the saddle point
system (2.19).
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Algorithm 1 Uzawa Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Let Λ0 ∈ Rn , and AQ0 = b − B T Λ0
Set d0 = −g0 = BQ0
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
pk = B T dk
Ahk = pk
gT g
αk = pTk hkk
k
Λk+1 = Λk + αk dk
Qk+1 = Qk − αk hk
gk+1 = −BQk+1
gT

g

k+1
βk = k+1
Tg
gk
k
dk+1 = −gk+1 + βk dk

The search directions dk are the equivalent to the search directions obtained in the
conjugate gradient method; the algorithm also generates additional search directions hk =
A−1 B T dk for the cell variables.
4 Numerical Examples For all numerical examples, we discretize the problem (2.3)
using homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and zero forcing. Thus the true solution is
the zero vector, and measuring the error is simple. We use the geometric multigrid described
above as a (right) preconditioner for the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES),
which we use because the system is not positive-definite.
For the first example we solve the problem on the unit square Ω = (0, 1)2 starting with
the coarse discretization shown in Figure 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: Two levels of the mesh hierarchy. The grid on the left corresponds to the coarsest
level, the grid on the right is obtained after three refinements.

The mesh is successively refined in the standard manner, and we attempt to solve (2.3)
on the finest mesh. The tables in this section show the number of iterations required to
reduce the initial residual by a factor of 10−8 , as well as the convergence factor attained
at the end of the iteration. The preconditioner involves one or two V-cycles with variable
number of smoothing steps on the ascent and descent. A direct solve is performed on the
coarsest mesh. The iteration count and convergence factor for different number of V-cycles
and smoothing steps are shown in tables (4.1-4.4).
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Table 4.1: Performance for 1 V(1,1) cycle preconditioner
Num. Levels
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unknowns
40
168
688
2784
11200
44928
179968

Iterations
9
24
32
39
41
46
49

Convergence Factor
.0205
.4458
.5558
.6122
.6301
.6646
.6850

Table 4.2: Performance for 1 V(1,2) cycle preconditioner
Num. Levels
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unknowns
40
168
688
2784
11200
44928
179968

Iterations
9
17
18
20
22
23
25

Convergence Factor
.0173
.3121
.3462
.3812
.4166
.4473
.4692

Table 4.3: Performance for 1 V(2,1) cycle preconditioner
Num. Levels
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unknowns
40
168
688
2784
11200
44928
179968

Iterations
9
17
21
24
27
29
31

Convergence Factor
.0190
.3230
.4096
.4536
.4942
.5211
.5467

Table 4.4: Performance for 2 V(1,1) cycle preconditioner
Num. Levels
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unknowns
40
168
688
2784
11200
44928
179968

Iterations
9
18
22
26
27
30
31

Convergence Factor
.0196
0.3527
0.4190
0.4771
0.4934
0.5391
0.5517
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When using a single V-cycle with one pre-smoothing and two post-smoothing steps, the
iterations required for convergence do not grow, and the convergence factor increases slowly,
despite a growth in unknowns of four orders of magnitude. In general, adding additional
post-smoothing steps is more effective than adding additional V-cycles with the same number
of steps. Furthermore, adding post-smoothing steps results in better performance than an
addition of pre-smoothing steps.
Next, we test the method on a domain with reentrant corner; see Figure 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2: Two levels of the mesh hierarchy for a domain with reetrant corner. The grid
on the left corresponds to the coarsest level, the grid on the right is obtained after two
refinements.

The same tests were run as for the unit square. The reentrant corner poses no additional
difficulties to the method, yielding similar results to the unit square.

Table 4.5: Performance of 1 V(1,2) preconditioner on domain with reentrant corner
Num. Levels
2
3
4
5
6
7

Unknowns
124
512
2080
8384
33664
134912

Iterations
14
19
18
20
22
24

Convergence Factor
.2588
.3526
.3560
.3968
.4295
.4498

Finally, we test the method on stretched or distorted meshes. Specifically we take the
unit square and multiply the x-coordinates by factors of 4,8, and 16. I.e. the domain is
Ω = (0, 2k ) × (0, 1) for k = 2, 3, 4. Figure 4.3 shows the number of iterations required for
convergence in GMRES.
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Fig. 4.3: Growth in the number of GMRES iterations required for convergence as the number
of refinement levels increase. The domain for each case is Ω = (0, 2k ) × (0, 1), for k = 2, 3, 4.
As the domain and mesh get more distorted, the number of required iterations quickly
increases.

The method is much less effective as the mesh becomes distorted. Indeed, the number
of iterations appears to grow to an unacceptable level as the problem size increases for
most of the cases. The coarse grid operators remain well-conditioned, however, even for
severely distorted meshes. Future work will involve examining this situation more closely,
and determining whether different smoothers or interpolation operators can alleviate this
difficulty.
5 Conclusions An effective multigrid preconditioner for the saddle point problem
(2.19) has been demonstrated for the case of a hybridized lowest order Raviart-Thomas
discretization of the Helmholtz problem. This provides an alternative solution method to
the standard formation of the Schur complement through block implementation to solve
for Lagrange multipliers alone. However, as is common with many multigrid methods, the
performance suffers for meshes that are “stretched” in one direction.
Future work on this topic includes improving interpolation and smoothing to alleviate
problems associated with distorted meshes; this is something that is needed to make the
method applicable to more general triangulations. In particular, a comparative investigation
of the multigrid method with other smoothers for saddle point problems such as those found
in [3, 1] is a logical next step. As mentioned in the introduction, utilizing the structure of the
inter-element connectivity matrices for general problems is an important consideration to
improve memory access patterns and computational time; with this, a detailed comparison
with the Schur complement method can be done. Finally, extension to other problems,
including discretizations with high-order elements, and problems with convection and time
dependence can be implemented and analyzed.
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Abstract. We study the optimization of an energy function used by the meshing community to measure
and improve mesh quality. This energy is non-traditional because it is dependent on both the primal
triangulation and its dual Voronoi (power) diagram. The energy is a measure of the mesh’s quality for usage
in Discrete Exterior Calculus (DEC), a method for numerically solving PDEs. In DEC, the PDE domain
is triangulated and this mesh is used to obtain discrete approximations of the continuous operators in the
PDE. The energy of a mesh gives an upper bound on the error of the discrete diagonal approximation of the
Hodge star operator. In practice, one begins with an initial mesh and then makes adjustments to produce a
mesh of lower energy. However, we have discovered several shortcomings in directly optimizing this energy,
e.g. its non-convexity, and we show that the search for an optimized mesh may lead to mesh inversion
(malformed triangles). We propose a new energy function to address some of these issues.

1 Introduction Like finite element or finite volume methods, Discrete Exterior Calculus (DEC) is a method for numerically solving partial differential equations (PDEs). To
numerically solve a PDE using DEC, one first divides the function domain up into nonoverlapping triangles, creating a mesh as in Figure 1.1. Using the mesh, the continuous
operators in the PDE are transformed into matrices. These matrices are used to create a
linear system of equations. The numbers in the solution vector of the linear system give
approximations of the function’s values at the vertices of the mesh. Our work is not about
DEC implementation, but rather focuses on understanding how one should divide up the
domain to create a mesh that is well-suited for DEC. We refer the reader to [2] and [3] for
an introduction to DEC theory.

Fig. 1.1: A meshed domain

In 2011, Mullen et al. [5] introduced a mesh quality function called the HOT (HodgeOptimized Triangulation) energy. The HOT energy of a mesh gives an upper bound on the
error of the diagonal discrete approximation of the Hodge star operator, an operator that
appears in some PDEs. In addition to this theoretical bound, in practice there is preliminary
evidence that meshes that have low HOT energy yield better DEC numerical solutions to
PDEs involving Hodge star operators. In [5] the Laplace equation is solved using DEC
on a HOT optimized mesh, yielding more accurate solutions than those produced by using
meshes optimized for other well-known energy functions, such as the Centriodal Voronoi
Tessellation (CVT) energy and the Optimal Delaunay triangulation (ODT) energy.
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Our contributions:
• We analyze the optimization algorithm presented in [5] for obtaining low HOT
energy meshes. The algorithm begins with a regular triangulation, a type of triangulation where to each vertex there is an associated weight and the weights are used
to determine the edges (and triangles). Then adjustments to vertices’ positions and
weights are made. When these adjustments are made, the triangulation may no
longer be regular. In fact, it may not even be a triangulation. The HOT energy is
only defined for regular meshes, thus one must extrapolate the HOT energy function to labeled abstract triangulations. In Section 3, we propose a different method
for extrapolating HOT than is done in [5]. Additionally, in Section 4 we discuss
how the extrapolated HOT energy of a non-regular labeled abstract triangulation
compares to the HOT energy of the corresponding regular triangulation.
• We study the landscape of the HOT energy function. We discovered features of the
HOT energy that may make it poorly suited for optimization (Sections 5 and 6).
• We developed software to study the HOT energy. Our software can compute the
HOT energies of a mesh. When the vertex labels (weights) are all equal, we can also
compute finite difference and analytic derivatives of the HOT energies with respect
to the positions of the vertices.
2 Terminology and notation In this section, we explain terminology and notation
needed for understanding the discussions in subsequent sections.
Triangulations: By a mesh or triangulation, we will mean a decomposition of a 2Ddomain into non-overlapping, non-degenerate triangles, though the ideas presented here can
be extended to 3D-domains. An abstract triangulation is a cell-complex obtained from a
triangulation by adjusting the vertices positions, keeping all the face relationships of the
original triangulation. An abstract triangulation is allowed to have overlapping triangles. A
labeled (abstract) triangulation is an (abstract) triangulation in which every vertex is labeled
by a non-negative number. Let T be a labeled abstract triangulation. Let {(xi , wi )} denote
the labeled vertices of T . We call a triangulation T 0 that is dual to the power diagram
(weighted Voronoi diagram) corresponding to {(xi , wi )} a regular triangulation with respect
to {(x, wi )}. If the edge relationships of T and T 0 differ, we will call T non-regular.
A Delaunay triangulation corresponding to a set of points {xi } is a regular triangulation
corresponding to {(xi , 0)}. Equivalently, a triangulation is Delaunay if the circumcircle of
each triangle contains no vertices of the triangulation in its interior.
a
Parameters associated to labeled triangles: Let be a triangle embedded in R2 with
vertices x1 , x2 a
, x3 , labeled by w1 , w2 , and w3 respectively. We now define some measurements
associated to
that will appear in formulas for computing the HOT energy of a mesh.
√
For i = 1, 2, 3, let Ci be the circle of radius wi centered at xi . There exists a unique
circle C such that
Ci orthogonally. The center of C is the weighted
a C intersects all of the a
circumcenter of and we denote it by w( ). If all
a the vertex labels are equal, the weighted
circumcenter is the center of the circumcircle of .
a
For i 6= j, let eij denote the oriented edge in
from
a xi to xj . Define the weighted
circumcenter of eij to be the orthogonal projection of w( ) to eij and denote it by w(eij ).
Define dij to be the signed distance from xi to w(eij ), where the sign is taken to be positive
if the vector from xi to w(eij ) points in the same direction as eij and otherwise is negative.
The dij can be computed by the following formulas:
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|eij |2 + wi − wj
2|eij |

dij =

and dji =

|eij |2 + wj − wi
.
2|eij |

(2.1)

Additionally,
for pairwise distinct i, j, k, we defineahikj to be the signed distance from
a
eij to w( ), where the sign a
is positive if xk and w( ) lie on the same side of eij , and
otherwise is negative. When
is understood, we will often simplify notation and use hk
instead of hikj . The following formula computes hk :
|eij | cot βk
wj cot βi + wi cot βj
wk |eij |
a ,
+
−
2
2|eij |
4a( )
a
a
where a( ) denotes the area of . See also [4] for rearranged expressions.
hk =

(2.2)

Dual
cells: Consider an edge σ of a labeled abstract triangulation M. For
a
a each triangle
in which σ is an edge, consider the straight line segment from w(σ) to w( ). We call the
concatenation of all such line segments the edge dual to σ and denote it by ∗σ. In the case
where M is a regular triangulation, ∗σ is an edge in the associated power diagram. If M is
regular, then we can also define duals to vertices and triangles. See [2] for these definitions.
HOT energy defined: Mullen et al. [5] define the HOT energy function of a regular mesh
M as follows. For i = 0, 1, 2,
X
?i −HOTp,p (M) =
| ∗ σ||σ|Wp (µσ , µ∗σ )p ,
σ∈Σi

where Σi is the collection of all i-dimensional cells in M, | · | is the volume measure, µσ
and µσ∗ are the probability measures associated to the primal cell σ and the dual cell ∗σ
respectively, and Wp is the p-Wasserstein metric.
The energy ?i −HOTp,p (M) gives an upper bound on the error of the discrete diagonal
approximation of the Hodge star operator ?i , which is a particular function of differential
forms. The operator ?i intakes an i-form and outputs an (n − i) form, where n is the
dimension of the mesh (in our case n = 2). More precisely, given an i-form ω, for each i-cell
in M, DEC uses the approximation
Z
Z
| ∗ σ|
?i (ω) ≈
ω.
|σ|
∗σ

σ

A total error is then computed by taking a weighted sum of the error in each of these integral
approximations (cells with larger volume are weighted heavier). The energy ?i −HOTp,p (M)
gives an upper bound on the total error.
The following formulas from Appendix A in [5] can be used to compute
?1 −HOT2,2 (M). Let σ
a be an edge contained in M, say connecting xi and xj , and opposite xk in a triangle
in M. Define
?1 −HOT2,2 (σ,

i

)=


1 3
d hk + dij h3k + d3ji hk + dji h3k .
3 ij

(2.3)

Then define
?1 −HOT2,2 (σ) =

X

?1 −HOT2,2 (σ,

i

),

(2.4)
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where the sum is taken over all triangles

a

?1 −HOT2,2 (M) =
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in M containing σ. Finally, define
X
σ∈Σ1 (M)

?1 −HOT2,2 (σ).

(2.5)

We will also use the notation
i
X
i
?1 −HOT2,2 ( ) =
?1 −HOT2,2 (σ, ),
where the sum is taken over all edges σ in
i = 0, 2, can be found in [5].

a

. Similar explicit formulas for ?i −HOT2,2 ,

Optimization algorithm:
To be self-contained, below we restate the mesh optimization algorithm from [5].
//MESH OPTIMIZATION
//Input: vertices x0 = {xi } and weights w0 = {wi },
//and a HOT functional E(x, w).
n←0
repeat
Compute E(xn , wn )
// Optimize x
Pick step direction dx for E(xn , wn )
Find α satisfying Wolfe’s condition(s)
xn+1 ← xn + αdx // Vertex updates
Update regular triangulation
// Optimize w
Pick step direction dw for E(xn+1 , wn )
Find β satisfying Wolfe’s condition(s)
wn+1 ← wn + βdw // Weight updates
Update regular triangulation
n←n+1
until(convergence criterion met)
3 Extending HOT energy to non-regular cell complexes The energy
?i −HOTp,p is a function whose domain is the set of regular triangulations. Because making
adjustments to vertex positions and weights (without updating to a regular triangulation)
may result in a cell complex that is non-regular, it is perhaps unclear what it means for α
to be valid step distance in the optimization algorithm present in Section 2. In this section,
we discuss a method in the literature for extending the notion of ?i −HOT2,2 energy to nonregular labeled abstract triangulations. We then propose a different technique to extend the
?i −HOT2,2 function.
Consider the labeled abstract triangulation M0 obtained by moving vertex xi to a new
point x0i , preserving all the original face relationships in M. Let M00 denote the regular mesh
corresponding to {(xj , wj ) : j 6= i} ∪ {(x0i , wi )}. We emphasize that there is no guarantee
that M0 and M00 will be the same cell complex. Moreover, it may not make sense to compute
?i −HOTp,p (M0 ), since M0 may not be regular. However, we can extrapolate Eqs. (2.3) and
(2.4) to obtain a function f1,2 whose domain is the class of labeled abstract triangulations.
By extrapolate, we mean that for regular triangulations, f1,2 and ?1 −HOT2,2 give the same
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Fig. 3.1: Contour plots of the extrapolated ?1 −HOT2,2 energy of σ as (x, y) is moved. The
formula-based extrapolation f1,2 (σ) → −∞ as (x, y) moves towards σ, while our theorybased extrapolation t1,2 (σ) → ∞.
answer. Now we can compute f1,2 (M0 ). The function f1,2 is the extension of ?1 −HOT2,2
used in the mesh optimization algorithm in [5] (see Section 2).
We found examples of non-regular labeled abstract triangulations for which f1,2 yields
negative values (see Figure 3.1). Negative values are problematic from both the conceptual and practical standpoints. Conceptually, the energy is defined as a product of positive
lengths and Wasserstein distances, and its true minimum is zero. From a practical standpoint, we worry that an optimization step may progress towards a position with a negative
extrapolated value, and restoring the Delaunay property would increase the calculated energy. We propose studying an alternative extrapolation of ?1 −HOT2,2 , which always yields
non-negative output.
Let M be labeled abstract triangulation and σ an edge in M. Let µσ and µ∗σ denote
the probability measures corresponding to σ and ∗σ respectively. Define
t1,2 (M) =

X
σ∈Σ1 (M)

|σ|| ∗ σ|W2 (µσ , µ∗σ )2 .

(3.1)

We think of f1,2 as extending the ?1 −HOT2,2 formulas and t1,2 as extending the Optimal
Transport theory behind ?1 −HOT2,2 . See Figure 3.2 for an illustration of the extrapolation
possibilities.
We derived the following formulas that can be used to compute t1,2 (M). For an edge
σ which is contained in two triangles,
|σ|| ∗ σ|W2 (µσ , µ∗σ )2 ≤

sgn(hk + h` ) 3
(dij hk + dij h3k + d3ji hk + dji h3k
3
+ d3ij h` + dij h3` + d3ji h` + dji h3` ),

(3.2)
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All meshes
Regular

v
M

?i −HOT2,2

v

R

f

00

M

f (M) = t(M) = ?i −HOT2,2 (M)

v
t
M0
Fig. 3.2: The domain of ?1 −HOT2,2 is the set of regular meshes. The functions f1,2 and
t1,2 are extensions of ?1 −HOT2,2 .

where xi and xj are the endpoints of σ and xk and x` are the vertices opposite σ. A similar
statement holds if σ is contained in just one triangle.
Idea behind derivation of (3.2): Let x0 be the intersection point in R2 of the lines
containing σ and ∗σ. Then
Z
2
W2 (µσ , µ∗σ ) ≤ d(x0 , x)2 d|µσ − µ∗σ |.
(3.3)
R2

Inequality (3.3) can be obtained by modifying the proof of Theorem 6.15 in [6], which uses
the fact that for any points x0 , x, y ∈ R2
d(x, y)2 ≤ (d(x, x0 ) + d(x0 , y))2 ≤ 2(d(x, x0 )2 + d(x0 , y)2 ).
Because of how we chose x0 , we have that d(x, y)2 = d(x, x0 )2 + d(y, x0 )2 . Thus, we are
able to drop the factor of 2 that appears in the bound for W2 (σ, ∗σ)2 obtained by applying
Theorem 6.15 verbatim. Now to obtain Ineq. (3.2), compute the integral in Ineq. (3.3). We
suspect the inequality in (3.2) can be replaced with an equality.
When f1,2 and t1,2 differ: f1,2 (σ) and t1,2 (σ) agree if | ∗ σ| = hk + h` and disagree if
| ∗ σ| = −(hk + h` ). Those are the only possibilities since | ∗ σ| = |hk + h` |. Figure 3.3
illustrates all the configurations of weighted circumcenters where | ∗ σ| = −(hk + h` ).
Because f1,2 and t1,2 are both extensions of ?1 −HOT2,2 , they agree when the labeled
abstract triangulation is a regular triangulation with respect to its weights. Observe that if
“with respect to its weights” is removed from the previous statement, the statement is false
as Figure 3.4 shows.
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c2

c2

c2

c1

c1
c1

hk > 0, h` < 0,
and |h` | > hk

hk < 0, h` > 0,
and |hk | > h`

hk < 0 and h` < 0

Fig. 3.3: The dotted line represents the line containing edge σ = eij . We assume xk lies
above the dotted line and x` below the dotted line. Let c1 and c2 denote the weighted
circumcenters of triangles xi xj xk and xi xj x` respectively. The solid line is ∗σ.
weight = 1.5

weight = 0

c1

weight = 0

c2 = wc2
∗σ

wc1

weight = 0
Fig. 3.4: This labeled triangulation has a weighted circumcenter configuration as in Figure
3.3. It is not the regular triangulation with respect to the weights indicated. However, the
triangulation is the regular triangulation with respect to any set of all equal weights (the
triangulation is Delaunay).
.
4 Updating triangulation: How does the energy change? Let {(xi , wi )} be
a set of weighed points and M the corresponding regular mesh. Let M0 be the labeled
abstract triangulation with labeled points {(x0i , wi0 )} and all edge and face relationships
inherited from M, i.e.
x0i x0j ∈ Σ1 (M0 ) ⇔ xi xj ∈ Σ1 (M).

Let M00 be the regular mesh corresponding to {(x0i , wi0 )}. The set-up we have just described
arises in the mesh optimization algorithm in Section 2, where the (x0i , wi0 ) are chosen so that
Wolfe’s conditions are satisfied. In particular,
f1,2 (M0 ) ≤ ?i −HOT2,2 (M).
That is, the algorithm always moves towards a lower energy.
However, M0 is
00
replaced with M before the next loop begins.
In [5] there is no discussion
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of how ?i −HOT2,2 (M00 ) compares to f1,2 (M0 ) and ?i −HOT2,2 (M).
Indeed, if
?i −HOT2,2 (M00 ) is greater than f1,2 (M0 ), or worse ?i −HOT2,2 (M), this would raise serious
flags about how successful we can expect the mesh optimization algorithm to be.
As an initial step towards addressing this concern, we present two examples in Figures
4.1 and 4.2. In both examples for i = 1, 2 and Example 2 for i = 0, we find that
?i −HOT2,2 (M00 ) < fi,2 (M0 ).
For i = 0 in Example 1,
f0,2 (M0 ) < ?0 −HOT2,2 (M00 ) < ?0 −HOT2,2 (M).
Thus, these examples are in support of the optimization algorithm.
xk = (0, h)

xk = (−1, h)
xj = (1, 0)

xi = (−1, 0)

x` = (0, −1)

xj = (1, 0)

xi = (−1, 0)
x` = (0, −.5)

Fig. 4.1: Non-Delaunay, Delaunay. Example 1 (left), Example 2 (right). In both examples,
vertices xi , xj and x` remain fixed, and xk is a free vertex whose y-coordinate h is contained
in (0, 1). All vertex weights are 0.
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Example 1

Example 2

Fig. 4.2: Energies for aexample meshes in a
Fig. 4.1. By ?p -energy for the Delaunay mesh,
p
p
we mean
a ? −HOT
a2,2 ( i`k ) + ? −HOT2,2 ( kj` ) and for the non-Delaunay mesh, we mean
fp,2 ( ijk ) + fp,2 ( ij` ).

5 Non-convexity of ?i −HOT2,2 energy function In optimization problems, working with a convex function is desirable because a local minimum of a convex function is also
a global minimum. In [5], it is asserted that the HOT energy function is not in general
convex, but no evidence is provided for the claim. In this section, we provide the evidence,
confirming the claim.
Given a function f : X → R≥0 , we say f has convex contours if for all c ∈ R, the set
{x ∈ X : f (x) ≤ c}
is convex. If f is convex, then f has convex contours. Thus, if we can show that the contours
of ?i −HOT2,2 are non-convex, we will have shown that ?i −HOT2,2 is non-convex function.
Consider the Delaunay mesh M corresponding to the set of points
{(0, −1), (0, 1), (4, 0), (8, 0), (6, 0)} as shown in Figure 5.1. For (x, y) ∈ R2 , let M(x, y)
denote the abstract triangulation obtained from M by moving the vertex at (6, 0) to
(x, y), keeping the face relationships of M. Let MD (x, y) be the Delaunay triangulation
corresponding to M(x, y). The bottom right subfigure shows a contour plot for the function
(x, y) 7→ ?1 −HOT2,2 MD (x, y),
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and the top right subfigure shows a contour plot for the function
(x, y) 7→ f1,2 M(x, y).

Observe that the contours of both functions are non-convex, thus ?i −HOT2,2 and f1,2 in
general are not convex. The colors in the contour plot may be hard to see. So as further
proof, Figure 5.1 (bottom left) plots h versus ?1 −HOT2,2 (MD (h, 0)). Observe that this curve
is non-convex, establishing once again that that, in general, ?1 −HOT2,2 is not convex.
Theorem 5.1. ?i −HOT2,2 and f1,2 are, in general, not convex.
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HOT energy
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Fig. 5.1: This example shows that in general ?1 −HOT2,2 and f1,2 are not convex
5.1 Minimizing max energy triangle There are other reasons convex contours
are desirable, which we now discuss. Let v be a vertex in a mesh M. Let {v1 , v2 , . . . , vk }
be the vertices adjacent to v, listed in the order they appear in the boundary
a of P(v), the
patch of triangles in which v is a vertex. For 1 ≤ j ≤ k and (x, y) ∈ R2 , let j (x, y) denote
the triangle with vertices vj , vj+1 and (x, y). Fix i = 0, 1, 2. Define
i
fj (x, y) = ?i −HOT2,2 (x, y).
j

If the contours of fj are convex, then fj is called a quasi-convex function. As discussed
in [1], if all the fj are quasi-convex, then generalized linear program (GLP) algorithms can
be used to solve
i
min 2 max ?i −HOT2,2 (x, y).
(x,y)∈R

j

j

We studied the contours of the fj and demonstrated that they are not convex. See
Figure 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2: Contour plots of the function fj

6 Barriers to mesh inversion Consider a vertex v in a mesh M. Let P(v) denote
the patch for v, the union of the triangles in M containing v. Note P(v) is star-shaped,
containing a kernel sub-polygon from which all the edges of P(v) are visible without obstruction. Consider the optimization step where it is v’s turn to move. Let M(x, y) denote
the labeled abstract triangulation obtained by moving v to (x, y). If the new position for
v lies outside the kernel of P(v), then we say M has been inverted. An inverted triangulation is not truly a triangulation. Indeed, to obtain a triangulation we must change edge
relationships between some of the vertices; otherwise we will have overlapping triangles.
In some applications, it is desirable to maintain the connectivity of the original mesh.
In those situations, it is desirable that the energy function being optimized goes to infinity
as v approaches the boundary of the kernel of P(v). This way, when we optimize the mesh
energy, the mesh is protected against inversion. We will say that an energy function E has
a barrier if for every regular mesh M, we have E(M(x, y)) → ∞ as we move (x, y) to the
boundary of the kernel of P(v).
We have shown the extrapolation of the ?i −HOT2,2 energy discussed in Section 3 do
not have barriers. However, in some sense they come very close to having a barrier. We will
make this precise in Theorem 6.2, but first consider the following examples.
Let M(x, y) be the abstract triangulation from Figure 5.1. Consider the kernel K
1
16 1
of (6, 0) in M(6, 0); that is, the polygon with vertices (4, 0), (8, 0), ( 16
3 , − 3 ) and ( 3 , 3 ).
Observe that as (x, y) moves from inside K towards any point on the boundary of K except
(4, 0) and (8, 0), the energy f1,2 (M(x, y)) → ∞. However, as (x, y) moves towards (4, 0)
or (8, 0), the energy f1,2 (M(x, y)) approaches a finite value (in fact a local minimum),
demonstrating that f1,2 does not have a barrier. Notice that both these local minima are
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bad because they result in degenerate triangles. Moreover, numerical optimization may be
unstable here due to the close proximity of these minima to barriers.
Figure 5.2 gives another example showing that f1,2 does not have a barrier. There the
energy goes to infinity as (x, y) approaches any point on the x-axis except (−1, 0) or (1, 0).
In these two cases, the energy approaches a finite value.
At first glance, it may seem like discussing the existence of barriers for the extrapolations
fi,2 and t1,2 instead of barriers for ?i −HOT2,2 is the wrong discussion to be having since,
after all, we seek HOT optimized meshes. However, given that each loop of the mesh
optimization algorithm is moving vertices using the ?i −HOT2,2 extension fi,2 , studying
barriers of the extended functions are, in fact, exactly the thing to be discussing.
Theorem 6.1. The extrapolated functions fi,2 and t1,2 do not have barriers, i = 0, 1, 2.
For t1,2 we now make a more technical, but more informative, statement that shows
exactly why t1,2 does not have a barrier, telling us what approach directions yield finite
energy.
Theorem 6.2. let M be a regular mesh and xk an interior vertex of M. Let M(x, y)
denote the labeled abstract triangulation resulting from moving xk to (x, y), keeping all other
vertices and all weights fixed, maintaining the face relationships of M. Fix a coordinate
system in R2 so that some edge opposite xk is contained in the x-axis. For each such edge
eij , say connecting the points (si , 0) and (sj , 0) where si < sj , define
pij (x) = (sj − si )(x − si )(x − sj ) − wi (x − sj ) + wj (x − si ) − wk (sj − si ).
Fix c ∈ R. If pij (c) 6= 0 for some edge eij , then t(M(c, y)) → ∞ as y → 0. Otherwise,
t(M(c, y)) limits to a finite value.
7 A modified energy function HOT We propose adjusting the HOT energy function to produce a new energy function HOT to address some of the issues we have identified
with the HOT energy.
New energy defined: a
Let M be a regular triangulation and σ an edge in M connecting
vertices xi and xj . Let
be a triangle in M in which σ is an a
edge and let xk denote the
a
vertex opposite σ in . First define the energy of σ relative to as follows:


i

1
1 3
a2
?1 −HOT2,2 (σ, ) =
dij hk + dij h3k + d3ji hk + dji h3k .
a( )
3
Now define the HOT energy of σ to be
?1 −HOT2,2 (σ) =

X

?1 −HOT2,2 (σ,

i
),

a

in M in which σ is an edge. Finally define
X
?i −HOT2,2 (σ).
?1 −HOT2,2 (M) =

where the sum is taken over all triangles

σ∈Σ1 (M)

Similarly, we modify the definitions of ?0 −HOT2,2 and ?2 −HOT2,2 by dividing them by
the squared areas of triangles to produce new energy functions ?0 −HOT2,2 and ?2 −HOT2,2 .
Features of new energy: HOT has desirable properties that HOT does not have.
1. For i = 1, 2, the formula-based extension of ?i −HOT2,2 to the class of labeled
abstract triangulations in which all vertices have equal weights has a barrier. In
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this class, the energy ?0 −HOT2,2 goes to −∞ as a vertex is moved to the boundary
of its patch, which is bad since we seek energy minima. We suspect modifying the
theory-based extrapolation HOT instead of the formula-based extrapolation will
yield barriers for all stars.
We conjecture that the formula-based extension of ?i −HOT2,2 has a barrier for i =
1, 2 even if the vertex weights are unequal, but have not completed the verification
of this claim.
2. HOT is scale invariant. This means that triangles of the same shape but different
size contribute equally to HOT. In the HOT energy, the larger triangle makes a
larger contribution.
3. HOT is dimensionless. Observe that the units of the HOT energy are length to the
fourth power. By dividing terms by squares of triangle areas to obtain HOT, we
create an unitless energy function.
8 Conclusion Our work presented in this paper raises many questions about the
landscape of the HOT energy function and about how best to optimize it. In future work,
we plan to address the following.
1. Is using the theory-based or the formula-based extrapolation of the HOT energy
function better for obtaining a HOT optimized mesh?
2. Does updating the (labeled abstract) triangulation to a regular triangulation after
all the vertices and weights have been moved always reduce the system energy? Or
is it possible that updating increases the system energy?
3. Just because ?i −HOT2,2 is non-convex, it does not necessarily mean there are multiple local minima. If there are multiple minima, it does not necessarily mean that
converging to one of them in dramatically worse than converging to another. We
will study the existence of multiple local minima, and the energy differences between
them.
4. Do HOT optimized meshes yield good solutions to PDEs?
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Applications
Articles in this section discuss the application of computational techniques to simulate physical systems.
Fernández-Núñez and Matzen describe a human study that makes use of an Oculus Rift
to assess whether head and eye motion can predict memory for an item. Each subject is
shown a video while brain activity associated with memory and eye movement are recorded.
Afterwards, an interview is used to assess the subject’s memory. Analysis of the outcomes
using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier indicate that head and eye motion can
predict memory for an item better than a coin flip.
Hong, Perego, Frischknecht, and Bochev extend the capabilities of Sandia’s classical
density functional theory (cDFT) code, Tramonto. Specifically, the reference fluid density
(RFD) functional is added, which computes the direct correlation function at a reference
density rather than the bulk density. Exemplary comparisons are made between PoissonBoltzmann, cDFT with correlations generated using the bulk and reference densities, and
Monte Carlo benchmarks. The results indicate a promising future for this method for
multifidelity electrokinetic problems.
Langharst and Rudinger discuss a protocol for detecting drift and crosstalk, particular
types of errors that are critical to diagnose in quantum bits (qubits). They use Sandia
National Laboratories’ pyGSTi package to detect these errors in experimental data, and
test their protocol on the five-qubit platform made publicly available online through the
IBM Quantum Experience. On that particular platform, it is found that while two-qubit
operations introduce severe crosstalk, small amounts of crosstalk and drift are also evident
in single-qubit operations.
Shapera, Jensen, and Cangi outline a workflow for computing the absorption spectrum
of gaseous NO2 using highly accurate quantum chemical methods. This molecule is shown to
be particularly challenging due to the presence of a conical intersection, which necessitates
a sophisticated treatment of the coupled electron-nuclear dynamics. Careful convergence of
these calculations are detailed and machine learning regressor algorithms are applied to interpolating the resultant potential energy surfaces to construct a high resolution description
of the molecule’s behavior.
A.D. Baczewski
M.L. Parks
March 19, 2018
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IT’S NOT VIRTUAL! IT REALLY HAPPENED!
J. FERNÁNDEZ-NÚÑEZ∗ AND L. MATZEN†
Abstract. Sandia National Laboratories employees caught red handed, playing with the Oculus Rift
headset during work hours. As an intern with the Cognitive Sciences & Systems department, this short
paper refers to a project I had the pleasure of helping with. Enjoy.

1 Overview Valve’s The Lab, Surgeon Simulator, Dangerous Lagoon, Rick and
Morty, Google Earth— there are an abundance of games available to play and places to
explore using Virtual Reality headsets [2][3]. One device in particular, the Oculus Rift,
has risen in popularity among gaming enthusiasts due to its impressive tracking technology,
which allows users to have a great experience as they immerse themselves inside these virtual worlds [1]. Oculus Rift devices are commonly accessible at different colleges, libraries,
malls, or even in the homes of those who are able to meet its asking price. But here’s an
unexpected location: Sandia National Laboratories. Imagine Sandia employees spending
weeks playing with the Oculus Rift in the lab and not getting in trouble. Fun in the lab?
What? I know what you are thinking...this must be a hypothetical. However, as surprising
as it may sound, this actually did happen!
Perhaps a little less surprising is that the joyful experience was purposeful. With a lot of
preparation and equipment testing, Laura Matzen, Michael Haass, and Mallory Sites of the
Cyber Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL), conducted a study to measure memory
and attention. In their study, the researchers used the Oculus Rift to display a variety of
engaging videos. They were interested in what a subject’s attention was drawn to in the
videos. To help understand attention allocation and how deeply a person was encoding
objects from the videos in memory, they used an Electroencephalography (EEG) machine.
The EEG machine is commonly used to measure the electrical activity produced by
groups of firing neurons in the brain. Neurons are a communication network within the
brain. When neurons fire in response to a stimulus, let’s say an image or a sound, they are
detecting information and sending messages to each other. Because different regions of the
brain respond to different stimuli, EEG studies often focus on areas of the brain that are
known to respond to the stimulus used in a particular study. The activity of the neurons is
recorded with an EEG cap. An EEG cap looks like a shower cap except it has electrodes
distributed evenly across it, which allow electrical currents from the brain to be sent to an
external device. Depending on what region of the brain a researcher wants a reading from,
electrodes that lay-over the corresponding region are chosen to be filled in with a conductive
gel (Figure 1.1)[4]. Essentially, the gel helps send brain wave measurements to an amplifier,
which then sends information to a computer, where the readings are finally recorded.
In this study, electrodes were placed over the top and back of the scalp to record activity
related to memory and attention. Four electrodes were also placed on a subject’s face to
measure vertical and horizontal eye movements. As the EEG data was recorded, the subjects
watched videos on the Oculus headset. All videos had distinct triggers assigned to specific
frames. When the frames appeared, these trigger values were sent to the EEG amplifier
in order to mark neural activity associated with each specific frame. Simultaneously, the
subject’s head’s position and orientation were also being tracked by the Oculus’ inertial
sensors. This was the fun part of the study.
When the videos were over, it was test time. Luckily, it wasn’t as bad as it sounds—
∗ Williams
† Sandia

College, jf12@williams.edu
National Laboratories, lematze@sandia.gov

S.S. Joana Fernndez-Nez and Laura Matzen Mentor
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Fig. 1.1: During a pilot trial, Laura Matzen wears an EEG cap while Mallory Stites fills
electrodes with gel.

participants were presented with an image memory test. Images from the videos along with
bait images, those they didn’t actually see in any of the videos, were shown on a computer
screen. The subject had to choose between, “Yes, I’m sure I saw it,” “Yes, I think I saw it,”
“No, I don’t think I saw it,” and “No, I’m sure I didn’t see it,” for each image. The images
they were presented with that were in the videos they watched actually corresponded to the
data that was sent to the EEG machine amplifier earlier in the study. In this way, the EEG
recordings could be referred to for information on memory processing for each frame/image
the subject was tested on. This concluded the session.
Five participants watched a total of seven VR videos each while their eye movements
and EEG were recorded by 10 EEG electrodes. Three of the videos were the same for all
participants, while the other four were drawn from matched pairs that were counterbalanced
across participants. After viewing the videos, the participants completed a memory test in
which they saw images that were clipped from screen shots from the videos. Each participant
saw 80 pictures from videos that they had seen and 75 pictures from videos that they had
not seen. Of those, 31 pictures were from the “matched” videos, so they had a similar style
to videos that the participants had viewed.
Head motion data from the Oculus Rift and eye movement data from the EEG were
processed into epochs around the first appearance of a memory test item in the given video.
The time span for each epoch (event) was 100 milliseconds (ms) prior to the item’s appearance to 1000 ms past the items appearance (1.1 seconds total in each epoch). The EEG
data were bandpass filtered (0.5-45 Hz) and baseline corrected to the mean amplitude over
the 100ms prior to each item appearance. The data were then compiled into a machine
readable, comma separated value (CSV) format. Each row of the data file contains the
value of EEG, head motion and eye movement variables at a single time step in the data
epoch. These data were used to develop summary metrics for each memory test item. The
summary metrics were then passed through a support vector machine (SVM) classifier using
MATLABs CVSVMModel function, with 10-fold cross validation, to predict correct/incorrect memory for a given memory test item. On average, over multiple iterations of 10-fold
cross validation, the SVM classifier produced 65% accuracy over all subjects and memory
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test items. This initial analysis indicates that a viewers head and eye motion can predict
memory for an item at a level better than chance.
After the test, the subjects were left with fun Oculus memories and gooey gel to clean
out of their hair. Alongside the data that was collected during the experiment, it was also
verified that yes, there is such thing as fun in the lab. Also, yes– there is an Oculus machine
in CERL. While Laura, Mallory, Haass, and I did not get in trouble for playing with it, it
is not recommended that you leave your projects and run to the Human Performance Lab,
as you might not have the same fate.
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TOWARDS A SCALABLE MULTIFIDELITY SIMULATION APPROACH
FOR ELECTROKINETIC PROBLEMS: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
REFERENCE FLUID DENSITY METHOD
BRIAN D. HONG∗ , MAURO PEREGO† , AMALIE L. FRISCHKNECHT‡ , AND PAVEL B.
BOCHEV§
Abstract. This work is part of a larger effort to build a comprehensive multifidelity simulation capability
involving a hierarchy of electrokinetic models. Our main focus is on the implementation and computation
of the reference fluid density (RFD) version of the classical density functional theory (cDFT). By assuming
that the ion-ion correlation kernel is computed at a reference density instead of the bulk density, RFD often
provides more accurate solutions than the standard cDFT. The report highlights the differences between
these methods by describing the correlation terms under each one of these two assumptions. We conclude
with a comparative study of the two cDFT versions and a Poisson-Boltzmann model against a benchmark
Monte Carlo simulation of the classical example of an electrolyte solution near an infinite charged sheet.

1 Introduction Electrolyte solutions have complex properties near charged surfaces.
The mean-field theory, which assumes that the ions are point charges, is sufficient to describe
the attraction of counter-charges to the charged surface. Under these assumptions the
ion densities follow a Boltzmann distribution at thermal equilibrium. As a result, these
assumptions are often called the “Poisson-Boltzmann” (PB) theory.
While the PB theory is sufficient to model a single ion layer near the charged surface,
this approach has limitations. The point-charge idealization of the ions prevents this theory
from accurately representing the true layering effect of the ions near the charged surface.
At the other end of the spectrum, Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of the full system are considered to be the “gold-standard” for representing the finite-size
interactions and correlations between ions. However, these methods are computationally
expensive and impractical for solving many problems of interest.
Classical density functional theory (cDFT)1 is an alternative to particle simulations that
represents the ions with continuous density fields. Even though cDFT does not model each
ion individually, it is nonetheless capable of representing finite size effects and correlations
by virtue of non-local interaction potentials, which capture the excess correlations that are
not represented in the mean-field theory.
cDFT is written in terms of a grand free energy functional, which is a functional of the
species densities. Many versions of the free energy functional exist within cDFT theory. One
popular form to capture ion correlation effects relies on the mean spherical approximation
(MSA), which assumes that the ions are spheres. This theory is derived by expanding the
correlation term in the free energy in a Taylor expansion, and using the MSA form for
the direct correlation function of the fluid [4]. In the MSA description, the ion-ion direct
correlation function ∆c is typically assumed to be modeled at a single bulk density ρb .
Gillespie introduced an alternative method, known as the reference fluid density (RFD)
method [7, 8, 9]. The RFD theory expands the correlation term of the free energy functional
around a reference density, and calculates the direct correlation function at the reference
density, instead of at the bulk density. Unlike the bulk density (which is the density of
∗ University
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1 We note that cDFT is not the same as density functional theory (DFT). The latter usually refers to
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the ions in the neutral bulk), the reference density is not a physical quantity. Instead,
the reference density is a mathematical quantity that locally determines the magnitude of
the correlations. Because it is not a physical quantity, the reference density can be chosen
at-will. Gillespie constructed a reference density that is a weighted average of the actual
density. He also conjectured that there may be other versions of the reference density that
provide better agreement with Monte Carlo simulations [8].
The main focus of this report is on describing the RFD version of cDFT that has been
implemented in Sandia’s cDFT code, Tramonto [1, 6, 5]. This work represents a part of a
larger effort, under the auspices of the ASCR-funded CM4 project, to develop a multifidelity
capability for electrokinetic problems. We have organized the paper as follows. Sections 2.1–
2.3 present the general cDFT formulation and discuss the equations for the reference density
ρref . Section 3 describes the implementation of the RFD equations in Tramonto, and Section
4 compares the two cDFT models with a local PB model and a benchmark Monte Carlo
study of an electrolyte solution near an infinite charged sheet. Section 5 summarizes our
findings.
2

Classical density functional theory (cDFT)

2.1 Energetics Classical density functional theory emerges from the so-called grand
potential Ω[ρ(r)] (a term from statistical mechanics), which defines the total free energy of
the system. For a system of N ion species, the grand potential is defined to be [13]
Ω[ρ(r)] = F [ρ(r)] +

N Z
X
k=1

dr ρk (r)(Vkext (r) − µk ).

(2.1)

In this equation ρ = {ρ1 , . . . , ρN } is the set of one-body density profiles ρi for the ion species,
r is the position vector, F is the Helmholtz free energy, Vkext is the external potential of
species k, and µk is the chemical potential of the same species. The external potential is
typically given for a problem of interest, and can include, for example, the effects of physical
boundaries on the system. The chemical potential µk can be assumed to be the chemical
potential of the bulk fluid in the static equilibrium case, or it can be solved for using a
drift-diffusion (Nernst-Planck) equation. The drift-diffusion system is necessary when the
problem under investigation includes effects from fluid flow, source terms, or multiple bulk
fluids (for example, to model a biological ion channel where the bulk concentration at the
inlet is not equal to that at the outlet).
The Helmholtz free energy functional contains contributions to the energy from the ions
dissolved in the fluid. It is classically split into ideal and excess components:
F [ρ] = Fid [ρ] + Fex [ρ].

(2.2)

The ideal term represents the free energy contribution from an ideal gas, while Fex includes
contributions from ion-ion interactions. In the literature, the mean-field Coulomb interaction
is sometimes included in the ideal component of the free energy, but here we only include
the ideal gas kinetic energy contribution:
Fid [ρ(r)] = kb T

N Z
X
k=1

dr ρk (r)[ln(λ3k ρk (r)) − 1].

(2.3)

In this equation kb is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature in Kelvin, and λk is the
de Broglie wavelength.
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The excess term is not known exactly, but can be approximated. The excess term
typically includes a hard sphere (hs) term, mean-field Coulombic interactions (coul), and
electrostatic correlations(corr):
Fex [ρ] = Fcoul [ρ] + Fhs [ρ] + Fcorr [ρ].

(2.4)

While the hard sphere term is important, it does not require the use of the reference fluid
density. Therefore we omit its definition here and refer to the review article [13] for representative examples. The Coulomb term accounts for the ion-ion interactions between point
charges (the mean-field approximation).
N

N

1 XX
Fcoul [ρ] =
2 j=1

Z

Z
dr

dr0 ρj (r)ρk (r0 )

k=1

zj zk e2
4π0 r |r − r0 |

(2.5)

where zk is the valence of species k, e is the fundamental charge, 0 is the permittivity of
free space, r is the relative permittivity of the background fluid, and | · | is the Euclidean
distance.
The correlation term Fcorr accounts for interactions between ions that are not modeled
by the mean-field theory. No exact form is known for the correlation. As a result, the
correlations are constructed using a second order Taylor expansion [12] of the true (but
unknown) free energy functional. The multivariate Taylor expansion of the correlation
energy functional about a density ρ̂ (truncated to second order) is
XZ
δFcorr [ρ]
Fcorr [ρ] =Fcorr [ρ̂] +
d3 r
∆ρj
δρj (r) ρ̂
j
Z Z
δ 2 Fcorr [ρ]
1 XX
d3 r0 d3 r
∆ρj ∆ρk
(2.6)
+
2! j
δρj (r)δρk (r0 ) ρ̂
k

where ∆ρj := ρj − ρ̂j . The density ρ̂ can be chosen at-will, and its form affects the overall
accuracy of the method.
In the general case, the functional derivatives are not known exactly. However, under
the MSA, these have an explicit form [10]. The direct correlation functions (DCFs) are
defined as
(1)

cj

=

δFcorr [ρ]
δρj (r)

and
ρ̂

∆cjk =

δ 2 Fcorr [ρ]
δρj (r)δρk (r0 )

.

(2.7)

ρ̂

(1)

The forms of the DCFs cj and ∆cjk are defined in the appendix for completeness (6.2,6.3).
One form of the correlation free energy (2.6) is constructed by assuming that ρ̂ = ρref ,
a reference density. We use the form of the reference density described in [8] (see Section
2.3). Under this assumption the correlation free energy is
XZ
(1)
Fcorr =Fcorr [ρref ] − kb T
dr cj [ρref (r)]∆ρj (r)
j

Z Z
kb T X X
−
drdr0 ∆cjk [ρref ; |r − r0 |]∆ρj (r)∆ρk (r0 ),
2 j

(2.8)

k

(1)

where the direct correlation functions cj
ρref .

and ∆cjk are evaluated at the reference densities
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On the other hand, in a standard cDFT formulation, the density ρ̂ is assumed equal to
the constant bulk density, i.e., ρ̂ = ρb . Under this assumption, the first two terms in the
expansion (2.8) become constants in the chemical potential, and therefore do not affect the
overall solution. As a result, these terms are typically neglected. In addition, the ρ̂j term
in ∆ρj evaluates to a constant. This implies that, without loss of generality, ∆ρj may be
replaced by ρj . The resulting form of the correlation free energy is
N X
N Z Z
X
1
drdr0 ρj (r)ρk (r0 )∆cjk [ρb ; |r − r0 |].
Fcorr [ρ] = − kb T
2
j=1

(2.9)

k=1

2.2 Chemical potential The chemical potential of species i can be derived by minimizing the grand potential free energy. This is accomplished by setting the first variation
of Ω with respect to ρi equal to zero.
δΩ[ρ(r)]
= 0.
δρi (r)

(2.10)

The Euler-Lagrange equation (2.10) implies that
coul
µi = µid
+ µHS
+ µcorr
+ Viext ,
i + µi
i
i

with

(...)

µi

=

δF(...) [ρ(r)]
.
δρi (r)

(2.11)

In the simple ideal case, the first variation term in (2.11) reduces to the standard derivative
of the integrand in the free energy (2.3) with respect to ρi :
δFid [ρ]
δρi
= kb T ln ρi + 3kb T ln λi .

µid
i =

The constant term containing the de Broglie wavelengths λi is not an important contribution
to the chemical potential so it is typically neglected, and the ideal term is simply
µid
i = kb T ln ρi .

(2.12)

Similar but more complex derivations provide the remaining terms in the chemical potential.
µcoul
i

Z
=

dr0

N
e2 X zi zk ρk (r0 )
4π0 r
|r − r0 |

(2.13)

k=1

We assume the electrical potential ψ is governed by the standard Poisson equation
∇2 ψ = −

1
q(r)
0 r

where

q=

N
X

zk eρk (r).

(2.14)

k=1

As a result, the electric potential can be written in the following integral form:
1
ψ(r) =
4π0 r

Z

dr0

N
X
zk eρk (r0 )
k=1

|r − r0 |

.

(2.15)

Thus, the chemical potential resulting from the coulomb interactions can be written in the
much simpler form
µcoul
= ezi ψ.
i

(2.16)
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Of course the simplicity of this form is not without a price – it comes at the cost of solving
the Poisson equation (2.14). However, this is still a beneficial substitution when compared
to computing the integral (2.13) at every point in the domain.
The chemical potential from the correlations in the standard form is
µcorr
= −kb T
i

N Z
X

dr0 ∆cik [ρb ; |r − r0 |]ρk (r0 ).

k=1

(2.17)

The reference density formulation includes a contribution from the first order term in the
Taylor expansion (2.8)
XZ
(1) ref
µcorr
=
−k
T
c̄
[ρ
(r)]
−
k
T
dr0 ∆cik [ρref ; |r − r0 |]∆ρk (r0 ).
(2.18)
b
b
i
i
k

2.3 Reference fluid density (RFD) We use the reference fluid defined by Gillespie
et al. in [7, 8, 9]. The reference densities ρref are defined as weighted averages of the actual
densities ρ over a finite spherical domain that varies in size,
Z
ref
ρi (r) = dr0 αi (r0 )ρi (r0 )w(r0 , r)
(2.19)
where the local weighting function αi ≥ 0 is defined in the appendix (Section 7). The kernel
w(r0 , r) averages the weighted densities {αi (r)ρi (r)} over a sphere of radius Rcorr .
w(r0 , r) =

θ(Rcorr (r) − |r0 − r|)
3
4π
3 Rcorr (r)

(2.20)

where θ(r) is the Heaviside step function. This implies that the reference density is
Z
1
ref
ρi (r) = 4π
dr0 αi (r0 )ρi (r0 ).
(2.21)
3
0
R
(r)
|r−r |≤Rcorr (r)
corr
3
The size of the integration sphere is spatially dependent because the length scale Rcorr
depends on the densities. The correlation length scale is approximated by
P
(σk /2)αk (r)ρk (r)
1
k
P
Rcorr (r) =
+
(2.22)
αk (r)ρk (r)
2Γ(r)
k

where σk is the diameter of species k. The local screening length 1/[2Γ(r)] is computed
by evaluating the MSA equations at the reference density ρref (see Section 6). This term
determines the maximum length over which ionic screening effects are important. As mentioned in [8], the choice of Rcorr is not unique. Intuitively, however, the choice of Rcorr
should be close to the analytic screening length determined by the MSA. The form used
here (2.22) was shown to compare well with Monte Carlo simulations [9].
3

Tramonto RFD implementation

3.1 Solution algorithm In Tramonto, the Poisson equation (2.14) and the chemical
potential equations (2.11) are typically solved in a monolithic fashion, using the Newton
method. The RFD implementation is complicated because the equations for the MSA parameters, the densities, and the reference densities are all strongly coupled. To avoid adding
new variables to the original system, which would result in significantly larger linear and
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nonlinear systems to be solved for, we consider the reference densities as implicit functions
of the densities and we solve for them within each nonlinear Newton iteration. The reference
densities (and the coupled spatially dependent MSA parameters) are computed using the
fixed point method. The algorithm described below assumes that we are solving the static
equilibrium case, i.e., the chemical potentials are assumed to be constant everywhere and
computed at the bulk densities.
Algorithm 1 RFD solution
1. Initialize
• Compute the chemical potentials µi using equation (2.11) evaluated at the
bulk densities ρbi .
• Set the reference densities ρref
to the bulk densities ρbi .
i
• Set the MSA parameter Γ to a starting guess, e.g., half the inverse Debye
screening length.
2. Compute a single Newton iteration step to update ψ and ρ assuming that ρref are
constant. The residuals are defined by setting (2.14) and (2.11) to zero.
3. Update the reference density and MSA parameters using a fixed point iteration.
Repeat until convergence criteria are reached.
• Compute the auxiliary MSA parameters (6.4) using the previous values of ρ,
ρref , and Γ.
• Update Γ using (6.5).
• Compute the correlation radius Rcorr (2.22) and the weighting function αi
(7.1).
• Update the reference density (2.21).
4. Iterate steps 2-3 until convergence criteria are reached.
We note that the algorithm can be improved by adding to the Jacobian the terms due
to the devivatives of the reference densities w.r.t. the densities.
3.2 Reduced units Tramonto uses convenient reduced units to rescale the problem.
The rescaled quantities are
e
1
ρ∗i = σ 3 ρi ,
ψ∗ =
ψ,
µ∗i =
µi .
(3.1)
kb T
kb T
where σ is a characteristic length scale, typically defined as the diameter of the first ion
species σ = σ1 . These definitions lead naturally to the reduced temperature
4πr 0 kb T σ
.
(3.2)
e2
Many of the formulas computed with reduced units are identical to those using standard
units. There are, however, a few exceptions where the characteristic length scale becomes
part of the equation. For example, the contribution to the chemical potential from the
reference fluid density 6.1 is



e2
(Γ∗ )zi2
2zi − η ∗ σi∗ 2
η ∗ σi∗ 2
(1)∗
∗ ∗
ci [ρref ∗ ] =
(3.3)
+
η
σ
+
i
4πσr 0 kb T 1 + Γ∗ σi∗
1 + Γ∗ σi∗
3
Telec =

where the rescaled diameters are σi∗ = σi /σ. Substituting the reduced temperature into the
equation leads to the fully rescaled form



1
(Γ∗ )zi2
2zi − η ∗ σi∗ 2
η ∗ σi∗ 2
(1)∗ ref ∗
∗ ∗
ci [ρ
]=
+ η σi
+
.
(3.4)
Telec 1 + Γ∗ σi∗
1 + Γ∗ σi∗
3
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4 Infinite sheet comparison To properly utilize a multifidelity simulation capability one must determine the scope of each model. Here we investigate this issue by comparing
the mean-field theory (PB), cDFT with correlations computed at the bulk density, and cDFT
with correlations computed at the reference density, with benchmark Monte Carlo simulations [3] of a single charged sheet, which is infinite in the transverse direction. By varying
the charge on the sheet, the bulk densities in the medium, and the valences of the ions in
the solution, we can begin to identify under which regimes each model is valid. Table 4.1
describes the parameters used in the simulations.

Example

z1

z2

ρb1 [M ]

ρb2 [M ]

σ1 [Å]

σ2 [Å]

Surface charge [C/m2 ]

1
2
4
3

1
1
3
1

-1
-2
-1
-2

1.0
2.0
1.0
2.0

1.0
1.0
3.0
1.0

3.0
3.0
2.0
3.0

3.0
3.0
4.25
3.0

-0.3
-0.3
0.0
-0.1

Table 4.1: Parameters used in simulation examples.

Example 1. The first example compares the models under the assumption of 1:1
electrolyte with one molar bulk densities. Because the ions have the same charge, the
effects of overscreening are negligible. Results in Figure 4.1 reveal relatively little difference
between the two cDFT methods and the Monte Carlo simulations from [3]. The PB theory
also performs well since there is a collection of a single layer of negative ions near the
positively charged surface and a corresponding repulsion of positive ions.

5

2

4
1.5

3
1

2
0.5

1

0

0
0

0.5

1

1.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Fig. 4.1: Example 1. Comparison of 1:1 electrolyte. The blue line uses PB theory, the yellow
line displays cDFT with bulk correlations, and the red line shows cDFT with correlations
taken at the reference density. The Monte Carlo simulation data (black dots) are from [3].
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Fig. 4.2: Example 2. Comparison of 1:2 electrolyte. The legend is the same as in Figure
4.1.

Example 2. The second example assumes a 1:2 electrolyte with similar bulk densities as
example 1. This case illustrates the classic electrical double layer. The negative ions are
attracted so strongly to the surface that it is “screened.” The result is that, to the positive
ions, the surface now appears to have a negative charge, resulting in a layer of positive
ions. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as “overscreening.” Figure 4.2 summarizes
our results. Both cDFT methods show the overscreening effect, however, the RFD version
is in better agreement with the benchmark Monte Carlo simulation. The PB theory is
unable to reproduce this effect but rather maintains its characteristically exponential layer
of negatively charged ions.
1.5

4.5

4
1
3.5
0.5
3

0

2.5
0

0.5

1

1.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Fig. 4.3: Example 3. Comparison of 3:1 electrolyte with diameters σ+ = 0.2 nm and
σ− = 0.425 nm near an uncharged surface. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
Example 3. The third example illustrates a complicated situation with differing ion diameters and a large valence on the positive ions. The surface is, however, uncharged. Simulation
results in Figure 4.3 reveal the existence of a double layer; but it can only be captured by
the reference density cDFT and the Monte Carlo simulations. This example highlights the
ability of the reference density calculations to surpass the bulk density computations.
There is a noticeable discontinuity in the positive ion density computed by the reference
density cDFT (red curve). This results from the fact that it corresponds to the location
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where the negative ions are occluded from the wall due to their larger diameter. The
discontinuous drop to zero in the density results in a weaker discontinuity being present in
the reference densities. It is unclear what causes this drop because the reference densities
are averaged over a neighborhood. Additional investigation will be required to determine
the source of the discontinuity and provide a more reasonable boundary condition that will
result in a continuous solution.
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Fig. 4.4: Example 4. Comparison of a 2:1 electrolyte with very large bulk densities. The
blue line uses PB theory, the yellow line displays cDFT with bulk correlations, the red line
shows cDFT with correlations taken at the reference density, and the green line shows cDFT
without electrostatic correlations.

Example 4. The sole purpose of this example is to demonstrate that not all ion layering
is a result of the electrostatic correlations present in the Fcorr term of the free energy. As
the results in Figure 4.4 show, in this very high density case, the electrostatic correlations
actually produce little effect. In fact, the green curve is computed without the Fcorr term
in the free energy, but still displays the characteristic oscillations. These oscillations result
from the hard sphere term Fhs in the excess free energy (2.4). Without the hard sphere
term the model reduces to the mean field approximation, which is visibly unable to produce
any of the features correctly. Even though no Monte Carlo simulations are shown here, it
has been shown that the hard sphere cDFT compares well with Monte Carlo simulations in
this regime [13].
5 Conclusions We have added the RFD functional to Sandia’s cDFT code Tramonto, and examined its performance in comparison to more standard cDFT. The natural
assumption that the reference density in the Taylor expansion of the electrostatic correlation
term is equal to the bulk density is often sufficient to produce reasonable agreement between
cDFT and Monte Carlo simulations. However, there are circumstances where the assumption that the reference fluid depends on the actual densities produces an improved solution.
In diffusion problems where there are boundaries with differing bulk densities, assuming
that the correlations are computed at a single bulk density is incorrect. In such a problem,
the reference density formulation provides a reasonable solution by being able to represent
multiple bulk densities within different regions of the domain. We are currently working to
implement such an example to provide a comparison with phenomenological modifications
to the PB theory. Our goal is to determine which model is best suited to solve problems in
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various density and charge regimes.
6 Appendix A: MSA equations The electrostatic correlation part of the chemical
potential at the reference density is defined through [11]
e2
4πr 0 kb T

(1)

ci [ρref ] =



Γzi2
+ ησi
1 + Γσi



2zi − ησi2
ησ 2
+ i
1 + Γσi
3


(6.1)

,

where σi is the ion diameter of species i and the MSA parameters Γ and η are defined
below. The second-order direct correlation function computed at reference densities ρref
for σi < σj and 0 ≤ r ≤ (σj − σi )/2 is [10]
∆cij [ρref ; r] =

e2
2πr 0 kb T

h

i
zi zj i 1 h
σi
+ zi Nj − Xi (Ni + ΓXi ) + (Ni + ΓXi )2
2 r
3


(6.2)

where the additional MSA parameters Xi and Ni are defined below. If σi < σj and (σj −
σi )/2 ≤ r < (σi + σj )/2,
h
e2
∆cij [ρref ; r] =
4πr 0 kb T



σi − σj
zi zj +
(Xi + Xj ) [(Ni + ΓXi ) − (Nj + ΓXj )]
4
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1
−
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16
r
n
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o
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3
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1
2
2
+
(Ni + ΓXi ) +
(Nj + ΓXj ) + Ni Nj − [(Ni + ΓXi ) + (Nj + ΓXj ) ] r
σi
σj
2
(
)
i
1
1
+
(Ni + ΓXi )2 + 2 (Nj + ΓXj )2 r3 .
(6.3)
6σi2
6σj
Note that the first term (zi zj ) in both (6.2) and (6.3) is equivalent to the contribution from
the Coulomb potential term (2.5) but with the opposite sign. It is necessary to subtract it
here because the original MSA formula includes the Coulomb potential. Thus subtracting
it here avoids double counting the contribution from the Poisson equation in the chemical
potential.
A convenient form for computing the MSA parameters is given in [2] and again in [11].
ref
π X ρj σj zj
,
η=
2Ω∆ j 1 + Γσj

ref
π X ρj σj3
Ω=1+
,
2∆ j 1 + Γσj

∆=1−

π X ref 3
ρ σj
6 j j

(6.4)

Under this formulation the expression for Γ is
X ref
e2
Γ =
ρ
4kb T r 0 j j
2

zj − ησj2
1 + Γσj

!2
.

(6.5)
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The MSA parameters used in the direct correlation function (6.2) and (6.3) are computed
through [10]
P ρref
σj zj
j
Xi =

pσi2
zi
−
·
1 + Γσi
1 + Γσi

1+Γσj

j

1+p

(6.6)

P ρref
σj3
j
j

1+Γσj

and
p :=

6−π

3π
P

ref 3
j ρj σj

,

Ni =

Xi − zi
.
σi

(6.7)

7 Appendix B: RFD weight function The scale factor αi (r) is determined by
assuming that a fluid with ion densities {αi ρi } has (1) charge neutrality and (2) the same
ionic strength as a fluid with densities ρ.
X
X
X
(1)
zi ρi αi = 0
(2)
zi2 ρi =
zi2 αi ρi
i

Solving these two equations leads to

αi (r) =

A(r);
A(r)B(r);

where A and B are defined by
P 2
zk ρk (r)
k
P 2
,
A(r) = P 2
zk ρk (r) + B(r)
zk ρk (r)
k;zk ≥0

k;zk <0

zi ≥ 0
zi < 0

(7.1)

P
B(r) =

zk ρk (r)

k;zk ≥0

P
k;zk <0

|zk |ρk (r)

.

(7.2)
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A PROCEDURE FOR DETECTING CROSSTALK AND DRIFT IN
QUANTUM INFORMATION PROCESSORS
DYLAN J. LANGHARST† AND KENNETH M. RUDINGER‡
Abstract. Quantum computing involves operating on quantum bits, or qubits. Due to interactions
with the environment, noise is introduced into the quantum system that degrades these operations. Here,
we have developed a procedure for testing two types of context-dependent quantum noise: crosstalk and
drift. This procedure involved the use of Sandia’s pyGSTi package and IBM’s publicly accessible five-qubit
quantum computer. Our procedure found that controlled-not gates operating on a pair of qubits introduces
severe crosstalk on other qubits within the quantum computer. We additionally found that small amounts
of crosstalk and drift were present in all tested configurations, even if the crosstalk-introducing gate was a
single-qubit gate.

1 Introduction Quantum computing has the potential to revolutionize computing,
allowing researchers to complete tasks deemed impossible or too time consuming for classical computing. An example of this is prime factoring, which classically takes exponential
time, but only polynomial time using a quantum computer. Quantum computing involves
operating quantum gates on quantum bits, or qubits, that have a continuum of accessible
states. For a single qubit, these quantum states are represented as different locations on a
geometric object called the Bloch sphere. Single-qubit gates are maps that perform rotations of the Bloch sphere. However, interactions with the environment, such as other qubits,
introduces errors when a quantum computer operates on a qubit.
A broad class of quantum operation errors is context dependence. By context dependence, we mean errors introduced by changing external variables that normally should not
affect the behavior of the quantum operation in question. For example, changes in a gate’s
behavior due to previous gate operations performed. We are focusing on two types of context
dependence: crosstalk and drift. Throughout the rest of this paper, the term context dependence will be used only to refer to crosstalk and drift. Crosstalk is a change in the behavior
of gate operations on a qubit when gate operations are occurring somewhere else within the
same quantum computer. In contrast to this spatial noise, drift is a time-dependent change
in the behavior of gate operations.
Sandia National Laboratories’ pyGSTi package has the ability to detect these types of
context dependence. The pyGSTi package determines whether or not differences between
different experimental outcomes are due to statistical fluctuations or underlying context dependencies; see [3] for more details. More specifically, pyGSTi uses a dataset comparator to
check if identical gate sequences yield statistically different outcomes in different experimental settings. IBM has created a public platform called the Quantum Experience that allows
the public to run a series of quantum gates on actual quantum computers. The objective of
this research is to create a procedural method to test the five-qubit Quantum Experience
for crosstalk and drift.
2 Background “Any algorithmic process can be simulated efficiently using a probabilistic Turing machine” [4]. This is the Church-Turing thesis, and the foundation of computer information. In 1982, Richard Fenyman noted that computers were having difficulty
simulating quantum systems, and realized a computer based on quantum mechanics would
be one way to resolve the issue. In 1985, David Deutsch wanted to create a stronger form
of the Church-Turing thesis. Hoping to simulate any physical system, he decided that only
a theory foundationally grounded in physics could achieve this task. Deutsch determined
† The
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that devices based upon such a theory must follow Feynman’s suggestion [4]. Thus, quantum computing was born. In 1994, Peter Shor demonstrated that quantum computers have
the potential to be much more efficient at prime factoring and solving discrete logarithm
problems. Lov Grover followed this in 1996 by showing quantum computers could search
through an unstructured search space faster than classical computers [4].
Quantum computing is represented using quantum mechanics. Quantum computers operate on qubits, and these operations can also be represented mathematically using quantum
mechanics and linear algebra. The state of a qubit can be represented as a superposition of
|
the computational basis vectors in a Hilbert space, i.e. |Ψi = α |0i+β |1i, where |0i = (1 0) ,
|
|1i = (0 1) , and α, β ∈ C. These coefficients correspond to the probability of measuring
either of the basis vectors when observing |Ψi. Therefore, an additional constraint is applied: |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. This representation only holds true if the state is a pure state. If that
state is a mixed state, i.e. has a probability of being in different superposition
P states, then
the state can be represented using a density matrix. In this notation, ρ = i pi |Ψi i hΨi |,
where pi is the probability of the system being in |Ψi i. The density matrix ρ is a 2 × 2
matrix in Hilbert-Schmidt space. Generic
density matrices must have a trace of one due to
P
conservation of probability, that is i pi = 1. Therefore, a valid gate operation must be
trace-preserving, and GST treats quantum gates as such.
Classically speaking, computers operate logical gates on bits to perform tasks by changing their Boolean value. In quantum computing, quantum gates are operated on the state
of a system. Changing the state of a system with quantum gates will change the probability
of measuring either |0i or |1i. Physically, the IBM Quantum Experience uses microwave
frequency electromagnetic pulses to operate quantum gates on a qubit [2]. Mathematically,
GST represents this by operating gates on the 4 element vectorization of ρ, |ρii. Each gate
G is considered a 4 × 4 matrix acting with left multiplication [1]. A gate is operated on
a density matrix by performing G |ρii [1]. For more on density matrices, see Appendix A
(Section 6). Using GST, we created two different methods for context dependence detection.
3 Methods To test our procedure, gate sequences were generated and run using
Sandia’s pyGSTi and IBM’s Quantum Experience API packages for Python. The results
were then analyzed using pyGSTi. A series of gate operations constitute a gate sequence.
Ideally, a gate sequence performed in one experiment should behave the same as the same
gate sequence performed in another experiment. However, changes in the behavior can occur
due to context dependence. Two different tests were performed to check for this context
dependence in our procedure.
The first test involves assigning each gate sequence in each experiment a behaviorcontrolling bias parameter. Each parameter is analogous to the bias of a coin flip. Just as a
coin can either be heads or tails, a single-qubit measurement can be either |0i or |1i. Unlike
an unbiased coin, the probability of obtaining one result or the other is not necessarily
50/50, but determined by the particular state preparation, gate sequence and measurement
performed on the qubit. A log-likelihood ratio score is computed for each individual gate
sequence’s bias parameter using pyGSTi. This score relates to the probability of the gate
sequences operated returning the received results. The pyGSTi package also created a
threshold score, and we compared the ratio score to the threshold score as a check for
crosstalk and drift. Drift and crosstalk can still have occurred, even if each individual gate
sequence is below the threshold. As another check for drift and crosstalk, pyGSTi also
calculates a score and threshold score for the entire set of gate sequences operated, called
the aggregate score. For more details on the log-likelihood ratio scores, see Section 3.1.
The IBM Quantum Experience includes a five-qubit system and a sixteen-qubit system.
We tested our procedure on the five-qubit system. The IBM Quantum Experience allows the
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user to operate a number of different gates on the state of a qubit. For a list, see Appendix
B (Section 7). We constrained our gate sequences to the Hadamard gate, a π-rotation about
√
the (X+Z)
axis; the S gate, a π2 -rotation about the Z axis; and the Identity gate. These
2
particular gates were used to allow a second test for context dependence. The second test
used the pyGSTi GST report generator, which estimates the experimental gates performed
by the Quantum Experience based upon the experimental datasets. The IBM Quantum
Experience API allows users to send experiments to the five-qubit Quantum Experience
using Python. The returned results are then converted to pyGSTi datasets for analysis.
For more information on GST’s estimation of operated gates, see Section 3.2. For more
information on the IBM Quantum Experience, see Section 3.3 and Appendix B (Section 7).
3.1 Log-likelihood Statistics Sandia National Laboratories offers a software package for Python called pyGSTi. When analyzing measurements of gate sequences, pyGSTi
assumes that each gate operation is acting on a single qubit in a two-dimensional Hilbert
space and that each gate is stationary and Markovian [1]. These measurements of gate
sequences are represented as the positive operator-valued measures (POVM) {0, 1}, where
0 = |0i h0| and 1 = |1i h1|. Each gate sequence has a certain probabilistic bias. When
measuring a qubit after operating a gate sequence, this bias determines the different probabilities of measuring the two outcomes. Then, pyGSTi tests if the bias parameters for
identical gate sequences in two datasets are statistically indistinguishable, using likelihood
scores.
The null hypothesis is that a gate sequence in one dataset will have the same bias
parameter of the same gate sequence in another dataset. Given a collection of N repetitions
of a gate sequence, where each repetition terminates in a measurement and number of 0
measurements being h, then the likelihood of the bias parameter having bias q is given by
equation 3.1.
L (q|h, N ) = q h (1 − q)
The maximum likelihood occurs when q =
for any particular bias parameter D is

h
N.

N −h

.

(3.1)

Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimate


ND −hD
hD h
hD
LD =
1−
.
ND
ND

(3.2)

For any two bias parameters A, B being compared, with maximum likelihood estimates
LA , LB , the null hypothesis C, with maximum likelihood estimates LC , is generated by
adding the datasets of each bias parameter together under the assumption that each bias
parameter has the same bias. The likelihood ratio is the ratio of the null hypothesis likelihood to the product of the likelihoods for each bias parameter in the non-null hypothesis.
From this ratio, the log-likelihood ratio statistic λ is created:
λ = −2 log

LC
.
LA LB

(3.3)

If the null hypothesis is true, then if N is large enough, which is assumed in these
experiments, λ follows a χ2k distribution, where k = 1. Let the total number of gate strings
be Ns and the desired confidence level be E. Our procedure used a confidence level of 95%.
The gate sequence threshold score is the value x satisfying the equation
1−E
= 1 − CDF {χ2k , x}.
Ns

(3.4)
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By comparing λ for a gate sequence found in two datasets to x, we can see if the
difference in the gate sequence’s bias parameters is statistically different due to context
dependence. If λ > x, then context dependent statistical deviations have occurred. The
sum of all gate sequences’ log-likelihood scores is assumed to be χ2k0 distributed, where
k 0 = Ns × k. The aggregate log-likelihood ratio statistic λ0 is created using equation 3.3
where the maximum likelihood estimates are summed over all gate sequences in a dataset.
That is,
λ0 = −2

X
i

log

LC i
.
LAi LBi

(3.5)

The aggregate threshold score is the value b satisfying the equation
1 − E = 1 − CDF {χ2k0 , b}.

(3.6)

We can check for systematic crosstalk or drift by comparing λ0 to b. The log-likelihood ratio
score tests hold true for any gate sequence or aggregate of gate sequences.
In summary, pyGSTi creates log-likelihood ratio scores when comparing a gate sequence
across two datasets. Three likelihood scores are calculated: one on the assumption that the
bias parameters are the same, one for the bias parameter of the gate sequence in the first
dataset, and one for the bias parameter in the second dataset. Using these likelihoods, a
probability distribution is created. A threshold score is then generated by pyGSTi using
this probability and based on a desired confidence level, here 95%. If the gate sequence score
is below the threshold score, then the gate sequence is consistent with the null hypothesis
at the given confidence level. Being consistent with the null hypothesis is a good indication
that the gate sequence was executed free of drift and crosstalk. Besides log-likelihood ratio
scores, we used another check. Our second check, however, only works for certain gate
sequences. This second check characterized which gates we used for our experiments.
3.2 Gate Estimation with GST In order for pyGSTi to be able to estimate a gate
set, certain gate sequences must be run. These gate sequences must have certain forms;
see [1] for details. The types of experiments we did with GST have gate sequences consisting of three parts: preparation fiducials, bare gates, and measurement fiducials. Preparation
fiducials are short gate sequences that put the system into the desired state for experimentation. A bare gate is just a gate from the gate set we are characterizing. Measurement
fiducials are short gates sequences that perform a particular measurement. The pyGSTi
package can take a given gate set and generate the three parts. The three parts can then
be fed back into to pyGSTi to generate all the necessary gate sequences. A gate sequence
is sent in a quantum circuit. The different circuits used created different experiments.
Experiments were created using the pyGSTi software package and sent to the IBM
Quantum Experience using their API. Each experiment consisted of a spectator qubit and
driving qubit(s). Experiments consisted of three batches of quantum circuits. The first
batch consisted of no-driving runs, where the experiment’s gate sequences operated on the
spectator qubit only. These were followed by driving runs, which consisted of a driving
qubit receiving a driving gate for every gate acted on the spectator. If the driving gate
was a CN OT gate, then there were two driving qubits. Otherwise, there was only one
driving qubit. The driving runs test for crosstalk. The final batch was another no-driving
run. Comparing the two no-driving runs offers a method to detect for drift. A lack of
drift must be witnessed to confirm that crosstalk, and not drift, is the cause of context
dependent statistical changes in gate sequence behavior. We tested our procedure on a
variety of experiments. For the scope of this paper, it is sufficient to focus on three specific
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Table 3.1: Experiment specifications listing preparation fiducials, measurement fiducials,
bare gates, driving gates and number of gate sequences.

sets of experiments. The pyGSTi package used the gate set {H, I, S} to generate forty
gate sequences. Ten additional gate sequences contained varying amounts of identity gates.
These additional ten gate sequences tested if longer identity sequences were more sensitive
to detecting crosstalk. See Table 3.1 for the specifications of the experiments. The second
test for context dependence used the pyGSTi GST reporter. Given the experimental data,
pyGSTi returns an estimate of the gate operations in the GST reports. The deviations from
the requested gate operations are due to context dependence. The Section 4 details the
operated gates and the log-likelihood scores of the gate sequences.
3.3 The IBM Quantum Experience The IBM Quantum Experience has an easily
operable GUI online to run quantum gates on the five-qubit system. Much more flexibility
is offered using their API package. Using the API package allows the user to send several
quantum circuits to the Quantum Experience in a single batch, in sizes of up to 50 circuits
per batch. Each batch had 1024 repetitions in the Quantum Experience, i.e. the Quantum
Experience would run a circuit 1024 times before moving onto the next circuit in the same
batch. When performing experiments on the Quantum Experience, the desired preparation
state is ρideal = |0i h0|. That is each qubit should start in the |0i state. The Quantum
Experience attempts to return every qubit to this state at the beginning of every circuit [2].
The Quantum Experience executes quantum gates using microwave pulses calibrated
with a π2 -rotation about the X axis [2]. The S gate is not implemented with physical microwave pulses, but it is a virtual gate implemented using software [2]. Therefore, we would
not expect context dependence to be detected on the S gate. Critical to the interpretation
of the experimental results is the layout of the five-qubit circuitry, as not all qubits are
directly connected. If two qubits are connected then a CN OT operation is possible between
the two. The five-qubits are labeled from zero to four. For the connectivity of the Quantum
Experience’s circuitry, see Figure 3.1 for details. Physically, the qubits are stored in a magnetically shielded container in IBM’s Quantum Computing Labs at a temperature below 15
mK [2].
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Fig. 3.1: The circuitry of IBM’s five-qubit quantum computer. The arrows indicate which
pairs of qubits can be involved in CN OT operations; arrows point from control qubits to
target qubits.

4 Results In this section, we will analyze the results of three sets of experiments.
Each experiment used only one of three different driving gates: H, S, or CN OT . Each
experiment type was tested across all possible spectator qubit-driver qubit pairs. These
three sets of experiments consisted of three-batches of 50 gate sequences. Each batch was
sent consecutively to the five-qubit Quantum Experience through their API. Results were
converted to pyGSTi datasets and analyzed using the GST reporter and the pyGSTi comparator to look for crosstalk and drift. The comparator used log-likelihood statistics for
analysis, and the GST reporter reconstructed the operated gates.
4.1 Log-Likelihood Analysis The pyGSTi package directly compares the results
of two datasets. Having the three batches, we have three different comparisons, as shown
in Figure 4.1. An aggregate score for the entire batch of gate sequences is then created by
pyGSTi. Each individual gate sequence may be under its log-likelihood ratio threshold score,
but the entire set of batches may violate the aggregate threshold score. We have plotted
the difference between the aggregate score and the aggregate threshold score to generate
heat maps. The lower the number the better, with negative numbers signifying the batches
were below the aggregate score threshold. The heat maps show all possible spectator qubitdriving qubit combinations for a given experiment. When discussing the combinations, we
will use the format (a, b), where “a” is the spectator qubit and “b” is the driving qubit, for
non- CN OT driver experiments and (a, (b, c)), where “b” is the the driving control qubit
and ”c” is the driving target qubit, for the CN OT driver experiment.
Figure 4.1A details the CN OT driver experiment. The middle heat map, concerning the
“Before/During” batches, shows violations of the aggregate threshold score across all spectator qubit-driving qubits pairs. We would conclude unambiguous, massive crosstalk across
all qubits, but the other heat maps raise three exceptions. The first heat map shows that
pair (1,(0,2)) experienced drift from the “Before” to “After” batches. The pairs (0, (1, 2))
and (0, (4, 2)) also experience drift, but the middle heat map indicates crosstalk with these
qubits as well. Normally, the presence of drift prevents us from using our procedure to
conclusively state that some of the context dependence is from crosstalk. However, the
magnitude of the log-likelihood ratio scores of the latter two plots is much greater than that
for the “Before/After” heat map. Therefore, we can safely state that crosstalk still occurred.
Figure 4.1B details the S driver experiment. The first heat map concerning the “Before/After” map shows definitive drift for pairs (1, 2), (1, 0), (3, 2), (3, 0), (1, 3) and (4, 0).
The “Before/Driving” heat map indicates definitive crosstalk for pairs (4, 3) and (3, 4). The
heat map also shows crosstalk with (1, 0) and (3, 0), but we have shown drift to be present
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Fig. 4.1: These heat maps plot the difference of the aggregate score and the aggregate
threshold score for two different batches in an experiment. The title of the heat map details
the which two batches are being compared. The x-axis lists the spectating qubit in each
experiment, and the y-axis the driving qubit(s). Positive numbers show that the aggregate
threshold score was violated, and negative numbers show the aggregate score was below the
threshold. All heat maps have a scale centered at zero, except the “Before/During” heat
map in Figure A. This is because all aggregate scores were above the threshold.

during these experiments and are unable to conclusively state the presence of crosstalk.
The “During/After” heat map corroborates the crosstalk in the (3, 4) experiment and indicates crosstalk in a several other pairs. However, these other pairs were confirmed to have
experienced drift, so crosstalk cannot be stated with certainty.
Figure 4.1C details the H driver experiment. The “Before/After” map shows definitive
drift for pair (1, 3), and slight drift for pairs (4, 3) and (3, 0). The “Before/During” heat map
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Cumulative Spark Plots for CNOT Driving Gate Spectator Qubit 0

Fig. 4.2: Aggregate score versus gate sequence in ascending order by invidivual log-likelihood
ratio score, with Qubit 0 as the spectator. When Qubit 4 is one of the two driving qubits, we
see that the violation of the aggregate score threshold occurs after 48 gate sequences for the
“Before/After” comparison, indicating a small amount of drift. However, when comparing
to the “During” batch, very few gate sequences can fit before violation. This indicates
massive amounts of crosstalk.

shows extreme crosstalk for pair (1, 2), crosstalk for (2, 3) and (3, 2), and slight crosstalk
for pairs (2, 1) and (4, 0). The “During/Before” maps adds to this list, showing crosstalk
with pairs (2, 3), (3, 4), (2, 1), (2, 0) and (1, 0). The pairs (1, 3) and (4, 3) also show signs
of crosstalk, but this cannot be distinguished from drift due to the conclusions from the
“Before/During” heat map.
We visualized the aggregate score another way by plotting the individual gate sequences’
log-likelihood scores, in either ascending or descending order. This gives an idea of how
many gate sequences the were required until the threshold was violated. This visualization
is represented as two spark plots in two versions: cumulative and non-cumulative. The
cumulative spark plots show the aggregate threshold score for a given experiment, batch,
spectator qubit and driver qubit(s), a solid horizontal line, and the current aggregate score
for the amount of gates is a dotted line. The non-cumulative spark plots differ in that
the y-axis is plotting the individual scores of each gate sequence, and the solid line is the
individual gate threshold score. We used these spark plots to further investigate the results
for the heat map. For this paper, it is sufficient to look at one example of a spectator qubit.
The spectator qubit is Qubit 0 in the CN OT Driving Gate Experiment where Qubit 4 is
the driving qubit. This is shown in Figure 4.3.
In Figure 4.2, three plots are shown. Each plot corresponds to a different comparison
done for when Qubit 0 was the spectator in the CN OT Driving Gate Experiment. Each plot
has four sub-plots, one for each driving qubit pair. The y-axis is the aggregate threshold
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Non-Cumulative Spark Plots for CNOT Driving Gate Spectator Qubit 0

Fig. 4.3: Indiviudal gate sequence score versus number of gates in each gate sequence in
order of gate sequence length, with Qubit 0 as the spectator. When Qubit 4 is one of the
two driving qubits, we see that only gate violates the individual threshold score, indicating
a small amount of drift occurring during that gate sequence. However, when comparing to
the “During” batch, almost all gates violate the individual threshold score. This indicates
massive amounts of crosstalk. Looking at the driving qubits Qubit 3 controlling Qubit 2
across the three batches, we see that longer gate sequences violated the threshold more often
than shorter ones. This hints that longer gate sequences create more context dependence.

score, and the x-axis has the gate sequences in ascending order. Focusing on qubit pair
(0, (4, 2)) we see that 48 out of 50 gate sequences can fit before the aggregate score rises
above the aggregate threshold score in the “Before/After” plot. This indicates low amounts
of drift. Looking at the other two plots, however, we see that only 11 gate sequences can fit
before violation for the “Before/During” chart and 9 gate sequences can fit before violation
for the “During/After” chart. This confirms our earlier suspicions of systematic crosstalk
from CN OT gates. Besides the log-likelihood scores, we also used the estimation of operated
gates by the GST reports to determine crosstalk.
In Figure 4.3, three plots are shown. Each plot corresponds to a different comparison
done for when Qubit 0 was the spectator in the CN OT Driving Gate Experiment. Each plot
has four sub-plots, one for each driving qubit pair. The y-axis is the individual threshold
score, and the x-axis shows the length of the gate sequence in terms of the number of gates
in the gate sequence. Focusing on the same qubit set (0, (4, 2)) we see that only one gate
sequence violates the individual threshold score during the “Before/After” plot. This again
indicates low amounts of drift. Looking at the other two plots shows that almost all gate
sequences violate the threshold score, thus confirming massive amounts of crosstalk. Looking
at qubit pair (0, (3, 2)), we see longer gate sequences violate the individual gate sequence
threshold more than shorter gate sequences. This result is consistent throughout the spark
plots. Further research using our procedure would continue to study the relationship between
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Gate
S
H
I

Before
(0.500635 ± 0.008385)π
(0.999909 ± 0.310568)π
(0.006915 ± 0.015104)π

During
(0.501132 ± 0.008394)π
(1.000614 ± 1.308756)π
(0.011343 ± 0.01575)π

After
(0.507214 ± 0.0099066)π
(1.005009 ± 1.831431)π
(0.014859 ± 0.020258)π

Table 4.1: The estimated gates used during the S Driver Gate experiment for qubit pair
(0, 4). All rotation angles slowly increase, indicating that drift is manifesting as changes
in rotational angles for gates. However, this increase is within the margin of error, so we
cannot conclusively state this.

context dependence and gate sequence length.
4.2 GST Gate Estimates The report feature in pyGSTi generates a report for each
dataset in an experiment. These reports estimate the gates used in the experiment, based
upon the target gate set and experimental results. Every spectator qubit-driving qubit(s)
pairs within an experiment has one report per batch detailing the gates across all three
batches in the experiment. Due to the number of reports, it is sufficient for the scope of
this paper to focus on the report of a specific example. We will examine the reported gate
rotation angles for the (0, 4) pair in the S Driver experiment. In Table 4.1, we list the
different gates used, obtained from the estimate in the report. Looking at the S gate, we
see the angle of rotation increases slowly across the experiments. The same is true for the
H and I gates. However, the error bars for each estimation are larger than the change
in angle rotation, so we are unable to state drift has manifested as angle rotations on the
performed gates. This is prevalent in all the reports, and so any crosstalk or drift detected
using the log-likelihood analysis has not manifested as appreciable changes in gate rotation
angles. Therefore, context dependence must manifest in other ways. In future iterations of
our procedure, we will examine other features of the report to detect context dependence.
5 Conclusion The existence of context dependence is a persistent problem in quantum computing. Two major forms of context dependence are spatial gate interference called
crosstalk and temporal gate dependence called drift. Our research created a procedure to
test for crosstalk and drift that was subsequently tested on the publicly available five-qubit
IBM Quantum Experience using pyGSTi. We used two tests for context dependence. The
first test involved log-likelihood scores detailing the statistical consistency of a gate sequence
across different batches of quantum circuits. This test found conclusive evidence of crosstalk
in several experiments, and hinted at a relationship between gate sequence length and context dependence that should be further studied using our procedure in future experiments.
The CN OT Driver experiment created systematic crosstalk across the entire Quantum Experience device. The second test used GST reports to estimate the different gate operations
performed. We found clear signs of context dependence manifesting as changes in performed
gates using the gate estimations, but the changes in estimated gates are within the margin
of error. Future iterations of our procedure will look at other aspects of the GST reports.
Due to the generality of our procedure, we believe it can be generalized to other quantum
computing systems.
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support. The views expressed in the paper are strictly those of the authors and not of IBM.
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6 Appendix A: Density Matrix Notation As a 2 × 2 matrix, the density matrix,
in the computational, or Pauli, basis takes the form,


1
1
1 + nz
nx − iny
ρ = (I + nx σx + ny σy + nz σz ) =
.
(6.1)
nx + iny
1 − nz
2
2
|

|

Vectorized, ρ = 21 (1 + nz nx + iny nx − iny 1 − nz ) , or, alternatively, √12 (1 nx ny nz ) .
The latter representation shows the degrees of freedom available, i.e. that the real numbers
nx , ny , nz are the free parameters of ρ in R3 . The coordinates of ρ can also be represented as
the expectation value of the densityPmatrix in each direction:
P nx = Tr (ρσx ), ny = Tr (ρσy )
and nz = Tr (ρσz ). Since Tr (ρ) = i pi Tr (|Ψi i hΨi |) = i pi = 1, a valid density matrix
must have a trace of one. The Pauli basis is represented by four matrices,








1 0
0 1
0 −i
1 0
I=
, σx =
, σy =
, and σz =
.
(6.2)
0 1
1 0
i 0
0 −1
P
The operation Tr (·) represents the trace of a matrix, where Tr (A) = i Aii .
7 Appendix B: IBM Quantum Experience Gates Below, we include a table of
all of the quantum gates available on the IBM Quantum Experience.
Gate Name
X-axis rotation (X)
Y-axis rotation (Y )
Z-axis rotation (Z)
Hadamard (H)
Phase change (S)
Hermitian conjugated phase change (S † )
Square root of S (T )
Hermitian conjugate of T (T † )
Controlled-not CN OT

Three arbitrary gates
Barrier

Z-measurement

Gate Description
A π-rotation of the X-axis
A π-rotation of the Y-axis
A π-rotation of the Z-axis
√ -axis
A π-rotation of the X+Z
2
π
A 2 -rotation of the Z-axis
A −π
2 -rotation of the Z-axis
A π4 -rotation of the Z-axis
A −π
4 -rotation of the Z-axis
Flips the state of a target qubit based on
the state of a control quit. If the control
is |1i, the qubit is flipped
These gates take different user-specified
parameters to generate different rotations
Purely software division placed between
gates to prevent the Quantum Experience
from combining gates
Measurement of the Z-axis
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COMPUTING THE NO2 ABSORPTION SPECTRUM USING QUANTUM
ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND QUANTUM MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
ETHAN SHAPERA∗ , DANIEL S. JENSEN† , AND ATTILA CANGI‡
Abstract. We present a brief survey of existing work on computing the NO2 absorption spectrum.
We illustrate our computational approach and results based on advanced electronic structure and quantum
molecular dynamics methods.

1

Theoretical background

1.1 Molecular Hamiltonian and Born-Oppenheimer approximation Consider a molecule composed of N e electrons with collective coordinates {r} = {r1 , . . . , rN e }
and N n nuclei with masses MI , charges ZI , and collective coordinates {R} =
{R1 , . . . , RN n }. Its non-relativistic Hamiltonian[40] (in atomic units here and thereafter,
where e2 = ~ = me = 1, so that lengths are expressed in Bohr radii and energies are in
Hartrees) is given by
Ĥ = Ĥ BO ({r}, {R}) + T̂ n ({R}) ,

(1.1)

where the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian is defined as
Ĥ BO ({r}, {R}) = T̂ e ({r}) + Ŵ ee ({r}) + Ŵ en ({r}, {R}) + Ŵ nn ({R}) ,

(1.2)

with
n

e

T̂ e = −

N
X
∇2j
j=1

2

T̂ n = −

,

N
X
∇2J
,
2MJ

(1.3)

J=1

(1.4)
denoting the kinetic energy operator of the electrons and nuclei, and with
e

Ŵ ee =

e

n

n

N X
N
N
X
X
ZI
ZI ZJ
1
, Ŵ en = −
, Ŵ nn =
2|r
−
r
|
|r
−
R
|
2|R
i
j
i
I
I − RJ |
i,j=1
I,J=1
i
N
X
i6=j

(1.5)

I

I6=J

denoting the electron-electron, the electron-nuclear, and the nuclear-nuclear interactions.
The Schrödinger equation
ĤΨ({r}, {R}) = EΨ({r}, {R})

(1.6)

determines the full electron-nuclear wave function Ψ({r}, {R}) of the molecule.
The most basic approximation to the molecular Schrödinger equation of coupled electrons and nuclei is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [4, 3] which allows us to decouple
the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom and to write the total molecular wave function
in factorized form as
Ψ({r}, {R}) ≈ χJ,j ({R}) Φj ({r}, {R}) .
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The time-independent Schrödinger equation for the electrons
Ĥ BO ({r}, {R})Φj ({r}, {R}) = j ({R})Φj ({r}, {R})

(1.8)

is solved given the instantaneous configuration of nuclei where {R} enters as a parameter.
Its solution yields electronic wave functions Φj ({r}, {R}) and a potential energy surface
(PES) j ({R}) for each electronic state j. The PES enters the nuclear Schrödinger equation
h
i
Ĥjn χJ,j ({R}) = T̂ n + Ŵ nn + j ({R}) χJ,j ({R})
(1.9)
= EJ,j χJ,j ({R})
which determines the nuclear wave functions χJ,j ({R}) and yields a set of vibrational and
rotational levels denoted by a collective index J for each electronic state j. This is the
standard Born-Oppenheimer picture of molecular dynamics.
1.2 Microscopic definition of the absorption coefficient When a light beam
passes through a gas we observe that its intensity decreases with distance z according to
Beer’s law
I(z) = I0 e−σ(ω) d z ,

(1.10)

where I0 is the initial intensity, d the density of the gas, and ω the radiation frequency [40].
The macroscopic measurement of absorption due to conversion of electromagnetic energy
into internal energy of the constituent atoms and molecules in the gas is connected to
the microscopic light-matter interaction through the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient [30] σ(ω). It is related to the dipole moment operator µ̂ which includes both electronic
PN e
PN n
and nuclear components µ̂ = µ̂e + µ̂n = − j=1 r̂j + J=1 ZJ R̂J .
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the absorption coefficient associated
with one-photon processes reduces to a sum over dipole moment transition elements
hχI,i |µeij |χJ,j i between all possible initial (I, i) and final (J, j) vibronic states of the
molecule [40]. By considering only the transition between single initial and final states,
this simplifies to
σ(ω) = α(ω)Σ(ω) ,

(1.11)
2

Σ(ω) = |hχI,i |µij |χJ,j i| δ(EJ,j − EI,i − ~ω) ,
e

(1.12)

where µeij = hφi |µ̂e |φj i, α(ω) = 4π 2 ω/(3c), and c denotes the speed of light. The absorption
coefficient has several representations [17]. In the time-domain we express it in terms of the
dipole-dipole correlation function Cµ (t) as
Z ∞
1
dt eiωt Cµ (t) ,
(1.13)
Σ(ω) =
2π −∞

where Cµ (t) = tr µ̂eji (0)µ̂eji (t)ρ̂χI,i , µ̂eji (t) = exp(−iĤjn t)µeji exp(iĤin t), and the trace is
taken over the initial vibronic state χI,i . Analogously, we express it in terms of the statistical
density matrix ρ̂ and the Bloch density matrix Ĝ as
Z ∞

1
iEJ,j t
Σ(ω) =
dt e
tr
Ĝρ̂ ,
(1.14)
2π
−∞
where ρ̂ = µeij |χi ihχi |µeij and Ĝ = exp(−iĤjn t).
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1.3 Solving the electronic Schrödinger equation The electronic Schrödinger
equation is solved in three steps using Hartree-Fock [34] (HF), complete active space self
consistent field [24] (CASSCF), and internally contracted multi-reference configuration interaction [25] (MRCI) theories. The HF method treats inter-electronic interactions within a
mean field approximation. The electronic correlation energy is then traditionally defined as
the error in the total energy made by the HF method. We apply both the CASSCF method
and the MRCI method to take into account electronic correlation effects.
The HF method solves Equation (1.8) assuming that the eigenfunctions
√ Φj ({r}, {R})
S
e
can be written as a single Slater determinant Φ = det [φ1 φ2 . . . φN ] / N e composed of
orthogonal single-particle wave functions φi (ri ). They are determined by the HF equations,


Z
0 2
X
X
1
Z
1
|φ
(r
)|
I
j
− ∇2r +
 φi (r)
+
dr0
2
|r − RI | 2 j
|r − r0 |
I
(1.15)
∗ 0
XZ
φ
(r
)φ
(r)
j
j
dr0
−
φi (r0 ) = i ({R}) φi (r) .
0|
|r
−
r
j
The solutions of the HF equations yield the Slater determinant Φ({r}), which is an approximation to the many-electron wave function of Equation (1.8).
The CASSCF method provides a framework in which to treat correlation effects of
many-electron systems. HF considers a single arrangement of electrons while CASSCF
finds all allowed combinations of active electrons occupying active orbitals. The general
wave function is a linear combination of Slater determinants,
X
ΦCASSCF =
ci ({R})ΦSi ({r}),
(1.16)
i

where ci ({R}) are coefficients to be optimized for each nuclear configuration and ΦSi ({r})
are Slater determinants constructed by filling relevant molecular orbitals. The coefficients
are determined variationally by minimizing
E=

hΦCASSCF |Ĥ|ΦCASSCF i
.
hΦCASSCF |ΦCASSCF i

(1.17)

The molecular orbitals are formed as linear combinations of atomic orbitals typically taken
from standard libraries.
The MRCI method starts with the wave function found by CASSCF as a zeroth-order
term and constructs higher order correction states as
X
X
ab
|ΦM RCI i = |ΦCASSCF i +
cai |Φai i +
cab
(1.18)
ij |Φij i + . . .
i,a

i>j,a>b

The corrections are n-particle excited states,
...an
|Φai11...i
i = c†a1 . . . c†an ci1 . . . cin |ΦCASSCF i
n

(1.19)

where c†p (cp ) are electron creation (annihilation) operators acting on orbital p. The
expansion coefficients are determined using Equation (1.17) with ΦCASSCF replaced by
ΦM RCI [43].
The general workflow for computing the PES is represented in Fig. 1.1, circled in blue.
Computation of the PESs was performed with the software package Molpro [45]. The basis
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sets used for nitrogen and oxygen were Dunnings augmented correlation consistent quadruple
zeta (aug-cc-pVQZ) basis set [10].
The PES is found by evaluating the potential energy at a large number of molecular
geometries. A single configuration of the molecule of interest is chosen as a reference point.
The reference point must be sufficiently close to any conical intersection so that the overlap
between the reference and non-reference wave functions near the conical intersection is large
enough to converge to the correct diabatic states. At the reference geometry, initial reference
HF and CASSCF wave functions are found. The reference CASSCF wave function is used
to form an initial wave function for a reference MRCI calculation. For each geometry,
a CASSCF (MRCI) wave function is found using the reference CASSCF (MRCI) wave
function as an initial condition. The current stage produces an adiabatic PES [41].
Diabatization of the adiabatic PES requires application of a unitary operator to mix
the adiabatic wave functions Φam ,
X
Φdn =
Φam Umn (α)
(1.20)
m

producing diabatic wave functions Φdn . Umn (α) is chosen to minimize diabatic coupling,
∂
|Φdm > for all internal coordinates q. In the two-orbital case, diabatic coupling is
< Φdn | ∂q
minimized if Umn (α) is a 2D rotation matrix and
Z q
∂
α(q) = α0 +
< Φa2 | 0 |Φa1 > dq 0 .
(1.21)
∂q
q0
Equation (1.21) is not path independent for poly-atomic molecules, preventing diabatic
orbitals from being uniquely defined. Unique diabatic orbitals are constructed within Molpro
by imposing the additional constraint on orbitals φ at q relative to reference geometry q 0 ,
where
| < φi (q 0 )|φi (q) > |2 + | < φj (q 0 )|φj (q) > |2

(1.22)

is maximized for all pairs of active orbitals [41].
1.4 Solving the nuclear Schrödinger equation The multi-configurational timedependent Hartree (MCTDH) method is an approach [36] to solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for the nuclei by wave packet propagation. It solves the timedependent Schrödinger equation for the nuclei by expanding the nuclear wave function in a
multi-configurational wave function ansatz based on Hartree product states and solving the
resulting set of coupled equations of motions for the expansion coefficients which emerge
from the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle [9, 11]. The advantage of the MCTDH method
is that it converges to the numerically exact result with respect to the limit of all possible
configurations of Hartree product states. It is a computationally intensive method due to its
exponential scaling with respect to the number of degrees of freedom but is still more efficient
than the standard approach of solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation [36]. Both
the computational cost and accuracy of the MCTDH method is controlled by the number
of single-particle functions in the multi-configurational wave function expansion and allows
us to compute absorption spectrum even for relatively large molecules with an accuracy
close to the experimental result. The absorption spectrum of the NO2 molecule computed
within the MCTDH method on the ground [33] (X̃ 2A1 ) and first excited [18, 19] (Ã 2B2 )
electronic state potential energy surfaces is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a). Quantum wave packet
propagation was performed using Quantics [46, 47].
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Fig. 1.1: Schematic flow chart showing the process of finding diabatized PESs. Items within
the blue circle are the electronic structure calculations performed with Molpro. Items within
the red circle are nuclear wave propagation computed with Quantics.

2

Absorption spectrum of NO2

2.1 Experimental measurements, existing computational methods, and
known difficulties Determining the absorption spectrum of the NO2 molecule is challenging both experimentally [42, 5, 8, 13, 6, 7] and theoretically [14, 22, 21, 16, 18, 32, 19,
20, 33, 29, 28, 31, 23, 27, 2]. In Fig. 2.1(a) we illustrate the experimental spectrum and
compare several theoretical predictions. The PESs we consider in the theoretical models
are the electronic ground state X̃ 2A1 and the electronic first excited state Ã 2B2 , where the
equilibrium geometry of X̃ 2A1 is at a bond distance rb ≈ 1.20 Å and a bond angle φ = 134◦
whereas that of Ã 2B2 is at rb ≈ 1.26 Å and φ = 102◦ .
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(a) Absorption spectrum of NO2 (black: experimental [15], blue: reflection approximation obtained from the
short-time limit of Equation (1.13), and red: quantum
wave packet propagation within the multi-configurational
time-dependent Hartree method on the ground [33] and
first excited electronic state [18, 19] PESs).

(b) A graphical illustration of the NO2 valence coordinates.

Fig. 2.1: Absorption spectrum and valence coordinates of NO2 .
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2.2 Conical intersection Much of the complexity in the absorption spectrum of
NO2 stems from the presence of conical intersections between PESs. In particular, the vibronic coupling between X̃ 2A1 and Ã 2B2 emerges as a cluster of tightly spaced spectral lines
in the absorption spectrum (see Fig. 2.1(a)). Methods which are able to treat the molecular dynamics around conical intersections to various degree of accuracy include vibronic
coupling Hamiltonian methods [12, 26], surface hopping molecular dynamics [44], multiple
spawning [35], and the exact factorization [1, 37].
3

Results

3.1 Adiabatic PES Calculation As a test case, we repeat the calculation to reproduce Fig. 1b of Kurkal et al. [27]. The calculation sets r1 = 1.6 Å, r2 = 1.217 Å, and
varies 60◦ ≤ θ ≤ 180◦ . Fig. 3.1(a) plots the four lowest adiabatic PESs at the CASSCF
level and Fig. 3.1(b) plots the adiabatic PES at the MRCI level. In these plots, the 1.1
state corresponds to the X̃ 2A1 state and the 2.1 state is equivalent to Ã 2B2 . As in [27], a
conical intersection is found at θ ≈ 106. Of concern is the unphysical jump at θ ≈ 170◦ .
Figs. 3.1(c) and 3.1(d) plot the computed dipole transition moment in CASSCF and
MRCI, respectively. Both calculations agree with the experimental transition dipole moment
of ≈ 0.3 atomic units at the equilibrium angle. In both plots the conical intersection
corresponds to a sharp drop in the transition dipole moment.
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(a) Four lowest energy PESs of NO2 calculated
in CASSCF.
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in MRCI.
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(c) Dipole transition moments to lowest energy
PES, calculated with CASSCF.
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(d) Dipole transition moments to lowest energy
PES, calculated with MRCI.

Fig. 3.1: Adiabatic PESs and dipole transition moments.

3.2 Mapping the Conical Intersection In general, the diabatization procedure
does not produce unique diabatic states. For the diabatized states to be consistent, MRCI
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calculations must be carried out with respect to a reference configuration. The reference
configuration provides an initial guess for the coefficients appearing in the adiabatic CASSCF
and MRCI computations. For configurations far from the reference point, overlap between
the reference wave function and the configuration wave function is small, which often leads
to incorrectly converged values. This results in an inconsistent diabatization. An example
is shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Here the reference configuration was chosen to have an O-N-O bond
angle of 120◦ . The computed diabatized H11 and H22 surfaces are correct down to a bond
angle of 90◦ .

MRCI Cross Section of NO2 PESs
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(a) Diabatized potential energy for fixed r1 =
1.058 Å, r2 = 1.217 Å. E1 and E2 are the
two lowest energy adiabatic surfaces. H11 and
H22 are the diabatized E1 and E2 surfaces.
The reference state is at a bond angle of 120◦ .
The conical intersection can be seen at 107.5◦ ,
where H11 and H22 cross.

(b) Isosurface plot of difference in energy between two lowest energy PESs. The surface
plotted corresponds to 0.01 H.

Fig. 3.2: Diabatization of the NO2 PES.

Inconsistently diabatized states are avoided by diabatizing the surfaces only near the
conical intersection and using the adiabatic states far away from the conical intersection.
The location of the conical intersection in configuration space is mapped by performing
MRCI calculations to obtain the adiabatic surfaces. Configurations for which the two lowest
energy PESs are within 0.01 H are considered to be near the conical intersection. Fig. 3.2(b)
plots the 0.01 H isosurface of the energy difference between the two lowest PESs. Two
separate surfaces are visible. The light purple surface encloses the region of the configuration
space near the conical intersection. It approximately encloses 1.0Å< {r1 , r2 } < 1.4Å, and
105◦ < θ < 112.5◦ . The second, red isosurface does not indicate a conical intersection but
rather encloses the region in which the PESs asymptotically approach the dissociation value
of the potential energy.
3.3 Interpolation Providing a numerical PES to Quantics requires that the PES be
sampled more densely than could be feasibly achieved by explicitly calculating the potential
at a large number of closely spaced configurations within the MRCI approach. Instead,
MRCI calculations of the PES can be done on a coarse grid and then interpolated to a finer
grid. To validate selection of an interpolation algorithm, we construct a function which
is expected to have a similar form to the NO2 PES. Consider three centers labeled A, B,
and C. The geometry is specified in the same way as the NO2 geometry, with r1 the A-B
distance, r2 the B-C distance and θ the A-B-C angle. From the law of cosines, the A-C
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Interpolator
RBF-quintic
Random Forest
RBF-quintic
Random Forest

Grid Type
Uniform
Uniform
Random
Random

MAE
0.11
0.059
0.10
0.037
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Standard dev. of error
0.28
0.17
0.38
0.32

Table 3.1: Comparison of RBF-quintic interpolator and random forest regressor.

distance, r3 , is
r3 =

q
r12 + r22 − 2r1 r2 cos(θ).

(3.1)

The potential energy function selected for the system is a sum of three pairwise LennardJones potentials,
V (r) =

1
1
− 6.
12
r
r

(3.2)

For constructing the known values from which to interpolate, both a uniform grid and
randomly selected points each with 8000 (r1 ,r2 ,θ) points are tested. Four interpolators (from scipy.interpolate) and eight machine learning regressor algorithms (from
scikit-learn [38]) have been considered, though only the best performing interpolator
and machine learning regressor are shown. The results are summarized in Table 3.1.
The lowest mean absolute error (MAE) interpolator is the radial basis function interpolator with fifth order radial basis functions. The lowest MAE machine learning regressor is
the random forest. The random forest regressor shows consistently lower MAE and standard
deviation of the error. Fig. 3.3(a) plots interpolated values predicted by the random forest
regressor versus exact values of the trial function. The regressor accurately interpolates for
small values of V(r1 ,r2 ,θ) but breaks down at values > 10. This behavior is expected because most values of V(r1 ,r2 ,θ) are near zero for the allowed range of parameters and much
fewer parameter combinations return values greater than 10. However, it is not concerning
for applications of the PES in MCTDH calculations because the large values of V(r1 ,r2 ,θ)
correspond to high potential energies and therefore low probability regions.
3.4 MCTDH Convergence Both the geometric parameters of the NO2 molecule
and the number of basis functions used to represent the wave functions need to be converged.
As a reference point, we use the NO2 PESs constructed by [39] and propagate the nuclear
wave function. The best fit Gaussians are found for the calculated absorption spectra and
used to extract the energy of the absorption maximum, the absorption width, and the root
mean square difference from the Gaussian. Figs. 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) show sample plots of
the three listed quantities as a function of the minimum allowed O-N-O angle. All three
quantities are constant for minimum angles between 0.6 rad and 1.5 rad. Below 0.6 rad,
energy of the maximum and the peak width fluctuate due to the method of construction
of the PES. Energy points on the PES were explicitly calculated to angles as small as 1.0
rad. For smaller angles, extrapolation schemes in Quantics approximate the PES. Near the
cutoff, the extrapolation provides a reasonable approximation. However, the extrapolation
breaks down once the minimum angle is too small, in this case approximately 0.6 rad.
Fig. 3.3(d) plots the converged absorption spectrum of NO2 . Tables 3.2 and 3.3 list the
results.
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Theta Grid Convergence

0.58
3.80
0.57
3.78

0.56
0.55

3.76

0.54
3.74
0.53
3.72
0.0

(a) Random forest regressor predicted values versus exact function values. This random forest was trained on randomly selected (r1 ,r2 ,θ)
points. The red lines indicate perfect matching
between the regressor and exact values. Inset:
Zoomed in to low potential energy region.

0.5

1.0
θmin

0.52
2.0

1.5

(b) In blue: plot of energy of absorption maximum versus minimum allowed O-N-O angle in
radians. In red: plot of Gaussian width of absorption peak versus minimum allowed O-N-O
angle.

Theta Grid Fitting Error

9

0.59

Gaussian Width (eV)

Energy of Absorption Maximum (eV)

3.82

25

Converged NO2 Absorption Spectrum

8
20
Opacity (arb. units)

RMSE from Gaussian

7
6
5
4
3
2

15
10
5
0

1
0
0.0

0.5

1.0
θmin

1.5

2.0

(c) RMS error between Gaussian fit and absorption spectrum versus minimum allowed O-N-O
angle.

−5
0

1

2
3
Energy (eV)

4

5

(d) Example of a converged absorption spectrum
of NO2 using the PES from Reignier et. al. [39].
In blue is the converged spectrum. In red is the
best fit Gaussian curve.

Fig. 3.3: Interpolation of PES for MCTDH and convergence analysis of MCTDH calculations.

Geometric Quantity

Value

Minimum N-O bond length
Maximum N-O bond length
Minimum O-N-O angle
Maximum O-N-O angle

0.85 Å
4.23 Å
60◦
180◦

Table 3.2: Converged NO2 molecule geometric parameters.
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Quantity
Complex Absorbing Potential
Propagation Time
Radial Single Particle Basis Functions
Angular Single Particle Basis Functions
Radial Primitive Basis Functions
Angular Primitive Basis Functions

Value
None
35 fs
14
14
128
100

Table 3.3: Converged simulation parameters.

4 Conclusions Currently calculations for the diabatized PES are running on Sandia’s
Chama supercomputer. A calculation fixes values for r1 and θ then runs over a predefined
range of r2 with the initial configuration used as the reference point. The process iterates
for combinations of r1 and θ. It has not yet been determined how to diabatize the transition
dipole moment surfaces.
Work is underway to extend the temperature dependence capabilities of Quantics. As
currently implemented, temperature dependent spectra in Quantics require using harmonic
oscillator basis functions. such a choice of basis has previously been found to make convergence more difficult.
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Software and High Performance Computing
The articles in this section discuss the implementation of high performance computing
(HPC) and productivity software. In many cases, performance improvements and portability are demonstrated for many-core architectures, such as conventional multicore CPUs, the
Intel Many Integrated Core coprocessor (MIC), and graphical processing units (GPU).
Bourgeois, Wolf, and Moreland explore the performance portability of isocontouring
algorithms. They develop a miniapp that implements the Marching Cubes and Flying Edges
approaches to this visualization task. The performance of both algorithms are compared
for a number of different data sets using MPI, OpenMP, and GPU parallelism.
Jain and Bradley study the performance portability of a convex quadratic program
solver that is part of a critical subroutine for climate modeling codes. They use Kokkos to
implement a test application (Newton’s method to compute a square root) and their target
application. Results illustrating performance on GPU and KNL platforms are reported.
Lawson, Lofstead, Levy, Widener, Ulmer, Mukherjee, Templet, and Kordenbrock make
progress towards resolving challenges associated with data retrieval from extreme-scale simulations. The EMPRESS framework is introduced to allow users to associate fully custom
metadata to both chunks of data or entire variables. It also offers a data query interface
focused on data contents. Results are presented that analyze EMPRESS’ performance for
read and write tasks on Sandia’s Serrano capacity cluster.
Loe, Thornquist, and Boman explore preconditioning using the GMRES minimal residual polynomial. They have implemented this preconditioner in the Trilinos package, Belos,
and report on its performance in serial and parallel. Of particular note is the reduction
in the number of operations that require global synchronous communication by using more
matrix-vector products per orthogonalization.
Ohm, Berger-Vergiat, and Tuminaro describe modifications to the Pamgen mesh generation package allowing it to interface with the algebraic multigrid package, MueLu. Attention
is paid to challenges arising from the development of non-conformal interfaces between mesh
blocks under coarsening. Two schemes for handling these interfaces were implemented and
studied, “donor-master” and concatenation. The latter is algorithmically simpler, though
numerical results expose a reduced rate of convergence suggesting further study.
Perez and Littlewood study three different methods for synchronizing data among parallel partitions in an explicit dynamics solid mechanics code. Comparisons are made between
naive synchronization, a pairwise communication pattern, and one based on cliques. Synchronization using cliques is indicated to achieve good strong scaling.
Porter, Berry, and Phillips present X-Stream, an algorithm for streaming graph processing on a ring of finite-memory processors receiving an infinite stream. This includes details
concerning the maintenance of connected components on input and evaluating queries related to connectivity. X-Stream is shown to be capable of processing graphs indefinitely
through the development of aging and emptying procedures.
Ramanan, Rajamanickam, Boman, and Chow present ACHILES, an asynchronous
framework for the iterative solution of sparse linear systems that uses MPI Remote Memory
Access. Its performance is measured for two test problems, sparse matrix vector multiplication and the solution of a sparse linear system using the Jacobi Schwarz method. Scaling
and timing results are illustrated comparing synchronous and asynchronous methods.
A.D. Baczewski
M.L. Parks
March 19, 2018
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Abstract. Scientific simulations often make use of increasinly massive, heterogeneous high performance
computers. Often, the output from such simulations are too large to fit in main memory. To cope, data
visualization experts have had to write parallel algorithms on top of complex, large-scale libraries. The
purpose of this paper is to introduce miniIsosurface, a miniapplication that is part of the Mantevo suite
of miniapplications that implements two isocontouring algorithms: Marching Cubes and Flying Edges.
Miniapplications are small applications that are still complex enough to study larger performance trends.
miniIsosurface was explicitly designed to provide software developers and data visualization experts an
avenue to explore performance characteristics before full-scale development takes place. Implementations
inside of miniIsosurface take advantage of MPI, OpenMP and GPU.

1 Introduction The current era of computing, characterized by increased data and
massive heterogeneous parallelism, has brought new challenges to developers of scientific
applications. Traditionally, developing scalable applications has focused on the core computational kernel while ignoring the performance of the front and back ends of the simulation
pipeline. For applications with smaller output than is now common, scientists could archive
simulation results for later interpretation. For extreme-scale applications, however, the
output often contains too much data to store in main memory or is limited by IO bandwidth. Hence, there is now a need to develop extreme-scale scientific applications within an
ecosystem that includes modeling, simulation, analysis and visualization.
Developing real-world applications that simultaneously integrate the whole scientific
simulation pipeline and are scalable remains technically difficult. The increase of heterogeneous, massively parallel architectures has made achieving scalability and portability harder.
Scientific computing applications have traditionally relied on OpenMP [14] and MPI [5].
But requiring software implementers to explicitly manage memory hierarchies and limit data
movement is becoming more burdensome and less portable. In turn, developing applications
that solely rely on OpenMP and MPI for parallelism is becoming less cost-effective. The new
status quo is being reflected in the proliferation of tools available to the developer. Many
libraries have been developed with the goal of providing developers with the ability to easily
and efficiently write performance portable scientific applications. For example, Kokkos [4]
has been designed to target complex node architectures with N-level memory hierarchies and
multiple types of execution resources. The Thrust [8] library provides a flexible, high-level
interface for GPU programming while the same code can utilize OpenMP or Intel Thread
Building Blocks [15]. Other parallel programming libraries include HPX [9] and charm [10].
In the realm of visualization, VTK-m [13] “serves as a container for algorithms, provides
flexible data representation, and simplifies the design of visualization algorithms on new and
future computer architecture.”
Even with new tools, algorithms may not still scale in heterogeneous environments
or in different parallel paradigms. Understanding the effects that tool choice will have
on performance in real-world applications prior to full-scale development is necessary to
developing performance portable applications.
An effort towards understanding performance effects in large-scale applications is the
Mantevo Project [7], an open-source effort “for the analysis, prediction and improvement of
high performance computing applications” through the use of proxy applications. Mantevo is
itself a suite of small applications, miniapps or miniapplications, that are meant to “capture
∗ Louisiana
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key performance issues that can be exposed in comparatively small, easy to execute, easy to
modify code” [2]. Miniapps do not, in general, serve as replacements to real applications but
they do provide considerably more information than benchmarks. The miniapp discussed
in this paper, miniIsosurface, provides a collection of algorithmic approaches to solving a
common visualization task. Having multiple implementations in the same place provides an
oppurtunity to not only test comparative performance of the algorithms, but to serve as a
baseline for further research into iterative improvements to an algorithm. Another use of
miniapps is in the stage before an application is fully developed, developers can explore the
suite of miniapps to determine which tools are best suited for the project at hand. To save
time and reduce costs, developers can also turn to a miniapp to quickly predict how certain
modifications may alter the performance characteristics of a full size application.
How new architectures should be best adapted to is still an open design problem. As
is the best way to integrate visualization. To better study the performance behavior of
visualization on numerous workflows and numerous systems, this paper examines a miniapp,
miniIsosurface. The miniapp was developed to characterize the behavior of isocontouring,
a widely used visualization technique.
2 Isocontouring Algorithms Isocontouring algorithms extract a polygonal mesh
from a 3D scalar field that is used to approximate the surface at a specified isovalue. For
rendering, gradients at the vertices of the polygonal mesh are also computed. These field
gradients by isocontour definition give the direction perpendicular to the surface, which is
information required by the rendering algorithm to compute how light is reflected. The two
algorithms considered here, Marching Cubes and Flying Edges both produce a triangular
mesh as well as gradients at the vertex of each triangle.
2.1 Marching Cubes Marching Cubes (MC) is the original isocontouring algorithm,
published in 1987 by Lorenson and Cline [12] for the visualization of medical images.
Conceptually, the MC algorithm divides a 3D scalar field into a three-dimensional grid
of imaginary cubes, where only the scalar values at the vertices of the cubes are considered.
The algorithm determines how the mesh intersects each cube and approximates the mesh
going through that cube by a set of zero or more triangles. For output, each triangle
consists of the locations and approximate gradient of the three vertices. The final output is
all triangles over the entire grid of imaginary cubes.
The insight provided by Lorenson and Cline was how they characterized the part of the
mesh passing through each cube. Each vertex of every cube is given a 1 if its value is greater
than or equal to the isovalue corresponding to the isosurface and a 0 otherwise. Thus each
cube can be given an 8-bit identification. A preconfigured lookup table is created that maps
the 256 cube identification numbers to the set of triangles that most matches the isosurface
going through cubes with the corresponding identification number. Each vertex of each
triangle is located on one of the edges of the cube that has been cut. The precise location
for the vertex is calculated by linearly interpolating the ends of the cut edge to the point of
intersection. The gradient is calculated in a similar manner, except using the derivative of
the scalar field at the ends of the cut edge instead. At the isosurface, the gradient is equal
to the derivative of the scalar field. All derivatives are calculated using central differences
along the three coordinate axes of the imaginary grid of cubes.
2.2 Flying Edges The Flying Edges (FE) algorithm [17] was designed from the MC
algorithm to perform better on multicore processors, to have better cache performance, and
to reduce the time to find connections between triangles generated. See Section 3 for a
description of how each algorithm was parallelized.
Similarly to MC, FE works on a three-dimensional grid of imaginary cubes and uses a
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preconfigured lookup table from which to determine the triangle configuration of each cube.
The location and gradient of the vertices are computed in the same way as MC.
The difference between the two algorithms lies in how the input data is processed.
Whereas MC makes one pass through all cubes, finishing with a list of triangles and associated data, FE uses multiple preprocessing steps.
The first and second preprocessing steps determine which edges are cut. The first
preproccesing step determines all edges that are cut along one dimension of the image by
accesing the isocontour values stored in the image. Choosing the correct image dimension
to work along will maximize cache performance.
Similar to the first preprocessing step, the second step determines which edges along
the other two dimensions are cut. However, instead of using the scalar values of the image,
the second preprocessing step uses additional information gained in the first preprocessing
step to determine which of the remaining edges are cut. By not going back to the image
and directly using information in the first preprocessing step, cache performance is again
being maximized. In these two steps, additional information is calculated. For a detailed
description, see [17].
After the first two preprocessing steps, the number of triangles and cut edges are known.
From that information, the size of the output is easily calculated. The third of the preprocessing steps allocates memory to contain the triangles and points. In addition, a prefix
sum is calculated so that the location in the output of each point and triangle is known.
After the three preprocessing steps, Flying Edges calculates the intersection point corresponding to each cut edge and populates the polygonal mesh the those points, the triangles
and if desired, the gradients.
3 miniIsosurface The purpose of miniIsosurface is to provide a platform for scientific
application developers to test performance of isocontouring algorithms on a wide variety of
architectures and programming models. The specific use case that application developers
will have is unknown and unknowable, so miniIsosurface must be extensible. But at the same
time, miniIsosurface must provide points of comparison. To handle this, miniIsosurface has
control implementations that are analogous to control treatments in a scientific study. The
control implementations serve as the baseline to different and novel implementations that
could be introduced by an application developer working on a larger project. To ease the
burden of creating new implementations, the control implementations of miniIsosurface are
heavily commented and use standard C++ idioms and containers.
As it is impossible to create an implementation of MC and FE with every parallel
programming model, for the purpose of this work miniIsosurface focuses on a few canonical
control implementations, namely implementations without parallelization and in OpenMP
and MPI. Marching Cubes was implemented in serial, with OpenMP and with MPI. Flying
Edges was implemented in serial, with OpenMP and on GPU using Thrust. In addition,
miniIsosurface implements a wrapper to call VTK [16] which can be specified to use either
Marching Cubes or Flying Edges. Researchers are encouraged to add implementations using
different algorithms or different programming models for further comparison.
For reference, the rest of this section details how parallelism was achieved in the control
implementations and the relative benefits and advantages.
3.1 Parallel Marching Cubes Marching Cubes was implemented in parallel by
dividing the 3D scalar image into rectangular sections. Input parameters control the size of
each section along the x, y and z dimension. Each section is then processed independently.
The output data from each section is then merged into one array.
For OpenMP, see Listing 1 for the parallelization scheme. The MPI implementation
is similar in form. Each OpenMP thread fills out local output variables points, normals
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Listing 1: Parallelization of Marching Cubes using OpenMP
// declare points, normals, triangles
#pragma omp parallel
{
// declare threadPoints, threadNormals, threadTriangles
// declare threadPointMap
#pragma omp for nowait
for(int i = 0; i < nSections, ++i)
{
// process section i of marching cubes
}
#pragma omp critical
{
// add threadPoints to points,
//
threadNormals to normals,
//
threadTriangles to triangles
}
}
// output mesh

and triangles. points and normals each contain a vector of points of the mesh. triangles
contains a vector of a triplet of indices where the indices refer to values in points and
normals. Each thread processes the sections that OpenMP assigns to it. Once all sections
are processed, the local output needs to be merged into the global output. For readability,
a simple, yet performant, way to do this was chosen. As each thread finishes filling out local
output, that output is added to the global points, normals and triangles where only one
thread at a time is permitted to add to the global output.
In Listing 1, each thread owns a threadP ointM ap. threadP ointM ap maps global edge
indices of the lattice formed by the imaginary grid of cubes to an index in threadP oints.
This is used to make sure that no duplicate points occur in the local output. However, after
merging results from different threads, points that occur along the shared boundary of sections will appear multiple times. An OpenMP implementation was created in miniIsosurface
to remove duplicate values points and normals.
Marching Cubes was not designed for the explicit purpose of parallelism and there
are a few flaws inhibiting scalability. With MC the the output size is not predetermined
so output formed in parallel must be merged, causing a parallel bottleneck and creating
duplicate points. Furthermore, output arrays cannot be correctly preallocated and may
require dynamic memory allocation.
3.2 Parallel Flying Edges Unlike Marching Cubes, Flying Edges was designed with
parallelism in mind. The four steps of FE, the three preprocessing steps and calculating the
output mesh, are each run in parallel where each step starts when the previous step finishes.
Only the third preprocessing step, which calculates a prefix sum, is not trivially parallelized
with a parallel for loop.
The GPU version took advantage of the Thrust library [8] instead of using raw CUDA.
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Using Thrust put a layer of abstraction between the GPU and the application, which eased
the implementation and readability.
A few modifictations were made to the FE algorithm to implement the GPU version. In
the GPU implementation a finer grain of parallelism was used. Insead of parallelizing over
each row of cubes indepentently as the other implementations did, the GPU implementation
parallelized over each cube. In addition, the GPU version did not calculate trim limits
(see [17]).
4 Performance Results All tests were run on Dual socket E5-2698V3 Intel Xeon
Processors with 16 cores. GPU tests were run using a single NVIDIA Tesla K80m GPU.
To compile, GCC version 4.9.3 was used, Cuda version 7.5.7, OpenMPI version 1.10.0. The
datasets [3, 1, 6, 11] are freely available.
Table 4.1: List of data sets used in tests.
Dataset
Supernova [3]
CT-Angio [1]
Stag beetle [6]
Christmas Tree [11]

x-Dim
432
512
832
512

y-Dim
432
512
832
499

z-Dim
432
321
494
512

Isovalue
0.07
100
1
1

Fig. 4.1: Marching Cubes with OpenMP speedup. The ideal line is perfect speedup.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the speedup of Marching Cubes with the four datasets using
OpenMP and MPI, respectively. The idealized line shows the line of a perfect speedup. It
is evident that the MPI code scales better than the OpenMP code. Like the OpenMP code,
the MPI tests were run on one compute node. As each code works on separate sections of
the overall image in parallel in the same way, it is expected that the performance results
are similar. Indeed, for one processor, performance results are similar, as seen in Table 4.2.
However, after reading in the image data, the MPI code copies image section data to each
processor. This is a quick operation on one compute node that may have later add benefits
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Fig. 4.2: Marching Cubes with MPI speedup. The ideal line is perfect speedup. One
compute node was used.

because storing the data in smaller data structures may increase the likelihood of cache-hits.
Increased cache hits may then be a potential source of the improved scalability in the MPI
code.
Table 4.2: Serial, OpenMP, MPI and GPU times in seconds. S stands for serial, O stands
for OpenMP, M stands for MPI and G stands for GPU. Results for OpenMP and MPI in
this table are with 32 processors.
Dataset
Supernova
CT-Angio
Stag beetle
Christmas Tree

MC S
3.36
2.74
3.56
2.34

MC O
0.810
0.876
0.856
0.630

MC M
0.390
0.262
0.331
0.234

FE S
1.18
1.08
1.44
1.52

FE O
0.248
0.258
0.482
0.313

FE G
0.409
0.362
0.987
0.411

Figure 4.3 shows the speedup of Flying Edges with the four datasets using
OpenMP. At 64 cores, roughly 3x speedup is achieved on the CT-Angio dataset. For the
GPU, Flying Edges achieved a similar 3x speedup on the CT-Angio dataset.
Figure 4.4 compares the three algorithms on the Stag Beetle dataset. Marching Cubes
OpenMP is clearly outperformed by both Marching Cubes MPI and Flying Edges OpenMP.
Even though Flying Edges OpenMP is faster on one process than Marching Cubes MPI,
they perform similarly with more processors.
The miniIsosurface miniapp also contains a wrapper that can call VTK. The results of
calling VTK with the wrapper are shown in Table 4.3. The version of VTK used was 8.0.0.
It should be stressed that the comparisons between the wrapper to VTK and miniIsosurface
may not be fair because VTK contains overhead to pipe data from input to output.
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Table 4.3: Time in seconds using the VTK wrapper in miniIsosurface. These times are not
a direct comparison to miniIsosurface implementations.
Dataset
Supernova
CT-Angio
Stag beetle
Christmas Tree

VTK MC
21.1
14.9
11.8
9.20

VTK FE
10.1
10.3
6.60
8.71

Fig. 4.3: Flying Edges with OpenMP speedup. The ideal line is perfect speedup.

Fig. 4.4: A time comparison of Marching Cubes and Flying Edges parallel implementations.
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5 Conclusions As a miniapp, miniIsosurface is designed to bridge the gap from
toy code to application code, from easily extendable to reasonably scalable. As a tool,
miniIsosurface should be used to adapt and test more complex codes to new architectures.
It has been shown that miniIsosurface does indeed scale. At the same time, the code base
is designed so that C++ programmers can understand how the algorithms are parallelized in
the various implementations. Not every possible parallel framework was used, but providing
implementations in OpenMP, MPI and GPU should pave the way to porting either of the
algorithms to other parallel frameworks.
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TOWARD A PERFORMANCE PORTABLE IMPLEMENTATION OF A
SOLVER FOR A SMALL SEPARABLE CONVEX QUADRATIC
PROGRAM CONSTRAINED BY A SINGLE LINEAR EQUALITY AND
BOUND CONSTRAINTS
AKSHAY JAIN∗ AND ANDREW M. BRADLEY†
Abstract. One subproblem in the tracer transport component of a climate simulation is shape preservation. ACME/HOMME’s shape preservation filter solves a small convex quadratic program. This report
describes an initial Kokkos-based implementation of the quadratic program solver and numerical experiments
on Intel Xeon Phi (Knights Landing) and Nvidia GPU (P100).

1

Introduction

1.1 Background The LEAPT project is an effort to help create a faster earth system climate model. The objective of this report is to outline the work done to parallelize
one of LEAPT’s components, the solve 1eq bc qp function, through the use of Kokkos.
This component solves a special set of mathematical optimization problems in LEAPT’s atmospheric tracer transport module. The tracer transport module advects chemical tracers
through the simulated atmosphere, given a flow field (wind) computed by the dynamical
equations for the atmosphere.
1.2 Kokkos Kokkos [3] is an embedded C++ library that helps software applications achieve high performance across many hardware platforms. The Kokkos programming
model contains abstractions that isolate software developers from hardware, and in particular threading, details. LEAPT uses Kokkos in its implementations of components. It uses
the Kokkos View, a multidimensional array with compile-time memory space and layout
specifications, and on-node parallel execution policies for parallel loops and reductions.
1.3 Motivation The first step to making a section of code performance portable is
to modify it to run on all architectures. The second step is to implement the most straightforward parallelization strategy, to provide baseline performance and a target for further
development. This report describes these two steps for the solve 1eq bc qp function.
2

Newton Square Root Exercise

2.1 Introduction To gain a better understanding of Newton’s method, Kokkos,
HPC, and performance analysis, Newton’s method to find a square root was implemented.
The objective is to find the square root of a large number of real, nonnegative numbers. The
parallelization strategy is to parallelize across square roots, with each square root computed
serially. This problem setup mimics the general problem of solving many cell or subcell
problems over a mesh. The solution approach is generally the baseline approach used for
problems of this type.
Newton’s method is an algorithm to find an approximate zero of a function through
iteration. Mathematically, the algorithm solves for x in f (x) = 0, where x is a nonnegative
real number and f is a sufficiently smooth scalar function of x. One method to find the
square root of a real nonnegative scalar b√is to apply Newton’s method to solve f (x) = 0,
where f (x) = x2 −b, whose solution is x = b. A variation of this approach was implemented
that uses one division operation total; this variation solves g(x) = x−2 − b−1 = 0.
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2.2 Software Narrative This section describes the software that was written to
complete this exercise.
The main method of the Kokkos C++ code starts by initializing the Kokkos library. It
then executes a command line parsing function that parses switch statements or arguments
given when the user executes the compiled C++ code. Users can input a wide variety of
arguments including “-n” for setting the number of random square roots to compute, “-r”
for the number of calculation repeats,“-1” for enabling the 1 division algorithm, and “-c” to
perform a correctness check to ensure that all calculated square roots are correct. The parser
exception handling is in place to ensure that only supported arguments were given and warns
if any run time errors occur. The main method then goes on to call a function called “run”.
This function starts by performing a unit test. This unit tester takes the square root of a
number between 0 and 1 as well as a number greater than 100. It then squares the value and
compares it to the original number. If the value is within a certain tolerance, the function
returns true and the code continues. The purpose of this is to ensure that the code is in
functional operation in the given HPC setting before any actual computations occur. The
function “run” then creates two Kokkos 1D Views, which are performance portable arrays,
based on the user input value. It then randomly generates values and fills 1 of the Kokkos
views with these values to later square root. The empty Kokkos view will later be used to
store the results from the square root calculations. The code then runs 5 full sets of square
root calculations to warm up the system in the case of the user testing on a KNL test bed.
A Kokkos class functor was written with 2 parallel for loops to utilize Kokkos to
perform multiple square roots in parallel. It is important to note what is being done in
parallel here. Newton’s method is iterative, and each square root is computed sequentially.
The parallel for loops in the code solve multiple problems in parallel. For example, the
square root of 4 and 9 could be computed simultaneously. The constructor of the class
takes in both the randomly generated Kokkos view as well as the empty one. The code then
runs 1 of the 2 parallel for loops based on the user input value. The first parallel for
loop performs Newton’s method to solve f (x) = 0. The second parallel for loop solves
g(x) = 0. The objective for the second parallel for loop is to minimize the number of
expensive divisions that will occur for better algorithm efficiency. Inside each of the Kokkos
parallel for loops are while loops that perform the Newton method iterations. These
loops terminate when the difference between the calculated value of the iteration squared
and the number being square rooted (n) are less than or equal to the value 100εn, where ε
is machine precision.
After the 5 warm up sets have been computed, the code then repeatedly calculates,
based on the user input given, the full set of square roots. Meanwhile, the code measures
the amount of time taken to do these calculations. Next, the average time per set of numbers
is computed by dividing the total time by the number of repetitions done. This value is
printed to the console. Finally, the code will perform an untimed correctness check on the
values calculated if the user enabled this feature.
2.3 Data Analysis Two of the biggest motivations behind the Newton Exercise
were to get a better understanding of different HPC platforms and performance/speedup
analysis. Thus, a universal Makefile system was created to compile the Kokkos C++ code
across different HPC systems. The Makefile includes a file called make.inc that allows
one to customize the compile command further to match a wide variety of platforms. For
example, one could set certain compile arguments in a file called make.inc.[system] and then
symbolically link this to the name make.inc. This way, the universal Makefile would know
to use the file make.inc.[system] when compiling, allowing the user to customize the compile
command with efficiency and ease. In this manner, the code was compiled across 3 different
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systems: a standard Linux workstation, Sandia’s Bowman KNL testbed, and finally Sandia’s
White GPU testbed. Furthermore, to analyze performance and speedup, a 150 line python
script was written to autonomously run the C++ Kokkos code on the different platforms
to measure the time taken vs the number of threads/cores over differently sized worksets.
The code utilized the os.popen python functionality to allow it to run and pass arguments
to the C++ code in terms of command line switches. The purpose was to collect data to
determine how the performance was scaling as the parallelization increased. Additionally,
it was to determine what kind and size of workset is best suited for parallel computing.
Across all 3 machines, the workset sizes were the following number of square roots: 10k , for
k = 1, . . . , 5. On the standard Linux workstation these worksets were repeatedly computed
over 1-4 threads. On the KNL test bed, the same was done across 68 cores (with between
1 and 4 threads/core). On the GPU test bed, the code was run with full utilization, since
there is no straightforward method to throttle the number of cores.
Then, a 300 line parsing and plotting python script was written to interpret and graph
the data collected into figures. The code utilizes matplotlib to generate its figures and takes
1-2 filepath(s) of data. The script is designed to produce 2 figures for the data input to it.
The first figure plots the number of cores or threads (depending on the data) vs log10 of the
time taken for each of the worksets. The second figure is a speedup plot that displays the
relative speedup to a single thread or core as the number of threads or cores increases. The
figure also has a reference line plotted that displays perfect thread scaling, i.e., doubling
threads cuts the time in half. The worksets are color coded in the same pattern between
the two figures. If GPU data is also given as input along with the CPU data, the results
are plotted as horizontal lines in the first figure as a point of comparison following the same
coloring pattern.
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Fig. 2.1: Results of numerical experiments carried out on Sandia’s Bowman (Intel Xeon Phi
KNL) and White (Nvidia P100) HPC systems. Solid lines are for data from KNL; dashed
lines, P100. The legend shows workset size. Reference line shows perfect core scaling.
2.4 Results Figure 2.1 shows the performance results. The results demonstrate that
GPU does not outperform KNL in smaller worksets. This is most likely due to the time taken
to initialize a GPU system outweighing the benefits given from the greater number of cores.
In small workset cases, KNL is thus more practical. Additionally, the results demonstrate
that the larger the workset, the closer KNL be to achieving perfect thread scaling. This
most likely stems from the extra latency caused from the increased communication required
to run the greater number of cores.
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3

Quadratic Program

3.1 Introduction Next, we took the existing C++ LEAPT code for
solve 1eq bc qp and rewrote it to run in parallel via the use of Kokkos. Additionally, a unit tester was created to generate and test run a wide variety of problems to
measure the performance of the parallelization.
solve 1eq bc qp is used to solve many small, independent problems. These problems
arise in two contexts in the tracer transport module. The tracer transport module must
produce tracer fields satisfying—in addition to the transport partial differential equation
in the limit of mesh refinement—the three properties of discrete mass conservation, shape
preservation, tracer consistency. Discrete mass conservation means that the amount of mass
over the Earth of a tracer is maintained to (nearly) machine precision. Shape preservation,
also called a limiter, limits the extremal values of a tracer field; these limits are often a
function of the domain of dependence of a parcel of air. Tracer consistency means that
the total air density computed by the tracer transport module is exactly the same as that
computed by the method to solve the dynamical equations. First, LEAPT follows the limiter
of [4]. This limiter yields one independent quadratic program for each tracer, at each level
of the atmosphere, for each cell. Second, a new algorithm under development in LEAPT,
which obtains the three properties above at the cost of exactly one MPI Allreduce, solves a
similar small quadratic program at each node of the reduction tree. In both context, many
small problems can be solved independently and simultaneously. Hence the reasonable first
baseline approach toward performance portability is to solve these problems in parallel,
using Kokkos Views and parallel for.
3.2 Problem Statement The function
solve 1eq bc qp solves the quadratic program (QP)
min
~
x

subject to

n
X
i=1
n
X

wi (xi − x∗i )2
ai xi = b

i=1

li ≤ xi ≤ ui ,
where wi > 0, ai > 0, li ≤ ui . This quadratic program has a convex, separable objective and is con- Fig. 3.1: The solve 1eq bc qp probstrained by one linear equality constraint and bound lem in 2 dimensions.
constraints. Hence it is a convex quadratic program.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of this quadratic program for ~x ∈ Rn , n = 2. Bochev, Ridzal, and Shashkov [1], building on the work of
Dai and Fletcher [2], show how to solve this QP efficiently. The result of their analysis
is a piecewise-linear, sigmoidal scalar equation r(λ) = 0. solve 1eq bc qp uses Newton’s
method safeguarded by bisection to solve r(λ) = 0.
3.3 Code Structure solve 1eq bc qp is written so that if the program finds a feasible solution it will return a 0 or a 1 depending on the situation. If the problem is infeasible,
the code will return a -1. If the problem took too many iterations to solve, the code returns
the value -2. Through the use of pointers and references, the code will save the optimized
values calculated to the original double vector given.
The main method of the code initializes the Kokkos library. It then executes a command
line parsing function that takes in “n’, the vector size; “np”, number of problems to generate;
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and “r”, the number of repeated calculations to do. The code then runs a function called
“run”. This function then performs a basic unit test that ensures that a generated set of
problems when solved give the proper return values.
The generated problems are stored within a Kokkos view of size np (1 + n6) where np is
the number of problems to solve and n is the size of the vectors within all problems. This
is because there are 6 vectors of size 1 and a single scalar for each quadratic program. The
problems are stored back to back within this Kokkos view and then are accessed via pointers
to the memory locations of individual vectors within problems within the view. A second
Kokkos view is also used to save the return values from the computations.
In the case of solve 1eq bc qp, the code will be given a wide variety of problems including having function inside the constraints, outside the constraints, and on the constraints
as well.
If the unit test is successful, the code generates another complete set of problems and
computes them 5 times to warm up the system in the case of the user testing on a KNL
test bed.
A Kokkos class functor was written with a single parallel for loop to utilize Kokkos
to solve multiple independent quadratic programs in parallel. Like in the square root problem, parallelization is over quadratic programs, not each problem. The constructor of the
class takes in both Kokkos views and minor information about the problems. The single
parallel for loop is designed to obtain pointers to the individual variables of a single
problem from the Kokkos view and then call the original solve 1eq bc qp code, passing
these pointers.
After the 5 warm up sets have been computed, the code then repeatedly calculates,
based on the user input given, the full set of generated problems. Meanwhile, the code
measures the amount of time taken to do these calculations. Next, the average time per set
of numbers is computed by dividing the total time by the number of repetitions done. This
value is printed to the console. Scripts from the square root problem were modified to run
and analyze this problem.
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Fig. 3.2: Results of numerical experiments with n vector size of 2. Solid lines are for data
from KNL; dashed lines, P100. The legend shows workset size.

3.4 Results Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show performance results for problem sizes n = 2
and 16, respectively. They are qualitatively similar to those for the square root problem.
They demonstrate that GPU does not outperform KNL in smaller worksets. Additionally,
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Fig. 3.3: Results of numerical experiments with n vector size of 16. Solid lines are for data
from KNL; dashed lines, P100. The legend shows workset size.

the results demonstrate that the larger the work, the closer it will be to achieving perfect
thread scaling, in terms of both workset size and n. For example, a workset of size 10,000
problems had better speedup than a workset of size 1,000 problems. Furthermore, with 68
cores, 10,000 problems of n = 16 achieved a speed up of 55 while 10,000 problems of n = 2
achieved a speed up of only 50. This phenomenon is most likely occurring due to time being
spent on actually processing the larger problems instead of latency prone communication
between cores in smaller worksets.
4 Conclusions and Future Work LEAPT’s function solve 1eq bc qp was rewritten to run on KNL and GPU, and parallelization was implemented over problems. Empirical
performance results were obtained on Sandia testbed clusters for Intel Xeon Phi (Knights
Landing) and Nvidia GPU (P100). Future work will focus on using the Kokkos team policy
to parallelize the solution of a single problem.
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EMPRESS - EXTENSIBLE METADATA PROVIDER FOR
EXTREME-SCALE SCIENTIFIC SIMULATIONS
MARGARET LAWSON∗ , JAY LOFSTEAD† , SCOTT LEVY‡ , PATRICK WIDENER§ , CRAIG
ULMER¶, SHYAMALI MUKHERJEEk , GARY TEMPLET∗∗, AND TODD KORDENBROCK††
Abstract. Significant challenges exist in the efficient retrieval of data from extreme-scale simulations.
An important and evolving method of addressing these challenges is application-level metadata management.
Historically, HDF5 and NetCDF have eased data retrieval by offering rudimentary attribute capabilities that
provide basic metadata. ADIOS simplified data retrieval by utilizing metadata for each process’ data. EMPRESS provides a simple example of the next step in this evolution by integrating per-process metadata with
the storage system itself, making it more broadly useful than single file or application formats. Additionally,
it allows for more robust and customizable metadata.

1 Introduction Aided by petascale computing, scientific simulations are generating
increasingly large data quantities. For example, production fusion reactor simulations like
XGC1 [2] can generate 256 MiB/process at O(1M) processes with an output frequency of at
least every 15 minutes over a 24 hour run, if not faster. Other data collectors, such as the
Square Kilometer Array Radio Telescope (SKA), will generate as much as 20 TB/sec when
operating at full functionality [1]. With flash-based solid state storage and other technologies
either in production use or close on the horizon, IO bandwidth limitations are becoming
less critical and the problems are shifting to finding the right data in the vast seas stored.
It is increasingly important to improve techniques to quickly locate interesting data subsets
without having to search data after it is stored. For example, one of the features of interest
for plasma in a fusion reactor is technically called a ‘blob’. These are areas of turbulence
that may be one of the sources of instability that prevent a production level fusion reactor
from being stable. Identifying these areas and being able to find them quickly after the
simulation run is complete will accelerate the time to understanding. For the SKA, labeling
different astronomical phenomena that have been discovered in a composite image will aid
astronomers in selecting which images to view or analyze rather than requiring them to do
the analysis after the fact delaying their work. Some solutions to this problem exist, but
none work well enough to be a general solution employed at large scale by computational
scientists.
The ASCR SIRIUS project is addressing this gap through several efforts. The project
provides predictable storage performance thereby giving scientists the ability to adjust their
work based on the time an operation will likely take. The project also includes extensible,
custom metadata (provided by EMPRESS) that accelerates data selection by eliminating
the need to read and scan all data and offers the potential to migrate to different storage
locations based on a utility metric. Also, prior to an analysis session, SIRIUS uses data
placement services to spread data across multiple storage tiers based on data utility and the
desired operation. And finally, SIRIUS incorporates data reduction techniques with varying,
generally minimal, information loss to aid the utility decisions.
Existing solutions to data discovery, such as HDF5 and NetCDF, eased data retrieval by
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offering rudimentary attribute capabilities that provide basic metadata. ADIOS [5] included
a first attempt at EMPRESS-like data tagging, but suffered due to scalability limitations
and overly compact storage. Other recent efforts include (FastBit) [11], Indexing [12], (AMR
querying) [13], and Kilmatic [8], but these suffered from similar issues.
EMPRESS offers two primary contributions. First, it offers fully custom, user created metadata that can be added to either a data chunk (i.e., the part a single process
produced/owns) or a variable in its entirety. Second, rather than just offering a standard POSIX-style interface to read a variable or dataset, EMPRESS has described a new
data query interface focused on data contents rather than the highest-level metadata (i.e.,
dataset number and variable name + a hyperslab). This first EMPRESS prototype extends
the scalable storage system with a SQLite [7] in-memory relational database to ease data
searching. Future work will investigate other data storage strategies in addition to many
other unanswered questions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains an overview of the
design elements and decisions. Section 3 contains the testing and evaluation information for
this first iteration of EMPRESS. Next, Section 4 is a discussion of how this met our goals.
Finally, Section 5 contains remarks about the next steps for the development of EMPRESS.
2 Design EMPRESS is built using the Faodail [9] infrastructure. Faodail offers data
management services initially conceived to support Asynchronous Many-Tasks (AMT) applications, but has since been generalized to support broader independent service and workflow
integration tasks. For this project, the data management services are being augmented with
rich metadata functionality. The base Faodail metadata is based on key-value stores driving everything through keys. Faodail is built upon the long stable and performant NNTI
RDMA communication layer from the Nessie [6] RPC library from Sandia. All of the layers
above the communication management have been replaced offering better C++ integration
as well as richer functionality. A sister submission to the ISAV workshop describes Faodail
in more detail. A future publication will explore the framework in depth.
The initial design point being explored is a series of fully independent metadata servers
that each store a portion of the metadata generated during a particular output operation.
Later reading requires that an interface layer like ADIOS queries some number of these
servers to find all of the relevant data pieces. To manage consistency, EMPRESS employs
the D2 T [3] system to manage the metadata and thereby ensure consistency and availability.
Future investigations will explore different data storage and consistency options that shift
the searching overhead to different phases (e.g., during the write or offline prior to reading),
using a distributed, consistent storage engine, and shifting from an ADIOS-type interface
to other models. The number and variety of these options are far too great to explore in
this paper and are reserved for future work.
The process of writing to or reading from the metadata servers is broken down into two
parts: the client side, which makes requests, and the server side, which stores in the local
database and executes the requests. Clients and servers are both run in parallel, and are
run on separate nodes representing a shared service on an HPC platform. For each broad
category of interaction (e.g., creating a variable or custom metadata class, inserting a chunk
or custom metadata instance, or reading all the custom metadata for a chunk) there is a
client-side function. Each function sends a message with all the needed information to the
selected server. It is important to note that EMPRESS is meant to be used with a wide
range of clients and servers. The precise upper bound of the number of clients and servers
and the ratio of clients to servers will be the subject of future testing.
The back-end data storage layer being targeted is the RADOS layer of Ceph [10]. We
link the object IDs and locations from RADOS in the metadata to reveal the exact data
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that should be read based on a particular metadata operation.
2.1 Data Storage Technique For this initial effort, each metadata server maintains
a SQLite [7] in-memory database and provides basic capabilities for adding custom, arbitrary
metadata tags and retrieving data based on these tags. In the future, EMPRESS will save
this in-memory database. The proper dividing line for a metadata system for exascale
computing is not clear. We expect O(10 Trillion) objects in a production exascale system
EMPRESS is intended to support. Not only is this too large for a single database, but it
is very large for any existing key-value system. The first step will likely use the metadata
servers to host in-memory databases for currently open data sets. How many data sets are
stored in a single set of databases is future work.
2.2 Tracked Metadata This first version of EMPRESS tracks four different broad
categories of metadata: variable information, variable chunk information (i.e., the portion of
a variable from a single process), custom metadata classes, and custom metadata instances.
2.2.1 Variable Information A category of data measured for a simulation, e.g.,
temperature or speed. Each variable entry can store an id, a name, a path (similar to the
path group hierarchy in HDF5), a version (in case the simulation recurses on an area using
different granularity), whether the variable is active (for transaction purposes), dataset id,
number of dimensions, and the global dimensions of the simulation space. Variables serve
as a catalog for the types of data stored in the database.
2.2.2 Variable Chunk Information A subdivision of the simulation associated
with a particular variable. Each chunk stores an id, its associated variable id, the storage
location of its associated data, the size of the data in bytes, and the offset of the subdivision.
For example, one part of the global temperature variable covering x:(0-199), y:(1000-1199),
z:(400-599).
2.2.3 Custom Metadata Class A category of metadata that the user adds for a
particular dataset. Each class entry stores an id, name, version, whether the class is active
(for transaction purposes), and its associated dataset number. Class entries serve as a
catalog for the types of custom metadata instances found in the database. For example, a
new metadata class might be a flag, bounding box for a region, max value for the chunk or
variable, or min value for the chunk or variable.
2.2.4 Custom Metadata Instance (attribute) A piece of metadata that is associated with a custom metadata class and a specific chunk and therefore a particular variable.
For each instance, the following are stored: instance id, associated chunk id, associated type
id, and the metadata value. For example, max = 10 for a chunk that stores temperature
data and represents a chunk in the global space with dims x:(0-199), y:(1000-1199), z:(400599) or flag = true for a chunk that stores the x component of a velocity and has dims
x:(200-399), y:(400-599), z:(1400-1599).
2.3 Interaction Examples The proposed interaction approach is more databaselike rather than POSIX API. Below, both the writing and reading API are presented.
2.3.1 Writing Example Algorithm 1 demonstrates the basic write process. Each
client writes a different portion of all variables and custom metadata classes, ensuring that
in the end each server has a copy of all of them. Each client then inserts a var chunk
per variable and the desired custom metadata instances for that var chunk, and through
this process there are chunks written for the entire simulation space for each variable. One
obvious optimization that could be made is to offer a way to insert a list of chunks and a list
of custom metadata type instances for these chunks. Missing from this example is the actual
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data storage portion itself. Sirius currently is using Ceph’s RADOS object store and data
storage would use the RADOS API. The current API is most similar to ADIOS. Since this
is intended to live behind an IO API like ADIOS or HDF5, separate calls for the metadata
and the data storage is deemed acceptable—particularly for this early investigation.
Algorithm 1 Writing algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure WriteTimestep
for all variables assigned do
md create var (...)

. Each process does this

. Write portion of all vars
for all custom metadata classes assigned do
md create type (...)
. Write portion of all custom md types
for all variables do
. Add a var chunk; get the ID
md insert chunk (...)
for all custom metadata desired do
md insert attribute (...)
. Add custom md instance

2.3.2 Reading Example The basic reading example is presented in Algorithm 2.
The initial implementation assumes that searching multiple metadata server sources for
the complete list of chunks of interest is lower server overhead than having the servers
coordinate. While this may impose more load at large scale, intelligently splitting queries
by clients and then having clients coordinate can greatly reduce the load for both the clients
and the servers. Future investigations will determine what workload split makes the most
sense for different scale levels and configurations.
Algorithm 2 Reading algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

procedure ReadData
md catalog vars (...)
for all metadata servers needed do
md get chunk(...)
for all chunks returned do
md get attribute (...)

. Each Process Does this
. Get list of vars from any server
. get all chunks in area of interest
. get the custom md instances

3 Evaluation Testing is performed on the Serrano capacity cluster at Sandia. Serrano has 1122 nodes with 36 cores/node (2 sockets each with 18 cores running 2.1 Ghz
Intel Broadwell processors). It has an Omni-path interconnect and has 3.5 GB RAM per
node. The software environment is the RHEL7 using the GNU C++ compiler version 4.9.2
and OpenMPI 1.10. Additional tests are also run on the Chama and Sky Bridge capacity
clusters at Sandia. Those show similar results and are omitted for space considerations.
We perform 5 tests for each combination of the clients and servers that have a client
to server ratio of at least 32:1. We use 1024 or 2048 client processes; 16, 32, or 64 server
processes; and either 0 or 10 custom metadata classes per dataset.
3.1 Goals The evaluation offers a proof of concept that examines the effect of client
to server ratios on writing and reading metadata, offers some raw performance numbers to
determine if the approach may be scalable for exascale-sized workloads, and demonstrates
the data query interface is capable of supporting common analysis reading operations. Fi-
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nally, it seeks to quantify the overhead of including large numbers of custom metadata items
that can accelerate later data searching.
Each test uses two datasets with 10 globally distributed 3-D arrays per dataset. A
dataset is the entirety of a single, parallel output operation, such as an analysis or checkpoint
output. For this initial test, this is sufficient to show that the approach can support more
than a single dataset. Scalability performance testing depends on many more variables than
just the number of datasets per metadata instance and is beyond the scope of this paper.
All testing configurations that include custom metadata classes have the same 10 classes
per dataset in terms of datatype for each class, name, and % of chunks containing a metadata
instance of that type. Data types for these are double (max and min), blob bounding box
(made up of 2 points, each made up of 3 doubles), a Boolean (flag), and two integers (a
range of values). The frequencies for these range from 100% for max and min while the rest
range from .1% to 25% of chunks.
The categories and frequencies of custom metadata classes, for the combinations that
include custom metadata classes, are shown in Figure 3.1. Note: on average there are 2.641
custom metadata instances per chunk. These metadata classes and frequencies were chosen
to estimate normal use. More classes and higher frequencies can easily be supported.

Fig. 3.1: Various custom metadata items used.
A minimum of 5 runs of each configuration are performed. At the end of the testing,
a client gathers all of the timing information and outputs it to a file. A server does the
same, also outputting information about the storage sizes of the SQLite3 databases. Each
time point is recorded using a high resolution clock that outputs the current time to the
nanosecond. The distribution of custom metadata instances and their data values were
randomized using a random seed generator with the seed being the client’s rank.
3.2 Process Each subsequent subsection describes how a different phase of the testing is performed.
3.2.1 Writing Phase Each client is assigned to a server based on its rank, thereby
ensuring as close to an even number of clients per server as possible. Then, all of the
clients assigned to a given server evenly split the task of inserting the variables and custom
metadata classes, thus ensuring that each server has a copy of each variable and custom
metadata class. Each client is then assigned a unique subdivision of the simulation space
based on its rank, and inserts all chunks for this space (one chunk per variable per dataset)
and its associated custom metadata instances (2.641 attributes per chunk on average).
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3.2.2
Reading Phase Only 10% of the write-clients are used to read. Each readclient starts by connecting to each server since data is left distributed across the servers.
Because each server has a copy of the variables and custom metadata classes for each dataset,
all queries related solely to these are performed by querying only one server. For example,
retrieving a catalog of the variables or custom metadata classes stored for a given dataset.
All queries related to chunks or attributes must be sent to all servers since any chunk and
its associated attributes could be on any one of the servers.
In the reading phase, metadata is read in six different patterns that scientists are likely
to use frequently as identified in the Six Degrees of Scientific Data [4] paper. The six patterns
are: retrieving all chunks for the given dataset, retrieving all chunks for one variable for the
given dataset, retrieving all chunks for three variables for the given dataset, retrieving all
chunks intersecting a plane (performed in each dimension) for the given dataset, retrieving
all chunks in a subspace of the simulation space for the given dataset, and retrieving all
chunks intersecting a partial plane (performed in each dimension) for the given dataset.
Additionally, if the testing configuration includes custom metadata classes, the clients perform the six read patterns again on the same datasets, but after retrieving the chunks they
also retrieve all of the custom metadata instances associated with these chunks.
3.3 Results Figure 3.2 demonstrates the breakdown of the average operation time
for retrieving all of the chunks in a given area (e.g., a plane or a subspace of the simulation
space) for the 2048 client and 32 server tests with 10 custom metadata classes on Serrano.
This is representative of the breakdowns for the other ops. The graph demonstrates that, at
this stage, almost all function time (82%) is spent waiting for the server to begin processing
the client’s message. The small percentage of time spent reading from the database (11%
spent on the server’s interaction with the database) indicates that EMPRESS’ database
system and querying style are relatively efficient. Future steps will include exploring ways
to reduce the server response latency and thereby greatly increase the speed of operations.
These results are presented abstractly as percentages rather than actual timings to afford
applying these percentages to extrapolate using other techniques for different portions of
the operation execution process.

Fig. 3.2: Breakdown of chunk retrieval time.
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Figure 3.3 demonstrates how average read and write time varies across the different
configurations run on Serrano, which is representative of the clusters. This graphs provides
important insight about the scalability of EMPRESS in its current form and about the
impact of adding custom metadata instances to read and write queries. As indicated in
the graphs, when the ratio of clients to servers is held constant, there is generally either no
penalty to having more clients and servers, or there is in fact an increase in performance.
This provides promising evidence that EMPRESS will be able to maintain similar performance with larger quantities and clients and servers. As expected, the ratio of clients to
servers greatly affects performance. As indicated in Figure 3.2, almost all operation time
is spent waiting for the server to act on the client’s message. Thus, with fewer servers
to respond to client’s messages, performance is reduced. Finally, the graph demonstrates
that adding custom metadata classes and instances performs as expected by the increase
in data written and queried. On the write side, adding custom metadata means that in
addition to having 20 variables (10 per dataset, 2 datasets) and (number of clients * 20)
chunks (one chunk per client per variable), there are 20 custom metadata classes (10 per
dataset, 2 datasets) and around (2.64 * number of clients) custom metadata instances. This
is thus around 2.5 times as much data to write and insert, and around 2.5 times as many
client-server operations. Thus, EMPRESS performs remarkably well with the addition of
custom metadata, particularly on the read side.

Fig. 3.3: Time spent in reading and writing operations.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates the client-server operation times for the 7 operations used
in the write and read phase for the tests with 2048 clients, 32 servers, and 10 custom
metadata classes performed on Serrano. These runs are relatively representative of the
other configurations and clusters, excepting that average operation time varies with the
ratio of clients to servers as discussed above. The four operations used in the write phase
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are writing variables (“Create Var”), chunks (“Insert Chunk”), custom metadata classes
(“Create CMC”), and custom metadata instances (“Insert CMI”). The 3 operations used
in the reading phase are retrieving the catalog of variables (“Catalog Var”), retrieving the
chunks found in a given area (“Get Chunks”), and retrieving the custom metadata instances
for a given chunk (“Get CMI”). These times show that EMPRESS can efficiently support a
wide range of queries and custom metadata. In particular, custom metadata instances are
retrieved and inserted in around the same amount of time as chunks, and custom metadata
classes are inserted into the database even more quickly than variables. Unsurprisingly, the
longest operations are retrieving the entire variables catalog, retrieving all of the chunks for
a given area, and retrieving all of the custom metadata instances for a given chunk. All
of these require the server to read through its database for all variable, chunk, and custom
metadata instance entries respectively. Even so, with two datasets each of these operations
only takes a couple of milliseconds.

Fig. 3.4: Operation duration distributions.

4 Discussion Testing shows that EMPRESS reliably and efficiently supports a wide
variety of operations including custom metadata operations. This demonstrates that a metadata service like EMPRESS can be used to provide tools for more efficient data discovery
with the use of rich fully customizable metadata and database-like queries. In particular,
testing proves that EMPRESS can efficiently support fully custom metadata, with custom
metadata operations taking the same amount of time or less than their counterparts. Testing shows that the total impact of writing and reading custom metadata is equal to or less
than what is expected based on the number of client-server operations and data size. In
addition, there is significant room for improvement. Currently, only 10% of the total time
for reading and writing operations is spent performing the database operations on average.
The largest portion of an operation’s time (around 80% on average) is accounted for by
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latency of server response. There are many options for reducing this latency time that will
be explored in the future.
5 Conclusion and Future Work EMPRESS is in its nascent stages. Focus for
future development includes having servers write to a storage system after each output
iteration thereby handling larger datasets and a larger quantity of datasets. This will make
EMPRESS more flexible in the number and variety of servers it uses for writing vs reading.
We will also explore different methods of distributing the metadata across the servers. We
plan to make the data values stored in custom metadata instances queryable. We will also
look at further expanding custom metadata capabilities and the variety of database queries
supported. This future work will be focused on increasing EMPRESS’ flexibility, efficiency,
and scalability. Short term plans for future testing include using strong scaling, comparing
this metadata system to fixed-file metadata storage, testing custom metadata classes and
instances scalability limits, and increasing the number of clients and servers.
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Abstract. Polynomial preconditioning with the GMRES minimal residual polynomial has been shown
to be effective for serial implementations of GMRES. The preconditioner has potential to greatly reduce
orthogonalization costs, making it useful for communication reduction. We implement polynomial preconditioning in the Trilinos package Belos and show how it can be effective in both serial and parallel
implementations.

1 Introduction Analysis of mathematical models in areas such as fluid dynamics,
circuit simulation, and structural mechanics often involves a great deal of computing time
and power, much of which is devoted to solving large, sparse linear systems. The most
common algorithms for performing such solves are Krylov subspace methods, which can
have high communication costs due to the inner products and norms used to form an orthonormal basis for a Krylov subspace. This is especially true of the Generalized Minimum
Residual Method (GMRES) [9], which is applied to non-Hermitian linear systems and uses
full Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization. Because of hardware limitations, designs for modern
supercomputers often gain computing power through the addition of more processors (cores),
rather than through increases in processor clock speed. On such systems, the communication costs involved in GMRES and other solvers have potential to dominate the computation
time. Thus, several works have recently been devoted to research in communication-avoiding
Krylov subspace algorithms [4, 7, 2]. Among these algorithms are k-step methods, which
use a “matrix powers kernel” to take several steps of the Krylov method between each
communication-intensive orthogonalization.
Polynomial preconditioning is another method that has potential to reduce communication costs in Krylov solvers. Instead of performing many iterations at once, like the k-step
methods, this strategy packs more work into each iteration. With polynomial preconditioning, more matrix-vector products are used to form each basis vector before orthogonalizing,
giving GMRES more power and potential for convergence for roughly the same amount of
communication. Chebyshev and least-squares polynomials are common choices for polynomial preconditioners since they can be created so that their norms are minimized over a
given interval. Unfortunately, obtaining an effective Chebyshev or least squares polynomial
requires estimates for the extreme eigenvalues of the associated matrix, which are often
hard to obtain in practice. This is especially true for non-Hermitian linear systems where
determining the polynomial may require an estimate of the convex hull of the spectrum [8,
p. 403].
The GMRES minimum residual polynomial has also been used as a preconditioner
[5]. Due to the properties of the GMRES algorithm, this polynomial also has small norm
over the spectrum of the given matrix. Furthermore, its construction does not require any
explicit information about the spectrum, making it cheaper to obtain than a Chebyshev or
least-squares polynomial. Its simple implementation provides an additional reason to add
this preconditioner to existing solvers. This preconditioner has been shown to be effective
in several contexts: In [10], the GMRES minimum residual polynomial is used to form a
Krylov subspace with a spectrally transformed operator in order to solve for eigenvalues.
The work [5] uses this polynomial as a preconditioner for serial implementations of GMRES
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and discusses several methods of finding the polynomial. In [6], the polynomial is studied
as a preconditioner for methods IDR(s) and BiCGStab.
Trilinos [3] is a major software library that offers a variety of sparse linear solvers and
preconditioners for use on parallel architectures. However, the only polynomial preconditioners offered in Trilinos are the Chebyshev and least-squares preconditioners in the package
IFPACK. In this work, we give an implementation for the minimum residual preconditioner
in the sparse linear solvers package, Belos, and perform initial testing to validate reduction
of costs for solves with GMRES on both serial and parallel architectures. We also provide an algorithm for automatically selecting the degree of the polynomial and discuss the
advantages and limitations of that procedure.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the details of building the preconditioner and explains why this preconditioner may be effective for parallel architectures.
Details of the software implementation are provided in Section 3. Initial numerical results
for a serial implementation are given in Section 4. Section 5 contains the algorithm for
polynomial degree selection, and Section 6 follows with numerical experiments in parallel.
2 Preconditioning with the Minimum Residual Polynomial We find a polynomial p(A) and use it as a right preconditioner for the linear system Ax = b. That is, we
solve Ap(A)y = b for y and then find x = p(A)y.
To obtain the polynomial p(A) of degree m, we first build a power basis V =
[b, Ab, . . . , Am b]. Then we solve the normal equations
(AV )∗ AV y = (AV )∗ b.

(2.1)

Then the elements of y are the coefficients of p(A), that is, p(A) = ym+1 Am +ym Am−1 +· · ·+
y2 A + y1 . This method becomes unstable as the the columns of V lose linear independence,
but its results are generally sufficient for low-degree polynomials. Note that the polynomial
preconditioner can be easily combined with other preconditioners; given a preconditioned
system AM −1 x = b, we can use the operator AM −1 to form the power basis and obtain a
polynomial preconditioner for the already preconditioned system.
Notice that the coefficients of the polynomial depend on the choice of b. It is not
necessary to choose b to be the right-hand side of the system to be solved; often the choice
of a random b or a linear combination of vectors also works well. There are certain cases
where one choice may be particularly advantageous over the other, but we do not consider
those here. In this implementation, the polynomial is always generated with b chosen as the
right-hand side for the system to be solved.
The polynomial preconditioned operator Ap(A) will typically have a better spectrum for
the convergence of GMRES than that of the original matrix A; the small eigenvalues of A will
be mapped to well-separated eigenvalues of Ap(A), and other eigenvalues will be clustered
near 1. Further details on the derivation and algebraic properties of the polynomial, as well
as algorithms for more stable implementation, can be found in [5].
There are several reasons that polynomial preconditioning may be advantageous when
used in parallel computing:
1. Polynomial preconditioning is compatible with a matrix-free problem implementation. No factorization of the original matrix is required. For a degree deg polynomial, deg + 1 sparse matrix-vector products and 2 block dot products are the
only large-matrix operation used to generate the preconditioner. After the preconditioner is generated, storage requirements are minimal — only the polynomial
coefficients need to be kept in memory.
2. Implementation extends naturally to parallel architectures. Unlike with some preconditioners, such as ILU, no domain decomposition is required to obtain the
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preconditioner. The operator is applied using only sparse matrix-vector product (SpMV) operations and vector updates (axpys), which may be less resourcedemanding than preconditioners which are applied using linear solves.
3. Polynomial preconditioning is communication-avoiding since it improves convergence by using more matrix-vector products per orthogonalization, significantly
reducing the frequency of global synchronous communication.
The minimum residual polynomial preconditioner is simple to implement and provides
many possible avenues for reduction in computational costs. We demonstrate this with a
particular software implementation and with several numerical results.
3 Software Implementation Trilinos is comprised of several software packages [3].
Some packages include nonlinear solvers, finite element and finite difference solvers, and
other capabilities which interface to the packages implementing linear solvers and preconditioners. We implement our preconditioner directly in Belos, the iterative linear solvers
package, by using the capability for inner and outer solvers. This implementation provides
the advantage that it works for both Epetra and Tpetra-based linear algebra.
We define the GmresPolyPrec class in Belos. This class takes a Belos linear problem
and a polynomial degree as arguments to the constructor and computes the coefficients of
the polynomial. It forms the matrices for Eqn. 2.1 and then uses the Teuchos interface to
LAPACK routines POTRF and POTRS to compute a Cholesky factorization and solve the
system. The class also has a function to apply the preconditioner; given a vector x, the
function returns the vector p(A)x.
The GmresPolyPrecSolMgr class, which inherits from Belos’ SolverManager class, is
used so that Belos will interface to the preconditioner as it would a linear solver. The Belos
Solver Factory was modified to include the GmresPolyPrecSolMgr. This allows us to set
the polynomial preconditioner as an inner solver and GMRES as an outer solver.
4 Serial Numerical Results This section contains results from a serial build of the
Belos polynomial preconditioner. We run restarted GMRES with ICGS[2] orthogonalization
(classical Gram-Schmidt applied twice). Thus, each orthogonalization step requires two
block dot products and one norm. (We count this as three dot products per iteration in
the figures to follow.) We consider the algorithm to be converged when the relative residual
norm is less than 1 × 10−8 . The examples in this section vary in the choice of right-hand
size and in the maximum subspace size chosen for GMRES.
For all tests in this section, we use the matrix e20r0100 from Matrix Market, a real
nonsymmetric matrix of size n = 4241 from fluid dynamics. This matrix is sparse with
about .73% nonzeros and an average of 31 nonzeros per row. It is fairly ill-conditioned with
a condition number estimate (per Matrix Market) of 2.15 × 1010 . This matrix proves to
be extremely difficult for GMRES and, in practice, may be best addressed using a direct
solver. However, it is representative of the difficulties that one may encounter in GMRES,
and these concepts extend to larger problems where Krylov solvers are likely to be the first
route of attack.
Example 4.1. In this example, we choose a maximum subspace size of 50 and a
right-hand side b formed from a randomly generated solution x. Figure 4.1 shows residual
norm convergence for unpreconditioned GMRES (indicated by deg = 0), and polynomial
preconditioned GMRES for p(A) of degrees 3, 5, 7, and 10. Convergence in relation to
matrix-vector products is shown on the left, and convergence relative to inner products is
shown on the right. It takes deg + 1 SpMVs and two block inner products to create the
preconditioner. Each preconditioned iteration requires deg + 1 matrix-vector products and
three inner products (one of which is used for obtaining a norm).
For non-preconditioned GMRES, convergence stalls at a relative residual norm of
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Fig. 4.1: Relative residual norm convergence for polynomial-preconditioned GMRES. The
matrix is e20r0100. The results demonstrate convergence for p(A) of degrees 3, 5, 7, and 10.
Degree 0 indicates no preconditioning. The graph on the left shows residual norms versus
matrix-vector products. On the right, convergence is shown in terms of dot products.

4.49 × 10−5 . It is somewhat surprising that the relative residual improves by four orders
of magnitude before stalling out. The reason for this initial convergence may be that the
right-hand side has smaller components in the direction of the difficult eigenvalues, making
it easier for the solver to progress. Polynomial preconditioning of degree 3 helps to improve
the convergence greatly, but only a small improvement in matrix-vector products is gained
by using higher degree polynomials. For degree 3, 10185 SpMVs are used, while degree 10
used 7525 SpMVs. Thus degree 10 uses about three-fourths the matrix-vector products of
degree 3. Dot products, on the other hand, show a much more significant improvement
when increasing the polynomial degree. Preconditioning with degree 3 requires 7484 dot
products, and degree 10 requires only 2006, about one-fourth that of degree 3. This is a
significant reduction in operations requiring global communication. Starting with degree
12, the additional polynomial coefficients become so small that convergence is almost identical to that of degree 10. It is interesting that the degree 5 polynomial often has slightly
worse convergence in terms of SpMVs than the degree 3 polynomial. Perhaps the degree 5
preconditioned operator has a slightly worse spectrum.
Example 4.2. Next, we use polynomial preconditioned GMRES on the same matrix
with a more difficult right-hand side. This time, the right-hand side itself is randomly
generated, as opposed to creating a right-hand side vector using a randomly generated
solution. Note that this gives us a different set of polynomials than in Example 4.1, since
the polynomial coefficients depend on the vector b used to generate them. We continue to
limit the Krylov subspace dimension to 50. This is a much harder problem for GMRES.
With no preconditioning, the relative residual norm only improves by about one order of
magnitude before stalling out. Results are shown in Figure 4.2. This time we see a distinct
improvement when raising the degree of the polynomial. A polynomial of degree 3 reaches
a residual norm of 10e − 6 in about 800000 matrix-vector products. Degree 5 converges to
10e − 8 in 859993 SpMVs, and degree 10 gives the most improvement, converging in 517452
matrix-vector products. The decrease in dot products is more substantial. The degree
5 problem converges in 421559 dot products, while the degree 10 problem only requires
138350. This is just over three times improvement from degree 5 to degree 10, and a stark
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Fig. 4.2: Residual norm convergence for the matrix e20r0100 with a random right-hand side.
Subspace size = 50. Degree 0 indicates no preconditioning. All tests were run to 200000
max iterations.

difference from the non-preconditioned problem which stagnated.
Considering the eigenvalues of matrix A and those of the preconditioned operator helps
to explain the improvement from polynomial preconditioning. Figure 4.3 shows the eigenvalues of the matrix A. All the eigenvalues lie in the right half of the complex plane.
Observe that the eigenvalues lie very tightly clustered near the origin. This is problematic
for GMRES because components of the residual associated with small eigenvalues are difficult to eliminate. The largest eigenvalue of A has magnitude of about 13.0567. The matrix
has 1199 eigenvalues (out of 4241) with magnitude less than 1/10000 of that of the largest
eigenvalue. Thus, about 28% of the eigenvalues lie very near the origin. In addition to the
smallest 1199, the next 225 eigenvalues have magnitude greater than 0.0130567 but less than
1.30567. With a preconditioner p(A) of only degree 3, there is much improvement: there is
only one eigenvalue of Ap(A) that has magnitude less than 1/10000 of that of the largest
eigenvalue of Ap(A). (Even in this case, 1199 of the eigenvalues of Ap(A) have magnitude
less than 1/1000 of the largest eigenvalue.) By degree 10, the ratio of the smallest to largest
eigenvalue is increased from 1.07e − 7 with no preconditioning to 3.273e − 6. With this
polynomial, there are only 803 eigenvalues with magnitude less than 1/1000 of that of the
largest eigenvalue.
Example 4.3. In this final example with matrix e20r0100, we use the same righthand side (and thus the same polynomials) as Example 4.2, but we increase the maximum
subspace size to 100. Results are shown in Figure 4.4. With the larger subspace, GMRES
quickly gains about two orders of magnitude in accuracy and is able to continue making
steady progress with the difficult right-hand side. If the convergence for non-preconditioned
GMRES continues at in this manner, we estimate that it would converge in about 1335530
matrix-vector products or about 3966900 dot products. The preconditioned problem with
degree= 3 converges at a much faster rate; we estimate that it will converge in about 468222
matrix-vector products or 347685 inner products. Even a polynomial preconditioner of very
low degree helps this problem converge with about one-tenth the global communication cost
of no preconditioning. The degree 5 problem converges at a cost of 147421 SpMVs and 72974
dot products. With degree 10, the cost is 40008 SpMVs and 10799 dot products. Thus, we
gain about 2.5 orders of magnitude in improvement of global communication calls versus
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Fig. 4.3: Eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix Ap(A) where A is the matrix e20r0100.
As the degree of p(A) increases, the eigenvalues are more clustered around 1 and more
loosely scattered near zero.

no preconditioning. With that comes approximately one and a half orders of magnitude
improvement in matrix-vector products, reducing processor-to-processor communication as
well.
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Fig. 4.4: Residual norm convergence in terms of matrix-vector products for the matrix
e20r0100 with a random right-hand side. Subspace size = 100. Degree 0 indicates no
preconditioning.

5 A Degree Selection Strategy Using a polynomial preconditioner can result in a
decrease in the number of SpMVs required to obtain a solution, but this is not always the
case. In communication-reducing applications, it may be beneficial to perform extra matrixvector products in order to avoid operations that require synchronous global communication.
Raising the degree of the polynomial preconditioner means performing more SpMVs per
orthogonalization step, and while this often results in a better preconditioner, it can also
reach a point of diminishing returns. It may be difficult for the user to determine when it is
best to stop raising the polynomial degree. Many linear problems are stored so that SpMVs
and axpys only require communication with neighboring processors. Thus, inner products
and norms, which require global communication, will be much more expensive in terms of
solve time. In this case, polynomial preconditioning can still help reduce total solve time
even if the expense in SpMVs is increased.
We ran serial tests on several different matrices to determine the effects of raising the
polynomial degree. All tests were performed with a right-hand side generated by a random
solution vector and a maximum subspace size of 50. Matrices bwm2000, orsirr1, s1rmq4m1,
and e20r0100 can be obtained via Matrix Market. The matrix BiDiag1, with n = 2000, has
1, 2, . . . 2000 on the diagonal and 0.05 on all elements of the superdiagonal. Matrix BiDiag2,
with n = 5000, has 0.1, 0.2, . . . 0.9, 1, 2, . . . 4991 on the diagonal and 0.2 on all elements of
the superdiagonal.
Figure 5.1 shows the number of SpMVs required to reach convergence of 1e − 8 for
polynomial preconditioners p(A) of degrees 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20. Results for no preconditioning correspond to degree 0 on the plot. Figure 5.2 shows the corresponding number of
inner products required for convergence. (This figure counts one inner product for each of
two passes of Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization and one inner product for the needed norm.)
For matrices bwm2000 and e20r0100, convergence stagnates with no preconditioning. The
problem with e20r0100 first converges with the preconditioner of degree 3, and the bwm2000
system first converges with degree 10.
The results indicate that preconditioning is more likely to reduce matrix-vector products
for difficult problems than for simpler ones. Observe that for the almost-diagonal matrix
BiDiag1, matrix-vector products increase with preconditioning, even for degree 3. For ma-
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Fig. 5.1: The number of SpMVs required to reach convergence for several preconditioned
matrices with different polynomial degrees. Subspace size is 50.
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Fig. 5.2: Total number of dot products (inner products plus norms) from orthogonalization
for several preconditioned matrices with different polynomial degrees. Subspace size is 50.

trices e20r0100, bwm2000, and s1rmq4m1, which required the most SpMVs, the expense
of SpMVs decreases with preconditioning up until degree 10. For the other two problems,
the number of SpMVs decreases slightly for very low-degree polynomials and begins to rise
again. In spite of this, the number of SpMVs with preconditioning is still less than that of
no preconditioning up until the degree 12.
Unlike with SpMVs, polynomial preconditioning is consistent in reducing the number
of inner products for all problems in Figure 5.2, regardless of difficulty. By the time the
polynomial degree is increased to 10, the number of inner products has decreased by ap-
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Fig. 5.3: Coefficients for the polynomial p(A) generated with the matrix s1rmq4m1 and a
random solution x.

proximately an order of magnitude or more for all problems. However, after degree 10,
the number of inner products remains constant while the number of SpMVs is increasing.
Further investigation reveals that this is due to the polynomial coefficients.
With a power basis implementation to find the polynomial coefficients, we found that
after a certain point, raising the degree of the polynomial only created new coefficients
of insignificant magnitude. This may be due to the fact that the roots of the GMRES
residual polynomial 1 − Ap(A) are Harmonic Ritz Values, which converge to eigenvalues of
the operator A as GMRES builds a bigger subspace. An example of these coefficients for
the matrix s1rmq4m1 is shown in the table in Figure 5.3. Notice that for degrees 10, 12,
and 15, the first eleven polynomial coefficients remain the same. The additional coefficients
in the polynomials of degrees 12 and 15 are so near zero that they do not provide any
additional information. This explains why the degree 12 and degree 15 preconditioners give
no improvement in cost over the degree 10 preconditioner. In fact, they are more expensive
due to the extra SpMVs incurred with a near-zero coefficient. Polynomial coefficients for
the other matrices tested followed a similar trend, becoming very small at high degrees.
We observe that the appearance of near-zero coefficients corresponds with a positive
return value inf o in the LAPACK function POTRF when forming the polynomial. In
POTRF, if inf o > 0, this means that the matrix to factor [(AV )∗ (AV ), in our case] is
not positive definite, and the factorization could not be completed [1]. Of the six matrices
discussed in this section, three first give positive return values starting with degree 10, and
the other three examples begin to give errors at degree 12. It is interesting that despite
this error, all coefficients are still computed. In other examples, NaNs were computed for
coefficients after the LAPACK error occurred and the polynomial degree was raised too
high.
This leads us to conjecture that the best polynomial preconditioner constructed with
the power basis method will likely be the highest degree that can be constructed without
a LAPACK error. Based on the examples above, this polynomial seems likely to minimize
the number of inner products, norms, and axpys while avoiding extra SpMVs as much as
possible. This strategy can be easily implemented for automatic degree selection.
It is worth noting that there are examples where this degree selection strategy fails. In
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one such example, using the matrix Sherman5 from Matrix Market, a lower degree polynomial works better than the one auto-selected. The matrix Sherman5 is indefinite, which
makes it an extremely difficult problem for GMRES. The polynomial of degree 7 was a very
successful preconditioner for this matrix because the spectrum of Ap(A) was entirely in the
one side of the complex plane. With higher degree polynomials, however, the matrix Ap(A)
was once again indefinite and GMRES did not converge. In this case, LAPACK errors do
not occur until near degree 15. In such instances, it may be best to take the auto-selection
degree as an upper bound and try to obtain results with lower-degree polynomials.
6 Parallel Numerical Results Experiments in this section were performed using
the Kodiak cluster at Baylor University. We worked with the cluster’s 64 Cray regular
compute nodes, which each have dual 18-core Intel E5-2695 V4 (Broadwell) processors and
256GB RAM. All tests were completed using only one node.
Example 6.1. This example comes from an Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) problem of size n = 117289. We use a maximum subspace size of 500 and a relative residual tolerance of 1e − 8. Unless otherwise indicated, results were obtained using 8
MPI processes. For most applications, we would expect to combine polynomial preconditioning with another preconditioner, but for this linear system, GMRES converges (albeit
slowly) without preconditioning. Even so, this example illustrates the scaling potential of
polynomial preconditioning.
In solving this problem, Belos sometimes gave errors for loss of accuracy (LOA). Such
errors occur when the estimated residual norm diverges from the true residual and the solver
stops before the true residual reaches the requested tolerance. For this problem, LAPACK
threw errors when generating polynomials of degree higher than 8, so we do not consider
those. For polynomials of degree 7 and 8, GMRES does not converge at all. Thus, autodegree selection would have been unsuccessful for this problem since a degree 8 polynomial
would have been chosen. For degrees 3, 4, and 5, the residual converges to less than 1.2e − 6,
but Belos stops with an LOA error. Polynomials of degrees 1, 2, and 6 do give improvement;
results are shown in Figure 6.1.
Without preconditioning the problem is solved in 20569 iterations, requiring 20613
matrix-vector products and 61707 dot products. Degree 2 preconditioning gives substantial
improvement, converging in 11728 SpMVs and 11699 dot products. With degree 6, the
problem is solved with only 10088 matrix-vector products, about half that of the original
problem. Convergence is attained with 4310 dot products, which is only about 7% of the
dot products required for no preconditioning.
Next, we consider the scaling of the polynomial preconditioned problem of degree 6 over
different numbers of MPI processes, all on one node. Figure 6.2 demonstrates the strong
scaling of the problem in terms of total solve time. So if np denotes the number of MPI
processes, strong scaling equals solve time for np = 1 divided by solve time with np = x for
x = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. When increasing to 2 and 4 processors, we have near-perfect scaling,
but the effects of scaling begin to taper off with 8 processes. Note that for 16 processes,
Belos stopped with an LOA error and only converged to 2.08e − 6. With only one process,
the solve time for the degree 6 preconditioned problem is 152.3 seconds. With two processes,
this decreases to 75.93 seconds, and falls to 12.12 seconds with 32 processors.
Polynomial preconditioning was especially effective for this particular example compared with other circuit problems tested. For several such matrices, LAPACK gave instability warnings for very low-degree polynomials, and the effect of the preconditioner was
inconsequential. For other ASIC problems, preconditioning made convergence worse. More
experiments are needed to determine if polynomial preconditioning would be more effective
in these cases if combined with other preconditioners such as algebraic multigrid or ILU.
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Fig. 6.1: Residual norm convergence of GMRES in terms of matrix-vector products (left)
and dot products (right) for ASIC matrix of size n = 117289 with different degrees of
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Fig. 6.2: Total solve time for circuit matrix of n = 117289 with polynomial preconditioning
of degree 6 over different numbers of processors on one node. Note that there was loss of
accuracy for the run with 16 processes.

7 Conclusion We have shown many examples where polynomial preconditioning can
be effective in improving the convergence of GMRES and decreasing the number of operations requiring communication. Much work remains to determine its scaling potential and
effectiveness when combined with other preconditioners. It may also be worthwhile to investigate more stable implementations of the polynomial to see if higher degree polynomials
can be generated that will be more effective.
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GEOMETRIC MULTIGRID IMPLEMENTATION IN MUELU
PETER B. OHM∗ , LUC BERGER-VERGIAT† , AND RAY S. TUMINARO‡
Abstract. Here we will discuss the modification made to the Pamgen mesh generation package to allow
it to interface with MueLu’s geometric interpolation capabilities. The modifications allow for geometric
properties needed by MueLu’s geometric interpolation to be extracted from the mesh. We also discuss
methods to handle non-conforming interfaces between blocks that may arise through coarsening. A method
using a “donor” and a “master” block and a method using direct concatenation of transfer operators are
investigated.

1 Introduction The Trilinos/MueLu package is primarily centered on algebraic
multigrid and fully unstructured meshes [3]. Traditionally, unstructured finite element capabilities have been the primary focus at Sandia and so MueLu is well suited for this class of
problems. However, there has been a recent increased interest in structured calculations. A
fully structured computation would be one employing a mesh that is logically rectangular.
From a computational efficiency perspective, structured meshes offer a number of significant
potential advantages on advanced architectures including simpler matrix formats, less indirect addressing, less memory bandwidth, less communication, facilitation of vectorization,
and amenability to highly efficient kernel development for special hardware (e.g., GPUs).
In addition to these architectural advantages, structured meshes provide a number of attractive algorithmic possibilities for multilevel methods including special algorithms such as
black-box multigrid, geometric multigrid and the possibility to perform line smoothing to
address anisotropic problems [2, 4]. These possibilities can not only improve the solver’s
convergence/robustness, but they often reduce fill-in on coarser grids and have a significantly simplified setup procedure, which is consequently easier to optimize on advanced
architectures.
While fully structured meshes are not suitable for most Sandia applications, many
simulation capabilities could instead employ partially structured meshes. In this project,
we focus on providing capabilities for block structured meshes. This important class of
meshes is employed in Sandia’s SPARC hypersonic capability. Block structured meshes
are formed by gluing together multiple fully structured meshes (i.e., logically rectangular
meshes). In this work, we assume that these meshes are conforming. That is, the grid points
from multiple structured regions align or coincide where they meet at an interface, though
the face where two regions interface might be only a subset of each region’s face (e.g., see
Figure 2.1). While the finest level meshes conform, the regular coarsening of each region
does create some non-conforming issues on coarse grids. More generally, there are a number
of issues in trying to adapt the fully unstructured MueLu code so that it can leverage the
unique features of block structured meshes. In this work, we focus on adapting a MueLu
structured geometric capability to the block structured meshes. This paper describes the
development of a driver capability for this feature, some of the “glue” support necessary
to interface with MueLu, and some of the broader issues associated with addressing nonconformal issues on coarse grids.
2 Pamgen Mesh Generation The Pamgen package was chosen to develop structured meshes suitable for a discretization procedure [1]. Initially, the focus was on developing
fully structured meshes and interfacing this with MueLu’s geometric interpolation capability. Specifically, geometric multigrid as implemented in MueLu handles logically rectangular
∗ Tufts
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meshes and is compatible with structured meshes generated using the Pamgen package. The
geometric multigrid implementation is able to handle each standard Pamgen mesh type except for the radial trisection which creates a mesh containing an unstructured region.
Pamgen has been modified to provide geometric mesh information in the form of the
number of nodes per direction when the mesh is logically rectangular. This mesh structure
information is needed by MueLu’s geometric interpolation schemes in order to coarsen automatically and generate grid transfers. This mesh information is accessed in the same way
more standard Pamgen mesh information is accessed using the functions detailed below.
These functions are declared in the header file pamgen im ne nemesisI l.h and defined in
the Pamgen file im ne c interface l.C.
• im ne get num ijk l: This function populates storage that specifies the number of
nodes in the i, j, and k directions on an entire block.
• im ne get local num ijk l: This function populates storage that specifies the
number of nodes in the i, j, and k directions on the subset of a block that is
local to the current rank.
• im ne get global ijk l: This function populates storage telling you the minimum
an maximum global i, j, and k values on a the subset of a block that is local to the
current rank.
When Pamgen is used to construct meshes in parallel, the overlapping nodes between
regions are assigned to the lowest rank processor on the interface. This means that rank
0 will own all of its nodes, while rank 1 will own all its nodes except for those nodes that
lie on the interface between rank 1 and rank 0. Pamgen numbers nodes lexicographically
on each rank, starting at the lowest rank. As a result the global numbering of nodes on a
block is, in general, not lexicographic. A global lexicographical ordering can help to reduce
communication between processors by making it easier to track adjacency of nodes.

Fig. 2.1: An L-shaped mesh generated using Pamgen.

When dealing with complicated geometries or multi-block structures, such as Figure 2.1,
multiple mesh specifications can be provided in the input XML file and “glued” together
using Pamgen’s nodesets. This is done by giving node set IDs that correspond to the
processor rank of the abutting block face. The node sets must be specified so that only
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the subset of a face that is a shared interface is contained within the nodeset. The actual
“gluing” occurs in the driver. The driver is used to adjust the local i, j, and k indexing
to account for any node overlap on the shared interfaces both between abutting blocks and
between abutting ranks on a given block. A commented example of an XML input file for
an L-shape domain can be found with the code.
To interface with MueLu the user or driver needs to provide the total number of i, j,
k indices per dimension on the block as a whole, as well as the local number per direction
on the current rank. The user must also provide processor and block layout information.
This is comprised of the rank, block ID in the multi-block case, global i, j, k values for the
minimum and maximum nodes on a the rank, and the minimum global node ID on the rank.
Using this layout information it is possible to construct a global lexicographical ordering for
the nodes on a block.
Table 2.1 shows numerical results for a mesh generated using Pamgen and solved using
geometric multigrid in MueLu. The example problem being solved is Poisson’s equation,
with the exact solution of

u(x, y, z) = sin(πx) sin(πy) sin(πz) exp(x + y + z)

(2.1)

The problem was set up on a structured rectangular mesh of a unit cube. MueLu’s geometric
multigrid was used as a preconditioner for the Belos GMRES as the solver. The smoother
was a single sweep of Jacobi with a damping factor of 0.9. Using a coarsening rate of two,
the mesh was coarsened until the striffness matrix on the coarsest level had fewer than 10
rows. The resulting coarse level was then solved using an ILU factorization. As we can see
from Table 2.1, the number of iterations needed for convergence is constant with respect to
changes in mesh size, as one would expect.

Table 2.1: Iteration count for MueLu’s geometric multigrid as a preconditioner for GMRES.
Degrees of Freedom
8000
64000
512000
4096000

Iterations
6
7
7
7

3 Non-Conforming Interfaces For a mesh that is comprised of multiple blocks it
is possible that, through coarsening, we end up with an interface on which the coarse points
are not aligned between regions, as shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3. Cases such as this
requires special treatment as a traditional geometric multigrid approach is no longer able
to proceed from such a mesh.
We will discuss methods to proceed beyond a two-level method using Figure 3.1 as
an example. We begin by constructing the standard interpolation operator for the blocks
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Fig. 3.1: Multiple blocks coarsening scheme, • represents coarse nodes on the lower block,
represents coarse nodes on the upper block. Coarse nodes colored in red need special
treatment for inter-block coupling.
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where P0 corresponds to the black block, or block 0, and P1 corresponds to the the blue
block, or block 1. For an operator P on a block, each row corresponds to a fine point and
each column corresponds to a coarse point. The row values are the interpolation coefficients
used to compute the values at the fine points based on the values at the coarse points, thus
the values in the rows must sum to one.
From this point we have multiple ways to further coarsen. The first approach we will
discuss is to use a donor scheme. Choose a “donor” block whose coarse points will be
interpolated between the coarse nodes on the abutting main block. For this example, choose
block 0, the black block, to be the main block and block 1, the blue block, to be the donor
block. We want to interpolate the interface coarse points, red cubes, on block 1 to the
interface coarse points on block 0. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Consider the first
column of P1 , which corresponds to the coarse point labeled ‘8’ in Figure 3.2. We want to
interpolate this coarse point between the coarse points labeled ‘3’ and ‘4’ on block 0. To do
this we want to split the first column of P1 into two columns one corresponding to coarse
point 3 and the other to coarse point 4. The values in each of these new columns will be
half of the first column of P1 , reflecting that the value of the third grid point basis function
is a half at the eighth grid point. The same process is repeated for the second column of P1
corresponding to coarse point 9, interpolating it between coarse points 4 and 5. Summing
together the two columns that relate to coarse point 4 for block 1, the resulting modified
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Fig. 3.2: Multiple blocks coarsening scheme, • represents coarse nodes and
“donor” coarse nodes from the blue mesh-block to the black mesh-block

interpolation operator on block 1 given in by
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Merge the interpolation operator P10 with P0 , averaging the rows that overlap (indicated
in red). The resulting interpolation operator is given by
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The downside of donor approach is that the coarse level is no longer comprised solely
of quadrilateral elements, as the elements of the “donor” block will be triangular on the
interface, e.g., the triangular element formed from indices 3, 6, and 4 in Figure 3.2. The
resulting lack of geometric regularity makes further coarsening more difficult.
The second option is to keep all the coarse nodes on the interface, effectively concatenating the prolongation matrices of the abutting blocks. Here the columns of P0 and P1 are
concatenated. The interpolation operator is averaged for any rows that have contributions
from both blocks. In this example, the values in red rows are half those of the original P0
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and P1 . The resulting transfer operator is
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This operator has the advantage that the geometric structure is preserved on each block,
i.e., further coarsening is possible.
Figure 3.3 shows an example mesh which has non-conforming coarse points between
blocks that we would like to further coarsen. For interpolation on the mesh we construct the

coarsening

Fig. 3.3: Multiple blocks coarsening scheme, • represents coarse nodes on the lower block,
represents coarse nodes on the upper block. Coarse nodes colored in red need special
treatment for inter-block coupling.

interpolation operators as we would normally on each block. To combine the interpolation
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operators we interpolate between the red coarse nodes on the interface. This results in
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The general strategy used here is to select the coarse points normally on each block and
then interpolate between the coarse points that lie on the interface. The coarse nodes on
this coarsest level will be the expected coarse nodes for each block as if each block were
coarsened individually. This process can then be repeated on subsequent levels.
Comparing the concatenation method with the donor method we can see that there is
not that much of a difference between the two methods for constructing the interpolation
operator on a non-conforming interface. The concatenation method and the donor method
preform equally well as two level methods. As we can see in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 the
convergence rate of both methods scales appropriately with problem size.

Fig. 3.4: Here is the convergence rate and residual for the two level scheme using the donor
method. The test problem for this plot is the Poisson like equation ∆u = 0 with random
initial guess. The test problem was written in Matlab.

The algorithmic simplicity of the concatenation method compared to the donor method
makes concatenation a more appealing choice. Further, the donor method is not symmetric
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Fig. 3.5: Here is the convergence rate and residual for the two level scheme using the
concatenation method. The test problem for this plot is the Poisson like equation ∆u = 0
with random initial guess. The test problem was written in Matlab.

in the sense that the resulting transfer operator changes depending on the choice of “master”
region and “donor” region. This is problematic as one then has to know how to best choose
a “donor” region.
Figure 3.6 shows a comparison between using the two level method versus the three
level method with concatenation. There is modest convergence degradation between the
two level and the three level method that is concerning and requires further investigation.
However, these results may not be indicative of how the three level method will compare to
the two level method for larger problems as these tests were run on problems consisting of
only 65 degrees of freedom.

Fig. 3.6: Here is the relative residual for both the two level and three level methods using
concatenation as the transfer operator in the multigrid solver. The test problem for these
plots is the Poisson like equation ∆u = 0 with random initial guess and an initial mesh with
65 degrees of freedom. The test problem was written in Matlab.
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4 Conclusions Here we have discussed the modifications made to the Pamgen mesh
generation package to allow it to interface with MueLu’s geometric interpolation capability.
The modifications are comprised of additions to allow users to access more of the structural
data of the mesh, primarily the number of nodes per dimension as well as the global i, j,
k values for the minimum and maximum local node on a rank. Through the use of the
nodesets on Pamgen meshes it is possible to construct multi-block and other complicated
geometries by glueing together multiple mesh specifications.
We have also discussed two possible methods to handle non-conforming shared interfaces
that may arise through coarsening of the mesh. Both a “donor-master” scheme and a
concatenation scheme were investigated. The concatenation method was chosen due to
its algorithmic simplicity and its conservation of geometric structure, allowing for further
coarsening. Further coarsening of the concatenation method, turning it from a two level
method to a three level method, showed modest convergence degradation, a result that
requires further investigation.
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PARALLELIZATION OF AN EXPLICIT DYNAMICS SOLID MECHANICS
CODE USING MPI
J.A. PEREZ∗ AND D.J. LITTLEWOOD†
Abstract. Parallelization is a key element in large-scale computational simulation. In solid mechanics
simulations, parallelization is achieved through a geometric decomposition of the domain into a set of
partitions, each of which is mapped onto a compute node or similar hardware resource. Communication
among parallel ranks is then required to synchronize data at partition boundaries. In this work we explore
three approaches for carrying out this synchronization under the MPI Execution Model. The first method,
which used an Allreduce operation over all ranks in the global MPI communicator, is the naive method
for synchronization. This method is presented to motivate an understanding of the state of the simulation
before and after this synchronization step. The second method involves pairwise communication between
all ranks that shared nodes, in which each rank in the pair sends its half of the data for the shared nodes,
and then each carries out the reduction. The third method identifies all groups of ranks, or cliques, in which
every rank in the group shares the same set of nodes with every other rank in the group. Ranks carry out
the reduction step by calling Allreduce on the MPI communicator associated with each clique among the
cliques that rank belongs to. This last approach scaled well and with little variation in runtime.

1 Introduction This work focuses on efficient methods for the parallelization of solid
mechanics codes using MPI. It was carried out as part of the ATDM Technology Demonstration Project, which is part of the ASC ATDM Level 2 Milestone #6015: Asynchronous
Many-Task Software Stack Demonstration [2].
The purpose of this work was to produce an explicit dynamics solid mechanics code
with the capacity to use alternatively MPI or DARMA to run simulations. It was built
to establish a fair comparison between MPI and DARMA. In order to attain an accurate
baseline, the MPI section of this code has to achieve a level of efficiency and scalability that
is representative of a production finite element code.
The computational cost of a parallelized simulation is a combination of the maximum
cost to compute one time-step on a single rank, and the time to synchronize all ranks.
In a solid mechanics code, the object being simulated is decomposed into partitions, and
each partition is assigned to a rank. Under the MPI Execution model, there is a one-toone correspondence between ranks and partitions, however under the DARMA execution
model, the initial decomposition is more fine-grained and a single rank may be assigned
multiple partitions in order to allow DARMA to manage tasks as efficiently as possible.
This synchronization step necessarily involves a communication (in which data are both
sent and received) between any pair of ranks that have been assigned either face-adjacent,
edge-adjacent, or corner-adjacent partitions. This is necessary to accurately propagate
internal forces over partition boundaries.
2 Solid Mechanics Solid mechanics concerns itself with the physical behavior of
solid objects modeled as continuous bodies. Computational solid mechanics simulations
can be roughly divided into static solid mechanics problems and dynamic solid mechanics
problems.
Static solid mechanics simulations are executed under the assumption of static equilibrium, meaning that the net force on any point in the body is zero. These simulations are
usually used to calculate internal stresses in order to ensure structural integrity or stability.
A static solid mechanics problem assumes the system is at equilibrium, and it purposefully
neglects waves or other vibrations that might propagate through the structure.
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In contrast to this, dynamic solid mechanics simulations do not assume static equilibrium, and instead allow for nonzero accelerations such as those resulting from the propagation of waves through the object. Example applications include modeling a rocket during
launch to ensure that it remains intact; modeling the behavior of a medical implant to
ensure that it performs as expected; or modeling an airplane wing to ensure its structural
integrity under both moderate and extreme flight conditions.
Solid mechanics problems are governed by the well-known equations of motion, given
in index notion by
ρüi = σij,j + bi ,

(2.1)

with displacement and traction boundary conditions given by
ui = gi

on

Γgi

σij nj = hi

on

Γhi ,

and initial conditions given by
u̇i (x, t) = u̇io (x)

at

t = 0.

Here, u denotes displacement, u̇ is velocity, ü is acceleration, (),j indicates the spatial
∂()
, ρ is density, σ is stress, b is an external body force, Γg and Γh are the
derivative ∂x
j
domain boundaries over which displacement and traction boundary conditions are applied,
respectively, and u̇o (x) are initial velocity values defined over the domain as a function of
position, x. The weak form of Equation 2.1 is solved via the standard finite element method,
which requires discretization in both time and space [3, 1].
The simulation is advanced from time step n to time step n + 1 by determining the
nodal positions, u, velocities, u̇, and accelerations, ü, as follows,
(n+ 21 )

u̇i

(n+1)

ui

u̇ (n+1)
(n)

With ui

(n)

= u̇i

(n)

= ui

1
(n)
+ ∆t üi
2
(n+ 1 )

+ ∆t u̇i 2
1
(n+ 1 )
(n+1)
.
= u̇i 2 + ∆t üi
2

indicating ui at time step n (or at an intermediary time-step used for computa(n+ 12 )

tional purposes, as in the case of u̇i

).

3 Methodology for Parallelization Parallelization of a solid mechanics simulation
typically proceeds by subdividing the domain into a set of partitions. Each partition is made
up of a number of nodes, where nodes serve as vertices for the individual elements that make
up the finite element model of the object. These partitions are purely computational — the
output of the simulation should give no indication that partitions were used at all.
No partitions overlap, however at the boundary where two partitions meet, they share
nodes. This occurs on the surface, edges, and corners of a partition. If a node is on the
surface of an internal partition (a partition that isn’t on the boundary of the model), then
that node will be shared with one other partition. If the partitions are roughly cubic in
shape, then a node will be shared with three other partitions if it is on an edge, and seven
other partitions if the node is on a corner.
The synchronization step calculates the total force on all shared nodes. Under a oneto-one correspondence between ranks and partitions, each rank has stores an array of its
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partitions’ force contributions to every node in that partition. For nodes that exist only on
one partition, this force contribution is the total force on the node. For a node n shared
between multiple partitions, the total force on node n is the sum of the force contribution
from each individual partition. The calculation of this sum for every shared node in the
simulation constitutes a vector reduction step, and the time taken to perform the vector
reduction step is the primary source of overhead that comes from parallelizing the simulation.
In order to achieve a maximally scalable simulation, it is important to make this step as
efficient as possible.
Three separate methods were explored for doing this. The first method we will discuss
is simple to implement but inefficient, and for the project was only used as a baseline to
ensure that the other methods gave correct results. The latter two methods we will discuss
were where most of the efforts at optimization were focused.
In order to describe the methodology for parallelization, it is necessary to define some
terminology that will be used to describe the workings of each method. The outgoing
transfer array is an array of the data that will be sent out to other ranks using MPI calls.
The incoming transfer array is an array used to store any data received from other processes.
The nodal data array is an array containing the values of some quantity (e.g., force) for all
the nodes on that rank. The global id of a node is a unique integer used to identify nodes
across ranks; while the local id of a node is the index of the data for that node in the nodal
data array.
3.1 Method 1: Naive MPI Allreduce Under this method, each rank creates an
outgoing transfer array whose size is determined by the number of nodes in the entire model.
Each rank then transfers all data from the nodal data array to its corresponding location
in the outgoing transfer array, with that location being determined by the global ids of the
nodes on that rank: for a node with a local id n, a global id g[n], a nodal data array nda,
and an outgoing transfer array ota, we have that ota[g[n]] = nda[n] for all local ids n. All
other values of ota are set to zero. Each rank then passes ota to MPI’s Allreduce function,
which places the results of the reduction in the incoming transfer array, i.e. ita. The results
are then transferred back to the nodal data array such that nda[n] = ita[g[n]] for all local
ids n.
Remarks on this method Because this method involves an all-to-all communication, and
because most of the data communicated does not require a reduction operation — for any
number of processors greater than two, the majority of the any rank’s outgoing transfer
array will be zero, assuming that the load is properly balanced — this method is inefficient
and has a high memory usage. Its only benefits are that it requires minimal bookkeeping,
and a minimally complex initial setup step, making mistakes easier to spot and identify.
This method was not intended for use in actual production code, and is presented here
merely to provide the reader with an idea of how the vector reduction works. Source code
is not provided due to the simplicity of the approach.
3.2 Method 2: Direct communication between MPI ranks that share nodes
This section will discuss synchronization by way of direct and un-abstracted communication
between ranks that share nodes. In this approach, ranks exchange data for the nodes they
share with another rank directly with that rank. Each rank repeats this process for all the
other ranks with which they share nodes. Data transmission is symmetric - if rank A sends
the data for some shared nodes to rank B, then rank A can expect to receive rank B’s data
for those nodes in return. Once a rank has sent out the proper node data to to all the other
ranks it shares nodes with, it processes all the node data it received by summing together
all force contributions from that rank’s local partition of the domain and from the partitions
on other ranks for each of its shared nodes.
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Fig. 3.1: The uppermost image is of a mesh decomposition of the notched plate shape
used to benchmark the simulation, while the lower three images show the progression of a
shockwave through the plate as it rebounds, with the color of the plate representing the
velocity of the plate at that point

This algorithm may be formalized as follows. Let H be the local rank — each rank is
its own local rank, and each rank will carry out these operations. For every rank R the
local rank shares nodes with, let n1 ...nk be local ids of the nodes that rank H shares with
rank R. Copy the data at indices n1 ...nk from the nodal data array to the outgoing transfer
array, and send the outgoing transfer array to rank R. It is important to note that H keeps
an outgoing transfer array for each rank R that it needs to send data to because it performs
these sends asynchronously. Once the local rank has sent out an outgoing transfer array
to each rank R with which it shares nodes, it submits an asynchronous receive request to
MPI for each rank R using a call to MPI_Irecv. As each receive request finalizes, it adds the
incoming data to the nodal data array, with data at index i in the incoming data array
being added to index ni in the nodal data array. Once all asynchronous receive requests
sent to rank H have been finalized and processed, the vector reduction step is complete (on
rank H).
Implementation Each rank stores a list of all the data it needs to communicate with
the other ranks to perform the vector reduction. The source code for two components of
this approach is presented below. The first is the ‘RankReductionInfo’ struct, which stores
a rank id R and the corresponding local ids n1 ...nk of the nodes shared with rank R. The
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‘RankReductioninfo’ struct also encapsulates methods to send, receive, and reduce data.
The second is the ‘ReductionInfo’ struct, which for a given rank stores a ‘RankReductionInfo’
object for every other rank with which there are shared nodes.
The below code contains functions that we believe will help the reader understand this
algorithm, but omits infrastructure code (such as constructors, assignment operators, etc),
as well as omitting portions of the code that are short and clear enough to be described in
the text.
//Encapsulated inside ReductionInfo struct
struct RankReductionInfo {
int rank; //The rank it shares nodes with
std::unique_ptr<int[]> indicies; //List of local ids for shared nodes
int n_indicies; //The number of shared nodes
//incoming and outgoing data buffers
std::unique_ptr<double[]> sendbuffer, recvdata;
int buffersize;
/* Constructor, assignment operator, and a few other small functions ommitted */
template<int field_size> void fillsendbuffer(double* source) {
double* scan = sendbuffer.get();
int *index_ptr = indicies.get(),
*index_ptr_end = index_ptr + n_indicies;
for(; index_ptr < index_ptr_end; ++index_ptr) {
int node = *index_ptr;
//Gets pointer to data for node
double* sourcescan = source + node * field_size;
//Copies data to sendbuffer
for(int j = 0; j < field_size; ++j) *scan++ = *sourcescan++;
}
}
//Sends data in sendbuffer to partner rank
void send_async(int field_size, MPI_Request* request, int tag = 0) { ... }
//Recieves data from partner rank
void recv_async(int field_size, MPI_Request* request, int tag = 0) { ... }
//Reducing a n-dimensional vector results in a field_size of n
template<int field_size> void reducefromrecvbuffer(double* source) {
double* scan = recvbuffer.get();
int *index_ptr = indicies.get(),
*index_ptr_end = index_ptr + n_indicies;
for(; index_ptr < index_ptr_end; ++index_ptr) {
int node = *index_ptr;
//Gets pointer to data for node
double* sourcescan = source + node * field_size;
//Reduces data for node
for(int j = 0; j < field_size; ++j) *sourcescan++ += *scan++;
}
}
};
struct ReductionInfo : ReductionInfoBase
{
/*
Actual code for RankReductionInfo struct goes here
*/
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//list of all ranks this rank shares nodes with
std::vector<RankReductionInfo> info;
//Buffer storing MPI_Request objects for anynchronous send and recieve calls
std::unique_ptr<MPI_Request[]> recv_requests ;
std::unique_ptr<MPI_Request[]> send_requests ;
//Buffer storing list of unfinished asynchronous calls
std::unique_ptr<int[]> unfinished;
/* Constructors and other basic functions ommitted */
template<int field_size> void Reduce(double* data, int tag = 0) {
int n_ranks = info.size();
//Checks if there’s enough room in the buffer
for(int i=0;i<n_ranks; ++i)
if(!info[i].okayfieldsizeQ(field_size))
throw std::invalid_argument(...); //Report error
//Initiate an anynchronous MPI recieve request
for(int i=0;i<n_ranks; ++i)
info[i].recv_async(field_size, &recv_requests[i], tag);
for(int i=0;i<n_ranks;++i) //Copy data to send buffer
info[i].fillsendbuffer<field_size>(data);
for(int i=0;i<n_ranks;++i) //Send data
info[i].send_async(field_size, &send_requests[i], tag);
//Fill array to keep track of which ranks have finished reduction
std::iota(unfinished.get(), unfinished.get() + n_ranks, 0);
int n_unfinished = n_ranks;
/* for all ranks listed as unfinished, check if MPI_Irecv operation is
,→ complete. If it is complete, then call reducefromrecvbuffer to reduce
,→ the data, and remove it from the list of unfinished ranks */
while(n_unfinished > 0) { ... }
}
};

Remarks on this method This method suffered from significant variation in the total
runtime. On the domain used to benchmark the simulation, some numbers of ranks suffered
from this problem more than others. At 512 ranks, the simulation ran approximately half as
fast as it would have had there been perfect scaling, however at 1024 ranks the simulation
ran only slightly slower than it would have with perfect scaling (See Figure 4.1). This
variation motivated the development of Method 3.
3.3 Method 3: Allreduce on cliques of ranks that all share a group of nodes
This method performs synchronization by executing an Allreduce operation on groupings
of ranks (termed cliques) assigned unique MPI communicators; for each group, Allreduce
operates on the nodal data for the nodes that are shared by all ranks in the clique. This
approach is the most consistently efficient method we explored: the use of cliques minimizes
the amount of data that must be communicated in each synchronization step, and the run
time of the simulation scales nearly perfectly and without significant variation, although the
data did contain outliers.
Understanding cliques Cliques may be interpreted in two ways: either as groups of
ranks, or as groups of nodes. If a clique is interpreted as a group of ranks, these ranks are
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united by a group of nodes shared among all ranks in the group. If a clique is interpreted
as a group of nodes, these nodes are united by a group of ranks which share all nodes in the
group.
Under the first interpretation, a clique is a group of ranks g which all share at least one
node (i.e., there exists at least one node n such that every rank in g shares n). For each
clique c that the local rank is a member of, the local rank stores a list of the local node ids
it shares with other ranks in c, as well as an MPI communicator corresponding to the ranks
in c.
Recall the purpose of the synchronization step: “For a node n shared between multiple
partitions, the total force on node n is the sum of the force contribution from each individual
partition.” For a clique to be valid, there must not exist a rank r which is not part of a
clique c such that r is responsible for a node that is part of clique c. This condition is
necessary because synchronization must occur among all ranks that share a node for all
shared nodes.
A clique may alternatively be understood in terms of an equivalence relationship between nodes. This auxiliary definition is useful when understanding how cliques are constructed, whereas the first definition is useful when understanding how cliques are used in
the synchronization step. This equivalence relationship is defined as follows: let f : N → 2N
be a function which takes a node as input (represented as the global id of the node, an
integer) and returns the set of all ranks that contain that node (with each rank also being
identified by an integer). We define two nodes nodes A and B to be equivalent if and only if
f (A) = f (B), i.e. if the set of all ranks containing node A is equivalent to the set of all ranks
containing node B. Cliques are constructed by gathering nodes based on this equivalence
relation, so that every node in a clique is identical to every other node in the clique under f ,
and so that for all cliques there does not exist a node not in the clique which is equivalent
to the node in the clique.
Cliques are then distinguished based on the set of all ranks that contain the nodes in
that clique (this set is attained by applying f to any node in the clique). Cliques that
correspond to nodes that exist on only one rank are considered trivial and aren’t recorded
because no vector reduction step is necessary for those nodes (these nodes being nodes that
exist either on the interior of a partition, or on a partition boundary corresponding to a
surface or an edge of the domain).
Implementation Cliques are constructed at the start of the simulation in a bookkeeping
step. Each clique is assigned a dedicated MPI Communicator, and each rank stores a list of
all the cliques containing that rank as well as the corresponding MPI Communicator for each
clique. During the simulation itself, at the vector reduction step, each rank loops through
its list of cliques, and for each clique it computes an asynchronous MPI Allreduce operation
with the data for the nodes on that clique and over the MPI communicator corresponding
to that clique. It is important to note that because the MPI Allreduce operation is called
with a MPI communicator containing only the ranks on that clique, the vector reduction
step is able to take advantage of the effort that’s gone into optimizing the MPI Allreduce
while also minimizing the amount of data that’s sent and received over the course of the
simulation.
struct RankClique {
std::unique_ptr<int[]> indicies;
std::unique_ptr<double[]> sendbuffer;
std::unique_ptr<double[]> recvbuffer;
int buffersize;
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int n_indicies;
MPI_Comm clique_comm;
MPI_Request Iallreduce_request;
bool exists_active_asyncreduce_request = false;
RankClique() {}
/*
All processors calling MPI_Comm_split with the same comm_color will
be grouped into the same communicator group. This means that this RankClique
will share a clique_comm with all the other RankCliques created with the
given comm_color. The way this works is that if a set of ranks R all share
a set of nodes N (so that every rank in R has every node in N), all ranks
in R will be grouped into a single MPI_Comm (identified by the comm_color).
The bookkeeping for this new MPI_Comm is stored in a RankClique struct,
along with the bookkeeping necessary to call Allreduce to reduce the data
for all the nodes in N.
See
http://mpitutorial.com/tutorials/introduction-to-groups-and-communicators
for a reference
*/
RankClique(const std::vector<int>& index_list, int buffersize, int comm_color,
,→ const mpicontext& context) :
indicies { new int[index_list.size()] },
sendbuffer { new double[buffersize] },
recvbuffer { new double[buffersize] },
buffersize { buffersize },
n_indicies { (int)index_list.size() },
//Actual instantiation of clique_comm is performed by MPI_Comm_split
clique_comm {}
{
std::copy_n(index_list.data(), index_list.size(), indicies.get());
//printf("rank %d: Splitting %d with comm color %d\n", context.rank,
,→ context.comm, comm_color);
MPI_Comm_split(context.comm, comm_color, context.rank, &clique_comm);
}
RankClique(RankClique&& source) = default;
RankClique& operator = (RankClique&& source) = default;
bool okayfieldsizeQ(int field_size) {
return field_size * n_indicies <= buffersize;
}
void fitnewfieldsize(int new_field_size) {
resizebuffer(n_indicies * new_field_size);
}
void resizebuffer(int newbuffersize) {
sendbuffer.reset( new double[newbuffersize] );
recvbuffer.reset( new double[newbuffersize] );
buffersize = newbuffersize;
}
//Copies data from the source buffer to the send buffer
//Only copies data for nodes in this clique
template<int field_size> void pack(double* source) {
double* destscan = sendbuffer.get();
int *index_ptr = indicies.get(),
*index_ptr_end = index_ptr + n_indicies;
for(; index_ptr < index_ptr_end; ++index_ptr) {
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double* sourcescan = source + (*index_ptr) * field_size;
for(int j = 0; j < field_size; ++j)
{
*destscan = *sourcescan;
++destscan;
++sourcescan;
}
}
}
//Functions the same way as pack(double source*) but in reverse
template<int field_size> void unpack(double* dest) { ... }
template<int field_size> void asyncreduce_initialize(double* databuffer)
{
if(exists_active_asyncreduce_request) throw std::logic_error(...);
EnsureDataSafety(field_size);
pack<field_size>(databuffer);
MPI_Iallreduce(sendbuffer.get(), recvbuffer.get(), n_indicies * field_size,
,→ MPI_DOUBLE, MPI_SUM, clique_comm, &Iallreduce_request);
exists_active_asyncreduce_request = true;
}
//Returns true if the currently active asynchronous reduce request has completed
//Returns false if the currently active asynchronous reduce request hasn’t
,→ completed
//Throws an exception if there’s no currently active asynchronous reduce request
bool Iallreduce_completedQ()
{
if(exists_active_asyncreduce_request)
{
int flag = 0;
MPI_Test(&Iallreduce_request, &flag, MPI_STATUS_IGNORE);
return flag != 0; //flag is set to true if the allreduce has completed
}
else throw std::logic_error(...); //No request was active
}
//Returns true and unpacks data if the currently active asynchronous reduce
,→ request has completed
//Returns false if the currently active asynchronous reduce request hasn’t
,→ completed
//Throws an exception if there’s no currently active asynchronous reduce request
template<int field_size> bool asyncreduce_finalize(double* databuffer)
{
if(exists_active_asyncreduce_request)
{
if(Iallreduce_completedQ())
{ //Allreduce is complete so it is safe to unpack data
unpack<field_size>(databuffer);
exists_active_asyncreduce_request = false;
return true;
}
else return false;
}
else throw std::logic_error(...);//No request was active
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}
}

Fig. 4.1: Timing data for Method 2 versus Method 3; gray line shows perfect scaling (runtime
after initial bookkeeping finishes is on y-axis in seconds)
4 Results and Discussion We benchmarked Methods 2 and 3 on a simulation of a
notched plate hitting a wall (the wall was represented as a boundary condition specifying
that the right end of the plate have a velocity of zero). This simulation incorporated
3,225,546 nodes and 3,120,550 elements. We ran the benchmark on Skybridge using 1
through 64 compute nodes (so on 16, 32, 48, 64, 80...1024 processors), with the benchmark
for each number of compute nodes being submitted as a separate job. Each job had a four
hour time limit during which the simulation would be run repeatedly, each time with the
same initial parameters. Simulations exited after 3000 time steps. The results are reported
in Figure 4.1.
We found that Method 2 suffered from unusual variations in runtime, scaling poorly for
some numbers of ranks; however Method 3 (the one calling Allreduce over MPI Communicators representing a clique of ranks) had near-perfect scaling for nearly all runs, however
for some numbers of ranks the simulation ran significantly slower than expected in approximately 10-15% of runs. We believe this slowdown is due to a problem in our timing
methodology whereby the clock would begin counting before the initial bookkeeping step
had completed. This initial bookkeeping step (in which nodes are gathered) is currently implemented in a highly serial manner, with the root rank being responsible for constructing
all cliques based on data communicated from all other ranks, and in some cases this initial
delay bled over into the timing of the simulation itself (adding a few minutes of overhead).
We will parallelize this operation in future versions of the code.
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Abstract. We present an algorithm for maintaining connected components of a graph arriving as an
infinite stream of edges. We continue development of the X-Stream model, in which the graph is distributed
over a ring of finite-memory processors. We give detailed algorithms for the system to maintain connected
components on the input stream and answer queries about connectivity. Since an infinite stream may
eventually exceed the storage capacity of the system, we also present algorithms and analysis for an aging
procedure, through which some set of edges can be removed from the system and the connectivity structures
repaired. To allow the finite ring of processors to approximate an infinite ring, the system may need to empty
a processor of edges by moving them to the other members of the ring.

1 Introduction In classic streaming models, computing systems receive data in a
sequence of pieces and do not have space to store the entire data set. As in online algorithms,
systems must make irreversible decisions without knowledge of future data arrivals. Graph
streams are a type of such data streams in which a sequence of edges arrives at the computing
system, which may assemble some of the edges into a graph data structure. Applications
include modeling the spread of diseases in health-care networks, analysis of social networks,
and security and anomaly detection in computer-network data. We focus on cybersecurity
applications, in which analysts can infer interesting information from graphs that model
relationships between entities. As the scale of such graphs increases, analysts will need
algorithms to at least partially automate stream analysis.
We present detailed algorithms of the real-time graph-mining methodology introduced
in [2]. In this streaming model, the full graph is stored in a distributed system. The model
is also capable of bulk edge deletion, while continuing to accept new edges. The algorithm
continuously maintains connected-component information. It can answer queries about
components and connectivity, except during a period of data-structure repair immediately
following a bulk delete.
In classic graph streaming models, such as in [4, 5, 6], the input is a finite sequence of
edges, each consisting of a pair of vertices. The edge sequence is an arbitrary permutation
of graph edges, which may include duplicates. The output consists of each vertex, along
with a label, such that two vertices have the same label if and only if they belong to the
same component. Algorithms for the classic streaming model have two parameters: p, the
number of times the algorithm can see the input stream, or the number of passes on the
stream, and s, the storage space available to the algorithm.
In the streamsort model, introduced in [1], algorithms are given the ability to create
and process intermediate temporary streams, and to reorder the contents of intermediate
streams at no cost. The W-Stream connected-components algorithm, developed in [3], uses
this concept of intermediate passes, without the reordering. In the W-Stream algorithm, the
input stream passes by the processor multiple times, with modifications being made at each
pass to contract the graph further until a single node represents each connected component.
2 X-Stream Model The X-Stream algorithm is based on the W-Stream algorithm,
with the additional ability to handle infite streams. Parallel processing allows the X-Stream
algorithm to handle streams without end markers, which are necessary in the W-Stream
algorithm to distinguish between stream passes. Aging also allows the X-Stream model to
approximate infinite storage capacity. In the X-Stream model, the system has a ring of p
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processors, plus an I/O processor, shown in Figure 2.1. The I/O processor passes the input
stream of edges, as well as queries and other external commands, to the first processor of
the ring. The I/O processor also outputs information received from the ring, such as query
responses.
Let P = {p1 , . . . , pm } be a set of non-I/O processors defining the current state of the
system. Processor p1 is the head, Processor pm is the tail, and we define successor and
predecessor functions as usual: pred(pi ) = pj for j = i − 1 (mod m), succ(pi ) = pk for
k = i + 1 (mod m). Thus each processor passes data to its successor, including the tail
passing data to the head. Ring processors can change rank, but the ring structure will
be preserved and the I/O processor will remain fixed. Each pi has some memory size si ;
for simplification we assume all processors have memory size s, for a total memory size of
S := sm. We also assume m << s since processors generally have at least megabytes of
memory, even when there are enough processors for a relatively large m.

Fig. 2.1: X-Stream architecture.

The X-Stream connected components algorithm resembles an “unrolling” of the WStream algorithm. The sequential passes of the W-Stream algorithm correspond to the
streams between each X-Stream ring processor to its downstream neighbor. On a finite
stream, each processor of the ring will accept edges until full and then pass subsequent
edges downstream, such that the last processor determines the final connected components
as in the last W-Stream output stream.
In practice, communication between processors in the X-Stream ring would be asynchronous, but we model communication synchronously for simplification. In this model,
each processor receives input and emits output simultaneously. We model messages between ring processors as blocks of information divided into k “baskets” of constant size.
When a processor receives a block of baskets, it has the opportunity to process the contents
of each basket. The processor can modify or replace the basket contents, and when it has
finished with all k baskets, it sends the block downstream. In the synchronous model, a
block of k baskets moves between each pair of ring processor at each simultaneous activation
of the entire set of processors.
To prevent the input stream consuming the entire bandwidth, and to prevent starvation
of the input stream, at least two of the k baskets must be reserved for new edges. Thus,
k ≥ 3. A new edge is one that has not yet been stored on a processor for more than one
activation, meaning it has moved exactly one position at every synchronous activation since
it was received by the head processor. As shown in Figure 2.1, we reserve two black baskets
for these new edges because an edge may have to continue past the head on a second lap
around the ring before being stored, to prevent duplication. The remaining k − 2 white
baskets remain available for use in non-constant queries, aging, and emptying as described
in Section 3.
Communication between the head and the I/O processor does not follow the same blockof-baskets model. Since the I/O processor can send edges, queries, and commands to the
head regardless of the ring state, the I/O processor groups as many messages as possible
into blocks to be sent. As the head finishes processing these input-stream blocks, it sends
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messages to request additional blocks from the I/O processor.
3 Algorithm The X-Stream algorithm operates in three major modes. The aging
mode is active from when a bulk deletion is triggered to when the system announces it has
completed the corresponding operations, after restoring the data structures. The emptying
mode is active while a processor is transferring responsibility for its data to other processors,
so that it can become a new tail. This is necessary for the algorithm to maintain connected
components on an infinite stream, because when a processor fills there must always be an
empty processor after it in the ring. Operation when neither aging nor emptying is active
is referred to as the normal mode. Operations that occur in normal mode also continue
during the other two modes since the infinite edge stream is continuous, but there are some
modifications and limitations, described in Section 3.2.
In the X-Stream algorithm, graph components are stored as nested sets of vertices,
with upstream processors holding fragments of components which downstream processors
connect. As in the W-Stream model, each processor maintains a union-find data structure.
Definition 1. The connected components identified by the union-find structure on a
processor pi are called the local components (LCs) of pi .
A processor pj downstream of a processor pi will see a local component of pi contracted
into a single node, which pj might incorporate into one of its local components, such as in
Figure 3.1.
Definition 2. A building block (BB) is a contracted node used in a local component.
A primitive building block contains exactly one vertex. A non-primitive building block encapsulates at least two vertices and corresponds to an upstream local component.
Each vertex v in the set of edges stored by the system is contained in exactly one
primitive building block, on one processor pi . Other than storage edges (see Section 3.1),
processors upstream of pi will not contain edges with v and downstream processors will only
see v as a member of a local component of pi , which they hold as a non-primitive building
block.
We define notation to describe the instantaneous state of graph G being stored by the
system. The current vertex set is V (G) = {v1 , ..., vn }. Let
B = {b1 , b2 , ..., bn , bn+1 , ...} be the set of all current building block and local component
names. We specifiy that bi with 1 ≤ i ≤ n is the primitive building block containing vertex
vi and let Bv = {b1 , ..., bn }.
Let V (bi ) ⊆ V (G) be the set of graph vertices encapsulated by building block bi , and
let ≺ be a relation defined such that bi ≺ bj iff V (bi ) ⊂ V (bj ). Thus:
V (bj ) = ∪bi ≺bj V (bi ).
Note that a processor pi with bi as a local component does not necessarily have all vertices
in V (bi ) as primitive vertices. Processor pi stores only the vertices in its local components
that are ends of edges pi holds. If processors knew the full set of vertices in each of their
local components, they may require unbounded space.
Building block bi exists as a node in a local component on exactly one processor, pj .
We define the function α : B → P as α(bi ) = pj . If bi is a primitive building block, bi is
not a local component on any processor. Otherwise, bi ∈ B \ Bv is also a local component
on exactly one processor pi , with pi 6= pj , and we define the function β : B \ Bv → P as
β(bi ) = pi . For non-primitive building block bi , we encode the processor name β(bi ) into
the name bi , so that β(bi ) can later be determined from just the building block name.
Define the function γ : B → P such that γ(bi ) denotes the local component on α(bi )
that has bi as a node. Then β(γ(bi )) = α(bi ). For example, in Figure 3.1, α(bA ) = p2 ,
β(bA ) = p1 , γ(bA ) = bD , and β(bD ) = p2 = α(bA ).
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Fig. 3.1: Example of building blocks and local components in three adjacent processors.

We now define a relabeling function Rj : V → B which returns the name of the local
component in processor pj that encapsulates a primitive building block bv if such a local
component exists. A processor pj encapsulating bv in some local component bj does not
necessarily mean that α(bv ) = pj . If α(bv ) 6= pj , bv encapsulated in bj means that there
is some sequence of building blocks bv ≺ ba1 ≺ ba2 ≺ ... ≺ baq ≺ bj where bai is a local
component on processor pai and 1 ≤ a1 < a2 < ... < aq < j. Then α(bv ) = pa1 . Thus we
can define Rj :


if j = 0
bv
Rj (v) = bi
if bv ≺ bi and β(bi ) = pj


Rj−1 (v) otherwise

(3.1)

An edge e is received by the system as two vertices with their primitive building blocks
and a time stamp t: e = ([u, R0 (u)], [v, R0 (v)], t) and R0 (u), R0 (v) ∈ Bv . Processor pi for
i > 0 then receives edges in the form e = ([u, Ri−1 (u)], [v, Ri−1 (v)], t). For all edges, the
most recent timestamp is stored.
3.1 Normal Mode During normal mode, at any point in time, exactly one processor is in a state of filling. The filling processor accepts new edges and maintains connected
components with a union-find data structure. Filling and non-filling processors use their
local component information to relabel received edges and accept or pass them. Any processor that receives a duplicate of an edge it already has updates the stored timestamp and
no further action is taken on the edge. Algorithm 1 describes how filling and non-filling
processors handle edges.
At the beginning of the algorithm, processor p1 is the filling processor. When a filling
ring processor pi no longer has space to store additional edges in the cases described below,
it becomes sealed and pi+1 becomes the filling processor. Every processor upstream from
the current filling processor is sealed.
If a new edge arriving at the filling processor connects two separate components, it
is a spanning tree edge, since the set of all such edges a processor has received forms a
spanning forest of the identified components. For example, in Figure 3.1 edge (v0 , v1 ) on
p1 and (v0 , v4 ) on p2 are tree edges. When storing a tree edge e, processor pi updates the
disjoint-set structure to connect the building blocks named Ri−1 (v) and Ri−1 (u) in some
local component bi . Processor pi also stores the fact that v belongs to Ri−1 (v) and u belongs
to Ri−1 (u); u and v are then known vertices on pi .
If edge arriving at a filling or sealed processor is contained within a local component, it
is a non-tree edge. While these edges are not initially necessary for maintaining connected
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Algorithm 1 Process Edge in Normal Mode on Processor pa
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:

. edge e = ([u, Ra−1 (u)], [v, Ra−1 (v)], t) for vertices u,v, primitive building blocks bu ,bv ,
relabeled up to processor pa−1 , and timestamp t
. e.f irst lap is Boolean marker on edge e
. Etree := set of tree edges on processor pa
. Emortgage := set of mortgage edges on processor pa
. Estorage := set of storage edges on processor pa
. Eall := Etree ∪ Emortgage ∪ Estorage
. timestamp : Eall → N accesses the timestamp stored with edge e ∈ Eall
. M := maximum edges on a processor, i.e. maximum value of |Eall |
. sealed := Boolean indicator if processor has previously filled; initially false
. Connect(bu , bv ) connects building blocks and combines LCs R(u) and R(v)
. Jettison(E ∈ {Emortgage , Estorage }) returns true if it successfully removes an arbitrary edge from E and sends it downstream, returns false if E = ∅
procedure AddEdge(E ∈ {Etree , Emortgage , Estorage },e)
E ← E ∪ {e}
. so e ∈ Eall now as well
if E = Etree then
Connect(Ra (bu ),Ra (bv ))
if |Etree ∪ Emortgage | = M then
sealed = true
SendDownstream(FILLING TOKEN)
procedure CanAccept(e,type ∈ {tree, mortgage, storage})
if |Eall | < M and (sealed = false or type = storage) then
return true
else if type = mortgage and Jettison(Estorage ) then
return true
. made space
else if type = tree and Jettison(Estorage ) then
return true
. made space
else
return false
procedure ProcessEdge(e)
if (e0 ∈ Eall with e0 = ([u, Ra−1 (u)], [v, Ra−1 (v)], t0 )) then
. same u, v as e
timestamp[e0 ] ← t
. update timestamp of old instance of edge
else
if Ra−1 (bv ) = Ra−1 (bu ) then
. storage edge
if e.f irst lap = true and head then
e.f irst lap = false
if e.f irst lap = false and CanAccept(e,storage) then
AddEdge(Estorage ,e)
else
. on first lap or CanAccept returned false
SendDownstream(EDGE e)
else if Ra (bv ) 6= Ra (bu ) then
. tree edge
if CanAccept(e,tree) then
AddEdge(Etree ,e)
else
e0 ← ([u, Ra (bu )], [v, Ra (bv )], t)
. create relabeled edge
SendDownstream(EDGE e0 )
else
. mortgage edge
if CanAccept(e,mortgage) then
AddEdge(Emortgage ,e)
else
. create storage edge
e0 ← ([u, Ra (bu )], [v, Ra (bv )], t)
e0 .f irst lap ←true
SendDownstream(EDGE e0 )
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components, they may be necessary for determining correct components after aging, and
thus must be kept. Non-tree edges held on the same processor as the component containing
them are called mortgage edges. Non-tree edges stored on a different processor are called
storage edges.
If pi is the filling processor, it either has available space or contains some storage edges
for other processors. If pi receives a non-tree edge contained in one of its own local components, it prefers that mortgage edge over any storage edges it may have. Thus if it does
not have room for the mortgage edge, it will jettison, or pass downstream, a storage edge
to make room for the mortgage edge. The filling processor also prefers new tree edges over
storage edges, and will jettison a storage edge if a new tree edge is received and there is
not available space. When the processor is full of only tree and mortgage edges, it becomes
sealed and pi+1 becomes the filling processor.
If a sealed processor pi receives an non-tree edge e contained in one of its local components, it will take e as a mortgage edge if it has space from a previous aging and there is no
storage for pi on other processors, which may contain an edge e0 with the same endpoints
as e. A sealed processor pi will also jettison a storage edge to make room for a mortgage
edge. If pi does not have space or a storage edge to jettison, e becomes a storage edge for
pi , and e is passed downstream. For example, in Figure 3.1, edge (v1 , v2 ) on p3 is a storage edge for p1 . The only edges arriving to non-filling processors downstream of the filling
processor, which are not sealed, are storage edges. These storage edges will be accepted by
an unsealed non-filling processor if it has room; otherwise they will be passed downstream
to other non-filling processors. Storage edges may also be passed around the ring past the
head, and accepted by a sealed processor with available space that opened up during aging.
3.1.1 Queries The system can handle a variety of queries about the connectivity of
the graph, including:
1. Are vertices u and v in the same connected component?
2. Return all the vertices in components with fewer than l vertices
3. Return a component name and representative vertex for each component smaller
than l
4. Return all neighbors of node u
5. Return the spanning tree of the component containing node u
The system can also handle maintenance queries, such as how full processors are or how
many edges are older than a certain time. Queries are answered during the normal and
emptying modes, but not during aging. There can be only one non-constant query in the
system at a time.
In general, queries can be categorized as constant or non-constant. A constant query
will require only a single basket passing from the head to tail to determine an answer. The
latency is guaranteed for these queries because at each processor, the query basket is processed, repacked (possibly with modified information), and passed to the next downstream
processor, all in one activation. For non-constant queries, the processor must iterate over
the non-constant list of answer items, and put each in a basket. Since there are only a constant number of baskets (the size of a block) available to a processor at each activation, the
processor will be sending its answers to the query for the duration of multiple activations.
The query type 1, which is constant, is answered by relabeling the vertices as the query
passes around the ring. The vertex pair for the query, ([u, R0 (u)], [v, R0 (v)]) is initially
labeled with primitive building blocks, since no components are known when the query enters
the ring. Each processor pi then evaluates Ri (u) and Ri (v) and sends ([u, Ri (u)], [v, Ri (v)])
downstream. If the labels of u and v match when the query message reaches the tail, they
are in the same component in the graph currently stored by the algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 describes the query type 2. The query begins when the head processor receives a query trigger, the SMALL COMPONENT QUERY message, with threshold l from
the I/O processor. The head executes StartSmallComponentsQuery, which propagates
the query trigger message (including l) around the ring. Since all ring processors execute
StartSmallComponentsQuery upon receiving the query trigger, all ring processors begin answering the query within m activations. Each processor performs two main tasks for
the small components query: sending their own small components downstream, along with
any primitive vertices they know, and propagating the query responses from upstream that
they deem valid. The QueryUseWhiteBasket method is called whenever the processor
has a block of baskets with available white baskets to be used. Each processor uses empty
white baskets until it has sent all all its small-component information downstream. Since
the blocks of baskets are fixed size, this may take many activations.
The FilterSmallComponentsQuery method is called whenever a processor pa receives a query response from upstream. If pa receives a query response with Ra−1 (v)
and Ra (v) 6= Ra−1 (bv ), it means Ra−1 (v) must be a building block in a local component ba := Ra (v) of pa . If the local component ba is smaller than the threshold l, pa can
propagate the query response, since it is still under the threshold at this point in the ring.
Processor pa can do so without adding any additional primitive vertices it knows in ba . This
is because pa will have also put ba on its small components list when it executed StartSmallComponentsQuery. Thus pa will eventually create a separate response message with
the primitive vertices it has in ba , during an execution of QueryUseWhiteBasket.
Algorithm 2 Process Small Components Query on Processor pa
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

W is a set of vertices
Ra−1 (v) is an upstream small component
l is the component size threshold of the query
procedure StartSmallComponentsQuery(l)
SendDownstream(SMALL COMPONENT QUERY l)
if small components list not built then
start parallel thread to build list of LC’s with total vertices < l
procedure QueryUseWhiteBasket
if small components list not empty then
take small component bs off list
build vertex set Ws with primitive vertices in bs
SendDownstream(QUERY RESPONSE, l, bs ,Ws )
else
SendDownstream(QUERY DONE)
procedure FilterSmallComponentsQuery(l,Ra−1 (v),W )
if Ra (v) has fewer than l vertices then
SendDownstream(QUERY RESPONSE, l, Ra (v),W )

3.2 Aging The system receives an aging command as a two-part trigger for two major
steps. The first notification that aging has begun includes a predicate to determine which
edges are to be removed. The aging notification is immediately passed all the way around
the ring. Upon this notification, all processors begin to delete edges that pass the predicate.
While edges can be deleted from all processors simultaneously, repair to the data structures
on each processor may affect any of the data on downstream processors. Because of this, the
second part of aging involves a “snowplow” token, which proceeds from head to tail, leaving
clean, correct data structures in its wake. After deletion but before a processor receives the
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snowplow token, it continues to relabel according to its state before deletion. At any point
in time during aging exactly one processor has the snowplow token; we call this processor
the snowplow processor.
When a processor has the snowplow token, it is responsible for cleaning up after the
edge deletions so that correct information can be passed downstream. We divide this algorithm into five stages: 1) Resolve building blocks from upstream which may have split, 2)
Recompute connected components, 3) Recycle storage, 4) Release unattached building
blocks, and 5) notify downstream processors of Split local components. While a processor is the snowplow processor, it gets one activation to take some set of aging-related
actions for each white basket received. These actions depend on the aging stage and are
described in Algorithm 3. For each block of k baskets with k − 2 white baskets, the method
SnowplowActivation will be executed k − 2 times, giving the snowplow processor the
opportunity to put something in each white basket in the block.
The Resolve aging stage removes uncertainty about upstream local components which
may have split, changing the building blocks on the current snowplow processor. When
a processor receives a message that one of its building blocks has split upstream (on the
processor where it is a local component), it considers the building block to be in a state of
purgatory. At this point, the processor knows some of the vertices in the original building
block and how many pieces it has split into, but not which pieces contain which vertices.
During resolution, the processor will pass requests to resolve each of the vertices it knows
from the building block downstream. That is, the processor requests help from the upstream
processors in telling which of the remaining building blocks hold each unresolved vertex.
Since communication only flows in one direction on the ring, the processor must send requests
downstream. The resolution requests circle around the ring and, starting from the head,
the other processors will relabel the vertex in the request if possible. In particular, the
processor with the local component that split will update the request message to indicate
which piece the vertex to resolve belongs to, before sending the message onward to the
resolving processor.
The Recompute aging stage recomputes connected components post-deletion and postresolution. This determines how the processor’s own edge deletions and any upstream
deletions effect the connectivity of the processor’s local components. During this stage,
the disjoint set structures are updated to reflect the current components. The disjoint set
structures also retain the ability to relabel new edges according to the pre-aging state.
The Recycle aging stage is necessary because there may be edges belonging to the
current snowplow processor stored on other processors. These edges, previously defined as
storage edges, may reconnect pieces determined to be split apart during recomputation. To
recycle, the snowplow sends a request to other processors to find and send any storage edges
belonging to the current snowplow. The snowplow checks each recycled edge to see if it can
now be a tree edge, i.e. if it reconnects pieces of a split local component and if the processor
has room to store it. If the snowplow uses a recycled edge send by processor pi , it notifies
pi with an OWNERSHIP ASSERTION message. Since the snowplow now stores the edge,
processor pi must delete the duplicate. Recycled edges not used by the snowplow remain as
storage edges in their original locations.
The Release aging state gets rid of any primitive building blocks which have a degree
of zero in the current set of local components and have thus become unnecessary for the
connected components algorithm. For each primitive building block with degree of zero, a
release message including the name of the vertex is sent downstream. Any processors which
have the vertex’s prior local component as a building block but no edge containing the vertex
decrement the size of the building block. If the release message reaches a processor with
an edge containing the vertex, the release message stops there and that processor now has
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a primitive building block for the vertex. If the release message reaches the current filling
processor it is deleted and no longer propagated.
The Split aging state notifies downstream processors of any local components that
were split into multiple pieces each containing multiple building blocks and not reconnected
during recycling. Sending split messages tells downstream processors which building blocks
they will need to resolve when they become the snowplow.
During aging, we do not require the system to answer queries. However, it must be
able to continue accepting edges throughout aging. On processors upstream of the current
snowplow, edges can be processed as they normally would, since each of these processors is
in an up-to-date post-aging state. On processors downstream of the snowplow, edges can
also be processed normally by using labeling information from before aging began. By doing
this, edges are treated as they would be if they had arrived before aging started, so they
will be handled correctly when their location becomes the snowplow.
The current snowplow processor cannot handle new edges as normal, because they might
change the connectivity of the structure simultaneously with aging operations. If a processor
is sealed when it becomes the snowplow, it can relabel edges using the component names
in its current state, regardless of aging. The filling processor can continue to process new
edges as normal until it becomes the snowplow processor. While the filling processor is the
snowplow processor, it has to buffer edges until it completes aging operations. If it does
not have sufficient storage space remaining to buffer all edges received until it passes the
snowplow token downstream, it will preemptively seal before beginning snowplow operations.
If it does have sufficient space to buffer, all incoming edges will be stored until a final
unbuffering aging state, during which edges are dequeued, processed as normal, and either
stored or passed downstream.
3.3 Emptying After aging, it is possible that the system as a whole has room to
accept more edges, but the tail processor has started to fill. The algorithm requires a
sufficiently empty processor for edges to spill into when the current filling processor runs
out of space. If the tail processor fills completely with tree and mortgage edges with no
open processor becoming the new tail, the algorithm will terminate. Emptying redistributes
the current storage usage such that one processor is empty and available to become the new
tail and filling processor.
To empty, a processor must transfer responsibility for each of its edges and local components to other processors. For simplicity, suppose the head is the emptying processor, which
is likely to happen in practice. Each building block node on the head is primitive. Downstream, the local components of the head are used as black-box building blocks, meaning
downstream processors may include the building blocks in their own local components without knowing the contents. Responsibility is transferred in two stages. During refinement,
processors downstream of the emptying processor are given responsibility for the internals of
the emptying processor’s local components in their own local components. During ownership
change announcement, the new locations of building blocks and their contained vertices are
broadcast to any processors that may hold storage edges with labels that need updating.
We first describe refinement. Suppose the head processor, p1 , is emptying. It first
chooses a local component b0 to release, so β(b0 ) = p1 . Then b0 consists of a tree of edges
connecting primitive vertex building blocks. Suppose some downstream processor pi uses
b0 as building block in its own local component bi , so α(b0 ) = pi and γ(b0 ) = bi , as shown
in Figure 3.2. Then, as described in Algorithm 4, p1 selects a leaf building block bl in b0
with a single edge el , to transfer to pi . When pi receives bl and el , it will refine b0 within
bi , by adding the building block bl to bi , connected by el to b0 within bi . As a result, pi
decrements the size of b0 , so bi contains the same count and set of vertices as before but
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Algorithm 3 Snowplow Aging Operations
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

procedure DeleteEdges(aging predicate)
Build DeletionList: edges that pass the predicate
Start deleting edges from DeletionList in parallel
procedure SnowplowActivation
. Called for each basket in a block
switch agingState do
case Delete
if DeletionList = ∅ then
. DeleteEdges finished
agingState ← Resolve
case Resolve
if no ResolutionList then build list: purgatories that need resolution
if ResolutionList 6= ∅ then send one RESOLUTION
if ResolutionList = ∅ then send RESOLUTION COMPLETE
if RESOLUTION received then update disjoint set structures
if RESOLUTION COMPLETE received then
agingState ← Recompute
case Recompute
do recomputation of connected components with DFS
build SplitList
agingState ← Recycle
case Recycle
if not filling then send RECYCLE TRIGGER
if RECYCLED EDGE e received then
if e useful to reconnect then
store e and send OWNERSHIP ASSERTION for e
if RECYCLE TRIGGER received then agingState ← Release
case Release
if no ReleaseList then build list: vertices of degree 0
if ReleaseList 6= ∅ then send one RELEASE
if ReleaseList = ∅ then agingState ← Split
case Split
if SplitList 6= ∅ then send one SPLIT
if SplitList = ∅ then agingState ← Unbuffer
case Unbuffer
if Buf f eredEdgeList 6= ∅ then unbuffer and process edge e
if Buf f eredEdgeList = ∅ then agingState ← done
PassSnowplow(threshold)

with one additional building block. This will continue until p1 sends the last edge of b0
with the final two nodes and no longer contains any of b0 , i.e. β(b0 ) is no longer defined.
When pi receives the final edge it can refine one of the two nodes as before. Then the count
of b0 has become one, so pi replaces b0 with the other node received with the edge. Thus
the tree defining bi contains the tree that previously defined b0 on p1 as a sub-tree and b0
no longer exists, so it not a member of B. Note that processor pi may not have space to
store all of the edges from b0 . In that case, pi may jettison its own non-tree edges or start
to send refinements to empty its own tree edges, as described in Algorithm 4, so cascading
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refinement is possible.

a.

b.

Fig. 3.2: Before (a.) and after (b.) refinement of primitive building block, BBl , on processor
p1 .

After each refinement, ownership changes are announced. An OWNER CHANGE message is passed around the ring with the primitive vertex which was used to refine a building
block and the location of the refinement, i.e. the new owner and local component of the
vertex. The message is used to relabel storage edges, so that if they are recycled in the
future, they go to the new owner and not the emptied processor. The emptying processor
also receives OWNER CHANGE announcements. Since it must send all of its mortgage and
storage edges to other processors to complete emptying, mortgage edges on the emptying
processor are now effectively treated as storage edges. The emptying processor uses owner
change information to relabel endpoints for both storage and mortgage edges, and then
sends all of these edges to other processors.
Note that if the emptying processor is p1 , all refined nodes will be primitive building
blocks. Otherwise, nodes may be either primitive or non-primitive building blocks. If p1
has too many tree edges, the system may select an different processor to empty; we omit
discussion of how the emptying processor is selected.
Algorithm 4 Non-Emptying Processor pi
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure RefiningProcessor
if OWNER CHANGE received on some building block b then
for Any peanuts, mortgage edges containing b do
Relabel b with new owner
if REFINE NODE received for vertex v, with edge e in bR then
if I know bR then
if no storage space then
if storing peanuts or mortgage edges then
jettison non-tree edge to make space
else
select leaf building block bl such that bl 6= bR
remove bl , edge el containing bl
SendDownstream(REFINE NODE, bl , el )
Add v to the local component γ(bR ) as primitive vertex
decrement count of vertices in bR
if bR now has count of 1 then
Add u ∈ e as primitive vertex in γ(bR )
Remove bR
store e as tree edge for γ(bR )
SendDownstream(OWNER CHANGE v)
else
pass REFINE NODE downstream
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4 Correctness We outline arguments that the connected components algorithm is
correct during normal and emptying modes and following aging, omitting proofs for space.
Throughout, let Gt = (Vt , Et ) denote the graph consisting exactly of the edges (Et ) and
vertices (Vt ) in the stream from time 0 to time t.
4.1 Normal Mode We first describe the correctness during normal mode. We must
argue that a connectivity query “Are vertices u and v connected?” will always be answered
correctly. During normal mode, the following properties hold:
1. Each edge will be stored exactly once
2. Each BB is a node in exactly one LC (i.e. α and γ are well-defined)
3. Each vertex in the graph appears in exactly one primitive BB
4. Non-tree edges do not affect connectivity of the graph
Lemma 4.1. Properties 1 − 4 hold whenever querying is enabled.
Theorem 4.2. If properties 1 − 4 hold for Gt , then there exists a processor p that gives
vertices u and v the same label at time t if and only if the vertices are in the same connected
component in Gt . Equivalently, Rm (bv ) = Rm (bu ) if and only if there exists a u, v-path in
Gt .
From Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 we can conclude that:
Theorem 4.3. During normal mode, there exists a processor p that gives vertices u and
v the same label at time t if and only if the vertices are in the same connected component
in Gt .
4.2 Aging We next outline an argument that the set of components after an aging
operation will be exactly the total graph that has been received when aging finishes, minus
the edges that passed the predicate. In addition to the properties that hold during the
normal mode, the following are required throughout aging:
5. There is exactly one snowplow at a time and each processor becomes the snowplow
after its predecessor
6. If a processor remains the filling processor when it becomes the snowplow, it has
capacity to buffer all received edges until it is finished as the snowplow. Otherwise,
it will seal and the next processor downstream will become filling.
7. On the current snowplow the relabel function will return the same result as if the
processor were not yet the snowplow up until the time when downstream processors
are notified with split messages.
Lemma 4.4. Properties 5 − 7 hold during aging.
Let ED be the set of edges deleted at some deletion time tD . Let VD be the set of
vertices with degree of zero after the edges in ED are removed. Then at time t with t > tD ,
the system should store GD
t := (Vt \ VD , Et \ ED ).
Lemma 4.5. Properties 1 − 4 hold for GD
t after aging at time t > tD .
Applying Theorem 4.2 again with Lemma 4.5 for GD
t , we have:
Theorem 4.6. After aging, there exists a processor p that gives vertices u and v the
same label at time t if and only if the vertices are in the same connected component of GD
t .
4.3 Emptying Finally, we argue that the system continues to answer connectivity
queries correctly during emptying.
Lemma 4.7. Properties 1 − 4 hold during and after emptying, for GD
t .
Applying Theorem 4.2 again with Lemma 4.7 we have:
Theorem 4.8. During emptying, there exists a processor p that gives vertices u and v
the same label at time t if and only if the vertices are in the same connected component of
GD
t .
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5 Conclusions With the capabilities for aging and emptying, the X-Stream algorithm can process graph streams indefinitely, as long as aging is configured to keep sufficient
storage space available at all times. In implementation, the operations at each processor
activation are generally constant, using hash tables. Non-constant operations can be run
on a parallel thread, or done in a lazy manner, where each activation allows for some small
constant part of the work.
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Abstract. Asynchronous methods are increasingly becoming more popular within the scientific computing community for solving iterative linear systems. Asynchronous methods offer potential for faster
performance while also yielding good solution quality. However, there exists a lack of reliable, robust and
scalable asynchronous computational frameworks geared towards high performance applications. We present
ACHILES, an asynchronous computational framework that uses MPI Remote Memory Access (RMA) to
asynchronously communicate data and thereby improve efficiency. We discuss important design decisions
and provide an in-depth overview of the salient features that are integral to ACHILES. In order to demonstrate its performance, we apply ACHILES to two problems, the sparse matrix vector product computation
and iterative solution of a sparse linear system using the Jacobi Schwarz method and study the results.

1 Introduction In a parallel computing environment, large scale problems are typically solved by breaking down a global problem into smaller subproblems which are solved on
multiple processors. The processors then share their own local information with their peers
to iteratively solve the global problem. While synchronous methods have traditionally been
the norm for such problems, asynchronous methods are lately gaining more traction across
several research communities as a novel means to improve efficiency. A typical feature of
asynchronous methods is their ability to perform updates to their local subproblems without
the need to wait for the latest available information from their peers. In doing so, we can
potentially obtain results faster with the same solution quality as synchronous methods.
Therefore, an asynchronous communication plan among the processors is a fundamental
building block for any asynchronous method.
For sparse linear systems, asynchronous methods can be useful in a number of ways.
They can be applied towards computing the solution of a large-scale sparse system as well as
in applying a pre-conditioner asynchronously in an efficient way. While there have been quite
a bit of work done on the theoretical properties of asynchronous methods [6, 9], in terms
of actual implementation, there is a lack of frameworks which can provide reliable access
to study the practical performance of obtaining iterative asynchronous solutions of sparse
linear system. Existing frameworks such as Trilinos [7], PetSC [2] and SuperLU-dist [4]
are heavily reliant on synchronous methods making the study of asynchronous algorithms
difficult.
In this report we discuss the development of ACHILES, a novel, extensible and efficient
asynchronous computational framework meant for solving sparse linear systems. Broadly,
ACHILES is divided into two main layers, the communication layer and the solver layer.
The communication layer in ACHILES has been developed from the ground up to obtain
an asynchronous communication scheme with an additional provision for block synchronous
schemes as well.
ACHILES is based on existing MPI standards and achieves asynchronous communication with the help of Remote Memory Access (RMA) library within MPI. Remote Memory
Access allows one process to directly write to a remote memory which is mapped to the
address space of another process. ACHILES also takes full advantage of the passive onesided synchronization feature within MPI RMA for true asynchronous behavior. A passive
one-sided synchronization scheme allows for read and write to occur on the remote memory
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without any OS intervention on the destination compute node. For comparison purposes,
ACHILES also has support for global synchronization with RMA and also two-sided synchronous primitives.
The solver layer in ACHILES interacts directly with the communication layer in order
to yield an asynchronous solver. By incorporating provisions for synchronous communication schemes within the communication layer, ACHILES makes it seamless for realizing a
synchronous solver for comparison purposes as well. We develop an asynchronous framework for the iterative Jacobi Schwarz solver as part of ACHILES. In the future, we intend to
use the ACHILES framework to develop solvers such as Asynchronous Optimized Schwarz
(AOS) and the Restrictive Additive Schwarz (RAS), as well. Due to its flexible design,
ACHILES can also be used to develop non linear asynchronous solvers as well as solvers
geared towards decentralized optimization problems.
We present various case studies which demonstrate the superior performance of
ACHILES with respect to its synchronous counterparts. We specifically examine performance of ACHILES in computing a sparse matrix vector product and compare the performance with Tpetra 1 which is part of Trilinos [7]. We also present performance results of
the Jacobi Schwarz solver developed as part of ACHILES.
2 Design Decisions We expect the entire asynchronous computational process to
proceed in three sequential phases. These three sequential phases form the backdrop for
ACHILES. Although in general, any asynchronous computational process can be modeled
along these three sequential phases, for illustrative purposes let us consider solving a linear
system of equations as represented by Ax = b. The three phases are as follows:
2.1 Symbolic Phase In order to delegate sub-problems to processors, we need to
have a mapping mechanism wherein each processor is aware of the rows of the global matrix
that it owns. Based on this mapping, each processor may also require information from
its peers in order to solve its own local sub-problem. This implies that every processor
needs to discover, given the knowledge of the global system of equations, who exactly its
neighbors are. This step is computationally very expensive as it involves scanning entries
in the matrix to determine dependency. Therefore, we intend to execute this phase only in
the beginning of our computational process and limit all expensive steps in this phase itself
as far as possible. A few key aspects of the symbolic phase are listed as below.
2.1.1 Mapping In order to construct the local sub-problem, a processor needs to be
aware of which rows it owns as part of its local system. Therefore, we designate a mapping
scheme that allows us to assign sets of rows to each processor. In order to determine the
owner for a particular row, we define a mapping scheme S as follows:
S:N →N

p = S(g), ∀g ∈ N, 0 ≤ p ≤ |P |

(2.1)

where N denotes the set of global row numbers, P is the set of processors, g represents the
global row number which is owned by some processor p ∈ P as determined by S.
Having a mapping scheme as shown in Eq. 2.1 allows us to seamlessly assign rows based
on a global numbering scheme to processors which in turn helps us build the local matrix.
Since, these sets of rows also have a local numbering, we define a global-to-local mapping
scheme T to obtain the local row numbers from the global ones and vice versa formally stated
1 https://trilinos.org/packages/tpetra/
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as follows:
T :N →N
l = T (g), ∀g ∈ Ni , 0 ≤ l ≤ |Ni |
g=T

−1

(2.2)

(l), 0 ≤ l ≤ |Ni |, g ∈ Ni

2.1.2 Overlap An important aspect of a distributed iterative method is the feature
of overlap. Overlap pertains to the number of rows that need to be obtained from remote
processors to augment the existing local system of equations. Algebraically speaking, provided an overlap degree of Θ the existing local system can be augmented by receiving rows
owned by remote processors by traversing through the local system as follows:
Algorithm 1 ACHILES overlap discovery
for i = 1,2, . . . P do
Initialize overlap degree Θ
θ←0
while θ < Θ do
determine owners for all local nonzero columns using Relation 2.1
obtain corresponding rows from remote owners
augment local matrix structure using Relation 2.2
θ ←θ+1
2.2 Numeric Phase In this phase, any possible modifications necessary to the numerical entries of matrix A are performed resulting in a modified system of equations A0 .
This phase is considered to be much less expensive than the symbolic phase and we intend
to make this phase as lean as possible by pushing the more expensive tasks into the symbolic
phase.
Important thing to be noted here is that even though the numerical values of the matrix
entries may change resulting in a new system, the matrix structure remains the same. This
implies that the position of the entries in the matrix and the dependencies among the
processors as established in the symbolic phase remains constant.
2.3 Solve phase In this phase, the underlying connectivity graph remains constant
(by extension matrix structure remains constant as well). The numeric entries of matrix
A0 as determined by Phase 2 is assumed to be constant. The objective is to simply solve a
given system of equations A0 x = b.
2.4 Assumptions for Asynchronous computation in ACHILES We assume
the following with respect to our asynchronous computational process.
• The problem is based on matrices and vectors living in distributed memory.
• The entire computation follows the three phase schematic discussed above.
• The symbolic phase can be synchronous because it is intended to occur only once
given a specific structure of the global matrix.
• The synchronous behaviour of the symbolic phase does not compromise on the
computational benefit obtained by the asynchronous computational process.
• Once the symbolic phase finishes, the matrix structure and consequently the data
sharing dependencies among the processors is fixed.
• Only the numeric entries within the matrix are allowed to change in the numeric
phase.
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• Each processor has a consistent view of its neighbor processor. Specifically, all
the information that is provided by a neighbor processor pj pertains to the same
iteration (timestamp) of pj . For example, if pj provides a tuple of information given
by Ik =< i1 , i2 . . . in >, at the k th local iteration of processor pj then we assume
that each ic ∈ Ik has been generated within the same iteration k. This assumption
does away with obtaining ”half-baked” information from the neighbors. In other
words, information obtained from pj pertains to only one single local iteration of
the remote processor pj .
• The information obtained from a neighbor processor pj is the latest yet that pj has
to offer. For example, if pj is at 1000th iteration, we should at least be able to get
information pertaining to the 999th iteration of pj .
2.5 ACHILES framework outline Drawing from previous discussions, we are now
ready to provide a general overview with respect to the execution of ACHILES. If we have
a parallel computing environment having P processors in total, at the ith processor with
1 ≤ i ≤ |P |, we have a local system comprising of the local matrix Ai , bi the local RHS
vector and x0i which is the initial local guess and τ is the maximum number of Numeric
Phases.
Algorithm 2 ACHILES General framework outline
for i = 1,2, . . . P do
Initialize overlap degree Θ
t←1
Ai , Ωi ←SymbolicUpdate(Θ)
while t< τ do
Ai ←NumericUpdate(Ωi )
Initialize x0i
k←0
while global convergence is not achieved do
Compute xk+1
= xki − Mi−1 (bi − Ai xki ) //local solve
i
Send and Recv solution entries from j ∀j ∈ Ωi
k ←k+1
t←t+1
function SymbolicUpdate(Θ)
construct local matrix skeleton Ai based on local nonzero columns
discover neighbor processor set Ωi based on Θ using Algorithm 1
exchange nonzero columns of overlapping rows ∀j ∈ Ωi
prepare local matrix Ai with nonzero columns of exchanged rows
return Ai , Ωi
function NumericUpdate(Ωi )
update nonzero entries of local matrix
exchange nonzero row entries ∀j ∈ Ωi
update local matrix Ai with new row entries
return Ai
Algorithm 2 provides an outline of the computational framework used by ACHILES.
With an initial given overlap degree, a symbolic update is performed which discovers the
underlying connectivity graph among processors, handles the overlap and provides an augmented skeletal local matrix. This is followed by the numeric update where nonzero entries
of the skeleton are updated for the augmented matrix formed in the previous step. In the
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solve phase, a termination criteria determines whether global convergence has occurred. A
local solve leads to an update of the solution vector followed by sharing of relevant information among processors using either two-sided synchronous or RMA calls in MPI.
Now we discuss some implementation aspects of asynchronous computation methods
that have a strong bearing on performance of such methods in a high-performance setting.
2.5.1 MPI Remote Memory Access MPI has been a reliable framework for message passing especially in a distributed memory model. MPI now offers a unique feature of
direct memory access on other MPI ranks through what is called as MPI Remote Memory
Access (RMA). Unlike traditional blocking or non-blocking communication primitives that
form the bedrock for message passing, RMA allows for direct reading and writing to the
remote memory window exposed by each rank with the help of a hardware based technology
called (Remote Direct Memory Access) [8] which provides developers the option of mapping
certain parts of their program memory directly onto the network hardware. While traditional MPI communication primitives involve active participation of the sender and the
target leading to a two-sided communication paradigm, RMA can leverage RDMA capabilities in hardware to provide passive one-sided transmission of messages. Therefore, RMA
is very well suited for asynchronous methods largely in part due to the ability to perform
computation without being disturbed by communication induced interrupts. ACHILES relies on MPI RMA primitives to orchestrate asynchronous communication and in doing so
leverages RDMA hardware capabilities when available. Passive one-sided access to remote
memory windows are controlled using exposure epochs orchestrated by RMA primitives
MPI Lock all/MPI Unlock all or MPI Lock/MPI Unlock. Specifically, ACHILES uses the
MPI Lock all/MPI Unlock all primitives along with MPI flush local all primitives to write
to remote memory windows which is a new improved technique over the outdated way of
using MPI Lock/MPI Unlock. With the former, a remote memory window access epoch
needs to be opened only once during one symbolic phase, where as with the latter, we need
to do this at every solve step leading to considerable overhead.
2.5.2 Asynchronous Progress Control RDMA capabilities are usually a property
of the interconnect and therefore are entirely hardware dependent. Moreover, one-sided
communication, though expected to handle progress of communication in an entirely asynchronous manner, generally fails do so since MPI does not guarantee asynchronous progress
for RMA especially in the non contiguous case. In such a case, a simulated RDMA engine
can be constructed by allocating certain auxiliary cores to handle ghost processes which are
solely dedicated to handle the task of asynchronous progress control and not indulge in any
computational tasks. The resulting system is RDMA agnostic and can leverage RDMA capabilities when present or provisioning a certain number of ghost processes to take over the
task of an RDMA engine. Casper [11] and Intel Asynchronous Progress Control are two such
implementations that provide ghost processes for asynchronous progress control. Therefore,
we depend on Asynchronous Progress Control to achieve true one-sided behaviour.
2.5.3 Asynchronous Termination Detection A key component of any asynchronous method is the ability to detect global convergence. In the absence of any global
synchronization primitives, termination detection becomes more complex in the asynchronous case. ACHILES uses a very simple technique to achieve termination detection
asynchronously. Each rank on achieving local convergence, asynchronously writes its local
convergence status to an array on a pre-determined master. The master checks the status of
global convergence by examining this array and sends a signal to all the other processes to
stop computation if global convergence has indeed been achieved. We make the assumption
that any process or rank that has achieved local convergence will not emerge from local
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convergence.
This simple method suffers from a few drawbacks. First, the assumption of sustained
local convergence may not hold in most cases even if the problem is linear. Second, the
task of writing convergence status to a master is not scalable and may prove to be a major
bottleneck. There are more sophisticated algorithms for asynchronous termination detection [1] which promise scalability and also do not make an assumption of sustained local
convergence. However, as of this writing such methods are beyond the scope of ACHILES
and have been planned for future releases.
We now proceed to demonstrate ACHILES through the use of two Case Studies i.e.
Sparse Matrix Vector product and Iterative Jacobi Schwarz respectively.
3

Case Studies
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3.1 Sparse Matrix Vector Product In order to test the communication performance, we wrote a simple Matrix Vector kernel as part of ACHILES, and compared the its
performance with Tpetra on a variety of matrices specified in Table 1. Sparse Matrix Vector
(SpMV) product follows Algorithm 2 in every aspect except that instead of updating the
local solution, a local SpMV is performed. Since most of the burden in performing SpMV is
incurred during communication, this is a good indicator of the communication capabilities
of ACHILES. A 100 consecutive SpMVs were performed in each case to iron out warm-up
issues during computation. All computations were performed using synchronous two-sided
primitives as well as global synchronous RMA primitives.
For testing communication we chose 8 matrices from the Sparse Matrix Collection of
the University of Florida [3].
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Fig. 3.1: Comparison of ACHILES’ performance with Tpetra

A mix of symmetric and unsymmetric matrices were chosen with number of rows falling
in two brackets of approximately 200,000 and 400,000 for each case. The results are demonstrated in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.1 MPI-RMA stands for global synchronous RMA and
MPI-SR stands for MPI two-sided implementation.
Observations We observe a variety of interesting results from the matrix vector product experiments presented in 3.1. It must be noted that for matrix vector products the
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name

matrix type

rows

columns

non zeros

thermomech dM
HTC 336 9129
helm2d03
msdoor
mac econ fwd500
hvdc2
rajat21
language

symmetric
symmetric
symmetric
symmetric
unsymmetric
unsymmetric
unsymmetric
unsymmetric

204,316
226,340
392,257
415,863
206,500
189,860
411,676
399,130

204,316
226,340
392,257
415,863
206,500
189,860
411,676
399,130

1,423,116
762,969
2,741,935
19,173,163
1,273,389
1,339,638
1,876,011
1,216,334

209

Table 3.1: Matrices used for MatVec comparison with Tpetra

performance improves consistently before hitting the optimum after which it starts rising
again. This is because with lower number of processors the matrix is concentrated across
fewer processors and as processors increase the matrix becomes more and more spread out
reaching a point which represents an optimum sweet spot. The optimum sweet spot is characterized by the perfect balance between computation and communication time such that
the latter is minimized on account of lower communication sizes while not placing higher
computational loads on the processors either. Beyond the optimal sweet spot, this balance
is disturbed on account of increased communication burden.
For the symmetric matrices, we observe that for matrices in Figure 3.1(a) and Figure 3.1(b), ACHILES performs better than Tpetra with a smaller number of processors
however as the processors keep increasing Tpetra’s performance tends to be better than
that of ACHILES. While RMA and two-sided versions of ACHILES performs more or less
in a similar fashion throughout in Figure 3.1(a), it is entirely different in Figure 3.1(b) where
two-sided clearly performs much better. In Figure 3.1(a) the optimum for ACHILES twosided, RMA versions and Tpetra lies at 32 processors. For Figure 3.1(b), the optimum for
all three seems to lie beyond 128 processors. For the matrix in Figure 3.1(c) we observe that
Tpetra performs better than ACHILES with smaller processor count but the performance
becomes to be at par with Tpetra with increase in processor count with ACHILES’ RMA
being almost equal to its two-sided version. In this case, ACHILES’ two-sided as well as
RMA versions have their optimum at 128 processors whereas Tpetra achieves this earlier
at 64 processors itself. Tpetra performs consistently worse off as compared to ACHILES in
the matrix pertaining to Figure 3.1(d) although the difference in performance is more pronounced with lesser number of processors. For this matrix the optima in case of ACHILES
occurs at around 32 processors and stays the same till 128 for both versions whereas for
Tpetra the optimum lies beyond 128. Here too, both RMA and two-sided versions perform
more or less similarly throughout.
In the unsymmetric case, it is observed that for matrices for Figures 3.1(e) and 3.1(f)
we observe that Tpetra beats ACHILES for the 4 processor case, consequently, ACHILES’
two-sided version consistently beats Tpetra while the RMA version more or less performs
on par with Tpetra. It is clear that for both matrices, in all three cases have their optimum
lying beyond 128 processors. For Figure 3.1(g) though, both versions of ACHILES perform
consistently better than Tpetra with the optimum lying at 32 processors for all three cases.
For the matrix in Figure 3.1(h) however, after performing poorer than ACHILES, Tpetra
performs better for larger processor counts. In the middle, we observe that RMA version
actually performs the fastest of the three which also happens to be the optimum for this
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matrix for ACHILES but lies beyond 128 for Tpetra.
3.2 Asynchronous Iterative Jacobi Schwarz We apply ACHILES to perform
iterative sparse linear solves using the Jacobi Schwarz method. Jacobi Schwarz is a parallel
version of the Alternating Schwarz method [5] and proceeds by exchanging the boundary
values among neighboring subdomains.

Fig. 3.2: Illustration of Jacobi Schwarz with 2 subdomains

Algorithm 3 One Solve Phase of Iterative Jacobi Schwarz
for i = 1,2, . . . P do
while global convergence is not achieved do
solve local boundary value problem with respect to augmented sub domain
compute local residual norm
send boundary value points needed by neighbors
receive boundary value points from neighbors
record the solution of only locally owned points before overlap
Figure 3.2 provides a brief overview of Jacobi Schwarz on a 2-D regular grid decomposed into two subdomains with an overlap degree of 1, with green points being owned by
the first subdomain and the red points being owned by the other. An overlap of 1 results
in an augmented subdomain on either side by extending the boundary by one level. Algorithm 3 describes the algorithm for one Solve Phase of the Iterative Jacobi Schwarz after
the Symbolic and Numeric Phases have been performed. The points along the augmented
boundary are sent by the respective subdomain which owns them to the relevant neighboring subdomain. A local Jacobi Solve is performed on each augmented subdomain by using
the augmented boundary value points that are communicated during each iteration. The
communication part in Algorithm 3 can be orchestrated using two-sided or passive one-sided
RMA based primitives leading to the synchronous and asynchronous versions respectively.
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To evaluate ACHILES, experiments for strong and weak scaling were performed on
Intel Knights Landing (KNL) nodes on the Cori machine. We used asynchronous progress
control with the simple termination criteria described above. Experiments were performed
with one MPI rank per node to highlight the effects of intra-node communication. The
results are divided into three categories each of which compare the synchronous two-sided
with the asynchronous passive one-sided version. First, we remove termination detection and
perform a weak scaling study by capping the maximum number of iterations that individual
subdomains are allowed to perform. This serves the purpose of examining the progress of
the iterative method itself and whether ACHILES is able to scale well in a generic setting
without the added burden of termination detection. Second, we perform a strong scaling
study under the same conditions as before but with the same global problem size in each
case. This enables us to characterize the performance of ACHILES purely in terms of scaling
with respect to local problem size. Third, we perform the same weak scaling study as above
but now with termination detection. This provides us with some very interesting insights
with respect to ACHILES’ performance and also with respect to challenges that crop up
during implementation of asynchronous methods in general. In each case, we present the
maximum time results which correspond to the most time incurred by any node during the
experiment runtime across all ranks for that particular timing type.
ACHILES uses SuperLU [4] for direct local solves underneath. SuperLU’s performance
has been optimized such that data structures pertaining to elimination trees and the factorization are preserved over successive solver iterations as also over successive numeric
calls.
We now present results pertaining to the Asynchronous Iterative Jacobi Schwarz along
with its synchronous two-sided counterpart.
3.2.1 Weak Scaling Study In this study, we fix the local problem size and vary the
processor count from 4, 16, and 64 processors. Due to each MPI rank running on one KNL
node, these numbers also reflect the number of KNL nodes being used in each case. As a
result, the communication delay incurred is purely a result of inter-node communication.
We perform this test by keeping the subdomain size constant at 100×100. Since in this
experiment we do not use any termination detection each process performs exactly 1000
iterations. Figure 3.3 presents the results from the weak scaling study experiment.
Observations The weak scaling study reveals quite a few intricacies. We observe from
Figure 3.3(a) that on the whole the asynchronous method performs faster in terms of the
maximum total time. This is expected since the communication time in Figure 3.3(c)
incurred in the asynchronous version is much lesser than that of its synchronous counterpart
and the computation time as depicted in Figure 3.3(b) stays pretty much constant. We note
that the maximum number of neighbors that any node can have in the 4 processor case is 2
and in the 16 and 64 processor case is 4 since the processors are arranged in a grid pattern and
communicate as such. Owing to such an arrangement, there is a jump in communication
time from the 4 to the 16 processor case although this jump is more pronounced in the
synchronous version. This can be explained on the basis of an increased communication
size that occurs in the 16 processor case. While in 4 processor case the maximum size sent
or received is 200, in the 16 processor case, this becomes 400. The change in asynchronous
method is more subtle and can be attributed to asynchronous progress control mechanism
which was active in all experiments. As also expected, there is a big difference between
synchronous and asynchronous among various processor configurations with respect to the
global absolute squared residual norm. In Figure 3.3(d) while for 4 processors, the final
squared global squared residual norm value was well below 10−5 for both cases, this value
for asynchronous method is consistently above that of synchronous. This is inevitable since,
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Fig. 3.3: Weak scaling study: Comparison of synchronous and asynchronous without termination detection

updates take time to propagate among processors during run-time.
3.2.2 Strong Scaling Study In this experiment, we fix the global problem size
and vary the processor count from 4, 16, and 64 processors with a local problem size of
100×100,50×50 and 25×25 respectively. Again for this experiment too, since there is no
termination detection, each node runs a maximum of 1000 iterations.
Observations We observe that the maximum total time as represented by 3.4(a) decreases almost entirely proportional to the problem size involved. We also observe almost
the exact same trends with respect to maximum computation time as indicated in 3.4(b)
indicating linear scaling with respect to problem size. The maximum communication time
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in Figure 3.4(c) gives us some very interesting results. As noted in the weak scaling experiment, there is a jump in communication time from the 4 to the 16 processor case although
this jump is higher the synchronous version. Thereafter the communication time dips below
that of the 4 processor case for 64 processors. This is because the maximum possible degree
for a processor in the 4 processor cases almost doubled with respect to that in the 16 processor case even though the net size of data stayed the same in both cases. However, moving
from the 16 to the 64 processor case, the net size of data being communicated is halved
leading to halving of the communication time as well. From Figures 3.3(c) and 3.4(c), we
can conclude that ACHILES’ communication scales very well with varying problem sizes as
well as processor count.
3.2.3 Termination Detection Study We now turn our attention to actual convergence based study by examining ACHILES’ performance with active termination detection
as described in Section 2.5. It is important to note that asynchronous methods are stochastic
in nature and lead to slightly varying results on each experiment run. For this experiment,
we imposed a global convergence tolerance of 10−3 resulting in a local convergence thresh1
old which would be procs
∗ 10−3 . We plot the local squared residual norm values on each
processor with respect to time for the asynchronous case whereas we plot the global squared
residual value for the synchronous case which is calculated at each step using MPI Allreduce.
All asynchronous experiments were executed with progress control mechanism activated.
Observations The results presented in Figure 3.5 present some interesting nuances of
asynchronous methods in general. First, we see that asynchronous methods converge slower
than synchronous methods. This behavior is more pronounced the greater the processor
count as shown in Figures 3.5(a), 3.5(b) and 3.5(c). This can be attributed to a number
of reasons. First, asynchronous methods involve chaotic message transmissions which arent
synchronized even among neighboring processors. This leads to non-homogenous progress
among various subdomains. Second, the boundary values that a subdomain obtains at
each step asynchronously may all not pertain to the same update across every neighboring
subdomain. Third, obtaining true one-sided passive communication is not easy even with
RDMA and asynchronous progress as indicated by the non-trivial amount of time incurred
during communication shown in previous two cases. Ideally, we would like the time spent
in communication to be as less as possible. It seems apparent that a more powerful RDMA
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Fig. 3.5: Study of effects of asynchronous computation with termination detection

engine will increasingly make the communication time smaller. Further, our experiments
involve one level asynchronous methods which are known for their poor scalability which
explains the tardiness seen in larger processor cases. Lastly, the ability to detect global
convergence efficiently coupled with above mentioned factors is indeed a serious bottleneck.
However despite such challenges, from Figure 3.5(d) we can see that the final result that is
obtained matches that of the synchronous version very closely.
4 Related Works The idea of asynchronous iterations isn’t new and has been explored from a theoretical as well as a computational standpoint in the past. The work done in
[6] investigates two-stage convergence properties and provides the proof for the convergence
of such asynchronous block-iterative schemes for specific matrices. The asynchronous version of the optimized schwarz method has been investigated in the paper [9] which presents
numerical results emanating for a geological image processing problem supported by convergence analysis thereby demonstrating the benefits of asynchronous iterations.
There have also been attempts made at establishing non-linear asynchronous computations with applications in optimization. The work done in [12] details the use of alternating
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direction method of multipliers to drive an asynchronous decentralized problem and provides
convergence analysis along with its rate of convergence. The work done in [10] presents computational results on the application of non linear asynchronous decentralized optimization
methods with an application in power systems.
Schwarz methods have also been popular methods for domain decomposition and with
the advent of parallel computing have assumed even more relevance. The book on domain
decomposition [5] provides an in-depth analysis of the various Schwarz methods starting
from the original Additive Schwarz, Restrictive Additive Schwarz, Optimized Schwarz and
Jacobi Schwarz.
While the difficulty of efficient asynchronous termination detection has been alluded to
in this paper before there have been a few attempts to solve this problem. The work done
in [1] establishes a unique asynchronous termination detection algorithm that is hardware
agnostic, makes no assumption of sustained local convergence and provides stable results.
The authors point out that other asynchronous termination algorithms found in literature
are never fully asynchronous or come with extremely specific constraints and that theirs
is the only known algorithm with completely decentralized control that can be applied
generically to many applications.
5 Lessons Learnt One of the key take aways from developing ACHILES has been
the subtle nuances which dominate RMA semantics. Moreover, performance of RMA is
very closely interlinked with underlying hardware support and that it can make a huge
difference. While one-sided passive target synchronization of RMA is very promising from
an asynchronous computational aspect, one must be aware of the difference between various
RMA calls i.e. MPI Lock all/MPI Unlock all vs MPI Lock/MPI Unlock in order to extract
the best performance. While the former needs to be specified only once during the lifetime
of a program at the very beginning and end respectively, the latter needs to be called
after each successive RMA access primitive. As a result the former induces lesser number
of RMA messages underneath as compared to the latter thereby aiding performance. It
is also important to note the role that asynchronous progress control plays in enhancing
performance. As has already been mentioned in the previous sections, progress control is
extremely useful in order to ensure optimum data availability and for achieving true onesided communication in the absence of RDMA hardware support.
6 Future Work The work done in implementing ACHILES brings us to an exciting
cross-road where there is a lot of scope for optimizing performance both from the hardware as
well as the computational standpoint. While we demonstrated the scalability of ACHILES,
it will be interesting to examine the effect of load imbalance arising either out of varying
the computational burden of individual subdomains or by insertion of artificial delays. This
will allow us to examine the minimum imbalance that is required to make the asynchronous
faster than the synchronous. We also intend to explore the use of asynchronous two level
methods to improve convergence characteristics. In addition, we plan to move to a much
more efficient termination detection criteria that will allow us to detect global convergence
faster while maintaining the benefits accrued by the use of asynchronous methods.
7 Conclusion In this paper we present the design and implementation of ACHILES,
a novel asynchronous framework to build an iterative solver. We provide an overview of the
various phases of ACHILES pertaining to symbolic, numeric and solve updates and go on to
discuss ways in which ACHILES handles overlap. We provide RMA implementation details
that power the asynchronous communications of ACHILES and discuss nuances that might
have a bearing on convergence. We discuss certain implementation specific details pertaining
to the use of MPI Remote Memory Access, the concept of asynchronous progress control
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and why it is extremely relevant and the importance efficient asynchronous termination
detection in obtaining the best performance of asynchronous solvers.
We present two case studies pertaining to the sparse matrix vector product and the asynchronous iterative Jacobi Schwarz method to demonstrate the performance of ACHILES.
We observe that ACHILES performs well in the sparse matrix vector product study highlighting its efficient and scalable communication layer. We observe that the sparse matrix
vector kernel in ACHILES performs better than Tpetra which is part of the Trilinos project.
Moreover, the weak and strong scaling study for the asynchronous iterative Jacobi Schwarz
demonstrate smooth scalability in terms of computation time while also yielding results
which again reinforce the scalability of the communication layer as well. We also note that
ACHILES sheds light on a variety of intrinsic issues that offer tremendous scope of research
in the area of asynchronous solvers by running experiments using Jacobi Schwarz with active
termination detection. We present a summary of our experiences in achieving asynchronous
communication from the hardware perspective as also from the RMA standpoint in the
software layer. We make a note of all the challenges that need to be addressed in order to
obtain optimum performance for asynchronous methods. We conclude by providing a brief
overview of the future directions of this work.
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